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5 LONDON ROAD 
ALDERLEY EDGE 

CHESHIRE SK9 7JT 
Tel: 01625 582130 

Fax: 01625 583878 
All major credit cards accepted 
P & P shoes £2.50 clothing £1.00 

FRA member discounts 
Except on Running Bear own label 

Clothing and special offers 

All products can be ordered online at: 
www.runningbear.co.uk 
e-mail: info@runningbear.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
 

Pertex Jacket  

 

VERY lightweight 
(ideal race kit for 
your bum bag) 
Club kit orders 
available 
Only £35.00 

Nike Air 
Pegasus 
Trail  well 
cushioned off 
road shoe   
£70.00

¾ length tights, mens with inner brief for added support 
(ladies photo below) only £15.00.  Aer Tee Shirt – 

latest design, super high wicking fabric £15.00, Square 
Cut Shorts, with rear zip pocket (as shown in running 

photo) £12.59, Racing Cut Shorts £10.95 
 (all in s,m,l,xl).   

Julbo Eye 
Protection 
lightweight 

running 
sunglasses 

£35.00 

Running 
Bear Aer 

Shirt £15.00. 
 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

 

Asics system 
tights  

mOnly 
£25.00 

Timex Stop watch,  
50 lap memory 

£29.00 
(was £40.00) 

Nike Zoom Explosion lightweight trainer racer mens 
and ladies colours (250 grams) Only £45.00

Gladiator  

Fell Shoes, 
Get a Grip at 
only  
 

£55.00 

Asics 

 performance 
top, 

lightweight, 
high wicking 

polyester 
 
 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

 

 £20.00 

 

 (was £28.00) 

Saucony 
Grid Jazz  
Trail shoe  
 

Only £60.00 

Timex Stop watch,  
30 lap memory 
£29.00 
(was £40.00) 

 Sportiva 
Crosslite 
sticky rubber 
sole, ideal for 
long days out on 
the hills 
£70.00 T
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 MUDCLAW 330 - £65 
(UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
Extremely durable and aggressively outsoled 
fell/mountain/orienteering shoe. Synthetic 

upper has dual layer 
mesh for comfort and 
protection. Outsole uses 
Inov-8 sticky rubber 
compound.
WEIGHT: 330 GRAMS

 MUDCLAW 270 - £65 
(UK 4-12 INC ½ SIZES)
Extreme mountain/fell and cross country 
running shoe combining a radical new 

design upper and 
aggressive sticky 
rubber outsole 
offering massive 
levels of grip. 
WEIGHT: 270 GRAMS

 HOT PEAK 42

(SIZES MEDIUM & LARGE)

Off road running cap featuring 
breathable mesh, fast wicking, 
quick drying microfi bre, 
anatomical fi t and a short peak 
for steep ascending.

FREE WITH X-TALON 212 
PROMOTION

ORDER ONLINE NOW OR PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE
P ET E BL AND S P ORT S 34A K I RKL AND, K ENDA L,  C UMBR I A L A9 5AD

Tel: (01539) 731012  www.peteblandsports.co.uk

£3 Standard delivery 
£5 Next Day Delivery

10% 

DISCOUNT 
TO FRA 
MEMBERS

 ROCLITE 315 - £65 
(UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
Trail running shoe with high levels of comfort, 
upper support and grip. Medium profi le 

cushioned midsole 
provides comfort while 
the fascia-band aids 
propulsion effi ciency of 
the running cycle. 
WEIGHT: 315 GRAMS

BEST OF THE REST

HOT PEAK 42

(SIZES MEDIUM & LARGE)

Off road running cap featuring 
breathable mesh, fast wicking, 
quick drying microfi bre, 
anatomical fi t and a short peak 
for steep ascending.

FREE WITH X-TALON 212 
PROMOTION

X MARKS THE SPOT

 AVAILABLE 2ND WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2008

 PRE-ORDER ONLINE NOW AT www.peteblandsports.co.uk 
OR CALL THE SHOP ON (01539) 731012

 FREE INOV-8 HOT PEAK 42 CAP WITH THE FIRST 100 PAIRS ORDERED

 X-TALON 212 - £70 
(UK 4-12 INC ½ SIZES)
Super lightweight off road running shoe 
with low profi le midsole. High levels of 
comfort, stability and performance with 
an aggressive sticky 
rubber outsole make 
this shoe ideal for fell 
racing/running and 
cross country.

WEIGHT: 
212 GRAMS

 ROCLITE 295 - £65   (UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
A trail running and walking shoe with 
high levels of comfort, breathability and 
performance. Good underfoot cushioning 
makes the shoe ideal for hard surface tracks 
and trails. 
WEIGHT: 295 GRAMS

 FLYROC 310 - £65   (UK 3½ -13 INC ½ SIZES)
The ultimate lightweight trail and adventure 
racing shoe with high levels of comfort, 
breathability and performance. Ideal for off-
road and mixed terrain use with excellent grip 
in grass and muddy conditions. 
WEIGHT: 310 GRAMS
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P ET E BL AND S P ORT S 34A K I RKL AND, K ENDA L,  C UMBR I A L A9 5AD

Tel: (01539) 731012  www.peteblandsports.co.uk

CURRENT MAPS

 ANNIVERSARY WALTZ
 THREE PEAKS
 CONISTON
 BUTTERMERE SAILBECK
 FAIRFIELD HORSESHOE
 DUDDON
 ENNERDALE HORSESHOE
 WASDALE
 KENTMERE HORSESHOE

MAPS TO FOLLOW

 BORROWDALE
 SEDBERGH HILLS
 THREE SHIRES
 LANGDALE
 BLACKCOMBE 
 HELVELLYN
 TOUR OF PENDLE
 HALF TOUR OF PENDLE

COURSE DETAILS
ABOVE IS AN EXAMPLE OF 
COURSE DETAILS WHICH 
APPEAR ON THE BACK 
OF EVERY RACE MAP

ABOVE IS AN EXAMPLE OF 
COURSE DETAILS WHICH 

 34A K I RKL AND, K ENDA L,  C UMBR I A L A9 5AD

THE ULTIMATE RACE MAP
Pete Bland Sports, in conjunction with Harvey, have produced a series 

of waterproof fell race maps exclusive to PETE BLAND SPORTS and 

HARVEY. With route descriptions provided by Jon Broxap the maps are 

an ideal tool for those who aim to fi nd the optimum route. 

We currently have 9 maps in circulation with a further 7 to follow (see 

below for details).  If anybody has any ideas on other race maps they 

would like to see produced please email jon@peteblandsports.co.uk

ALL OUR RACE MAPS COST £3
PHONE THE SHOP, ORDER ONLINE OR 
PURCHASE FROM THE BIG RED VAN!!

WATERPROOF
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Editor: Britta Sendlhofer, The Cottage, Ghyll Head, Bowness-on-Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3LN.  
Tel: 015394 44874   Email: britta@brittas-designs.co.uk

Editorial Team
Access & Environment
Chris Knox, 38 St John’s Street,
Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 5AG.
Tel: 017687 72922.
Email: chrisknox2@tiscali.co.uk

Championships
Jon Broxap, 32 Castle Garth,
Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 7AT.
Tel: 01539 721603.
Email: jonathan@dbroxap.freeserve.co.uk

Fixtures
Margaret Chippendale, Brindle House,
100 North Road, Glossop, SK13 7AX.
Tel: 01457 863319.
Email: fixtures@fellrunner.org.uk

FRA
Alan Brentnall, 8 Leygate View,
New Mills, High Peak, SK22 3EE.
Tel: 01663 746476.
Email: alan.brentnall@btinternet.com

Ireland
Ian Taylor, 52 Bladon Drive, Belfast,
BT9 5JN.
Tel: 02890 280790.
Email: ir.taylor@ntlworld.com

Juniors
Richard Lecky-Thompson
6 Sawrey Court, Broughton in Furness, 
Cumbria, LA20 9QS
Tel: 01229 716021
Email: richardlt@coolgreen.ltd.uk

Long Distance
Martin Stone, Sleagill Head Farm,
Sleagill, Penrith, Cumbria, CA10 3HD.
Tel: 0870 7661792.
Email: martin.stone@sportident.co.uk

Results
Dave Weatherhead, 16 Birchlands Grove,
Wilsden, Bradford, BD15 0HD.
Tel: 01535 273508.
Email: resultsfra@aol.com

Scotland
Malcolm Patterson (Secretary)
6 Nigel Gardens, Glasgow, G41 3UQ.
Tel: 0141 632 6986
Email: malcpat@yahoo.co.uk

Wales
Ross Powell (WFRA), Pen Y Buarth Farm, 
Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, Gwynedd.
Tel: 01286 881491.
Email: penybuarth@tiscali.co.uk

Sharon Woods (WMRA), Ty’r Mynydd, 
7 Heol Coedcae Uchaf, Blaenavon, NP4 9JA.
Tel: 01495 791754.
Email: adrian.woods1@virgin.net

Website
Brett Weeden, Highbridge House,
87 Main Street, Cononley, BD20 8LJ.
Tel: 01535 635937.
Email: brett@phreakware.co.uk

Printing 
St Ives Web 
Tel: 020 7928 8844  www.stivesweb.com

Data Protection Act 
The Data Protection Act requires us to tell all members that their addresses, dates of birth and club names will be maintained on a computer.

This allows us to send you an FRA calendar and three magazines each year. You have the right to request that your name be removed from the computer 
database and you should contact the Membership Secretary if this is your wish.

Unless your details are kept on a computer we will be unable to send you an FRA calendar, the magazine or an annual membership renewal form.
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I would like to start by both 
congratulating and thanking Bryan 
Spreight, Dave Hodgson and the rest of 
their team for making such a success of 
the 3 Peaks Race. I know that there were 
a few disgruntled voices early on with 
on-line entry system, but these problems 
were overcome and I am sure that every 
one who wanted to enter, who had the 
relevant experience, would have been 
successful. I know from talking to Dave 
that the organising committee did have a 
lot of work on their hands especially with 
some of the oversea’s teams, but again 
by various means these problems were 
overcome also. May I say again a heart 
felt well done to you all.

The new committee members have 
blended into the workings of the FRA 
very well, as you would expect, and 
everything is progressing as smooth 
as ever. Richard Lecky-Thompson has 
brought some new ideas to the junior 
section and he is also working in 
conjunction with Graham Woodward 
and Basher Hussein on the FMR3 
coaching course. The earlier work put 
into this coaching course now seems to 
be bearing fruit with UKA at last starting 
to move. 

The championships are being well 
supported and with half of the races 
completed in the English both the men’s 
and ladies races are very close.

Cumbria CC cabinet have agreed 
to a proposal to act as the funding 
body for the Commonwealth Games 
Championship in Mountain Running and 
Ultra Road Running to be held in Keswick 
in 2009. The date will be finalised later.

With us now moving into the summer 
period hopefully we can now start to 
enjoy some good weather for our racing, 
which does make a vast difference 
when out on the hills. I must admit to 
having been very fortunate with the 
weather recently when racing. On a 
personal note I would like to thank 
John Preston from Todmorden for his 
tremendous encouragement and help at 
Duddon, without which I would not have 
completed the race. 

Tony Varley

The Fellrunner is published three 
times a year.  Please send in any 
articles, letters or photographs 
which may be of interest. Ideas and 
comment on what content you 
would like to see in your magazine are 
always welcome.

The deadline for submission 
of content for the next issue is 

September 12, 2008 for editorial 
content and October 3, 2008 for 
news, results and other ‘last minute’ 
things. Please try and let me know 
what you intend to send and try to 
submit articles as early as possible.  

Britta Sendlhofer, The Cottage, Ghyll 
Head, Bowness-on-Windermere, 

Cumbria LA23 3LN
Tel: 015394 44874 | Email: 
britta@brittas-designs.co.uk

Results and Race RepoRts  
Please submit all race reports and 
results for inclusion in the Fellrunner 
to Dave Weatherhead
16 Birchlands Grove, Wilsden,  

West Yorkshire BD15 0HD
Tel: 01535 273508
Email: resultsfra@aol.com

adveRtising  Tony Hulme
Running Bear, 5 London Road, 
Alderley Edge, Cheshire SK9 7JT
Tel: 01625 582130

The beginning of summer (at least on the calendar) and another Fellrunner issue is done. The season 
is well under way and here in the Lakes at least, we’ve had some fantastic conditions for running! 
The good underfoot conditions may have been a contributing factor for many a record to tumble 
and for a large number of fantastic long distance feats to be accomplished. It certainly made for 
some stunning views and memorable days out on the fells which, more often than not, finished 
with a swim in a tarn or stream! 

As I type this though, the wind is howling and the rain is pouring down! This foul weather has 
come as a bit of a shock to the system and a wet and freezing day out on the fells this weekend has 
been a sharp reminder that we get complacent about carrying enough kit at our own peril! It’s a 
fine line between travelling light and being reckless - but more about that in the next issue. 

For now lets hope there’s still a few more long, sunny evenings to come - like that stunning 
Wednesday night of the Blencathra race - a good crowd, a fantastic route, unforgettable scenery 
and free entry - fellrunning and racing doesn’t come much better than that!

Yet again many a contributor has given up a big chunk of their valueable time to supply me with 
great articles and photos - I hope you will all enjoy the content of this issue as much as I have. 

As this magazine, much of fellrunning relies on committed folk to volunteer their time and 
efforts – whether it’s race organisers, marshalls, coaches, supporters, pacers or understanding family 
members who cover for us whilst we play on the hills! If you haven’t done so already, think of a way 
of giving something back (you may be surprised how rewarding a stint as a marshall on a blustery 
fell top can be!). 

Britta Sendlhofer

coveR pHoto Runners climbing Pen-y-Ghent. Photo courtesy of Pete Hartley

Fellrunner Spring 2008
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Editor’s Note

Stunning summe days which provide memories for a life time: Grisedale tarn and the slog up Fairfield 
from Seat Sandal – taken on-route of the Rothay Watershed Challenge – a 23 mile/9000’ circuit from 
Ambleside which was organised to celebrate the 25th birthday of Ambleside AC, and completed by 
many of the club’s members, old and new, before the evening celebrations at Brathay.
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There have been two meetings since the 
last issue of The Fellrunner, and here are 
some brief notes. Further information 
can be obtained by contacting me direct.

COMMITTEE MEETING 
Kendal, Saturday 8 March, 2008.
It was noted that the Three Peaks race 
organisation had made great efforts 
to accommodate all championship 
contenders as well as all Three Peaks 
regulars. The decision made at the last 
meeting was revisited because it was 
evident that the Three Peaks committee 
would avoid making any losses simply 
by reducing the services to runners, and, 
because of this, it was decided to make a 
donation of £3000 to the event.

Proposals for a change in format for 
the British Championship were discussed, 
and the CMG are still considering options 
and open to suggestions, bearing in mind 
that the reason for any change must be to 
stimulate interest in this championship in 
all of the home countries.

There was some discussion about the 
2009 Junior Home International as it will 
be England’s turn to host this. Junior 
Coordinator Richard Lecky-Thompson 
and Bashir Hussein are to get together to 
sort out the details.

Still on the Junior front, Richard is 
seeking views and ideas from young 
runners as to the format of this year’s 
Junior Do - please let him have your ideas.

Chris Knox, the FRA’s Environment 
Officer, reported that the RSPB are re-
drafting their Birds of Prey guide and 
want to include our logo. Before agreeing 
to this, Chris is to obtain clarification 
that the RSPB definition of human 

disturbance does not include outdoor 
activities such as fell running.

Alan Barlow reported that UK Athletics 
reorganisation is still ongoing, and 
that the Event Group has now been 
disbanded, to be replaced by an England 
Athletics body, where our sport will be 
represented by Sarah Rowell.

The meeting was pleased to hear 
that the two changes proposed by us 
last year for the UK Athletics rules have 
been incorporated in the new rule book, 
including the fact that the new Appendix 
E rule on Endurance Officials does NOT 
apply to fell running.

The 2009 Commonwealth Games event 
in Keswick is still at the funding stage. 
Cumbria CC have agreed to underwrite 
the event and are looking to the various 
national sporting bodies (including 
the FRA) to also provide a funding 
commitment. The meeting unanimously 
agreed to this, providing the event 
actually takes place, and I have sent a 
letter of confirmation.

The meeting unanimously approved 
that Fred Rogerson should be made an 
Honorary Member of the FRA.

The meeting agreed to financially 
reimburse Britta for the non-editorial 
production work which she does. This 
aspect of magazine production was 
previously done by the company which 
printed the magazine.

The link between category A races and 
championship status was discussed, and 
it was unanimously agreed that the final 
sentence of the introductory paragraph 
to the FRA Rules For Competition should 
be removed. This will increase the choice 
of races available for selection and could 

possibly result in the introduction of 
some quality category B events into our 
championship.

COMMITTEE MEETING 
Staveley, Saturday 10 May, 2008.
The meeting approved the new format 
for the British Championship - four races, 
with the duplicated category echoing the 
category of the April (Northern Ireland) 
race - which rotates around the three 
length categories.

On the International front, the GB trial 
for the European Cup will take place in 
Sedbergh on 22 June, the selection for the 
Snowdon team will take place after the 
Moel Elio race on 17 May, the uphill-only 
WMRT trial will take place on Snowdon 
on 17 August in conjunction with Wales 
and the junior trial for the World Youth 
Challenge will take place at Shuttlingsloe 
on 26 May (this is for ages 16-17 but only 
those who are at least age 16 on the day 
of travel will be considered).

We are looking into putting together 
a two-day first aid course for those 
marshals who wish to improve their 
skills. This will be aimed at practicing 
first aid in a potentially remote outdoor 
environment, with specific reference to 
the problems posed in fell running. A 
pilot course will take place and could 
become a regular feature if the uptake 
is good.

The development of coaching courses 
for fell running is making progress. 
Richard Lecky-Thompson has formed 
team of support and they are working to 
deadline in Summer.

We are looking into the possibility of 
on-line entry for race organisers.

by Alan Brentnall

The Annual General Meeting of the Fell 
Runners Association will take place on 
Saturday 8 November 2008 at 4pm at 
the Castle Green Hotel, Kendal, prior to the 
Annual Dinner.

1. Motions for the Agenda must be noti� ed 
to the Secretary by Saturday 24 August 
2008. Details of the Agenda and Motions 
will be published in the October edition 
of “The Fellrunner”.

2. Election of Executive Committee.

a) Nominations for O�  cers must be noti� ed 
to the Secretary by Saturday 24 August 
2008.

b) Nominations for Representatives of 
English Clubs (four seats) must be 
noti� ed to the Secretary by Saturday 1 
November 2008.

c) Nominations for Membership 
Representatives (four seats) may be made 
at the meeting.

All members of the Executive Committee 
must be members of Clubs a�  liated for fell 

running to one of the UK Athletics Regions.

3.  Voting.
a)  Individual members of the Association, 

including family members, who are 
present at the meeting have one vote 
each.

b)  English Clubs which are a�  liated for 
fell running to UK Athletics and are 
represented at the meeting are entitled 
to two votes each. Club appointees for 
this purpose must be noti� ed in writing 
to the Secretary by Saturday 1 November 
2008.

4.  As usual, an Open Discussion will follow 
the formal business. This is an ideal 
opportunity for the Membership to 
express views on any aspect of our sport.

Alan Brentnall,
General Secretary, May 2008.

Notice of Annual 
General Meeting
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FRA Offi cers
Chairman: Tony Varley
1 Kensington Drive, Horwich, Bolton, BL6 6AE
01204 669570 | tonyvarley@AOL.com

Secretary: Alan Brentnall
8 Leygate View, New Mills, High Peak, SK22 3EF
01663 746476 | alan.brentnall@btinternet.com

Treasurer: Madeleine Watson
65 Old Park Road, Roundhay, Leeds, LS8 1JB
0113 269 2526 | thewatsonsroundhay@yahoo.com

Membership Secretary: Pete Bland
34a Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 5AD
01539 731012 | sales@peteblandsports.co.uk

Magazine Editor: Britta Sendlhofer
The Cottage, Ghyll Head, Bowness-on-Windermere, 
Cumbria, LA23 3LN
015394 44874 | britta@brittas-designs.co.uk

Fixtures Secretary: Margaret Chippendale
Brindle House, 100 North Road, Glossop, SK13 7AX
01457 863319 | � xtures@fellrunner.org.uk

Championships Coordinator: Jon Broxap
32 Castle Garth, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 7AT
01539 721603 | jonathan@dbroxap.freeserve.co.uk

Statistician: Mark Hobson
14 Nordale Park, Norden, Rochdale, OL12 7RS
07867 831457 | mhobson@mishmash.freeserve.co.u

Website O�  cer: Brett Weeden
Highbridge House, 87 Main Street, Cononley, Keighley, BD20 8LJ
01535-635937 | brett@phreakware.co.uk

Environment and Access O�  cer: Chris Knox
38 St John’s Street, Keswick, Cumbria, CA12 5AG
01768 772922 | chrisknox2@tiscali.co.uk

Junior Coordinator: Richard Lecky-Thompson
6 Sawrey Court, Broughton in Furness, Cumbria, LA20 9QS
01229 716021 | richardlt@coolgreen.ltd.uk

Club Representatives
Graham Breeze
Uplands, Odda Lane, Hawksworth, Leeds  LS20 8NZ
01943 874046 | GrahamBreeze1@aol.com

Paul Sanderson
27 Milden Road, She�  eld, S6 4AT
0114 2206353 | winhill@blueyonder.co.uk

Andy Scho� eld
End Yan,  Jenkin Hill, Thornthwaite, Near Keswick, Cumbria   CA12 5SG
017687 78577

Sharon Taylor
5 Gowan Terrace, Staveley, Kendal, LA8 9LW
01539 822281 | staylor8@jacgb.jnj.com

Membership Representatives
Alan Barlow
12 Redcar Close, Hazel Grove, Stockport, SK7 4SQ
0161 483 9330 | runalan55@hotmail.com

Ross Powell
Pen y Buarth Farm, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, 
Gwynnedd, LL54 7RD
01286 881491 | penybuarth@tiscali.co.uk

Mike Robinson
38 Burneside Road, Kendal, LA9 4RL
01539 721202 | mikerobinson1969@yahoo.co.uk

Rod Sutcli� e
Sherwood, Cragg Vale, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire HX7 5RX
01422 882082 | rod.sutcli� e@btopenworld.com

UKA Representative: 
Alan Barlow
12 Redcar Close, Hazel Grove, Stockport, SK7 4SQ
0161 483 9330 | runalan55@hotmail.com

FRA Membership enquiries
Debbie Thompson
Tel: 0870 7661792 | email:debbie@staminade.freeserve.co.uk

N. Ireland Mountain Running Association
Website: www.nimra.org.uk
Ian Taylor (Secretary)
Tel: 028 9028 0790 | email: ir.taylor@ntlworld.com
52 Bladon Drive, Belfast, BT9 5JN.

Scottish Hill Runners
www.shr.uk.com
Malcolm Patterson (Secretary)
Tel: 0141 632 6986 | email: malcpat@yahoo.co.uk
6 Nigel Gardens, Glasgow, G41 3UQ.

Scottish Athletics Hill Running Commission
www.scottishathletics.org.uk
David Armitage
Tel: 01467 651532
7 St.Ninian’s, Monymusk, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire, AB51 7HF.

Welsh Mountain Running Committee
www.welshathletics.org  
Adrian Woods
Tel: 01495 791754 | email: adrian.woods@virgin.net
Ty’r Mynnydd, 7Coed Cae Uchaf, Blaenafon, Torfaen, NP4 9JA.

Welsh Fell Runners Association 
Ross Powell (Chairman)
Tel: 01286 881491   email: rosspowell@wfra.org.uk
Pen y Buarth Farm, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, LL54 7RD.

World Mountain Running Association
Danny Hughes (Chairman)
Tel: 019467 25366 | Hallsteads, Gosforth, Cumbria, CA20 1BJ.
Mark Croasdale (FRA Delegate)
Tel: 01524 388748 | croasdales@btinternet.com
89 Barton Road, Lancaster, LA1 4E
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Learn the basics of navigation on the fells or come along to 
improve your navigation skills. Cost £60 FRA members, 
£85 non-members inclusive of full board.

Courses wil comprise instruction and practical sessions on 
the fells and indoor instruction, with discussions and talks on 
safety and anything else you request us to cover. There will be 
a presentation about the FRA. Low key map reading events will 
also be included.

Ideal for anyone new to the sport of fellrunning.

FRA Basic Navigation Courses 2008

For Details of courses write to:
Mrs Margaret Batley, Hillside Close, Addingham, Ilkley, West Yorkshire 
LS29 0TB. Email: margaretbatley@btinternet.com

Please enclose an SAE - early booking advisable.

Autumn Course
Friday to Sunday 19th to 21st September 2008.
To be based at Elterwater Youth Hostel, near Ambleside, Cumbria.

The Coaching Off-Road Running Series
"this unique series of booklets"

"written with such enthusiasm that any reader should feel inspired to
hang up their road shoes and head for the trails and fells."

The Fellrunner Magazine

Current Publications
An Introduction to Trail and Fell Running

Downhill Techniques for Off-Road Runners
Uphill Techniques for Off-Road Runners

Navigation for Off-Road Runners
Mountain Marathon Preparation

Long and Ultra Distance Off-Road Running

NEW
Terrain Training for Off-Road Runners

Trailguides
35 Carmel Road South

Darlington
Co Durham

DL3 8DQ

www.trailguides.co.uk

SALES AND TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE

inov-8 is a fast growing exciting extreme 
sports and running brand.  We are looking 
for a highly motivated Sales and Technical 
representative to cover Scotland and The 
North of England to manage our existing 
specialist running and outdoor accounts 
and build on our signifi cant growth.

An ideal opportunity for a high calibre 
sports enthusiast with experience or a 
graduate looking for a challenge: 

For details see inov-8.com
e-mail a letter of application and CV to: 
junearcher@inov-8.com
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The craggy features and muscular frame of 
Jimmy Niblett will have been familiar to many 
fell race competitors throughout the Northwest 
over the past few decades. He had been battling 
prostate cancer in recent years but up to last 
Autumn was still able to take his long Sunday 
walk from his home on the northern outskirts of 
Bolton to Winter Hill summit and back. I last saw 
him just before Christmas when he was planning 
to spend the holiday period at Dubai, where 
his son is based, and then to visit friends in the 
South of France early in the New Year.

At the age of 15, Jimmy had worked at a 
coal pit near Montcliffe Stone Quarry above 
Horwich and then worked in the quarry itself, 
breaking stone with a 14lb hammer on piece 
work. In 1942, aged 20, he volunteered for the 
Royal Marines: “I did my training at Lympstone 
in Devon and afterwards commanded a landing 
craft at Normandy on D-Day. It was child’s play to 
me in the Marines as I was so strong and fit and it 
was here that I first began running.”

After the War, he went back down the mines 
and took up both football and wrestling, joining 
Bolton Wrestling Club, where he was coached 
by a retired wrestler, Johnny Nelson: “We used 
to do all our training on local fields but then 

Billy Riley opened a gym in Wigan and I started 
going there. I won the Northern and Lancashire 
welterweight titles and also the Northwest 
Olympics trial. I was due to travel down to 
London for the final selection on a Wednesday 
but injured my ankle playing football on the 

Monday, which put paid to my Olympic hopes.”
In 1952, Jimmy married Ruth, a Swiss girl 

(she died in 1985) and was advised to turn 
professional, which he did. He continued to 
enjoy the same success as an all-in wrestler, 
touring such countries as Sweden, Finland, 
Malaysia and Saudi Arabia, competing under 
the name of “Killer James.” He had also built up 
a successful scrap business over these years and 
wrestled at many charity shows throughout 
Lancashire.

Along about 1948, Jimmy had begun 
running regularly on a non-competitive basis 
and liked nothing better than to get out on his 
local moors. In 1979, he joined Horwich RMI 
Harriers and began to enter races, competing 
all over the Northwest and at Ben Nevis and 
Snowdon, and even in Continental races, 
including Sierre-Zinal. His living room, whose 
widow looked northeasterly to the Holcombe 
moors, was adorned with trophies, certificates 
and photographs from both his running and 
wrestling careers.

Jimmy certainly lived a very full and rewarding 
sporting life and will be remembered for both his 
hardy competitiveness and for his down-to-earth 
character and sense of humour.

B Y  B i l l  S m i t h

Jimmy Niblett with some 
of his wrestling and fell 

racing mementoes.
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Further to my article in the last edition of 
Fellrunner it is somewhat disappointing to see 
the lack of response so don’t complain if the 
changes made to the British Championships 
are not to your liking. The committee are 
shying away from the more radical changes 
mentioned last time and watch this space 
in the Autumn edition for details of the � nal 
decision. In addition we are in talks regarding 
the location for the relay in 2009 and 2010. 
Should any club wish to take on this exciting 
event in the future please contact either me, 
Sco� er or Jon Broxap.

Whilst many of you will know that England 
were successful in obtaining permission 
to hold the inaugural Commonwealth 
Championships for Mountain Running and 
Ultra Distance Road Running in 2009 against 
strong opposition from several other sports. 

No further details are available at the moment 
as the funding for the event is still in doubt as 
I write this.*

Following the changes is structure at UK 
Athletics that I touched on last time the 
endurance running group that they operated 
for elite performers has been disbanded.

However I understand that England 
Athletics are to set up a similar body and I 
hope to update everyone in the next issue. In 
the meantime UKA have agreed medical cover 
for our top internationals.

Once again please feel free to contact 
me regarding any fell running matters and 
I look forward to seeing many of you at the 
championship races.

Alan Barlow
Chairman

Competition Management Group 

UKA NEWS
Correction
The article about the Canary Island 3 Peaks 
Challenge in the Spring 2008 issue was not 
written by Peter Hayes but Tony Wimbush.

20-year-old Alistair Brownlee, has achieved 
the Olympic qualifying standard and looks 
set to compete in Beijing.

Alistair has been competing in fell races 
since he was knee high to a grasshopper, 
and is one of the most talented fell runner 
out there! As the Olympics don’t have fell 
running in their programme though, which 
is their loss, Alistair will be competing  in 
his second sport, the triathlon.

After a third place at the Madrid BG 
World Cup Brownlee recently cruised to 
Gold at the Under 23 Worlds in Vancouver, 
adding to his own Gold & Silver in the 
Junior category from Lausanne and 
Hamburg – and younger brother Jonathon 
won bronze in the junior event.

Ali reckons fell running is the best 
preparation you can have to run fast and 
hard after the 40k bike ride.

Good luck Ali, we’ll be all watching you 
on our TV’s.

Going for Beijing RESULTS 
& RACE 
REPORTS
Please submit all race reports and results for 
inclusion in the Fellrunner to: 

Dave Weatherhead
16 Birchlands Grove, Wilsden, 
West Yorkshire BD15 0HD
Tel: 01535 273508   
Email: resultsfra@aol.com

Change of address or 
missing magazines

Please contact: Debbie Thompson
Tel: 0870 7661792 or email: debbie@staminade.freeserve.co.uk

missing magazines
Please contact: Debbie Thompson
Tel: 0870 7661792 or email: debbie@staminade.freeserve.co.uk

*Update 11.06.2008: Cumbria CC cabinet approved a proposal for them to act as funding body for a 
Commonwealth Games Championship in Mountain Running and Ultra Road Running in Keswick in 
2009. Final date is yet to be decided.

Autumn Issue
There’s a couple of topics I’d like to be 
debated in the next issue, so please send in 
your letters or articles. 

One is the matter of payment for 
commissioned articles. At present, 
photographs get paid for, even if it’s just a 
nominal fee, yet those spending time on 
articles don’t get any more than a Thank You.

Secondly, I’d like a bit of a debate on 
safety on the fells. Just peoples views on 
the balance between the freedom we 
seek and the need to be prepared for 
eventualities. Your views, experiences and 
anectdotes are welcome. 

Results
BY DAVE WEATHERHEAD & BARBARA CARNEY

SEPTEMBER 6, 2007 - JUNE 11, 2008
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British Relay 
Championships
The UK Athletics Competition Management 
Group has con� rmed that they have agreed 
that the team categories at the British Relay 
Championships will henceforth be Open, 
Women’s and Open Veteran (40 or over). 
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Access
Over the last couple of months, I’ve had various 
bits of correspondence and meetings relating to 
access issues, in fact the last of these meetings 
has been the reason for later than normal 
production. So apologies to all, its my fault!

I had hoped to be able to confirm our 
updated agreement with United Utilities, but 
there are a few points to clarify yet in relation 
to protected land in their ownership, but it 
all seems very positive. My last meeting was 
with Natural England (NE) and, contrary to 
my comments in the spring issue, there is no 
desire to increase the bureaucratic burden. NE 
were sort of spurred into action with one our 
events where a tenant farmer - happy with the 
race – contacted them on a boundary problem. 
Because it had been brought to their attention, 
the event couldn’t be ignored, so they got 
involved and resolved the issues. Again 
everything seems quite positive, but until we’ve 
had further discussion on communication lines 
etc., there is no change on how organisers get 
permission for their events. I’m hoping to put 
links to respective NE contacts on our web site 
to help with local issues and information.

At this point I think it I should just remind 
you of part of the guidelines (published in our 
calendar) that race organisers should already be 
following;

Wildlife Habitats
Consult locally about areas of sensitivity. 
Identify whether there are any Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) or other features of 
wildlife importance on the course. Certain types 
of habitat may be particularly vulnerable to 
damage, e.g. summit plateaux, scree and rock 
gullies which support fragile fern, moss and 
lichen communities. Crags and rocky outcrops 
may have important nesting sites for birds of 
prey and others such as Ring Ouzel. Much of 
our moorland is of international importance for 
its unique bird population, these birds and their 
nests are easily disturbed, resulting in increased 
mortality. Meadows are easily trampled, losing 
wildlife interest and reduced haycrop for 
the farmer. Avoid planning races during the 
breeding season, mid-March to the end of June, 
or stay on well-used existing routes. Grouse 
moors should be avoided prior to a shoot, 
jobs may be at risk if the area is disturbed and 
the birds dispersed, consult relevant estate 
in advance for dates. Mark and marshal any 
known vulnerable sites, from your consultation, 

on route that must be avoided.
Speaking of birds, one of my earlier bits of 

correspondence was with Jeff Knott who was 
coordinating support and launch of a report to 
help protect the UK’s birds of prey. This is the 
press release from May 6th where I was invited 
to the launch in Manchester. Not renowned as 
a fell running venue I know but Peregrines are 
nesting on the Urbis Centre (near Exchange 
Square) just where the RSPB can film and relay 
images to a nearby viewing platform.

A coalition of conservation, countryside and 
welfare groups has called for increased efforts to 
tackle the illegal killing of the UK’s birds of prey. 

In all, 26 organisations, including the RSPB, 
National Trust, The 
Ramblers’ Association 
and the RSPCA have put 
their names to the call, 
which is contained in a 
new report on the status 
of the UK’s birds of prey.

The report, ‘On a Wing 
and a Prayer,’ is largely 
a celebration of our birds of prey and of the 
recovery of many species since the days when 
they all but vanished because of persecution 
and poisoning from pesticides like DDT.

As well as legal protection, the birds’ recovery 
has been helped enormously by the efforts of 
many landowners and gamekeepers.

Of the country’s 15 bird of prey species, nine 
have seen their numbers increase in recent 
years, with populations of five more now stable 
and just one – the kestrel – declining, possibly 
due to a reduction in prey because of changes 
in farming practice.

Their return has proved them a popular part 
of our natural and cultural heritage, giving 
pleasure to millions and bringing income 
through tourism.

Yet despite the good news, persecution 
remains a very real threat in some parts of the 
country with a minority of people still prepared 
to shoot, trap and poison birds, including 
golden eagle, hen harrier, goshawk, red kite 
and peregrine.

Dr Mark Avery, the RSPB’s Director of 
Conservation, said: “The turn around in the 
fortunes of our birds of prey is a cause for 
national celebration, but we must not allow a 
return to the bad old days.

“That is why the organisations behind this 
report are calling for the laws protecting birds 
of prey to be maintained and properly enforced 

to finally stamp out illegal killing.
“We also want to see the countryside 

used and policed in a way that keeps the 
environment healthy and diverse enough to 
support birds of prey. Their presence in our 
skies is a sign that the wider countryside is in 
good shape.”   

The FRA, amongst others such as the 
BMC, Ramblers, Sustrans and the Scottish 
Mountaineering Council have endorsed the 
report – lets see if it makes a difference. 

More details can be found from the RSPB at: 
The RSPB’s Aren’t Birds Brilliant! public viewing 
schemes. Details of these can be found on the 
Society’s website: www.rspb.org.uk/brilliant/

 To find out more about birds of prey visit 
the RSPB website at: www.rspb.org.uk/
birdsofprey

Weather
OK so its probably been chucking it down for a 
couple of weeks now and we’re all fed up with 
non-stop rain, but up to the beginning of June 
the northern half of the country had around 
seven weeks without any substantial rainfall 
(when it broke in Scotland it fell increasingly 
as snow above 3000’!). Some of the smaller 
Hebridean Islands were at a critical level of fresh 
water, Blacksail YHA I think actually ran out of 
water and had to close on a temporary basis 
and there were some tragic moorland fires on 
the South Pennines. Nevertheless we (well most 
of us) were toiling away on the hills enjoying 
fast running and remarkably dry feet! Great 
stuff, but it also did encourage greater use of 
gels, drinks etc. on more events… I know I’m 
preaching to the converted, but please, please 
keep your empty’s and take them home for 
re-cycling where possible. Oh and while I’m on 
this one, who on earth managed to leave their 
banana skin in the field at Bram Crag after the 
Two Riggs race? Yes its only a banana skin, but 
why expect someone else to clear up after you? 
Just pretend you’re at home and tidy up as you 
normally would (current students and yours 
truly may have to use their imagination on this 
one). Just think the more we mess up a venue 
or route with our debris, the less chance there is 
of that particular event carrying on.

Travelling
Fuel costs are alarming most of the time, at 
the present time they are rocketing and look 
unlikely to come down much, keep pushing the 
car share button.

B Y  C h r i s  K n o x

Access and 
Environment Summer 2008 
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* FELL RUNNER SUMMER BARGAINS * 

FELL RUNNER SHOE DEALS 

 

Lakes Runner Confirmed as Retail
Partner at all 12 races.  For more 
info visit www.runfurther.com See 

you there! 
 

AWESOME VASQUE TRAIL SHOES NOW 
IN STOCK. IDEAL ULTRA SHOES

ROCLITE 318 GTX 
£76.50 RRP 

£85) 

Montrail 
Highlander 
£54 (RRP £60) 

Walsh Ultra 
Extreme 

£58.50 (RRP £65) 

La Sportiva 
Crosslite 

£70 (RRP £75) 

Inov-8 Roclite 
305 

£58.50 (RRP £65) 

Opening 
Hours: 

Mon to Sat  
9 – 5.30pm 
Sun 10 – 5pm 

Tel:
015394 31272 
Email: 
info@ 
lakesrunner.com 

RAB MICRO 
PULL-OVER 

 

£20 
(rrp £40) 

colour as image 

 Polartec 100 weight 
micro Fleece 

 Ideal Mid Layer for 
Mountain Marathons 

 Excellent for pre and 
post race or session 
warm up and down 

 Performs well in the 
boozer. 

Montane 
Sonic Trail 

Shorts 
 

£12.50 
rrp (£25) 

 
double hidden 

zip pocket, 
mesh lined, 

square cut trail 
short 

 

 
Good on wet rock 

 

 
The Ultra King

 
Wide Fit Walsh

 
great all rounder 

 
Waterproof 
Cushioned 
Trail Shoe 
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Revolutionary New Fell Shoe Specific Orthotics 

 Full Biomechanical assessment by our in house qualified 
podiatrist, including pressure plate and video analysis. 

 Low Volume – sit perfectly into your fell shoes without 
lifting your heels out the back or taking up too much space 

 Flexible – won’t affect the ride or feel of your favourite 
shoe unlike conventional off the peg bulky alternatives. 

 Can provide as much or as little correction as you require 
Need some Correction for your fell shoes? Give us a call 015394 31272 

for more info or to book an appointment.  Unsure? Free 15min 
consultations available. 

FELL RUNNER SPRING SPECIALS 

 

Lakes Runner Confirmed as Retail 
Partner at all 12 races.  For more 
info visit www.runfurther.com See 

you there! 
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£12.50 (RRP £25) 
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Mon to Sat  
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Sun 10 – 5pm 
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015394 31272 
Email: 
info@ 
lakesrunner.com 
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By the end of May I had received details of 531 races, which is about ten less than the number 
received at about the same time last year. The number of races in England is almost identical, 
the number of “Celtic” races being slightly down.

A Calendar Update is also maintained on the FRA website, www.fellrunner.org.uk. This 
website also contains links to the Northern Ireland Mountain Running Association, Scottish 
Athletics, Scottish Hill Runners, Welsh Athletics and Welsh FRA websites where information 
can be found about those Celtic races which are not included in the FRA Calendar.

2009 race registration details will be sent out to race organisers, whose 2008 race details 
were submitted for the Calendar, at the end of September. Anyone else who wants their 
event to be included or who is planning to organise a new race in 2009 should contact me 
so that they can also be included in the mailing.

Margaret Chippendale

B Y  M A R G A R E T  C H I P P E N D A L E

CALENDAR
UPDATE

RACE INFORMATION
Events which have been Registered with 
and Permitted/Insured through the FRA are 
identi� ed by “(R)” after the name of the race. 
Most but not all the races in England have been 
Permitted/Insured in this way. They will be run 
in accordance with “FRA Safety Requirements for 
Fell Races” and the “FRA Rules for Competition” 

Races which are not identi� ed in this way 
are included in the Calendar for information 
only and are not Registered with the FRA. This 
includes all races held in Northern Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales. The FRA cannot vouch 
for their Permit or Insurance status and details 
should be obtained from the organisers if 
required.

Details of many of the races listed below were 
received too late to be included in the Calendar 
itself. Corrections and amendments to the 
information in the Calendar are also listed. Please 
note that the update is in chronological order of 
when the races will NOW take place. 

Unless stated otherwise race entry is “ON THE 
DAY”.

SAT.JUN 28.  WHALEY CARNIVAL WALTZ (R).  BS.  
2.30 p.m.  5.5m/800’  from Whaley Bridge Primary 
School (GR 012811, OS White Peak).  £4 pre-entry 
to organiser or on day.  PM.  Over 16.  New race.  
Last registration 1.50 p.m. - access to Whaley 
Bridge closed at 2 p.m. for Carnival Parade.  
Details: Philomena Smith, 4 Randal Crescent, 
Whaley Bridge, High Peak, SK23 7GY.  Tel: 01663 
719251.  Email: races@goytvalleystriders.org.uk   
Website: goytvalleystriders.org.uk

WED.JUL 2.  HOPE WAKES (R).  BS.  Please 
note the following changes/additions. The 
minimum age for the senior race is now 16.  
There will also be junior races: U10 (over 6) fun 
run, 6.30 p.m., free;  U16, 6.45 p.m., £1.  All U18s 
must have parental consent.  

THU.JUL 3.  WINSTER (R).  BS.  7.30 p.m.  3.9m/695’ 
from Market House, Winster (GR 242606 on 
White Peak map).  £3.  PM.  Over 16.  Records: 
22.30 A. Wilton 1998; f. 26.01 C. Howard 2001.  
Details: Allan Stone, 1 Wyntor Avenue, Winster, 
Matlock, DE4 2DU.  Tel: 01629 650158.  Email: 
allan@allanstone.wanadoo.co.uk

SUN.JUL 13.  HOLME MOSS (R).  Engineering 
works by Yorkshire Water have required 
signi� cant changes to this race. It will now 
start from Cartworth Moor Cricket Club, 
Cartworth Moor Road, Holm� rth (GR 134067) 
and be 17 miles long.  Toilet facilities will be 
available.  All other details unchanged.

SAT.JUL. 19.  INGLEBOROUGH (R).  The start times 
for the English Junior Championship races to be 
held at this event will be as follows: U8, 1.30 p.m.; 
U10, 1.40 p.m., U12, 2.00 p.m.; U14, 2.20 p.m.; 
U16/U18, 3.10 p.m..  The times for the U10, U12 
& U14 races are approximate and will depend on 
the progress of the earlier races. All other details 
can be found in the main Calendar entry.

SUN.JUL 20.  GREAT HUCKLOW (R). Please note 
change of date from Sun. July 13th.  All other 
details unchanged
.
SAT.JUL 26.  PENDLE CLOUGHS (R).  AL.  2.00 
p.m.  14m/3900’ from Downham, nr Clitheroe, 
Lancs (GR SD785440).  £4 pre-entry with cheque 
to organiser or contact him.  Teams free.  ER/LK/
NS/PM.  Navigational skills essential.  Over 18.  
New event.  A 1:25,000 map of the course will be 
provided.  Orienteering clippers at checkpoints.  
Car sharing recommended.    Details: Andrew 
Hirst, 29 Darnbrook Road, Barnoldswick, BB18 
5RE.  Tel: 01282 812701.  Email: andrewhirst05@
tiscali.co.uk   Website: wharfedaleharriers.org.uk

SAT.JUN 28.  COTSWOLD WAY RELAY (R).  7.00 
a.m.  104m/12000’,  10 stage relay from St James 
Church, Church St., Chipping Campden.  £50 per 
team pre-entry before June 1st, £60 after.  Limit 
of 65 teams.  PM.  Over 18.  See website for full 
details.  No toilets.  No safety pins.  Details: Tom 
Hutchison, 17 Penn Lea Road, Weston, Bath, 
BA1 3RF.  Tel: 01225 463398 or 07759 174595.  
Email: entries@cotswoldwayrelay.co.uk   Website: 
cotswoldwayrelay.co.uk

SUN.JUN 29.  GREAT BAKEWELL PUDDING 
RACE (R).  CM.  11.00 a.m.  6.25m/700’ from 
Bakewell Recreation Ground (o�  A6).  £5.  Over 
18.  Records: 38.18 J.Taylor 2002; f. 45.05 C. 
Howard 2006.  Also 2.75m Junior Fun Run, 
over 12.  Bakewell Pudding/Tart to � rst 250 
runners in both Senior and Junior runs subject 
to availability.  Details: John Scott, 6 Yeld Close, 
Bakewell, DE45 1FX.  Tel: 01629 814217 or 07977 
565335.  Email: john.scott@gallifordtry.co.uk   
Website: puddingrace.org

SAT.AUG 2. GREAT WEST FELL RACE (R). AS. 2.00 
p.m. 5m/1360’ from Meldon Reservoir car park 
near Okehampton, Devon ( GR SX 562 917 ). 
£4. LK/NS/PM. Over 18. New race. Limit 125 
runners. No safety pins. Details: Chris Gurney, 9, 
Snowdrop Mews, Exeter, Devon, EX4 2PN. Tel: 
07721 302914. Email: chris.gurney@zen.co.uk  
Website: ironbridgerunner.co.uk

SUN.AUG 10.  WORMSTONES (R).  Please note 
that the organiser’s phone number has 
changed to 01457 899569.

SAT.AUG 16.  SLIEVE BEARNAGH.  Please note 
the start time is 11.00 a.m. and not 12 noon 
as given in the FRA Calendar. All other details 
unchanged.
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SAT.AUG 16.  STICKLEPATH HORSESHOE 
(R).  BM.  1.00 p.m.  9.6m/1700’ from Flower 
Show Field (GR SX641940), Sticklepath.  £6 
pre-entry with FRA entry form to organiser 
or £7 on day.  Limit 50.  ER/LK/NS.  Over 18.  
Records: 1.09.41 N. Holmes 1997; f. 1.32.59 
R. Pickvance 2002.  Compass, map and body 
cover mandatory if weather poor.  No toilets.  
No safety pins.  Details: Phil Haygarth & 
Gavin Punchard, Meadowside House, South 
Zeal, Okehampton, EX20 2JL.  Tel: 01837 
849145.  Email: phil.haygarth@gmail.com   
Website: phil.haygarth.googlepages.com/
dartmoorfellraces

WED.AUG 20. WHITTLE PIKE (R). Please 
note change of organisers address and 
phone details to the following:Nick Harris, 
8,Hardman Close, Cowpe, Rossendale, Lancs 
BB4 7DL. Tel:01706 211468. All other details 
unchanged.

SAT.SEP 6. BEN NEVIS. Please note that the 
start time has been changed to 1.00 p.m. 
from the previously published time of 2.00 
p.m. All other details unchanged.

SUN.SEP 14. PADFIELD PLUM FAIR (R). BM. 
1.15 p.m. 5.5m/1050’ from the Recreation 
Ground, Temple St., Pad� eld (GR 031962). £3. 
Teams free. ER/LK/NS/PM. Over 18. Records: 
38.01 A.Peach 2007; f. 43.45 S. Cooper 2007. 
Village fete including the famous Redgate 
Coal Race. No safety pins. Details: Ted 
Woodhouse, 14, Platt St., Pad� eld, Glossop, 
Derbyshire, SK13 1EJ. Tel: 01457 855077. 
Email: halbadier@aol.com

SUN.SEP 14.  SETTLE LOOP TOUGH TRAIL (R).  
BM.  10.30 a.m.  9.5m/1500’ from  Mitchell 
Lane, Settle.  £6 pre-entry or £8 on day, entry 
forms from organiser with SAE or via email 
- includes drink and cakes.  LK/PM.  Over 
18.  No safety pins.  Follows recently created 
“Settle Loop”.  Details: Tracy Wilson, Croft 
Cottage, Commercial Street, Settle, BD24 9HP.  
Tel: 01729 823073 or 07969 842096.  Email: 
viviennet.wilson@aol.com

SAT.SEP 27. PUMLUMON CHALLENGE. BL. 8.00 
a.m.(TBC) 27m/5500’ from Nant yr Arian Visitor 
Centre near Aberystwyth ( GR SN 717 813 ). 
£12  - entry forms and details from website 
or organiser. Cheques payable to Pentir 
Pumlumon. Teams (3) � nal � nisher time to 
count. ER/PM. U16 must be accompanied by 
two adults. U18 ( over 16 ) must have parental 
permission. Records: 4.06.00 A.Smalls/M.Davis 
2007; f. 5.37.00 M.Calvert 2007. Refreshments 
en route and food available at � nish. Details: 
Wynne Jones,Pentir Pumlumon,Lisburne 
House,Pontrhydygroes,Ystrad Meurig, 
Ceredigion, SY25 6DQ. Tel: 01974 282581. 
Email: wynne@pumlumon.org.uk 
Website: pumlumon.org.uk/challenge.php 

SUN.DEC 28.  PEAK “O” TRIAL (R).  Please note 
that the organiser’s phone number has 
changed to 01457 899569.

Price: £20.00
Publication date:  20th March 2008

“Forty years ago I walked the Pennine Way 
from the Dark Peak to the Cheviots, and found 
solace and inspiration in the fragile peat-
covered landscape of these wide sweeping 
moorlands.  In this wonderful book Andrew 
Bibby does something more.  He not only helps 
us to savour the Pennine landscape; he helps 
us to understand it, and he urges us to cherish 
it.  He shows us how this land was formed, what 
has happened and is happening to it, and – in 
a thoroughly un-preachy kind of way – why it 
matters.  This is a book of enjoyment and of 
revelation.”   Chris Smith, Rt Hon Lord Smith of 
Finsbury,  President of the Ramblers’ Association 
and former Secretary of State for Culture, Media 
and Sport.

In The Backbone of England, Andrew Bibby 
walks the route of the Pennine watershed 
separating the water � owing westwards to the 
Irish Sea and the Atlantic from the water heading 
towards the North Sea:  Keeping always above 
the headwaters (the golden rule in following a 
watershed is never cross running water) he travels 
from Edale and Kinder Scout in Derbyshire as far 
as Hadrian’s Wall in Northumberland.

The Backbone of England is partly a travel 
book, partly a celebration of a � ne stretch of 
countryside but primarily a journey to discover 
more about the landscape in this part of 
England.  Andrew Bibby o� ers a range of keys 
which aim to open up an understanding of the 
social and economic factors which make the 
Pennine landscape as it is, exploring what has 
happened in the past and, particularly, what is 
going on up in these hills today.

As he says, some people may feel that 
the high Pennine moors are one continuous 
expanse of emptiness and wilderness.  His 
book demonstrates that, by contrast, this is 
a constantly changing landscape, shaped by 
human activity.  By exploring various aspects of 
the area’s history, wildlife, ecology, geology and 
culture, and by meeting many of the people who 
live and work close to the watershed, Andrew 
Bibby deftly brings to life many of the fascinating 
challenges an area like this faces.

Perhaps the most pressing issue, he argues, 
is to ensure that we look after our upland peat 
bogs, which act as a vital store of carbon now at 
risk of being released back into the atmosphere.  
Along his route, Andrew Bibby encounters 
both eroded peat bogs in desperate need of 
moorland restoration work and healthy blanket 
bogs ready to swallow him up to his waist.

In between the bogs, there are other issues 

which Andrew Bibby takes time to investigate.  
He considers whether upland hill farming has 
a future, probes the possible implications of 
rewilding England’s uplands, and � nds out that, 
even deep in the countryside, light pollution 
is a problem.  He describes the history of the 
Pennine Way and the more recent Pennine 
bridleway.  (And he even ponders the issue 
of what to do about red grouse’s intestinal 
problems.)

This is a book which peels back the 
super� cial view of the landscape to reveal 
what lies beneath.  By sharing his discoveries 
in this fascinating book he provides a way of 
interpreting and appreciating this special area of 
England.

ANDREW BIBBY is an experienced author 
and freelance journalist, living in the Yorkshire 
Pennines.  He is the series editor of the Freedom 
to Roam walking guides to open country and has 
himself written � ve books in the series, covering 
the Yorkshire Dales and southern Pennines areas.  
He writes regularly for national newspapers and 
for the outdoor press.  

JOHN MORRISON specializes in photographs 
of the north of England.  He has published more 
than forty books as photographer, author or 
both.

For further information or to talk to Andrew 
Bibby, please contact:  Emma O’Bryen, 
Publicity, Frances Lincoln on 020 7619 0098, 
em: eobr@blueyonder.co.uk, or Fran Higgins, 
Publicity, Frances Lincoln on 020 7284 4009, 
em: franh@frances-lincoln.com

The Backbone 
of England

B Y  A N D R E W  B I B B Y
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B Y  G R A H A M  B R E E Z E

I had talked to Rob about a Pro� le some time 
ago. Then the Spring Fellrunner emerged 
including his interview with Bo�  Whalley to 
recognise Rob becoming the 2007 British Fell 
Champion. However the piece was tantalisingly 
brief and left his many admirers clamouring for 
more so I talked to Rob’s younger brother Danny 
after his win at the Fiendsdale Race – Danny had 
done Fiendsdale so Rob could have a clear run to 
victory at Rivington Pike (or was it the other way 
round?).

I asked Danny if Rob was a little bit shy 
and so would not wish to be featured in The 
Fellrunner twice. Danny’s response was “Oh 
No! Rob is certainly not shy!” which was all 
the encouragement I needed to carry on and, 
after all, Rob had said to Bo�  during their 
conversation that what he was really waiting for 
was “the full Graham Breeze four pages and lots 
of historical pictures treatment.”  Well, here it is…

Did You Think Your Championships Would 
Ever Come?
Gavin Bland won the English Championship in 
1991 when he was approaching 20, the youngest 
ever winner. Gary Devine won his English 
Championship at 23 and his British at 24. 

Rob had to wait until he was 31 to win his 
English Championship and he was 33 before he 
picked up the 2007 British Championship. Did he 
think they would ever come?

“I have been running since I was around 8 
years old, although I spent as much, if not more, 
time playing football, tennis and cricket and 
swimming and cycling. My earliest memory is 
probably winning the Bolton Primary Schools 
XC Championship when I was about 10 and I 
probably started racing on the fells as a junior 
around this time.  I used to enjoy the junior races 
such as those at Pendleton, Three Shires and 
Langdale.   I never went through a ‘road running’ 
phase although I have done the occasional 
5K/10K on the road and I have competed in 
the Northern Men’s League on the track for 
something di� erent.  But I think you really have 
to dedicate time to road and track racing to 
improve your times, which I’m not really willing 
to do.  Consequently, my PBs are not very good 
(15.09 for 5K on the track and 31.20 at the Ribble 
Valley 10K).  I once did the Abbey Dash 10K, 
which involves running out of the centre of 
Leeds for 5K along Kirkstall Road to the Abbey 
and then running 5K back to Leeds on the other 
side of the white line, but I only did it once!”

“So I have really always run on the fells and I 
think my � rst ‘proper victory’ was clinching the 
English Intermediate Championship in 1994.  I 
also recall winning Rivington Pike when I was 
around 21.  Most people will probably think 

‘no big deal’ about Rivington Pike but as a local 
race, with relatively big crowds and a celebrated 
history, it was an enjoyable win.  In terms of 
winning Championships I didn’t really start 
to think about doing Championship races as 
such until maybe 2000 when I was 25. I ran at 
university but then had a succession of viruses 
and really didn’t do much racing for a while.  It 
wasn’t until I moved to Leeds for work, and lived 
with Phil and Paul Sheard, that I started to run 
in Championship races more regularly.” 

“In 2002 I was runner-up to Ian Holmes in 
the English Championship even though I 
hadn’t considered the possibility of being 
in contention at the start of the year given 
previous form.   It wasn’t until mid-season 
when I improved and started winning 
races”.

I had heard that Rob’s father was a 
runner and he said his father had started 
running more regularly at a similar time 
as he did and they both eventually 
joined Horwich RMI.  And younger 
brother Danny? “Well he is two years 
younger than me and I suppose he had no 
choice but to do the same.  Our family holidays 
always used to involve lots of walking and 
cycling in di� erent parts of the Country and the 
Alps”.

It Sounded Outdoors-y
Rob lived in Horwich until he was 18 and after 
Rivington & Blackrod High School he went to 
She�  eld University to read Geography with 
Biology and Geology. “I had received no real 
career advice at school and I had no idea of 
what I wanted to do and the Degree sounded 
‘outdoors-y’ and vaguely interesting. I thought I 
would then walk into a job with the Environment 
Agency or similar; but I didn’t!  I had done casual 
work as a lifeguard in the University vacations, 
so I carried on doing this for a while after I 
graduated.  I then decided to go to Salford 
University to do an MSc in Environmental 
Protection, partly because they were o� ering 
funded places. That led to a series of jobs 
including the Environment Agency and then 
Craven District Council based in Skipton as a 
Pollution Control O�  cer, which often involved 
driving round the Dales to address pollution 
incidents.  I sometimes ask myself why I left 
such a nice place.   However, I felt the need to 
experience ‘the other side’ so I did a similar job 
with Bradford Metropolitan District Council – I 
could tell you a few stories about this job!”

He and his partner Sarah (who is a Solicitor) 
eventually moved back to Lancashire where he 
got a job with the Environment Agency again as 
a water quality regulator before he � nally moved 

to his current post as a Minerals & Waste Planner 
for Lancashire CC dealing with land� ll sites, 
quarries, waste transfer depots, inter alia, and 
school developments.

Rob and Sarah now live in Wheelton, near 
Chorley, in a house surrounded by green � elds 
and close to the Leeds-Liverpool Canal.  It’s only 
around 9 miles from Rob’s o�  ce in Preston so he 
can readily cycle to work.

Rob Hope: The Movie
His 2005 victory at Langdale Horseshoe to tie 
the English Championship with Simon Bailey 
(Mercia) is the stu�  of legend. He had been 
racing for England in the World Mountain 
Running Trophy in New Zealand (the England 

‘no big deal’ about Rivington Pike but as a local 
race, with relatively big crowds and a celebrated 

such until maybe 2000 when I was 25. I ran at 
university but then had a succession of viruses 
and really didn’t do much racing for a while.  It 
wasn’t until I moved to Leeds for work, and lived 
with Phil and Paul Sheard, that I started to run 

choice but to do the same.  Our family holidays 

cycling in di� erent parts of the Country and the 

Hope Springs Eternal
A Profile of Rob Hope

Reccying Langdale Horseshoe, 1976’
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FRA Do - With Jebby and Holmsey 
(not sure of the year)
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Running at the South 
East Lancs XC league, 
Rochdale as a junior 
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Ilkley Moor – G. Devine 
in background
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team also included his brother Danny) and he 
got o�  the plane in Manchester, after a 28 hour 
journey including a stop in steamy Singapore, 
to drive to Langdale to win the race and 
secure the Championship. Simon was second 
and other class runners left behind included 
Alan Ward (Dark Peak), Andrew & Jim Davies 
(Borrowdale), Rob Jebb (Bingley), Ricky Lightfoot 
(Ellenborough) and his brother Danny (P&B) who 
was 9th. 

I hoped he had secured the movie rights? 
“I feel sick even thinking about it now. I think I 
slept for about two weeks afterwards.” 

I wondered what he thought about the 
WMRT? “Well I have represented England four 
times since Arte Terme in 2001 when the Senior 
Men won the Bronze (the counters were Billy 
Burns, John Brown, John Taylor and Martin Cox). 
My best position is 30th in Ovronnaz, Switzerland 
in 2007 when I was 3rd counter behind Lloyd 
Taggart and Adam Grice. However, I would say 
the WMRT is becoming increasingly competitive 
with new nations taking part each year and 
frankly, since the courses are never going to be 
true ‘fell race’ type courses, they are unlikely to 
really suit your typical fell runner.  Nevertheless, 
I still enjoy the occasions and the opportunity 
to meet and compete with other international 
runners”. 

Was Langdale 2005 his best victory? “In terms 
of a win against the greatest adversity I suppose 
it was. But one of my most enjoyable memories 
is winning Burnsall Classic, Grasmere Sports 
and Kilnsey all within four days in 2002! I love 
the BOFRA style races.  Short, steep, technical 
and fast! And I was very pleased to win Fair� eld 
in 2007 when it was an English Championship 
counter”. (For the record the � rst 10 were Rob 
Jebb (Bingley), Simon Bailey (Mercia), John 
Heneghan (P&B), Ben Bardsley (Borrowdale), 
Nick Sharp (Ambleside), Jim Davies (Borrowdale), 
Ricky Lightfoot (Ellenborough), Lloyd Taggart 
(Dark Peak) and Tom Owens (Mercia)).

 “However I have had other memorable 
runs and it’s often the wins you have feeling 
comfortable that are remembered.  I seem 
to have developed a liking for Irish Races in 
recent years through winning Slieve Bearnagh 
in 2006, Donard-Commedagh in 2007 and 
this year’s Mourne Mountains.  I also enjoyed 
running the ‘glory leg’ to clinch victory for 
P&B in the British Fell Relays down at Church 
Stretton a few years back.”

His win in the Mourne Mountains race 
was opportunistic because Jethro Lennox 
(Shettleston) fell a few yards short of the line to 
allow Rob to gain a 5 second victory. However a 
few weeks later in the Three Peaks Race (English 
Championship counter)  Jethro beat a stellar 
� eld of Tom Owns (Mercia), Rob Jebb (Bingley), 
and just about everyone who is anyone in 
fell running, to win the World Long Distance 
Mountain Running Challenge Gold Medal, a 
prize of £1000 and perpetual glory. 

And who knows if Jethro, thanks to Rob, 
would have been quite so motivated at the Three 
Peaks without the need to exorcise his Mourne 
Mountains memory? 

Racing & Records
Rob is known to be chary of over-racing and 
some of his rivals have recognised his wisdom 
in focusing on what really matters. “I don’t 
really keep a record of how many races I do a 
year-perhaps 25?” And as for race records, “I have 
not checked but I guess around half a dozen, 
perhaps? All the same, if you only tend to do 
the big races with long standing or very good 
records you are unlikely to pick up many new 
ones!”  

“In Summer I typically race every other week 
and in Winter I like to ease o�  racing for a break.   
As I mentioned earlier I have had a series of ‘viral’ 
type infections in the past and I’m slightly wary 
of over racing/training and succumbing to illness 
again. I won the English Champs in 2005 but in 
2006 I was ill again before Anniversary Waltz and 
virtually collapsed a mile from the end to the 
delight of Mark Roberts (Borrrowdale) who went 
past me shouting ‘the Champion is down!’  Sarah 
thinks I race too much anyway”.

Walk the Walk or Talk the Talk
Expressing support for the juniors in fell running 
is an easily expressed “motherhood and apple 
pie” sentiment but few fell runners actually put 

their words into action. I was heartened and 
it deserves to go on record that both Danny 
and Rob kept their promise and turned up in 
Horwich on an Autumn Saturday afternoon last 
year to support the “Junior Do”.

B Y  G R A H A M  B R E E Z E
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Grasmere 2007 –
Rob Hope, Rob Jebb 

& John Heneghan 
on the podium

Rob Hope Kilnsey 
champion for 2007
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Why did you bother? “Well Madeleine asked 
us to go and we thought ‘why not?’ I don’t think 
Dan and I believed we were going to be an 
inspiration for the juniors but we thought if it 
helps it is something we ought to do. We had 
gone to the one in 2006 at Skipton and so were 
happy to turn out in Horwich”.

Winning By A Mile
It may be a cliché but it was literally true at the 
2008 Winter Hill Race. Rob won in 1.31 to break 
his own record and � nished over a mile ahead 
of James Kevan (Horwich) who came in on 1.40. 
Is Winter Hill his favourite race? “No. I wouldn’t 
say so but it’s a local race so that gives it extra 

meaning and it is useful as a spring ‘sharpener’.   
I think I’ve won it 5 times now so it’s become a 
bit of a challenge to keep winning and to keep 
having a go at the record.”

I asked about other races particularly where 
he thinks he might have done better? “Snowdon 
is probably up there. I don’t particularly like 
the long gradual descent after the top section 
although I should have done better than around 
5th.  Part of the problem at Snowdon is that it 
often seems to coincide with a hot day, which I 
really struggle with.  Although, and it’s not really 
a matter of running better, I suppose I should 
get round to competing at Ben Nevis.  I have 
never actually raced it because it has clashed 
with the WMRT or I tend to be away on holiday in 
September”.

How does he approach his races tactically? 
“Well I am an in-between runner. I can’t usually 
climb as well as Rob (Jebb) and I can’t descend 
like Holmsey or the new descender on the block, 
Tom Owens, except maybe on the very steep/
short drops. When runners reach the top of a 
climb we all wonder where Ian is because his 
descending ability is top class and it doesn’t 
seem to have deteriorated as he has got older”.

The Lakeland Classics Trophy? “I’m not a big 
fan of the super long races.  It’s not that I don’t 
like the courses or the events, it’s just that I don’t 
particularly enjoy racing for several hours.  I 
sometimes think of them as a necessary evil for 
the Championship, although I am getting better 
at them.  It’s that long distance fatigue that 
follows and taking on board all those gloopy 
gels! I like medium distance races or short, sharp, 

steep, up and down races”. 
So a future Bob Graham? “No chance!”
So what are his favourite races then? “The 

Stoop is good for entertainment value, Grasmere 
Sports, Burnsall and Kilnsey for their type of race 
and atmosphere, the previously mentioned Irish 
races for dramatic scenery and genuine ‘purist 
courses’, and maybe Dunnerdale for variety of 
terrain over a short distance.  It’s a di�  cult choice 
really and it can soon change if you have a bad 
run!”

The Maroon & Yellow
Rob joined P&B from Horwich when he moved to 
live in Yorkshire. “The Horwich senior team wasn’t 
really heavily involved in the fell championships 
then and I was training with Pudsey runners. The 
great thing about P&B has been the weekends 
away spent with the team.   We’ve also been a 
race winning club (Four English Champs, One 
British Champ, Eight Calderdale Way Relay 
Wins, two Ladies English and two Ladies British 
Champs) and we seem to be going well at the 
moment.”  Indeed just before I met Rob, P&B had 
won the Team Prize at the Three Peaks Race with 
John Heneghan, Graeme Pearce, Gary Devine 
and Nick Leigh as the other counters.   

23 Hours
In Bo� ’s article Rob said that running an hour a 
day left him “23 hours to play with”. And so?

“Well I need a good 8 hours sleep for one 
thing.  I suppose I like reading, mostly non-
� ction like auto-biographies of Ron Hill (Long 
Hard Road), Ovett, Steven Roche or Paul 

meaning and it is useful as a spring ‘sharpener’.   
I think I’ve won it 5 times now so it’s become a 
bit of a challenge to keep winning and to keep 
having a go at the record.”

he thinks he might have done better? “Snowdon 
is probably up there. I don’t particularly like 
the long gradual descent after the top section 
although I should have done better than around 
5
often seems to coincide with a hot day, which I 
really struggle with.  Although, and it’s not really 
a matter of running better, I suppose I should 
get round to competing at Ben Nevis.  I have 
never actually raced it because it has clashed 

‘One of the Great Days’  - clinching the Burnsall 
Sports egg throwing competition with Alan Buckley 
having just won the Burnsall Classic Fell Race
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leaves Holmes behind
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Kimmage’s Rough Ride”. He plays a (Mexican) 
Fender Stratocaster although gigs seem to 
be few and far between. He seemed keen to 
impress upon me the delights of popular music 
beat combos such as Radiohead, The Cribs, The 
Strokes and Kings of Leon but I felt Bob Dylan 
would not approve. However I did accede that 
his favourite DVD movie “Get Carter” (directed 
by Mike Hodges in 1971) with its cold, sparse 
and ambivalent camerawork and terse, gnomic 
plotting and dialogue has merit. Not surprisingly, 
given his background, he takes note of wildlife 
and likes tinkering in the garden.  He also 
mentioned cooking, but this might just mean 
varying the topping on his pizzas!

Pizzas? What about his weight? “I weigh 
around 11 stone and I am six feet and a half 
inch tall”. Diet? “I was a vegetarian at and after 
University and working in Environmental Health 
certainly made me think about the food industry. 

However in 2003, I felt really tired all the time 
and thought it might be anaemia so I took some 
iron tablets and went from feeling terrible to 
feeling good within a week.  I also reconsidered 
my thoughts concerning eating meat again 
and concluded that it would probably help 
my performance.  I do try to stick to local farm 
produce though, which is a step in the right 
direction.  I must say that I do seem to recover 
better after a race and I don’t seem to have been 
as ill since I went back to eating meat”.

“However, on the other hand I have been 
having a bit of knee trouble since the 2007 Ian 
Hodgson and have been treated by Denise 
Park.  Fortunately, I’ve been lucky in the past in 
generally avoiding injuries”. Denise is, amongst 
other things, Physiotherapist to the England 
WMRT Team and to Anna Pichrtova who has just 
broken the Three Peaks record; and is of course a 
contributor to this journal.   

Rob doesn’t have a coach although given 
that Sarah Rowell, author of the highly lauded 
(but then some people might be very easily 
satisfied!) Off-Road Running, runs for the same 
club he presumably has access to her wisdom, 
experience and very firm opinions. His training 
regime was referred to in the interview with Boff 
but Rob wanted to mention Norman Matthews 
whom he said “has been very helpful to me by 
leading track and hill climb sessions as part of 
Horwich RMI Harriers training (who knows I may 
rejoin Horwich one day!), which I attend, and 
with general advice and stretching exercises, 
which deserves special credit”.

And Beyond
“I think 2007 saw me at my best so far and I like 
to think I am getting better. I have always had a 
problem with the hard, long races but I appear to 
be overcoming this.

I have always enjoyed competing on the 
continent and will hopefully continue to look 
for new events to try.   I certainly enjoyed the 
Buff Skyrunner World Series, Dolomites Sky Race 
and have been involved with the Team Saab 
Salomon Adventure Racing Team, which is really 
enjoyable”. 

As I Walked Away
From previous conversations with Rob I knew 
the interview would be relaxed and enjoyable. 
Rob is clearly a very talented runner-you 
just don’t win Championships without that 
quality and he is a well-educated, thoughtful, 
self confident and rounded individual. I was 
surprised to hear the full history of his viral 
problems and impressed with the measured way 
he had focused on what he needs to do to win 
the things that are important to him.

If he raced more he would certainly win more 
and since he is only 33 he might secure many 
more Championships but I believe and admire 
his earlier remark that he didn’t want to become 
a boring single-minded runner.

As we parted I asked him about the British 
Championships for 2008 and he laughed and 
replied “well I have won the first race so you will 
have to wait and see!”  I did and at Moel Eilio Rob 
came an excellent second. But to return to my 
opening theme, the winner was Nick Swinburn 
(Northumberland FR).  Nick is just 20 years old.
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Forerunner 405  With Heart Rate Monitor £260, 
without £230
GPS-enabled sports watch. 
During a run, this slim, sleek watch accurately 
tracks distance, pace, heart rate (when paired 
with 
heart rate monitor) and calories, and displays it 
all on the easy-to-read screen. Tap or slide a 
finger around the innovative touch bezel to 
change information without fumbling for a 
button.  
ANT+SportTM wireless technology 
automatically transfers workout data to and 
from your 
computer when your device is within range. No 
cables, no hookups. Users can upload data to 
Garmin Connect, a new web-based application 
that lets them analyze, 
share and store workouts.  See our website for 
full spec.

New Balance  1100MDS  NEW! £80
The official Marathon Des Sables shoe and 
the ultimate trail running trainer developed 
for extreme off road running conditions. 
Cushioned with ABZORB in the forefoot 
and ABZORB SBS in the heel the shoe also 
has a medial post for stability and Rock-
Stop outsole protection system.
Sizes: Width D 7 - 13, 14

New Balance  908  NEW! £70
A cushioned trail running shoe with 
an ABZORB FL midsole. An N-Lock 
upper and External Heel Counter for 
support. Rock Stop 2 and Toe Protect 
protection for durability and TRU-
TRAK technology for grip.
Sizes: Width D  7 - 13, 14

Montrial Streak  Trail Shoe              £65
Designed for use on a variety of surfaces 
from rock and mud to grass and dirt. This  
is a lightweight and responsive trail shoe.
Gryptonite™ “sticky rubber” outsole offers 
great traction on wet and dry surfaces, 
combined with outstanding durability. 
Mens  7 - 12.5  Womens  4 - 8 inc. half sizes
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There’s gradely hounds in Lancashire, as such there 
always were;
There’s gradely hills in Lancashire, as how they’re 
bleak and bare …

Cicely Fox Smith, 
Lancashire Hunting Songs (1909)

Part One: Saddleworth to Darwen
Prior to the political butchering of county 
boundaries in 1974, Lancashire could boast a 
more varied selection of fell running terrain than 
any other English county. This ranged from the 
Saddleworth peat moors to the rolling, grassy 
hills of Rossendale and the West Pennine Moors, 
and on north to the sterner slopes of Pendle and 
Bowland, to the more mountainous contours 
of High Furness. Many residents of the old 
Lancashire, though now living nominally outside 
it, still regard themselves as Lancastrians and for 
the purposes of this article we’ll stick to the old 
boundary.

Saddleworth has always strictly belonged to 
Yorkshire, though the county boundary used to 
bisect the summit of Alphin Pike (1544’) which in 
1980 would become the � nal checkpoint of the 

old Chew Valley Skyline Race. The course of the 
shorter Saddleworth Fell Race, introduced seven 
years earlier, lay narrowly but wholly within 
Yorkshire, though the inaugural winners of both 
events were Lancastrians: Mike Short (Horwich), 
the � rst man to win two FRA championships 
(1975 & 78), taking the honours in the Skyline 
race and the 1974 champion, Je�  Norman 
(Altrincham – but born in Leigh) dominating the 
shorter course from Tanner’s Mill, Green� eld.

The Saddleworth writer, Ammon Wrigley, 
whose ashes were scattered on Standedge in 
1946, once wrote that “Yorkshire takes every yard 
of Saddleworth ground and nearly every penny 
of its money … Lancashire takes the water … 
Its people speak, and have ever spoken, the 
Lancashire dialect … Saddleworth is a Yorkshire 
parish with a Lancashire population …” To 
which Herbert Collins, in his � ne book, The Roof 
of Lancashire (J.M. Dent, 1950), adds: “And the 
Yorkshiremen from north of Standedge have for 
generations called the folk to the south of the 
fell ‘Lankeys’ or Lancashire men …”

Further north, the county boundary traversed 
Blackstone Edge (1553’) whose summit is now 

the turning point of Kevan Shand’s short race 
from Lydgate, on the Lancashire side above 
Littleborough. This was � rst run in 1983 when, 
ten years after his Saddleworth success, Je�  
Norman was still running well enough to 
lead the � eld home. Kevan Shand, a good 
fell runner himself until injury terminated 
his career, had � ve years earlier started the 
Turnslack Fell Race on the moors northwest of 
Littleborough, originally a “B” course but later 
revised to become a more challenging “A”. It was 
a Lancashire vest that broke the tape in 1978, 
worn by Paul Blakeney (Salford), and these same 
moors have also been traversed by the Wardle 
Skyline race whose inaugural winners in 1983 
were Bob Ashworth (Rossendale) and Brenda 
Robinson (Bury).

The race from the former Gale Inn (now 
a restaurant), on the northern outskirts of 
Littleborough, to the White House Inn below 
Blackstone Edge and back began in 1967 after 
some of the older drinkers in the pub told 
another local, Tommy Smyth (Rochdale), about 
an oldtime athlete named Halliwell Clough 
who could complete this cross-country course 

B Y  B I L L  S M I T H

From Gradely Hills 
to Furness Fells
Some Notes on Lancashire’s Fell Racing Traditions

Part I

Linda Bostock (Clayton) 
in the latter stages of the 
Turnslack Fell Race.

Wardle Syline, ’89: Runners climbing to the 
fi rst checkpoint on Brown Wardle.
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in half-an-hour. Tommy argued that it could be 
done in less and his fellow-drinkers o� ered to 
put up the prize money if anyone could break 
Clough’s record. Colin Robinson (Rochdale), an 
international track and cross-country runner, 
duly obliged and subsequently achieved a 
record number of seven victories in the event, 
while his aforementioned wife Brenda, also a 
cross-country international, went on to create 
a ladies’ record of eight wins. Allan Greenwood 
(Calder V) – a Yorkshireman! – took over the 
organisation of the race in 1993 and when the 
Gale ceased to operate as a pub in 2002, he 
found a new venue a mile up the road at the 
Summit Inn, from where he also now promotes 
another race, the White Holme Circular.

The Hades Hill Race from Whitworth was � rst 
run in 1977 when that year’s FRA champion, 
Alan McGee (Keswick), was � rst back. Whitworth 
Rushbearing Monday used to be famous for its 
Lobden Races which took place on the tract of 
moorland now owned by Rochdale Golf Club. 
This event was reportedly held for hundreds of 
years up to around 1860 and  in common with 
the “shin paring” bouts (kicking contests) which 
took place up there, was contested by naked 
men, along with such spectacles as bull-baiting, 
dog � ghts and wrestling matches. The race went 
from the top of Lobden Brow down the moor to 
the Manstone and back, half-a-mile each way.

Rossendale
Rooley Moor (1320’), on the western side of the 
Whitworth Valley, also was noted (or notorious!) 
for its races between unclad male competitors 
and one observer claimed to have witnessed 
the event on a New Year’s Day. J. Harland and T.T. 
Wilkinson, in their book, Lancashire Legends (� rst 
published in 1873), recorded that “races by nude 
men are not extinct in many parts of Lancashire, 
notwithstanding the vigilance of the county 
police.” Similar events have been reported in 
Derbyshire and in Wharfedale, Yorkshire.

The Rossendale hills have certainly witnessed 
fell racing since time immemorial. There was a 
race up and down Musbury Tor (1114’) at least 
as early as 1911, whilst during the 1920s the 
Rossendale Union of Boot, Shoe and Slipper 
Operatives promoted a fell race for its members 
at its annual gala in Dark Lane. This climbed 
to Seat Naze, descended to Waterfoot, and 
then climbed the hills south of the valley. The 
outstanding competitor seems to have been 
John Hayhurst of Stacksteads, an all-round 
athlete who triumphed on three or more 
occasions. There was a race from Stacksteads 
during the 1930s and perhaps earlier, while the 
modern fell race at Stacksteads Fair has been 

named after an early member of Rossendale 
Harriers, Harry Aspinall.

The Harriers were formed in 1967 and two 
years later they staged the � rst Rossendale Fells 
Race, a circuit of the hills around Rawtenstall, 
visiting Cribden (1315’), Cowpe Lowe (1438’) 
and Seat Naze (1010’). Colin Robinson gained 
the � rst of his three victories that year, while 
another triple winner, Ricky Wilde (Manchester 
H), recorded the fastest time of all, 58.40, in 
1972. This remained unbroken when a new 
course over the moors to the south of the valley 
was introduced in 1983, when valley lad Bob 
Ashworth was � rst back. The aforementioned 
Musbury Tor Mile had been revived in 1958 as a 
purely local event by Helmshore Local History 
Society but later became an open race under 
the supervision of the Harriers. The 1972 FRA 
champion, Dave Cannon (Kendal), a steep 
descent specialist who later notched up � ve 
Ben Nevis Race victories, numbered it among 
his favourite courses, having triumphed there in 
both 1970 and ’71.

The Eden� eld Fell Race, which formed part 
of the local gala, took in Cowpe Lowe, Waugh’s 
Well and Whittle Pike (1534’) with Yorkshire 
vests to the fore in 1978, namely Alan Spence 
(Bingley) and Jean Lochhead (Airedale). The 
popular festive race, the Whinberry Naze Dash, 
was inaugurated in March the following year on 
a bleak, wintry morning which saw Mike Short 
romp home � rst. The present-day Waugh’s Well 
race takes its name from a moorland monument 
to the Rochdale author, Edwin Waugh, who 
wrote proli� cally about Rossendale and often 
stayed at the now-demolished Fo’ Edge Farm 
close to the Well. This course too visits Whittle 
Pike, which is also the turning point in another 
modern race from Cowpe village.

Rossendale’s main watercourse, the River 
Irwell, rises near Thieveley Pike and further 

Turnslack: Winner Bob Ashworth and 
runner-up Ray Rawlinson negotiating 

the wall before the fi nal descent.
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WHINBERRY NAZE 
DASH, 1979: Mike 

Short negotiates the 
stile on the way down.
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south, after leaving the valley proper, is 
overlooked by both Holcombe Tower and site 
of the former Grants Tower across the valley. 
Holcombe Tower is the apex of an annual fell 
race that was � rst run in 1976 from Nuttall 
Park, Ramsbottom, as part of the local sports 
festival, when the winner was the 1973 FRA 
champion, Harry Walker (Blackburn). This tower 
is correctly called Peel Tower as it was erected 
in 1852 to celebrate the repeal of the Corn Laws 
and named to honour the Prime Minister, Sir 
Robert Peel, who had been born in nearby Bury. 
The Holcombe race had actually replaced an 
earlier event, the Grants Tower race, which had 
to be abandoned following complaints from a 
landowner. This tower, below Harden Hill, had 
been built in 1829 by local cotton magnates, 
William Grant and his father, but eventually 
collapsed in 1943.

The ridge running north from Cribden 
terminates in two separate summits, Great 
Hameldon (1342’) to the west and Hameldon 
Hill (1311’) to the east. The former is the 
turning point for the race from the Peel Park 
pub, Accrington, which also includes the local 
highspot, the Coppice (843’). This has always 
been organised by members of Clayton-le-Moors 
Harriers and the inaugural winner in 1979 was 
Ricky Wilde. The Coppice itself, a partly-wooded 
spur of the Hameldon massif, has intermittently 
been the object of local races at least as far back 
as the 1920s. Clayton’s legendary Stan Bradshaw, 
now 96, was named after Accrington Stanley 
FC, for whom his father had played. A local 
miner named Bob Thomas had won the Burnsall 
Feast Sports fell race four times between 1910 
and 1913 and � nished second to the Lakeland 
champion, Ernest Dalzell, in both the 1910 
“Special” Burnsall race (a month after the Sports) 
and the Grasmere Guides Race. Rossendale’s 
most famous oldtime athlete, James “Choppy” 
Warburton, a 10 mile (1879) and 20 mile (1880) 

Clayton vests at the top of the 
steep climb on the old Thieveley 
Pike course.
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WHINBERRY NAZE DASH, 1979:
Mike Short negotiates the stile 

on the way down.

Glynda Cook (Rochdale) 
on the last descent of the 
Whittle Pike Race.
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record-holder, also competed at Grasmere in 
1878 but was defeated by six-times Guide Race 
winner, John Greenop of Langdale.

 The “golf ball” on Hameldon Hill, which 
forms part of the aircraft guidance system for 
Manchester Airport, is the objective of runners 
in the modern race from Crawshawbooth, 
Rossendale, which was once home to the late 
climbing legend, Don Whillans. A few miles 
southeast of Hameldon lies Thieveley Pike (1474’), 
to which there used to be a professional race prior 
to World War Two. This was revived as an amateur 
event in 1960 by Clayton Harriers at the request 
of the sheepdog trials personality, Eric Halsall, 
to be run in conjunction with his local Cliviger 
Sheepdog Trials, which it still is. That was in the 
days when Barrow AC was a formidable fell racing 
force and it provided the � rst three � nishers in 
Dave Spencer, Peter Hall and Mike Vickers. There 
have been a few drastic course alterations over 
the years, with only the initial part of the descent 

now remaining the same.
Some Rossendale races have occasionally 

disappeared from the Calendar but have 
eventually been replaced by new ones, and 
certain it is that the area has always maintained 
a healthy interest in the sport. This was superbly 
captured in a great poem � rst published in 
The Fell Runner for Autumn, 1977, “A Tribute to 
Rossendale AC” by John Vose of Blackpool, who 
had a chiropody practice in the valley:
Ast ever been to Rossendale

We’re they run thro’ muck and grime?
O’er fells and dry stone wall
We’er its misty most o’ time.

Cross rubbish dumps and farmer’s � elds
It’s he-man stu�  by gum!
Parliament Fields and public parks?
Why, they’re only a bit o’ fun.

It fair makes me glad that I don’t run
As they slog up rocks and fell,
It’s punishment to even watch,
In fact it’s bloody hell!

But lads battle on and dream of ale
In t’local after t’run,
Foaming pints and hot shower baths
When race is lots and won.

Then it’s pie and peas and pickle dip
Back in’t ‘arriers running club.
There’s a reet good smell of gradely soup
Mixed with sweat and Ellerman’s rub!

So it’s three good cheers for Rossendale
And Ladies what makes brew;
It’s best club I know for sport and grub;
It’s a reet good Lanky do.

West Pennine Moors
Between Rossendale and the Lancashire Plain 
rise the West Pennine Moors, reaching their 
highest point at 1,498 feet on Winter Hill. A 
western spur of this massif is crowned by the 
tower on Rivington Pike at 1192 feet. This was 
built in 1733 on the site of an ancient beacon 
which was one of a chain that were lit when 
danger threatened, as in 1588 when the Spanish 
Armada approached the English Channel.

Probably the � rst amateur fell race in 
Lancashire took place in 1893 at the Horwich 
Athletics Festival, the route climbing from the 
Recreation Ground at the southeastern end of 
Horwich to Rivington Pike over a vastly di� erent 
course to the modern one from Lever Park 
Gates. Besides these 1890s races, there were also 
various solo runs (time trials) around this time 
by local men Tommy Gill and George Bromilow. 
The latter had won the 1894 Festival race after 
� nishing second in the inaugural event, while 
another local athlete, Jack Pearson, had two wins 

Geoff Gough (Clayton) leads on the fi rst 
ascent of the Belmont Winter Hill Race.
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Leaving the Two Lads checkpoint on Wilders 
Moor in the Winter Hill Race. This checkpoint 
was used on one occasion only.

Leaving the Two Lads checkpoint on Wilders 
Moor in the Winter Hill Race. This checkpoint 
was used on one occasion only.
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and two second placings during this period. One 
oldtimer claimed that these races were above all 
“a big gambling event,” and tales have been told 
of the various tricks which took place out on the 
course, such as supporters opening � eld gates 
and barn doors for their favoured runners and 
then closing them to stall rivals, and similarly 
bridging Tigers Clough with a plank and then 
withdrawing it.

The 1929-39 Pike race series from Crown 
Square attracted some of the Northwest’s 
leading cross-country runners, including 
T.P. “Pat” Campbell (Salford), who had won 
International honours at both cross-country 
and steeplechasing. Campbell won the Pike 
race a record number of nine times and also 
achieved hat-tricks at both Eccles Pike and 
Burnsall. He used to attend as a spectator 
during the 1980s and once remarked that the 
course was a lot rougher underfoot during the 
’30s. (It now contains a lot of road running in 
its lower stages.) The present race series was 
started in 1954 by Horwich RMI Harriers, who 
continue to organise it, and a modern record of 
six victories was achieved between 1986 and 
’91 by local runner Paul Dugdale. (There is an 
excellent and profusely illustrated book on this 
event, Rivington Pike: History and Fell Race (2001) 
available at £11.60 (inc. p&p) from its author, 
Peter L. Watson at Sunnydale, Grimeford Lane, 
Blackrod, Bolton, BL6 5LD.)

The most challenging race on these moors 
is the 11-mile Winter Hill Race, now held in 
February and requiring navigational skill or 
local knowledge to � nd its eight checkpoints. 
The early races took place in November from 
Rivington High School, with local lad Ray 
Owen winning the 1983 inaugural event in 
misty conditions and triple British champion 
Pauline Haworth (Keswick), later to marry Kenny 
Stuart, leading the ladies home. A shorter but 
still-demanding Winter Hill race from Belmont 
was last May used for the Inter-Counties 
championship, this route having in 1988 
replaced the old village gala race over a di� erent 
course. This had been introduced in 1977 when 

the winner was local long-distance specialist, 
Paul Murray (Horwich).

There are two other modern events on these 
moors. The Two Lads race from Horwich takes 
its name from the original two cairns (there 
are now three) at the summit of Wilders Moor 
(1214’), which is also the site of a Bronze Age 
burial ground. The name is said to derive from 
an incident in the distant past when two young 
men perished up there, one version claiming 
they’d been lost in the mist, another that 
they’d been murdered. The Henderson’s End 
race refers to the Scotsman’s Stump across the 
moor to the north, by the transmitter station. 
George Henderson was a Scots pedlar crossing 
the moors en route from Wigan to Blackburn 
in November, 1838, when he was shot dead. 
A man was later charged with his murder but 
acquitted, though a local writer has suggested 
that Henderson may have been the victim of a 
hunting accident as the moor was cloaked in 
mist on that day.

Rivington Pike has also served as the � rst 
checkpoint of the 19-mile Three Towers Race 
from Horwich to Holcombe, with Darwen and 
Holcombe Towers completing the trinity. Like 

several other long races, this one originated as 
a walk and was run informally from 1965 to ’67 
before being promoted as an open race in 1969, 
when Je�  Norman gained the � rst of his four 
victories – and the following year embarked 
on an unbroken run of six Three Peaks Race 
victories. Sadly, this is another event which 
has disappeared from the FRA Calendar, along 
with another good ’un, the Darwen Moors Hills 
Race from Brinscall, which visited Great Hill 
(1200’), Cartridge Hill (1317’) and Darwen Tower 
(1221’), returning over Great Hill. John Calvert 
(Blackburn) scored the � rst of his two victories 
in the 1977 inaugural race, shortly after winning 
the Three Peaks for a second time. Another event 
from Brinscall which has survived is the Great Hill 
race, introduced as part of the Brinscall Festival 
of Sport in 1973, when double-winner Je�  
Norman was � rst back to the sports� eld.

Darwen Tower stands on the edge of the 
moors overlooking the former mill town of 
Darwen and the neighbouring village of 
Tockholes. It was erected by Darwen Corporation 
in 1897 to celebrate Queen Victoria’s Diamond 
Jubilee. Over the years, it has been a target for 
competitors in at least ten di� erent fell races, 
including those still in the Calendar – promoted 
by Darwen Dashers: Darwen Gala, Aggie’s 
Staircase and the David Sta�  Memorial Race, 
plus the Tockholes Gate Race where in 1980 
a local competitor revived an old tradition by 
completing the course in clogs. The earliest 
race of which I have note – though there must 
surely have been earlier ones – took place at 
Blacksnape Playing Fields in 1947 in conjunction 
with Darwen Agricultural Show, while the 
earliest Darwen Gala race from Bold Venture Park 
was to my knowledge run in 1965. A di� erent 
course was inaugurated in 1980 at the annual 
gala of St. Thomas Acquinas School, which saw 
Dave Cartridge (Bolton) secure the � rst of his 
three victories there.

Note: the idea for this article came from reading 
Dave Woodhead’s entertaining article, “You Can 
Allus Tell A Yorkshireman …” in the Autumn, 2007 
Fellrunner. 

Part Two will cover Pendle, Bowland and Furness.

Rivington Pike, 1936: Pat Campbell achieves 
the seventh of his nine victories.
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Pat Campbell on his way to victory in 
the Rivington Pike race.
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B Y  G R A H A M  B R E E Z E

Three Peaks:
Two Winners

If the 2008 Three Peaks 

Race was not the 

greatest, most glorious 

day in English fell 

running: then which 

was? Graham Breeze 

spoke with two of the 

685 fi nishers a few 

weeks after a wonderful 

day for fell running.

Photos courtesy of Pete Hartley
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Jethro Lennox with 
his winners trophy
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Jethro Lennox
Having watched Jethro bound onto the stage 
at the presentation draped in the Saltire I 
suggested that he seemed pleased with his race. 
“Pretty ecstatic” was his response. “I have never 
won a British or English Championship race and 
so I regard this as my best ever run. I had had a 
pretty good run at Mourne Mountains but I only 
went to the Peaks hoping to get in the first 10 
and finish under three hours. I have never done 
the race and was expecting strong competition 
from the foreign runners although on the day 
they struggled on the descents and some, of 
course, dropped out.  The race is also a bit longer 
than I am used to and so I went into it in a fairly 
relaxed way compared with the English runners 
who, because of the status of the Three Peaks 
Race in England, were really ‘up for it’. I think 
some of them went off too fast”.

So why pack the Saltire in your gear? “Ah well 
I thought if I were to have a really good run then 
there was just an outside chance of a medal and 
you never know!”

Jethro (31), who works for HarperCollins as 
a Senior Publishing Editor, has paid his dues. 
Running since he was six he can train twice a 
day and before Christmas was approaching 100 
mpw although he has eased back this year to a 
maximum of 90 and an average of 70mpw. 

In the context of this mileage I asked him 
about injury and he startled me by saying that 
when he was a teenager he had one leg around 
an inch longer than the other and had to have 
a major operation inserting nails in one knee to 
stunt the growth of that leg. The nails were in 
place for several years and were taken out when 
his legs were about the same length to finish 
growing.  They are now the same length and one 
of the many people relieved by the outcome is 
the surgeon because he had only carried out the 
operation once before.

If one logs on to the very impressive website 
www.scottishhillracing.co.uk/Home.aspx you 
can see the listing of Jethro’s race performances 
including his many wins. I asked which was his 
most memorable victory and he mentioned 
two races. One was his Ben Lomond win in 2006 
when it was the Scottish Athletics Championship 
race and, because of route changes, he 
effectively ran a record time and had “the sort of 
great run that makes all the training worthwhile.”

The other was when he came third at Wasdale 
in 2005 when it was a British Championship 
counter and run in scorching heat resulting in a 
very high level of runners retiring or being timed 
out.  Simon Booth (Borrowdale) and Nick Sharp 
(Ambleside) finished in 3.49 and 3.50 respectively. 
Jethro came in on 3.53 but the fourth runner was 
a further 13 minutes behind and the cream of 
British fell running even further behind.

Jethro has also run extensively on the 
continent: “I love travelling and I ran in six 
countries in 2007 including the half-marathon 
in Cape Town competing against really fast 
Africans”, although most people might think his 
10K PB of 30.26 is reasonably quick. 

“I have run in the SKY races, the Grand Prix and 

I have represented Scotland in the WMRT and so 
the problem of fitting in the six counters for the 
British Championships as well is why I have only 
entered them once before”. He has, of course, 
regularly won both Scottish Championships. 

He races in all disciplines: road, XC; but only 
around 20-25 times a year. “I tend to focus on 
high-intensity training rather than doing a lot 
of races”. He is 6’2”, weighs 11 stone and his 
partner Fleur is a vegetarian so he tends to eat 
vegetarian meals at home. 

In the race Jethro took the lead on the way 
up to Ingleborough and I wondered how he 
had managed his race as the front runner on 
an unfamiliar course. “I knew Mitja Kosovelj 
(Slovenia), who was behind me at the Hill Inn, 
from the WMRT and from reading the athletics 
press and I train with Tom Owens (Mercia) who 
was then lying third.  Obviously I was wondering 
how they were both feeling and on the climb up 
to Ingleborough Hugh Symonds told me that 

Mitja was looking tired but Tom was looking 
strong so I started to worry more about Tom than 
Mitja. Tom then suddenly appeared behind me!” 
Tom was indeed closing down on Jethro and the 
gap fell from 2.05 (when Tom was still behind 
Mitja) on Ingleborough to just 37 seconds at the 
finish. Mitja eventually finished almost 4 minutes 
behind Jethro in third place. “People on the hills 
let me know what was happening behind me 
and my coach, Malcolm Patterson, was also a 
great help. I owe a lot to him”.  

So a great win for a modest and really nice 
guy and for those who worry about the “right” 
shoes for the Peaks I can reveal that Jethro won 
in INOV-8 Roclites. 

Finally, I asked  if Rob Hope had really done 
him a favour by “stealing” his victory at the 
Mourne Mountains to which Jethro replied with 
good humour, “Well as Rob crossed the line in 5th  
place he shouted out that his win in Ireland had 
‘put fire in my belly’; so perhaps he did!”  

B Y  G r a h a m  B r e e z e Jethro Lennox  
(Shettleston Harriers)
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Anna Pichrtova
The Lancashire Telegraph has described Anna 
as “the best female mountain runner on the 
planet” and it may be entitled to that point of 
view since by winning the Three Peaks Race 
she added the World Long Distance Mountain 
Running Challenge Gold Medal to the World 
Mountain Running Trophy Gold Medal she won 
in Ovronnanz, Switzerland in 2007: the only 
woman ever to achieve this dual feat.

And when the peerless Angela Mudge (who 
came 2nd) says about the race that “I knew that 
I was going to have to have a flier and Anna was 
going to have to have a stinker to be anywhere 
near her”, then we mere mortals should take 
note.

Anna (who was 35 in May) is from the Czech 
Republic, where she lives with her ex-Iron 
Man Triathlon Champion husband Michal. She 
was staying in England during April to receive 
physiotherapy treatment from Denise Park in 
Clitheroe after she developed a back and pelvis 
injury following treatment from a chiropractor 
in Boulder, Colorado. The injury meant that she 
missed the Zurich Marathon and the opportunity 
to achieve the qualifying time (2.37) for the 2008 
Olympic Games. Anna has physio. and masseur 
support in many countries but when she is really 
injured she goes to Denise and has done so for 
the last 4 years. Most notably after Anna broke 
two clavicles, dislocated and fractured her elbow 

and broke her right arm in seven places in a 
horrific traffic accident in Nigeria in 2006.   

Denise, who Anna said “is just very, very good”, 
helped her recovery such that just a year later 
Anna won the WMRT Gold Medal in Switzerland, 
even though her body still contains remedial 
pins and plates and she still has restricted use of 
her arm.

To come back from a major car crash, 
that could have been fatal, to win a World 
Championship Gold Medal one year later is 
remarkable.  But Anna is. She has five Mount 
Kinabalu wins, six Mount Washington wins, 
was European Mountain Running Champion in 
2004 and 2006, has two Sierre-Zinal wins, two 
WMRA Grand Prix wins, has won the Bermuda 
Marathon, & etc. 

Anna Pichrtova (CZ) 
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B Y  G r a h a m  B r e e z e
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And some of us think Denise Park is pretty 
special as well.

 It may read like a fairy tale but it is 
nevertheless true that Denise suggested Anna 
might like to run in the Three Peaks, a race Anna 
had never even heard of, just to check if she was 
over her injury prior to her ninth marathon in 
Ottawa (25th May) when Anna would try for the 
Olympic qualifying time. Denise contacted Paul 
Dennison (Three Peaks Race Director) and Paul 
gave Anna 5 hours to enter before International 
entries closed. The rest, as they say…

Anna and Denise then viewed parts of the 
course but these were the stony path sections 
and so on race day Anna selected to run in 
road shoes because of the length of the race, 
otherwise she would have chosen trail shoes. 
During the race she was stunned to encounter 
the “wet” bits between Pen-y-Gent and 
Ribblehead and said her choice of footwear 
“held me back when I felt I could have been 
running faster but I was just very uncertain 
underfoot. I felt good climbing Pen-y-Gent and 
felt increasingly con� dent throughout the event 
and so just ran a steady race” In its race report 
Athletics Weekly mentioned two of her foreign 
rivals but Anna emphasised that she knew 
that Angela Mudge was a serious competitor 
although “you always have to run your own 
race”. Afterwards Angela told me that she had 
“just run to her strengths” on the steep climb up 
to Whernside and the splits show that Angela 
decreased Anna’s lead from 1.37 to 1.07 but 
Anna saved her charge for the climb and descent 
from Ingleborough, so much so that she “fell on 
a rock and injured my ribs”. The splits show that 
Anna increased her lead over Angela by 2.45 on 
the descent from Ingleborough and made a net 
gain of 3 places whilst Angela lost 2 places but, 
it should be remembered, to men who regularly 
win races.

Anna acknowledged that “Angela likes the 
rougher stu� ”.  She had spoken with Angela after 
the race and Anna told me “Angela didn’t think 
it had been wet at all” and laughingly recalled 

that when she had arrived at the stream on the 
way up to Whernside “I asked the marshal where 
the crossing was and he said ‘Here!’ I wasn’t 
expecting a bridge but I was expecting at least a 
proper crossing place!” 

I wondered how Anna could equate running 
the Three Peaks and then just a few weeks 
later do a road marathon? “I just love running! 
Mountains are my passion and marathons 
provide my income and provide me with testing 
challenges”. The £1000+ she won at the Three 
Peaks is, of course, a staggering sum for an 
English fell race but insigni� cant compared to 
the $20,000 Anna has won in a marathon. “I 
think fell runners should do more of every kind 
of running and it would make them stronger 
runners”. 

Those few weeks later Anna started the 
Ottawa Marathon in superb shape but she 
then had her heel clipped by another runner 
at the 5K mark and crashed to the road. To 
the astonishment of her pacer she got up and 
carried on with worsening knee pain “carrying” 
her injured leg and in the circumstances � nished 
in the remarkable time of 2.39 but outside the 
2.37 she was seeking. It was therefore left for the 
Czech Athletic Federation to decide whether or 
not she could run in the Olympic Marathon.  

Professional runners live with such risks: one 
heel clip meant no signi� cant prize money (the 
winner received $C15,000), no Olympic time and 
a season threatening injury!

In an injury free season Anna competes in 
around 20 races a year from every distance 
from 5K (her 10K PB is 34.12, “not very fast” she 
said ruefully) to the marathon where her PB 
is 2.32.39. She trains at least twice a day and 
sometimes three times, she is 5’ 5” high, weighs 
just under 7 stones and has no particular dietary 
issues although “I don’t eat a lot of meat but I do 
like eating the good � sh you can get in England 
which is better than at  home”. However lest I 
thought the secret to her success was traditional 
English � sh’n’chips she added quickly “but � sh 
without batter!” 

Anna Pichrtova (CZ) with the Shirley 
Hodgson trophy

Passing through limestone 
pavements within site of the fi nish
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With both a Summer and Winter Series of fell 
races, a double race weekend in February, a long 
distance summer race and the ultra-distance 
Longmynd Hike, this rural county has a lot to 
offer the local fell-running community.

The Shropshire calendar boasts a number of 
well-established races alongside more recent 
additions. It is these new additions that reflect 
the growing enthusiasm for the sport in a county 
where the population is relatively small and yet 
can boast at least eight clubs regularly attending 
these events.  The number of runners for the 
weekend races has on occasion topped 200, with 
regular attendances of over 100 for our Summer 
Series of evening races.  These races often see 
runners from outside of the county.  Many come 
from the West Midlands and as far afield as Essex, 
Cambridgeshire, Cumbria, Leicestershire and 
Yorkshire.  Those who make the journey come 
to run in our small, but perfectly formed hills 

and to enjoy our excellent scenery and friendly 
atmosphere.

The two Series are split between summer 
and winter, although there’s actually little time 
between them.  The Summer Series comprises 
six races, with a minimum of four to count. The 
Winter Series is also made up of six races but 
with a minimum of three to count.

 With the bulk of the ‘fells’ lying around Church 
Stretton this is an obvious location for the races 

to be centred. Here there is the Long Mynd area 
and the Ragleth, with Caer Caradoc and the 
Lawley hills to the east. However there is also 
good running to be had further west towards 
the Stiperstones and Pontesbury. To the north 
are the Wrekin and Ercall, whilst to the south 
around Ludlow we have Clee Hill.

The races in the Summer Series are held mid-
week. Tending to be short, with testing ascents 
and descents, these races give runners a chance 

B Y  A n d y  S m i t h  &  PA u l i n e  R i c h A R d S

Shropshire 
Fell Running
They don’t have to be big to be tough
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‘Spot the hangover’ Devils 
Chair Dash, Stiperstones 

- December 26th 2006
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Gordon Trevor(SAC) decends the 
boulderfield at Titterstone Clee, 1st race in 
the Shropshire Valley’s Weekend - Feb 08
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to show their turn of speed and agility down 
what are often very steep slopes.  The Winter 
Series of races are held at the weekend, with the 
longest of these around 9 miles. The Wrekin Fell 
race, featured in the Winter Series, has been part 
of the English Championships and is regularly 
part of the Junior English Championships.  All of 
these races can be entered as single events and a 
good proportion of entrants do just that.

Among the other races in a varied fellrunning 
scene is the classic Stretton Skyline 18-miler in 
September. The Skyline race is a firm favourite, 
taking in nearly all of the Long Mynd as well 
as the three major hills to the east. This is a 
demanding course at the best of times, more so 
if an Indian Summer is prevalent. Early February 
sees the famous Shropshire Weekend, included 
in Richard Askwith’s book on fellrunning, ‘Feet 
in the Clouds’. The weekend begins with a 
short blast up and down Titterstone Clee on 
the Saturday, followed by the cruel 10½-miler 
Long Mynd Valleys race on the Sunday. Be 
warned - with most of the 4,500 feet of climbing 
coming in the second half, this race bites!  The 
Long Mynd race has featured in the British 
Championships, 

To round off an excellent series of races in 
Shropshire, October sees the 50-mile Longmynd 
Hike taking place. This ultra-distance event 
tempts many long distance enthusiasts and has 
for the past couple of years been part of the 
Montrail Ultradistance Race Series. Starting at 
1pm this race, unless you are very nippy, treats 
you to a very different Shropshire – one where 
night navigation rules! 

With 18 races in the main Church Stretton area 
and seven in the surrounding areas of Wrekin, 
Breiddens, Haughmond(Shrewsbury), and 
Mortimer Forest there is plenty to ‘have a go at’. 

All these races appear in the definitive listings of 
the FRA Calendar.  But what this Calendar can’t 
get across to the reader is the warm social side to 
all these events, the excellent post-race debates 
in the race venue pubs and quite often the ‘free’ 
chip butties. Who could possibly want to miss 
out on all of that?

Recently Shropshire has hosted the British 
Relay Championships and an Annual Relay 
Challenge for all abilities takes place in the 
beautiful Cardingmill Valley, which is owned 
by the National Trust.  All of which just goes 
to prove that these hills are definitely worth a 
venture into.

For further details go to:    
www.merciafellruners.org.uk

Pete Vale finishing with a splash 
at the Cardingmill Canter 2008
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‘It’s lovely to be up here’ Pauline Richards (Mercia) 
at the top of Grandma’s Batch in Ashes Hollow 

during the Bluebell Run - May 2008
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Leaving the Lawley on the 50 mile Longmynd 
Hike, last race in the Montrail ultra seres
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B Y  D AV E  W O O D H E A D

Bunnies come in all shapes and sizes. 

There is one SPECIAL bunny though 

and whether you are young, old, a 

serious athlete or a fun runner there 

is only one bunny to chase in the 

month of April – the chocolate one. On 

average 250 runners come along to join 

in the spectacle and race every Tuesday 

evening in the thrilling challenge 

and chocolate drama, that are the 

BUNNY RUNS.

BR 1 – The Slowest winner ever! Three records 
were set: The � rst incredibly by the oldest 
competitor, Brian Leathley, at a young 76 years 
he recorded 32-31 to set a new over 70’s record. 
The second was in the record number of ladies 
taking part – a fab and inspiring 94 runners. 

The � nal record was set by road running 
superstar 29 year old Andi Jones, the race 
winner, who recorded the slowest ever winning 
time of 16-05 – over a minute outside Ian 
Holmes’ course record of 15 minutes dead, 
set last year. A waterlogged course and � erce 
strong winds did Andi, fresh from running in 
the Great Britain team in the World X-Country 
Championships in Edinburgh two days previous, 
no favours what so ever. He led throughout, 
winning the prime Egg Stage in 3-45 – another 
slowest ever time – before virtually sliding into 

the � nish funnel, due to possibly the wrong 
choice of shoes. 25 times winner Ian Holmes 
� nished second and � rst V40 only 23 seconds 
behind, with England junior International Rob 
Shaw, only 18, third. Rob just loves the fells, 
especially the climbing aspect and is realising he 
has a real talent here, just like his dad David, who 
� nished third V40. 

Bingley Harrier Sharon Taylor, second in the 
British Championships last year, won the Egg 
Stage in 4-56, just having the edge over 14 
year old Mel Hyder from Helm Hill, and won in 
19-15 from 22 year old Emily Klee of Leeds City. 
This was Sharon’s  second BR win, the � rst one 
being in 2005 at BR3. Mel, twice now the U14 
English champion  took  third, only 5 seconds 
behind Emily, but did win the FU16’s. Another 
England junior International, Anna Anderson in 

Bunnies come in all shapes and sizes. 

There is one SPECIAL bunny though 

and whether you are young, old, a 

BR 1 – The Slowest winner ever! Three records 
were set: The � rst incredibly by the oldest 
competitor, Brian Leathley, at a young 76 years 
he recorded 32-31 to set a new over 70’s record. 

the � nish funnel, due to possibly the wrong 
choice of shoes. 25 times winner Ian Holmes 
� nished second and � rst V40 only 23 seconds 
behind, with England junior International Rob 

Everyone
   ªa Bunny
its long ears, twitchy nose, little whiskers, 
bright eyes, fluffy fur and of course its cute bob tail ...

Bunny Two – they’re off and running!!!
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fourth, led home the Pendle AC  ladies winning 
team, with Emma Spencer sixth and � rst FU14 
and anchor lady Melissa Berry 11th, second 
FU14. Pendle also supplied the � rst BU16 in 
Daniel Evans, who � nished just ahead of Joseph 
Cross� eld, the second BU16. Holm� rth Harriers 
dominated the BU14 category with Tom Halton 
� rst in 20-10 from Declan McGivern, with 
Wharfedale’s Kendal Winter Fell League winner, 
Ben Johnstone, only one second behind Declan. 

The yummy Belgian 2kilo chocolate egg  prize 
draw was won by Andrew Biddle. What’s the bet 
this was polished o�  with the grateful help of 
Kyle, Grace, Naomi and Faith – did  mum and dad 
get a look in! No chance!

BR 2 - William the Conqueror – makes history!  
32 year old Willy Smith a Director of Keighley’s 
Sport Camps achieved one of his sporting 
ambitions, and entered the history books by 
becoming the � rst ever Keighley and Craven 
athlete to win a BR in the races 17 years. Willy 
has been competing in these races for the last 9 
years, and has always featured highly, but here 
he stormed up the last climb to beat European 
Junior Triathlon Champion Jonathan Brownlee 
and 25 BR winner Ian Holmes to conquer in 15-33. 
Jonathan, 17, � nished 5 seconds behind, and 
probably paid the price for battling it out for the 
Egg Stage prize with Rob Shaw, who triumphed in 
3-35 – a mere second in front of Jonathan. 
‘ I have so much respect for Ian Holmes, and 
all he has achieved so to � nally beat him is a 
fantastic feeling. I gave it everything up the last 
climb, after a great battle with Jonnie, Ian, Rob 
and Tim Midgely. What a great race it was!’ said a 
jubilant William the Conqueror. 

On the dry cool night two records were 
broken, and one equalled. 61 year old Dave Tait 
who just missed the V60 record the previous 

week, took 11 seconds o�  the old record. V70 
Brian Leathley once again showed age is no 
excuse, as he shaved 50 seconds o�  his own 
record, and with 272 runners competing, this 
equalled the existing record, showing everybody 
loves the Bunnies – or maybe it’s all  that  
chocolate? 

Medical rep. Sharon Taylor returned to clinch 
a hat trick of victories. Running 20 seconds faster 
to � nish in 18-45 and incredibly running 44 

seconds faster than the prvious week to win the 
Egg Stage in 4-12.

Improving from 4th place, England junior 
international Anna Anderson, 18, � nished 
second improving her time by 76 seconds, 
while Helen Glover, Willy’s partner, � nished 
third, 4 seconds behind. Despite running 44 
seconds faster Mel Hyder dropped a place, but 
still � nished � rst FU16 with Michaela Brolly 
second and Amy MacGivern third. Pendle 

‘It’s April Fools day, and I am a 39 year old 
mother of three, two of which run regularly for 
Keighley & Craven AC, standing on the top of 
a hill on Haworth Moor with 250 other people 
asking myself “why” am I doing this. The 
answer is it’s the � rst Bunny Run of 2008 and 
my friend Lynda Hargreaves and I decided we 
would have a go.

The weather is cold and windy, but I am 
determined to start and hopefully � nish. I am 
not a runner in any way shape or form, but 
after bringing my daughter Charlotte, 12, up 
to the Bunnies last year for � ve weeks in a 
row, and standing there watching her for the 
most part shivering, I started to think I might 
like to have a go.

So here I am at the start having lost a 
few pounds, and started to run a little, not 
really knowing what to expect, but everyone 
around me is really encouraging and full of 
excitement.

We set o� , I was at the back from the start 
just trying to keep someone in sight so I had 
some idea of where I was going. It seemed 
to go on forever, I found myself walking up 
most of the hills and doing my best not to be 
blown away or disappear in a puddle of mud. 
Finally I reached the top of the last big climb, 
and to the shouts of “ come on mum” from my 
daughter I made it to the � nish.

I was only ever going to take part in one 
bunny, but I had such a great time I found 
myself at the start of Bunny Two. The weather 
was kinder, and I felt more con� dent knowing 
what to expect this time. The Woodentops 
arrived in their little home from home, and it 
was time go. There were 272 runners taking 
part, and again I was at the back, but that didn’t 
deter me, I just wanted to run faster than last 
week, it was starting to become a challenge. I 
still couldn’t catch any of the youngsters, and 
again my daughter was at the � nish cheering 
me on as I came down the hill trying my best to 
stay on my feet.

Bunny Three, what can I say except it was 
an absolute triumph that anyone started, 
never mind � nished, we were bombarded with 
hail, sleet, snow, rain and everything else the 
Yorkshire weather wanted to throw at us. There 
was mud everywhere, and trying to run and 
stay in an upright position was a challenge. 

I’ve never laughed so much in my life or been 
covered in more mud than my kids, although 
I think it was some hours later before I � nally 
felt my � ngers again. 

Another Tuesday soon arrived, and with 
it came Bunny Four, I had been so excited 
about it all day mainly due to the fact that for 
the � rst time the weather was dry and a little 
warmer. I tried to give it my all this week, and 
for the most part I actually managed to keep 
the tail end of the main pack in sight, I found 
I ran more of the hills, although the last climb 
before the � nish still beats me – just wait ‘til 
next year!

The bunnies have to be the most fun you 
can have on a Tuesday night in April, when 
asked if I would do it again the answer is 
“oh yes” without hesitation. The best part for 
me is the encouragement and support you 
get from the runners and spectators alike, 
and that there are runners of all ages and 
abilities setting o�  together heading up the 
hill towards the skyline. To top it o�  there is 
chocolate, lots of chocolate to look forward to 
in the pub afterwards, that’s of course if you 
can beat the kids to it!’

For you the anoraks; 
BR1 175th Charlotte 26-01
 245th Debbie 36-28
BR2  188th Charlotte 24-24
 263rd Debbie  33-26
BR3 170th Charlotte  24-39
 242nd Debbie  34-40
BR4 150th Charlotte  24-09
 212th Debbie  32-18

So Charlotte improved by 1-52, but mum, 
Debbie ran an impressive 4-10 faster.

A new beginning
Bunny virgin – Debbie Cox 
of  Keighley & Craven AC

Virgin Bunny runner Debbie Cox with family Emily 
aged 7, Charlotte aged 12 &  Katherine aged 5 
holding a chocolate smelling bunny
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A mud covered 
Hannah Topham of 
Hyndburn AC, 
5th FU14 at BR1
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ladies once again conquered all, with � rst and 
second FU14 girls Emma Spencer and Jade Lord 
backing up Anna’s performance. A � erce battle 
was witnessed between great rivals Jonathan 
Bradshaw and Tom Sessford, with Tom just 
having the edge by one second to � nish 14th 
and 15th overall respectively, second and third 
BU16’s behind winner Ashley Kay. BU14 Tom 
Halton of Holm� rth dominated again, scaring 
the � rst V50 Brian Goodison and senior athletes, 
Paul Mitchell, Robin Bradbury, Colin Moses and 
Paul Crabtree to name but a few, as he improved 
his time by 110 seconds. 

One of the biggest smiles of the night was to 
be found on young Harry Sessford’s beaming 
face when European junior Triathlon Champion 
Jonathan Brownlee pulled Harry’s name out 
of the prize draw for the  yummy Belgian 2kilo 
chocolate egg. Harry could just about see over 
the top of it as he staggered his way home with 
it. Will any of the other family see the chocolate? 
No chance!

BR 3 - Oh what a night! From an organisers point 
of view it was a nightmare, but the feedback from 
you, the runners, was that you loved the hail, sleet 
and rain that hammered down on you all. Are you 
all mad? It was atrocious weather, which had you 
all covered in mud and shaking uncontrollably 
at the � nish, which resembled a big muddy 
puddle. How 258 runners survived with no serious 
injuries to themselves we’ll never know! From the 
organisational side of things – what a nightmare! 
Numbers disintegrated, mainly due to the plastic 
bags which were provided not being used, this 
caused  problems at the � nish. How our recorders 
managed to do their di�  cult job and keep order 
is beyond us – imagine runners � nishing virtually 
every 2 seconds, some with numbers, some 
without. All the ones without numbers then had 
to  be identi� ed by asking them their name and 
then quickly jotting it down. Of course the rain 
was still lashing down, the runners still frozen,  yet 
the � nish funnel kept � owing, not an easy task! So 
a big up for Michael and Carol Fryer, Shirley, Paul 
and Sam Wood. 
Next came the challenge of translating that 
information on to wet result sheets – using the  
sticky labels proved a sticky situation in itself.  
So sorry only minimum results appeared at the 
soggy � nish area on the night, but Emily Wood 
and her  little assistant Eileen did manage to 
produce full results at the Old Sun Hotel pub prize 
giving, where everybody took welcome refuge, 
watching that nights race on the big screen. 
This was another fun nightmare for Robert and 
Maxine Adamson, but they did a fantastic video, 
encapsulating that nights mud fest.

In the race, showing a clean pair of heels for 
the second week running,  Willy ‘Sport Camps’ 
Smith, conquered again � nishing in 15-54 – 
again taking Ian Holmes’ scalp. Ian did win 
the V40’s, again � nishing 22 seconds behind, 
with teenager Rob Shaw 3rd only 5 seconds 
behind Ian. Rob won his second Egg Stage in 
3-35, exactly the same time as last week. Willy a 
recent winner of two 5k road races in Lancashire 
commented, ‘those conditions were horrible. It 
was  not only wet, it was freezing. I was really 

B Y  D AV E  W O O D H E A D

Grunts & groans of ecstasy
 Granny, Lyn Eden, Nidd Valley Harriers

‘Bunny One was run against a gale force 
wind, Bunny Two in almost ideal conditions 
against a setting sun casting a red glow over 
the lovely Haworth moors. Bunny Three 
really excelled, the heavens opened with 
perfect timing as everyone was making their 
way to the start, as we watched the many 
puddles getting deeper and deeper, and 
muddier and muddier.

The race started, the rain pelted as we 
waded through mud uphill and down round 
the � rst lap of the course. By the time I 
started the big lap the rain had turned to 
sleet and hail, and by the time I reached 
the moorland the puddles were bigger and 
deeper and the mud muddier and muddier. 
The hail by now had turned to snow, race 
numbers were � ying o�  vests, people were 
slipping and sliding and some losing their 
shoes. The downhill � nish provided an 
amusing spectacle for those watching as it 
was so muddy and slippery. Some slalomed 
down, some walked, some very gingerly, 
some even on their backsides (not always 
their preferred choice). 

At the time I thought it was the greatest 
experience I have had for a long time.  
However the best was yet to come, once 
we were changed and in the car on our way 
back to Harrogate we started on our creme 
eggs. Wow!!! The car was full of sighs, grunts 
and groans of ecstasy as we licked and 
sucked our creme eggs, making them last for 
as long as possible. It sounded as if we were 
all in the middle of a great sexual experience. 
It was orgasmic!!!!
The race may have been an organiser’s 
nightmare considering the conditions but 

for us runners, it was a brilliant experience 
and explains why we all love running in the 
fells. It also emphasised how even in April 
conditions may change dramatically in such 
a short time, a sharp reminder to me that I 
must always have with me appropriate gear 
for all conditions when running on the fells. 
It also showed me that even at my age I 
can still � nd the child in me and experience 
the thrill of running, and splashing through 
muddy puddles, and charging downhill 
attempting not to join those already on their 
backsides.’

Granny Lyn Eden and Sue Narey (96) enjoy 
‘rabbiting’ round the Bunnies
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l-r 18 Jim Towers,109 Helen Pettit, 185 Tony hart, 235 Sue Bickerdyke, 71 Alison Fowler, Sue Foulton, 246 Gordon Weight
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worried about Ian and his fell running ability, but 
I was very con� dent on the climbs which made 
the di� erence. My � tness has really improved 
since Helen and I acquired 2 springer spaniels, 
Bella and Earl – they always want exercising, 
morning, noon and night.’ 

Recent  April birthday boy  Bingley’s Jon 
Cordingley ran 18-13 to win the V50 prize, while 
Dave Tait completed a hat trick of wins in the 
V60’s. 

Sharon Taylor also made it 3 straight wins this 
series, winning in 19-01 from Anna Anderson 
19-28 and Helen Glover 19-55.  This despite 
� nishing 5th lady in 2 hours 43 minutes and 
showing the  souvenir cuts and bruises from 
the  ultra rough and steep 13m/5000ft Irish 
Mourne Mountain Peaks race two days previous. 
England international Anna won the Egg Stage 
in 4-21, and again led Pendle ladies to the 
team chocolate eggs with GU14 winner Emma 
Spencer 6th and 2nd GU14 Jade Lord in 7th. 

Cor, whilst last weekend thousands travelled 
to London for the marathon, the Wilson family 
came the other way to run a Bunny. Lynn Wilson 
even won the FV50’s in 22-55, whilst son Robert 
� nished 44th in 19-23 and Martin just enjoyed 
hostile Yorkshire weather. 

The yummy Belgian 2 kilo chocolate egg was 
won by Tim Midgley who � nished in 4th overall, 
so his chocolate haul was enhanced dramatically.
This prize is for everybody, and it’s the luck of the 
draw who wins, next time it could be you! 

BR 4 – It’s chocolate mayhem! 223 chased 
even more chocolate on the warmest, brightest 
and sunniest evening of the series – a total 
turn about from BR3’s diabolical  condition’s. 
Guest celebrity, Commonwealth Games silver 
medallist, Lisa Brambani got in to the spirit of 
the Bunnies by adopting Bunny ears and tail in 
her � rst ever competitive running event. Lisa, 
was a renowned international road race cyclist 
and represented Great Britain in the Olympics, 
was the National Champion four times and ruled 
the roost in domestic competition in the late 
eighties. Nowadays Lisa keeps � t running and 
working out in the gym and only occasionally 
gets her bike out. She � nished 11th lady in 
22-24, so maybe this will be the start of her 
running career? Daughter Abbey Mae, the 
current Yorkshire swimming and Cross Country 
Champion is already proving to be pretty nippy! 

Willy Smith and Sharon Taylor were crowned 
King and Queen of the series, and will now be 
immortalised on next years Bunny Beer label, 
the same way 2007 winners Ian Holmes and Jo 
Buckley were. Willy is in the form of his life with 
seven wins in recent races, including victory at 
the Bradford 10K in just under 32 minutes just 
two days previous. At BR4 Willy led all the way, 
winning in 15-25, and also taking the Egg Stage 
in 3-30 His tactics paid dividends as he told team 
mate and twice Egg Stage winner Rob Shaw to 
lay o�  the early pace this week - nice one Willy! 
18 year old Rob � nished second in 15-47, with 
Tom Adams 3rd in his fastest time of 16-14, 
previously having � nished 5th and 6th twice in 
the series.

Having just � nished second BU16 in the � rst 

Series winner Willy Smith chased 
by twice Egg Stage winner Rob 

Shaw both of Keighley & Craven
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104, Philip Done, 163, Simon 
Farrar, 116, Derek Donohue, 166, 
Ray Hawksby with the lake behind
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FRA Junior English championships in the Lake 
District at Anniversary Wa to 2007 U14 English 
champion Jamie Crompton, Thomas Sessford 
showed no fatigue, � nishing a super  6th overall 
and breaking the � rst BU16 record by 8 seconds. 
Ashley Kay, 2nd, was also inside Marc Scott’s 
record and Jonathan Bradshaw � nished 3rd. 

Showing just how talented youngsters are, 
Pendle AC’s posse of young FU14’s dominated the 
ladies category, with ever smiling Emma Spencer 
winning in 20-07, from Jade Lord and Melissa 
Berry. All excelled to beat senior lady, Bingley’s 
Mary Green. Thus Pendle AC won the ladies 
team again, to make it a clean sweep of team 

victories in the series – these girls must really love 
chocolate! 16 year old Michaela Brolly emerged as 
the new Egg Stage winner in 4-29, and excitedly 
enjoyed the Crackerjack style prize experience.

At the other end of the age scale, two new 
records were set with V70 Brian Leathley fresh 
from warm weather training in Devon knocking 
27 seconds o�  his existing record and more 
importantly getting increasingly nearer his 
wife Christine. The other record was set by new 
recruit to the FV50’s category, Mary Green who 
could change her name to evergreen now, as 
she reduced Linda Bostock’s old record by two 
minutes eight seconds. 

Chocolate mayhem ensued at the Old Sun 
Hotel prize giving, where BR4 prizes and then 
the overall prizes were awarded by celebrity 
Lisa. This included the much sought after Bunny 
Beer. Finally, Lisa drew FV50 Jenny Vesey’s 
name out of the prize draw box for the yummy 
Belgian 2 kilo chocolate egg. Jenny � nished 
in 154th in 24-22. Finally as is customary in 
all the Bunnies, after the prize giving the 
real chocolate mayhem begins, with literally 
chocolate showering the eager chanting crowd. 
Just remember though you have to be quick, 
because some young whipper-snapper will 
snatch that choc right out of your hands.

‘I go to Castle Hall School in Mir� eld and run 
for Spenborough AC. My hobbies include 
running (surprise, surprise), playing the 
trumpet and as a matter of interest my 
favourite food is pizza!

I � rst got into running when I was 7 when 
my Dad (Chris) took me down to the track 
where I joined the junior group on a Saturday 
morning (he was probably sick of me running 
around the house!). I went down there until I 
was 9, and old enough to join Spenborough AC

I did all the usual sort of stu�  like track 
and cross country for a few years before I 
discovered fell running. I thought at � rst that 
people must be absolutely insane (no o� ence) 
to do something like that. But I enjoyed my 
� rst fell race, the Stoop Curly Wurly  Quarry 
Run so much, that I’ve been doing it ever 
since.

I did my � rst Bunny Runs last year and I 
really enjoyed them. It’s nice to get a chance 
to compete with the adults and you also get a 
cadbury’s creme egg! (I have a weakness) 

Bunny 1
Last year we had dry conditions for the 
whole series, but that was not the case for 
Bunny 1 this year. It was wet, muddy, and 
blowing a gale. 

A record number of April fools on the 
course made it a very congested start. It 
was so windy and muddy up there, it was 
one step forward, two steps back all the way 
around. Just to tell you how muddy it was, 
on the downhill at the start of the second 
lap I passed a half-buried Walsh  shoe that 
somebody had lost in the mud. 

My time was also a lot slower than last year 
probably due to the conditions.  

Bunny 2
This week even more people turned up! 
Funny really, after the conditions last week 
I thought there would be less. So we had 
another stampede at the start (I wonder how 
Dave gets out of the way). Although it wasn’t 
raining the course had not really dried out so 

well. In fact it was still slippy enough for me to 
injure my knee at the beginning of the second 
lap. That one kept me up all night Wednesday. 
Despite my knee I still managed to improve 
my time from the week before. As I left I 
hoped the weather would improve further 
next week. I hoped in vain... 

Bunny 3
It rained, it hailed and it even snowed! A 
whole years worth of seasons in one race! The 
weather even deceived some people because, 
as it was nice weather at the start, people took 
the plastic o�  their numbers and as soon as it 
started raining, the numbers fell straight o� . 
Disaster! Numbers all over the course. It was 
like running through a mud bath! Some nasty 
falls happened too with people falling over 
and sliding on to their backs. It was absolute 
carnage! Probably the most interesting Bunny 
Run we had. My hopes of a Bunny PB were 
foiled by the atrocious weather.

Bunny 4
Hallelujah! Finally the, Bunny that was sunny! 
The closest Bunny Run we got to last year 

where the weather was great. The course had 
not totally dried out, but it was good enough 
for me because despite feeling like a sack of 
potatoes all the way around, I still managed to 
pull o�  my fastest time of the year, 22-48. My 
Dad also told me to put in that he got a PB. 
(Show o� ).

Bunny Relay 
The conditions at the relay were pretty much 
the same as Bunny Run 4, meaning that it was 
a nice night. I formed a team with my Dad 
and Tim Wragg. We came up with what we 
thought was a good name “The Wragg and 
Jones Men”. My Dad ran the � rst leg , Tim ran 
the second leg and I ran the last leg. I looked 
at my time the night after and found that I’d 
done a brilliant run � nishing 2 minutes faster 
than last year. Later that evening I found that 
the individual times didn’t add up to the total. 
(Dave blames Eileen, Eileen blames Dave). 
That meant that my actual time was almost 2 
minutes slower (sob) equalling Tim’s time, but 
it was still a really good run for me.

So that’s it for another year. We’ve had the 
good, the bad and the ugly this year and I’m 
really looking forward to next year.’ 

The two girlies in the Jones family have yet 
to grace the Bunnies with their presence, but 
Sarah aged 10 can’t wait, while mum Sue is 
still being egged on to run one, maybe more 
chocolate is the temptation that just might do 
the trick.

A whole years worth of seasons in one race!
Matthew Jones, aged 13 of Spenborough AC
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Matthew Jones of Spenboro’

  
Matthew Jones and relay partner 96, Tim Wragg 
both of Spenboro’ in amongst it at BR4
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Bunny Girl Lisa Brambani
Lisa was a renowned international stage 
race rider and some of her greatest wins 
were in gruelling races on the continent 
against tough competition and she 
spent the 1989 and 1990 seasons racing 
in America with the top all girls Weight 
Watcher Team.

She represented Great Britain at 
the 1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul, 
South Korea.  Highly tipped to bring 
home a medal after the previous year’s 
world ranking of 4th, Lisa � nished a 
disappointing 11th place.

The Olympic disappointment was 
quickly overshadowed by a fantastic 
ride in the 1990 Commonwealth Games 
in Auckland where Lisa took a fantastic 
silver only a millimetre away from gold!!  

On the home front, Lisa was National 
Road Race Champion four times and 
National 10 Mile Time Trial Champion 
twice.  Although Lisa ruled the roost 
in domestic competition, the cut and 
thrust of international events was 
always her � rst love!!

Nowadays Lisa keeps � t running and 
working out in the gym, occasionally 
getting her bike out, but only during the 
warmer summer months!!

‘I have ridden in the Olympics, 
Commonwealth Games, World & 
National Title Events, and I can honestly 
say the Bunny Run was the hardest!!!....
Well, it probably wasn’t...that’s the 
thing about pain during sport, it’s very 
quickly forgotten and then you are left 
wondering why you didn’t do better!!!

It all seemed like a good idea 
when Dave ( the man of many hats) 
approached me to be “Celebrity 
Starter”...No problem, “Oh and the 
“Celebrity” usually runs too”...no 
problem, “We can let you have a start 
on the rest of the � eld”...No way!!!! 
Well, how hard could it be, jog round a 
quarry, up and down a few hills, across a 
moorland...and how can anyone say no 
to Dave...he’s such a nice guy!!!

The “Bunny Out� t” wasn’t mentioned 
during the initial brief, discussed in 
secret between Dave and my young 
daughter Abby – Mae, who thought it 
was a great idea to witness her mum 
su� er whilst dressed up as a rabbit. 
What more could a child wish for!!??

The night of the race arrived, and 
what a beautiful evening it was, 
clear skies, warm setting sun, perfect 
conditions...BIG � eld. These people 
looked good, professional even, what 
had I agreed to do!!?? Upon closer 
inspection the � eld was made up of a 
complete mix of di� erent types even a 
few kids and OAP’s, I was still in with a 
chance. Feeling buoyant I donned the 
Bunny garb and took my place on the 
front row. O�  cial starter duties over 
and the race began...fast doesn’t really 

adequately describe the speed of the 
start, in fact I didn’t know people could 
go so quick from a standing start. “Got 
to keep up, stick with them, come on, 
come on”, BANG!! I hit the “wall”, big 
time, my legs and arms felt like lead, my 
heart and chest were burning, I couldn’t 
breath and I’d only done 200 metres!! 
OH MY GOD, what had I let myself in 
for??!!! As the � eld swallowed me up, I 
felt myself drifting quickly backwards, 
the kids and OAP’s were coming past 
and I couldn’t react. I couldn’t go any 
faster, I felt like I was crawling, surely 
they would all slow down soon. They 
didn’t. I did. I got slower and slower, I 
did contemplate giving up...but how 
can the “Celebrity” give up? “Run your 
own race” it’s not advise a competitive 
athlete listens to, but I’m afraid I did...
and once settled into my own steady 
pace, things did get better...slightly. My 
legs came round, but my lungs were on 
� re and that bl***y rabbit kit was very 
identi� able, no hiding...was everyone 
out to beat the bunny??? and where was 
the � nish line??

I think the rock to the right hand side 
of the � nish channel has, over many 
years, been shaped to accommodate the 
weary runners bottom because it was 
ideal. Had it not been for the fact that 
I was freezing, I would have gladly sat 
there for a couple of hours recovering. 
Looking around at the � nishers I spied 
the OAP’s and the kids I thought were 
easy game on the start line...how wrong 
I was. I did contemplate congratulating 
the small boy who looked about nine 
years old, but thought better of it...I’d 
been beaten, the humiliation!!

No...Fell Running isn’t my thing. No, 
no, no de� nitely not, never again...but 
hang on, did I smell chocolate?? I can 
only describe the prize presentation 
as a cross between “Crackerjack” and a 
chocolate lovers idea of heaven. I have 
never seen an award ceremony like this 
before...anywhere (and I’ve been all over 
the world getting prizes). Amazing!! 
Did the Woodentops drain the entire 
Easter Egg quota for the whole of 
West Yorkshire? Did young children go 
without eggs because they had bought 
them all? Well it certainly seemed that 
way, the table was staggering with the 
weight of all the chocolate. The � rst 
man and woman home were piled high 
with goodies, and chocolate treats and 
this continued down through the � eld...
in fact I don’t think anyone went home 
without a prize. Absolutely Fantastic! All 
credit to everyone involved for making 
the event so incredibly enjoyable and 
di� erent, even if 50% of the � eld only do 
it for the chocolate!!

Will I do another fell race.....can I skip 
the racing malarkey, and go straight to 
the prize giving?’ 

Bunny run was the hardest!!!

Bunny girl Lisa Brambani 
fi nished 11th lady in 22-23, 

while daughter Abby-Mae 
fi nished 7th FU14 in 24-02
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My name is Noel Finucane.  Recently I 
received a telephone call from a guy named 
Dave Treetops, Woodentops or perhaps 
Woodenhead.  He was di�  cult to understand, 
but I think he is from the Keighley area, enough 
said. Through the help of an interpreter, I 
understood he wanted me to write a piece 
about my athletes, my club and myself.

My club can be found in Lancashire at the 
end of the M65 and is called Pendle Athletic 
Club – a track, � eld and cross country club 
where I am Vice Chairman, young athletics 
team manager and endurance coach.  Like all 
small clubs we are always short of athletes and 
at senior level we have amalgamated with our 
neighbouring town Burnley.  I am employed 
by England Athletics part-time as head coach 
for the North West Endurance talent squad, 
meeting once a month during the winter.  The 

format has proved so successful that other 
areas are using our training template.  Twice 
a year we have  North of England weekends 
which are available for the most talented under 
twenty endurance members  funded by the 
Great North Run.

About eight years ago I was looking for a 
variation in training routine and heard about 
the ‘Bunnies’.  I ventured out into the unknown, 
over the border, with my daughter Laura and 
two other athletes, and we arrived at Keighley 
to  attend our � rst ever ‘Bunny Run’. The athletes 
enjoyed the run, but what followed was 
something else. I was standing about twenty 
feet away from the ‘trophy’ table, minding 
my own business, when a missile struck 
me on the head.  Once I had recovered my 
daughter informed me that I had been struck 
by a ‘chocolate egg’ .  The evidence had been 

devoured by a boy in the corner.  I decided 
there and then that the ‘Bunnies’ were for my 
group and have been a devout follower since 
that day.

Two of my athletes, Ben Lindsay and Anna 
Anderson, due to their progress at the ‘Bunnies’ 
have become junior fell internationals.  As I do 
not have a great deal of fell training knowledge, 
their accomplishments have been due to their 
own talent.

My latest young group of runners absolutely 
love the ‘Bunnies’ – so much that for one month 
in the year I have to re-schedule Monday/
Wednesday training.  The young girls in 
particular are a very talented  and hardy bunch. 
They won the the Lancashire Schools Cross 
Country and came joint second in the Mid 
Lancashire Cross Series at Under Fifteen.  They 
are also all eligible for the same age group next 
year and I have high hopes for them.  They 
managed to win the ladies team prize in all four 
‘Bunnies’ this year and as coach I received ten 
per cent of all chocolate won. 

In my dreams ...
It is my opinion that any series of races that 

generate such enthusiasm and enjoyment are 
certainly doing their job in retaining youngsters 
in athletics.

I can only thank Dave and Eileen Woodhead 
for their infectious, enthusiastic dedication to the 
sport.  By the way, where did he get that voice?’

Pendle Athletic Club training is on Monday & 
Wednesday at 7pm from Seedhill track near 
Nelson town centre.
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that day.

Two of my athletes, Ben Lindsay and Anna 
Anderson, due to their progress at the ‘Bunnies’ 
have become junior fell internationals.  As I do 
not have a great deal of fell training knowledge, 
their accomplishments have been due to their 
own talent.

My latest young group of runners absolutely 
love the ‘Bunnies’ – so much that for one month 
in the year I have to re-schedule Monday/
Wednesday training.  The young girls in 

Pendle AC &
the Bunnies
A coaches impressions

B Y  D AV E  W O O D H E A D

Pendle AC’s fi nest athletes
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Pendle’s Number One?
Jack Thompson, age 17 of Pendle AC
‘Six years ago I can remember the hustle and bustle 
as I lined up for my � rst ever bunny run. A baby 
faced eleven year old, I can remember being barged 
all over the place like a human pinball by all the “big 
people” as Dave set us o� , but I can remember loving 
the whole experience of racing the adults, especially 
beating my dad, and also the substantial  amount of 
chocolate was a huge positive looking back! I have 
done the Bunnies every year ever since. 

In those six years a lot  has changed and I am no 
a longer the baby faced scrawny little boy any more, 
although some would disagree, and I am now taking 
my running a lot more seriously. I have made great 
progress since then and have won quite a few fell 
races, mainly in the BOFRA league. In cross country I 
have gained Lancashire vests at Lancashire schools 
and also Lancashire championships, and I also came 
3rd in the mid Lancs under 17 league last year and 
4th in the under 20 equivalent this year. On the track 
my main aim this year is to win the 3k at Lancashire 
schools and also I want to go under two minutes for 
the 800m, if I can.

I put a lot of this improvement down to hard 
work and of course the excellent coaching of Mr 
Noel Finucane, who is chu� ed at � nally improving 
my once ragged running technique! Also the 
training group I am in at the moment is amazing, 
with many having achieved county and even 
international honours. The lads I train with like 
Skippy (Ben White), Lil Foot (Donald Evans), Ray 
Mears (Ross Inglis), Girth (Garth Beckwith) and of 
course the mighty Gerbil (Sam Richards) means 
that training is fun. Yet I have to work very hard 
to maintain my status as Pendle’s number one, 
especially on the sprints where Ben still believes 
he is the English version of Asafa Powell. Also me 
and the rest of the lads are convinced that ‘Dan or 
is it Don’ is putting something in his drink that he 
shouldn’t - I’m going to have to raise the issue of 
a “random” drugs test to be taken come the next 
AGM I’m thinking.

 As I lined up for the � rst Bunny this year, donning 
my Lancashire strip as a laugh to annoy some 
of my team mates that narrowly missed out, the 
atmosphere was electric. I stood ready on the start 
line, next to a certain Ian Holmes (who is actually 
quite short isn’t he?), and before I knew it we was 
running. I got my usual fast start that took me to the 
fore of the � eld and after the � rst lap I was in about 
5th , still tracking Ian Holmes, but then he quickly 
sped away and left me in his wake. But I held on for 
the rest of the course, despite losing a lot time on 
the drag up to the quarry, to � nish in a respectable 
11th place which I was fairly pleased about.

Unfortunately I developed shin splints after this 
race, and trying to run through it in the next few 
Bunnies really didn’t help looking back, my position 
in the races slowly got worse, as did my injury. But 
still the great atmosphere in the pub afterwards, 
having a laugh with my team mates and also the 
abundance of chocolate all helped in cheering me 
up and made this years bunnies a great event for 
me, and I am sure I am not the only one who had a 
great time.’ Pendle’s number one Jack ‘the lad’ Thompson
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Bunny 4 Ladies winner - Emma Spencer,  Age 
14 of Pendle AC.
Also known as  ‘Minnie Mouse’
‘Up to when I started running my life was just 
normal a bit boring! My hobby’s were ballet 
and horse riding, which I wasn’t very good at. 
Sometimes I go beating with my dad, brother 
and sometimes sister and we also take our dogs. 
This involves walking lots , and making lots of 
noise. My favourite foods are my mums roast 
chicken dinner, noodles, tuna pasta bake and 
chocolate spread with bread, and I live near 
Earby and go to West Craven High School in 
Barnoldswick.

I � rst started running at school on sports day 
and when we did athletics and cross country in 
P.E. I did a 1500m on sports day and came 1st, 
so my teacher, Mrs. Keebell, asked me if I would 
represent the school in the Pendle inter schools 
held at Seedhill track, home to Pendle AC. This 
is where it all starts - by the way I came 4th in the 
1500m in some old marks and Spencer’s trainers 
which were hanging o�  my feet. A parent of 
a child who used to run for Pendle AC said I 
should come down and train, and that’s what 
I did! April 2006, Age 12. I started competing 
straight away for Pendle in my � rst mid Lancs 
track season. Now my dad, David, had to buy 
me some spikes and proper trainers. I mainly 
did 1500m my P.B then was 5.53 (Rubbish), and 
I also did long jump, I was not very good at that. 

Then my � rst taste of cross country, competing 
in the mid Lancs league 2006/2007 season, I did 
ok in the under 13’s and came 4th overall. I got 
my � rst Lancashire vest when I came 4th in the 
Lancs champs. Then I ran at Nottingham and 
came 3rd girl back for the Lancs team, I was really 
pleased as it was my � rst year of running. I also 
represented Lancashire in the indoor sports hall 
athletics, 6 lap event and standing high jump. I 
didn’t really like the indoor so I haven’t done one 
since. In 2007 I ran at the English Schools held at 
Leeds, 3rd girl back for Lancs, and was 126th  out 
of 330 runners. 

The chairman of Pendle AC, Paul Wilson 
suggested to my parents I should try fell running, 
so I joined BOFRA in June 2007. Kettlewell, 
my � rst race was probably the best because 
we had to cross the river. I did 9 out of the 15 
races and came 2nd overall in the under 14 
girls championship. The fells are great with the 
countryside and family days out. Even my dad’s 
started running again, it has been 25 years 
since he last run as a school boy, then he was 
quite good. My brother Oliver has also started 
running about 1 year ago and is showing some 
talent. My older sister, Abby,  and mum, Gina, 
don’t run. Also in 2007 I did 3 FRA championship 
races out of the 6. Then came my second cross 
country season and I did better this time, and 
came 2nd overall representing Lancashire again 
at Nottingham. This year I didn’t get in to the 

English schools because I was full of a cold. In my 
second track season I started doing 3000m and 
my P.B is 11.39, and my new 1500m P.B is 5.14. I 
don’t really enjoy the track because there is more 
pressure on you to do well, unlike fell running.

I love doing the Bunny Runs on a Tuesday 
night, it’s a good course about 3 miles and you 
get all sorts of runners, from internationals to 
grandmas and granddads and kids. The great 
thing is everyone gets a prize. We always go back 
to the pub after for the presentation of eggs 
(Yum Yum) and it’s a great atmosphere. I did well 
this year winning all four U14 races, and my U14 
team mates did really well too: Melissa, Holly 
and Jade. We also won all the ladies team prizes 
with a little help from Anna Anderson at the � rst 
3 races. 

In the future I would love to earn a place in the 
Great Britain team for fell or cross country, and I 
would like to go and run the Marco in Italy, may 
be I can do it one year soon, it will be good to 
meet other young runners from other countries.                         

P.S. Thanks for my eggs (YUM.).’

Jack ‘the lad’ Thompson claims to be Pendle’s 
number one, but if you went on the amount 
of chocolate won at the Bunnies then Emma 
is the true number one! This youngster even 
recently won Lothersdale and Farnhill ladies 
races outright – come on, try and keep up Jack.

The fells are great - the countryside & family days out

Pendle girls – Emma Spencer (52), Melissa Berry (71), 
Jade Lord (29), along with Ben Johnstone (188)              
and 3 times 3 Peaks winner Ian Ferguson (268)
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A great passion for running
Jade Lord, aged 13 of Pendle AC
‘Hi it’s Jade, I am an athlete at Pendle Athletics 
Club and I attend Fishermore High School, I live 
with my brother Sam ( who is still trying to find 
where I hid my chocolate from the Bunnies), 
and my mum Donna who makes the best pasta 
dishes ever, my favourite!  

I started running for Pendle AC last year in 
April. I had my first ever race in year 4, 2004; the 
Pendle primary schools annual cross country run. 
I achieved 2nd in the girls year 3 and 4 category, 
doing much better than I had expected.

This was when I was first asked to run for 
Pendle by Noel Finucane, my now trainer. I 
declined this offer at first and decided to stick 
with football instead. At that time, football 
was one of my favourite sports and my coach 
thought I was very talented at it. I played football 
in the midfield for Burnley girls U13 football 
club in 2006, achieving player of the match on 
numerous occasions, and obviously support 

them, but the best footballer is Ronaldo of 
Manchester United.

Then in late 2006, the Pendle primary schools 
annual cross country run came around and 
again Noel asked me if I would like to join 
Pendle AC. After considering continuing both 
sports, I decided that I would have to choose 
between athletics and football. For a few months 
I continued playing football, up until March 2007 
when I finally quit this sport and joined athletics.

Whilst at Pendle AC I have competed in cross 
country, track and fell races gaining certificates, 
medals and trophies. My highest achievements 
are from when I was selected to run for Lancashire 
in the ESAA Sainsbury’s Schools’ 48th Boys 
and 40th Girls Cross Country Championships 
on Saturday, 8th of March 2008. The other, 
from being selected to run for Lancashire in 
the 2008 UK Inter-Counties Cross Country 
Championships, where I finished 91st. Both these 
events, I achieved in my first season and I am 

overwhelmed to have been a part of them. 
I also have a personal best of 2:30.2 in the 

800m race which I achieved at Wigan on the 12th 
of April.

Recently, I ran in the Bunny Runs at Haworth 
which was great fun. I really enjoyed it because 
me and my team had a good laugh and we came 
first, winning lots and lots of chocolate (which I 
am still eating now..Yum Yum!). Also in this event 
I achieved individual awards for second place in 
three runs in the U14 girls category. 

At first, I realised that I had started running 
because I was chosen by my teachers to do this, 
but as the months progressed I recognised that 
I had a great passion for running and a strong 
determination to win and achieve more and more.

My ambitions are to progress further in 
running and eventually represent England.’

Melissa Berry aged 14 of Pendle AC 
Also known as ‘Mints’
‘I started running when I was just 8. This was 
because my brothers had joined a club at 
Park High School near Colne called Park High 
AC, and I, being the little, (faster I thought) 
sister, decided to join in and embarrass my big 
brothers, Philip (then 12) and Daniel (10), by 
beating them, yet I don’t think that plan really 
worked! In 2002 my eldest brother, Philip, was 
Lancashire champion for X Country, and Daniel 
was quite unstoppable when the ground was 
muddy and heavy going, the worse conditions 
the better he seemed to do (he would probably 
make a brilliant fell runner).

The club was run by a fantastic coach, Mr. 
Hindle. Whilst running in this team I achieved 
many awards from track & X Country events. 
Most of these being just 600m & 800m, as these 
were the furthest I could run at my age, as I 
was still struggling to find spikes that would 
fit my tiny feet, I still do now! But the awards I 
am mostly proud of would be; Winning the Red 
Rose League (X Country) and finishing 2nd in the 
Reebok Challenge (X Country) both in 2006.

Mike Hindle became ill and the club ceased. 
I thought I had finished with running until Noel 
Finucane approached and offered to let me 

train with Pendle until Mike was well enough 
to take up the reigns again. I knew Noel well 
from my time with Mike so the move was a 
comfortable one. When I made this move, 
I made some great friends & even greater 
running competitors, Holly Crabtree, Emma 
Spencer & Jade Lord, all being in the same age 
group as me, except Jade thought she would be 
moving up next year, but isn’t. But one friend of 
mine, Alice Garnett, moved with me to Pendle 
AC from Park AC. I had known Alice most 
of the time I was running, because she also 
joined Mike after the influences of her older 
sister, Carla, joining him. It was great to move 
to a new club with a friend, although it was a 
struggle at first to get her to come along!!

My other interests besides running is 
swimming and drama, which I really enjoy 
because it’s warmer than running! I have done a 
few performances – James and the giant peach, 
Summer in the park and the school caberet 
besides the normal primary school stuff before. 
If I had the choice between being an actress or 
a runner, I’d choose acting for the money BUT 
running because I love it!!

It wasn’t until I joined Pendle that I 
discovered the “Bunny Runs”. What can I say, 
these are the highlight of the year. Hosted from 

a pub that serves Timothy Taylors is my mum 
and dad’s best reason for coming to watch. But 
for me the real reason for turning up to run in 
hail, sleet and bitter cold winds would have to 
be the chocolate!! Lots and lots of chocolate. 
Just about everyone goes home with some. My 
poor mum doesn’t know what to do with her 
Tuesday night now that April is over.

My brothers don’t run anymore they prefer to 
play football for Colne Clarets, but after seeing 
me arrive home with armfuls of chocolate, I 
think they may be joining me next year. 

Doing the Bunnies, has opened a whole new 
field of running to me, as I usually do X Country 
or track events. But now I have an interest in 
fell running, I did a junior race at Pendle Hill 
and thoroughly enjoyed it. What is it about fell 
running and chocolate? I received yet more 
chocolate for coming third there. The one thing 
I don’t like is Jamie Oliver, he’s taken away our 
chocolate, fizzy pop, crisps in fact all the nice 
stuff and replaced it with fruit, cereal bars and 
water...it’s just not right! My favourite foods are 
vegetables, with a drizzle of chocolate, ha ha. 
I will definitely be taking part in more fell runs 
this year, they are so different from what I have 
done before and loads of fun, so thanks to the 
Bunnies for introducing me to fell running’.

What is it about fell running & chocolate?

Photo courtesy of Alexis  Woods
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A young lady stood on the winning podium and 
said thank-you to the physio for the treatment 
she had received that week-end. She stepped off 
the podium, walked towards me, and presented 
me with her bouquet, saying – “these are for 
you – I wouldn’t have won without you”. That 
was in Gibraltar at the International Rock Race in 
May 2004, and since then I have worked closely 
with Anna Pichrtova, double world champion 
in mountain running, marathon runner and 
Olympian. One of Anna’s comments to me that 
week-end was: “You made a difference to my 
running”. Those words stayed with me – not only 
had I treated her, but she also felt I had made a 
significant difference to her performance.

Anna had a fantastic record breaking run at 
the 3 Peaks Race this year, but many of you asked 
how she came to England 3 weeks earlier with an 
injury that was stopping her from running and 
then go on to win a world championship race. I 
thought this was a good opportunity to explain 
my particular way of working with runners of all 
abilities – ‘from the bottom to the top’. 

From the Bottom
Most runners contact a physiotherapist when 
they have pain or a problem preventing them 
from running. It doesn’t matter whether you are 
elite, international, club or someone like me – a 
person at the bottom who just enjoys running. 
When you can’t run – your quality of life is 
affected enormously, as is the life of your family 
and friends!! The response of many non-runners is 
– if it hurts to run, don’t run – which is infuriating 
when that is all you do want to do. I recall a runner 
saying his foot began to hurt after running 35 
miles. “Why not run 34” I said, (before I knew 
better), – “I’m entered for a 100 mile race” was his 
reply. I decided that whatever a person’s goal, at 
whatever level – I would try to help them achieve 
it. 66 miles was a long way to run with pain. 

I see runners at various stages of an injury:
 Following a sudden injury which is 

preventing any running or training
 When an injury still doesn’t allow you to run 

despite resting and trying to resume training, 
or 

 When an injury has gradually worsened over 
a period of time and is now beginning to 
interfere with either racing or training. 

I also see more and more runners who have 
already been seen by a doctor, consultant or 
another physiotherapist and want a second 
opinion. This may be because they haven’t 

responded to the treatment they have received 
already or they want a re-assessment or some 
advice before proceeding with further treatment 
or surgery. As running injuries are very specific 
to the sport, you can see a ‘sports’ specialist, but 
they may not be very knowledgeable about 
running injuries – particularly off-road running 
injuries. Many fell-runners who come to me for a 
second opinion have been referred to podiatrists 
or advised to wear corrective insoles. As fell-
running doesn’t have a repetitive heel strike as 
in road running – a change in biomechanics 
and leg alignment may not be the answer to an 
off-road running injury. If the injury was caused 
jumping across a stream in a fell race, falling 
down a rabbit hole or contouring round a fell 
side, it’s unlikely to be improved by wearing an 
orthotic. Orthotics do have an important role to 

play, but do not solve every running injury. 
A couple of weeks ago I saw a runner who 

had pain around his kneecap following a sudden 
increase in off-road training for a fell race. He 
had previously run several marathons at around 
2’30. He’d seen a physiotherapist and been 
advised to purchase some very costly orthotics, 
but hadn’t taken the advice.If someone has done 
high mileage training for marathons, but then 
develops knee pain following off-road hill reps – 
I think it is unlikely that orthotics are the answer. 
My diagnosis was damage to the quadriceps 
muscle fibres where they insert around the 
kneecap. These would have been working 
particularly hard running up and downhill and 
were probably fatigued and more susceptible to 
injury after the sudden increase in hill training. 
High mileage road training for a marathon would 

From the 
Bottom to the Top

Lloyd Taggart having some 
acupuncture treatment to ease 

tight calves just before the 3 Peaks
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have usually highlighted a problem related to 
running style, so make sure you think about the 
possible cause of your injury.

The most frequent injuries I see in fell runners 
are:-

 Low back / buttock  / hamstring pain
 Pain at the front or back of the knee (the 

quadriceps fibres or popliteus muscle)
 Pain in the calf or shin (gastrocnemius, soleus 

or tibialis posterior)
 Pain around the ankle (ankle ligaments 

or tendons -Achilles, tibialis posterior or 
peronei)

 Pain under the heel, under the arch of the 
foot or under the ball of the foot (plantar 
fasciitis, tendonopathy or metatarsalgia).

These injuries can usually be treated successfully 
with physiotherapy – but it is not just the 
responsibility of the physio to get you right. You 
need to follow the appropriate advice and be 
truthful with the person treating you – even if 
you haven’t done what you should have done!!

I have some very good friends who are 
excellent sports physiotherapists and doctors, 
but admit they wouldn’t always recognize 
unusual fell-running injuries. Some of the injuries 
I treat haven’t even been recognized in sports 
injury text books yet. One injury I often see has 
only just been acknowledged by the medical 
profession now that it has been identified by 
scan. This is an injury to one of the buttock 
muscles and is often injured in hill runners. 
Whilst I treat all sports and exercise related 
injuries, running injuries are my speciality. If you 
don’t get sorted out by the physio you see, don’t 
give up – get another opinion from somebody 
who might be more knowledgable about 
running injuries. Very few injuries cannot be 
sorted, but they need to be accurately diagnosed 
and treated accordingly.

 I have just treated a runner who saw 5 
physiotherapists and 2 Orthopaedic Consultants 
before seeing me, and despite being told that 
she needed orthotics and surgery, her own 
feeling was that she didn’t need either. She kept 
seeking further opinions and finally, following 

correct diagnosis of the running injury and 
appropriate physiotherapy treatment, is back 
running and racing. 

Many say to me “I wasn’t sure whether this 
was bad enough to come to see you” – but if it is 
affecting your quality of running – at whatever 
level – it is better to get it sorted out sooner 
rather than later. In the early stages it might only 
need 1 or 2 treatments, but if an injury is allowed 
to become long-standing or progressively 
worsen it might need more sessions to sort out. 
If an injury isn’t significantly better after a couple 
of weeks, it is possible that it might need some 
form of treatment to help speed up the recovery 
process.

To The Top
Most of you fit into the first category of 
contacting a physio when you have a problem, 
but I work with a number who are semi- or 
full-time runners. This regime of treatment is 
based more on prevention, maintenance and 
fine tweaking and aims to keep the individual 
in the best physical form for racing and training 
throughout the season. In this situation I might 
use:-

 deep tissue massage to treat any micro 
trauma or increased tension in the muscles, 
tendons or ligaments,

 stretching to keep joints and soft tissues 
flexible and mobile,

 strengthening and core stability exercises to 
check that there are no imbalances between 
different muscles or any potential causes of 
injury due to weakness,

 manipulation to release any adhesions or 
correct any misalignments

 acupuncture to assist in the treatment of an 
injury, reduce tightness or tension in a muscle 
or improve general health

 laser therapy to increase energy sources 
within the tissues

This kind of maintenance programme doesn’t 
mean injuries won’t occur – but early twinges are 
hopefully addressed before they begin to affect 
training schedules. It is the difference between 
taking a classic car (or an old banger in some 

cases!) out for a few short runs a week – and a 
racing car on the Grand Prix circuit – one tends 
to be repaired when there is a problem, the 
other would be fine tuned after every race and 
training session so it constantly performs to its 
potential.

I have worked with Victoria Wilkinson 
(Bingley) since 2004, but have seen her for an 
appointment every 2-3 weeks since 2005. When 
I told Victoria I was writing this article, she was 
proud to say that she thought she had only had 
4-5 days off training due to ‘little niggles’ since 
we started regular ‘maintenance’ treatment 3 
years ago.

When I travel with the England Mountain 
Running Team, it is this kind of maintenance 
and pre-race preparation work that I do in the 
days leading up to the event. Injured athletes 
shouldn’t be travelling with the team, but it is 
my job is to make sure that everybody is in the 
best physical (and mental) shape for the race. 
Any concerns or niggles can be checked over, 
and whilst I hope there won’t be any injuries in 
the last few days of training, I am there to help 
if anything does happen. Since joining the team 
in 2004, I am proud to say that we haven’t had 
anybody miss the start line or fail to finish yet 
due to a physical injury. An England Manager 
once said to Anna Pichrtova that he thought 
her physiotherapy treatment was pretty much 
psychological. Her response was that if she knew 
her body felt good, her head felt good, so the 
result was definitely psychological!  

So more of Anna
Since starting to work with Anna in 2004, she 
has had more than her share of injuries. In 2006 
she was involved in a serious car accident on 
her way to a race in Nigeria which left her with 
fractured arms, collar bones and a dislocated 
elbow. Following that she had major surgery 
and I spent time working with her both in the 
Czech Republic and England. She recovered 
from that accident to become World Champion 
in Switzerland in 2007 – a challenge I gave her 
during her recovery.

  We try to meet on a regular basis during 
the racing season, often when I am the 

Right: Denise works with Anna Pichrtova & 
Jonathan Wyatt – the only double world champions 
in mountain running, pictured here at the 
Grossglockner Race 2007
Below: Anna & Denise with the Shirley Hodgson 
Tropy at the 3 Peaks
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physiotherapist at a particular event, such as the 
Grossglockner Race in Austria. I have found that 
the optimum tends to be on a 3-weekly basis, 
although this isn’t always possible with our busy 
schedules. Regular treatment enables her to 
train and race hard knowing problems can be 
resolved quickly.

 When Anna flew to England just before 
the 3 Peaks Race she had been marathon 
training in Boulder, USA, where she developed 
an injury. I hadn’t been able to work with her 
since December ‘07, and we knew the intensity 
of marathon training could create problems 
without our regular sessions. Unfortunately 
she saw a chiropractor who had been highly 
recommended, but following the treatment 
she was unable to run.  I was able to diagnose 
the injury over the phone, but treatment wasn’t 
as easy. After 2 weeks of not being able to run 
at all she decided to fly to England. Because 
of the Easter holidays, most flights were 
already booked, but she managed to get here 
a week later. She was back running within 24 
hours of arriving, but there were lots of other 
compensatory problems that had developed 
whilst she had tried to continue running with 
the injury – and these took a bit longer to sort 
out. I tried to spend a short time with her each 
day (usually my lunch break), and when she 
managed her first relatively comfortable run I 
suggested she entered the 3 Peaks. I wanted to 
know how well the injury was recovering and 

I also needed to know the injury was going to 
stand up to race pace – but I didn’t realize the 
final entry for international runners was only a 
few hours away. After a long night on the phone 
to various members of the 3 Peaks Committee, 
we finally managed to get Anna entered. Whilst 
she hadn’t done any hill training over the winter 
months, I hoped the marathon training had 
given her the endurance and speed necessary 
for the race The injury didn’t cause her any 
problems during the race, but a fall at Sulber 
Nick damaged her rib cage providing another 
challenge - Anna’s Olympic qualifying race being 
only 3 weeks away.

& finally…..
I am writing the end to this article from a hotel 
room in Canada as Anna took part in the Ottawa 
Marathon today. We travelled here together so 
I could make sure she was in peak physical and 
mental form to achieve her Olympic qualifying 
time. Whilst she was in excellent shape, a Kenyan 
runner caught her heel at 3 miles causing her to 
crash to the ground. She managed to complete 
the race but in considerable pain with a serious 
injury to her knee and cuts and bruises to her 
arms, legs and body. The pacer who was running 
alongside couldn’t believe she got up and 
continued – but I suppose that is one reason 
she is a World Champion – she never gives up. 
Unfortunately the pain slowed her down and 
she missed her qualifying time by 2 minutes,  

but the Czech Athletic Federation have said they 
will take the fall into consideration given her 
recent form. Her next race should be the Mount 
Washington Race, USA in 3 weeks time – my next 
challenge!

I hope this article has given an insight into 
how I operate. I work with runners of all levels 
and try to help everybody achieve their goal. 
Whether you are at the bottom or the top – stay 
positive because most injuries can be sorted 
with the correct diagnosis and treatment.

Update on Maureen Laney
Following on from my last article - Maureen has 
recently had surgery for a tear to the meniscus 
in the knee joint. The surgeon didn’t find any 
arthritis and she is now back training.

B Y  D e n i s e  Pa r k  M S c  M c S P  S R P  G R a d  d i P  P h Y S

Anna’s swollen knee following the fall  
at Ottawa Marathon
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Your letters
Please send letters intended for publication in The Fellrunner clearly marked as such to Britta Sendlhofer, The 

Cottage, Ghyll Head, Bowness-on-Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3LN or email britta@brittas-designs.co.uk.

It’s a great chance to get your point, ideas or suggestions accross to other Fellrunners.

F r o m  F e l l r u n n e r s

My partner Kathryn Morgan and I were 
recently on holiday trekking in Nepal, we did 
a circuit around Annapurna, wildlife safari 
at Chitwan and some further day trip walks 
from Kathmandu.  Nepal is a cracking country, 
the scenery is just unbelievable, if you get 
the chance to go there, take it!  Whilst on the 
Annapurna circuit we became friendly with 
our guides and porters that were assisting the 
group.  We were struck by their friendly nature 
and attitude to work, always smiling, keen to 
help with anything and super strong.  Nepal 
is one of the worlds poorest countries and 
whilst there we wondered how we could help 
the guides and porters we had become great 
friends with.  When I arrived home I asked my 
sponsor of the last six years Norman Walsh 

Footwear (well known by the readers of this 
magazine) if they could assist in anyway.  Jon 
Crompton at Walsh was very keen about the 
idea and kindly provided me with 12 pairs of 
running shoes to send over to Nepal a mixture 
of PB Trainers, Raids, PB Trainer Boots and 
V-Ripples.  In addition, the company I work for 
Scott Wilson, a multi-disciplinary consultancy, 
which specialises in support services across a 
range of projects and sectors agreed to foot 
the bill for the shipping costs.  This article is 
intended as a thank you to Walsh and Scott 
Wilson for their assistance with this donation 
from both Kathryn and I and the guides and 
porters we met in Nepal, led by Jangbu Sherpa.  
We have yet to see Nepal represented in the 
World Mountain Running Trophy, it would be 

great to see them there.  I wonder if anyone out 
there might be able to make it happen?

Danny Hope 
Pudsey & Bramley AC

Thank you to Walsh and Scott Wilson
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Achilles tendonitis 

Dear Editor,
As a long time sufferer of Achilles tendonitis, I can heartily endorse and 
verify Denise Park’s footnote (p87) in the last edition of Fellrunner, re. the 
treatment of this condition.

For 20 years or so I was a martyr to it, and despite various treatments 
including ultrasound, deep friction massage, custom made orthotics, my 
time spent injured and sidelined from my beloved sport became longer, 
training and racing less and less as the years went by. Desperation even 
drove me to consider requesting surgery, until a conversation with Wendy 
Dodds, and her remark to the effect that it can cause more scar tissue than 
you’re trying to get rid of, sounded like good advice and so I dropped the 
idea.

A few years ago I became aware of the eccentric loading exercises and 
their benefit from various sources, including Wendy Dodds, Denise Park 
and a physiotherapist who was treating my husband.  I decided they were 
worth a try, having nothing to lose, but didn’t really make a concerted effort 
to fully put the stretching regime into practise until about 18 months ago 
after yet another bout of injury. Combined with several sessions of deep 
friction massage (torture treatment, just grit your teeth) from Denise’s iron 
fingers, the injury slowly abated. 

Tentatively, I started running again, building up the miles and time out.  
After a couple of races, and no adverse reaction, I knew this time the injury 
had really gone, and I spent a whole year injury free, competing in more fell 
races in twelve months than I’d done for years.

However, complacency made me reckless, and overdoing the training 
and racing a month or so ago caused a slight recurrence of the injury. I was 
back on my stretching step as soon as the injury allowed, and I’m now out 
running on the fells again, although not racing just yet.

Denise had remarked to me that it’s worth doing the stretches a couple 
of times a week for maintenance, even if the injury has gone, and this is 
probably sound advice if like me, you’re prone to the condition.

So, all you AT sufferers out there, do as Denise says “make sure you do the 
stretches, they are a valuable part of your treatment!!!

From now on they’re a part of my everyday stretching routine.
Here’s to an injury free season.

Sincerely,
Linda Lord 

Lost & Found 

I found a pair of Inov8 fell shoes at Wasdale and would like to return them 
to their owner. They are in good condition and I deliberated hard about 
leaving them there for their owner to come back for them or to try to return 
them to their owner. 

Genuine applicants can contact me.  
Email: chrisreade@tiscali.co.uk  
Tel 01524 382315. 

Many thanks
Chris Reade

Ascending technique

Dear Britta
I was very interested in Phil Janaway’s article on ascending technique.

As a ‘proof of the pudding’ person and user of hands on thighs, though 
higher than suggested in his article, I did not feel his explanation of his 
findings was true for me so set my rusty physiologists brain to work.  I also 
thought about it on each hard race when going uphill.  Indeed at a fell 
race a few months ago when using my hands on thigh technique another 
competitor said ‘how come I am running but you are walking and going as 
fast as me’!

Energy utilization is to a large extent related to muscle mass being 
utilised (and hinted at in Phil’s article

Using arms and legs one would expect more energy to be used.  What 
I found interesting was that there was not significantly more when both 
arms and legs used.

My simplistic interpretation would be that the relative contribution 
from the legs is significantly less when both arms and legs used and hence 
conserves ‘leg energy’

An analogy would be to cycle, emphasising use of one leg;  this 
probably does not use much less energy than using both legs but it is a lot 
harder -try it!  Thus I suggest that Phil could have interpreted his findings 
differently and explain why people use hands on thighs to get up hill more 
‘efficiently’, though I remain unclear about how he worked out ‘efficiency

Yours in Sport
Wendy Dodds

In praise of Durisdeer:  

Most of us had not done this race before, though may have experienced the 
terrain at last year’s OMM and an earlier KIMM.

A usual entry of 30-40 increased to 300+ because of British championship 
status.  This must have been a challenge for organiser Adam (Anderson) 
and his band of helpers.  Nevertheless they greeted us heartily, with swift 
registration in Durisdeer church, provision of a map with clear instructions, 
in case anyone had not absorbed details from the Fellrunner.  A reconnoitre 
the previous month had put me off some parts of the course but also 
helped me decide which route choices NOT to take.  On the day, with many 
folk ahead, there was a clear trod to follow, removing any ambiguity as to 
the best line, though there were still a few variations.  As a consequence 
the race proved much more enjoyable than the rece’ (it also helped that 
it was over an hour quicker!)  It reminded me why I loved the running in 
the ‘Borders’, my first ‘real’ fell race having been the original Moffat Chase.  
Despite the big field, it was well marshalled, the few casualties were taxied 
back to the start, water was unexpectedly provided at the 2 road crossings 
and all the helpers were cheerful and seemed to be enjoying themselves.  
The real bonus was the post race food.  A nearly unlimited supply of home 
baking was available (included in the entry fee)  Most competitors and 
their supporters were to be seen ‘decorating’ the church yard devouring the 
afore mentioned baking which had been served in the church.  Of course 
the weather helped: wall to wall sunshine but a breeze on top to reduce th 
e overheating.  I am sure that I speak for most, if not all, those who ran, in 
saying that  Adam and his team did an excellent job

Wendy D

If you enjoyed the ‘Everyone loves a Bunny’ and the Curly Wurly races article 
last issue, with the fantastic junior contributions. Then you could contribute 
to the junior cause by letting us have any old, spare or even new running 
shoes. 

These will definitely find a new  young owner who, with the right 
footwear can enjoy fell running even more. So please remember there are 
loads of boys and girls out there, let’s see if we can get them active on our 
beloved fells.

Contact Dave & Eileen Woodhead 166 Hainworth Wood Road, Keighley, 
BD21 5DF.  Tel: 01535 669100. 

Go on, make a juniors day!

We need your shoes!!!
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Mums on the run

Two fell running mums from Ilkley have just 
launched their own women’s outdoor sports 
wear shop on the web – BeOutdoors.co.uk.

Sue Booth and Helena Deeney � rst teamed 
up together for the Saunders Mountain 
Marathon last year, and since then they have 
done the 3 peaks and the OMM together. They 
enjoyed the mountain marathons so much, 
they have signed up for the Saunders and the 
OMM again this year! 

It was while training for these events that 
they talked a lot about gear, the availability 
of women’s outdoor sports clothing and the 
increase in the number of women taking part in 
adventure races and mountain marathons – and 
other related sports like triathlon.  

“While searching for suitable gear ourselves, 
we began to realise that although suppliers 
have a huge selection of performance clothes 
for women, very few shops stock them. We also 
learnt that suppliers have grown and improved 
their women’s ranges over the last few years – 
and continue to do so.  This led us to the idea 
of the BeOutdoors shop.  We wanted to provide 
women like ourselves with a greater choice 
and variety of clothing.  Not only that, having 
participated in these sports and events, we 
know the importance of having good quality 
lightweight gear that performs well, we have 
therefore selected the best gear from the best 
suppliers.”

Both Sue and Helena are members of Ilkley 
Harriers; a club which they describe as both 
friendly and inspiring with a large fell running 
membership. While they have this in common, 
they have come to fell running by very di� erent 
routes.

Sue, a GIS consultant, has always enjoyed the 
outdoors. “In the early 90’s I joined the Leeds 
Mountaineering club and did a lot of walking 
and climbing in the UK. A few years later, I got 
hooked onto mountain biking and this took 
over my life completely until the birth of my 

son 6 years ago.  It was then that I discovered 
fell running. Initially I saw this as just a quicker 
way to keep � t (you don’t get much time for 
mountain biking when you’re a mum!), but 
fell running soon became a passion and I 
started entering adventure races and mountain 
marathons.” 

Helena, a Drugs Counselor, had never really 
had a lot to do with the countryside. She says 
she was a “city girl through and through” and 
enjoyed nothing better than cycling through the 
tra�  c to work whilst living in London. Then after 
moving up to Ilkley and the birth of her � rst child 
6 years ago, Helena started road running which 
then led to fell running.  “I only discovered fell 
running fairly recently” says Helena, “but now I 
love it, I can’t believe what I’ve missed out on all 
of these years!”

BeOutdoors.co.uk are stockists of Gore 
Running Wear, Sugoi, Montane, Patagonia, 
Rab, Helly Hansen, Sealskinz, Deuter, 
amongst others.

B Y  M A N D Y  G O T H B Y  H E L E N A  D E E N E Y

After probably my best ever year of fell 
running, successfully completing my Bob 
Graham Round and winning the ladies 
prize with Chris Preston in the Long score 
at the OMM, in December 2006 I found a 
lump, which turned out to be malignant.

Thankfully due the help and support 
of my husband Phil and many friends 
both in and outside Todmorden Harriers, 
I managed to keep reasonably � t 
throughout the chemo and radiotherapy.

I am now back out and about and 
enjoying participating in races and hope to 
soon be back to 100% � tness.

I feel that I was very lucky to have 
such backup and would now like to put 
something back in. The main problem  with 
a lot of cancer charities is that the money 
all disappears into a big pot and I also  feel 
very strongly that a lot of research is put 
into drugs and not into the why. Also once 
you’ve � nished your treatment you are very 
much left to get on with it.

In Hebden Bridge, where I live, they are 
in the process of setting up a Women’s 
Cancer support network called Living 
Well.They aim to promote the health and 
well-being of women with cancer, and 
their supporters, in the Upper Calder Valley 
area by enabling women with cancer to 
access complementary care, support and 
therapies, alongside their conventional 
NHS treatment and to promote a holistic, 
complementary approach to cancer within 
the wider community. 

I am running the Verdon Canyon  
Challenge www.trailverdon.com in France 
on 28th June 2008. This is a 102km trail 
race with 6150m of ascent and I am looking 
for sponsorship with a view to providing 
some funds to help the Living Well Group 
get started.

Full details will be on the Todmorden 
Harriers website www.todharriers.co.uk 
on the News page. 

Mandy Goth 
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I once had a friend whose career as a journalist led him (yes, him) eventually 
to the position of Agony Aunt on the Daily Sport. Not only did he have 
to answer the questions (and you can imagine the questions!), he also 
(allegedly) wrote the questions.

Until now I’ve never needed the services of an agony aunt, and as I suspect 
the Daily Sport, for all its pretentious title, doesn’t cover fellrunning, I hope 
that this article might elicit advice or information from others in my situation.

It was ironic that the diagnosis of skin cancer came at the end of the worst 
summer for many years, when sales of sun screen were far outstripped by 
those of wellies and waterproofs. It was also ironic that it came at the end of 
my � rst real season back  competing as a runner. For almost 20 years I’d used 
the excuse of family matters and arthritic knees, came out of retirement once 
a year to � nish a race second last in front of the octogenarian with one leg, 
and lived on past glory. 

(Perhaps “glory” is too strong a word. Winning the Clitheroe race on the 
night that half the � eld did a detour via Barley in the mist; the Hobble in the 
slowest recorded ladies winning time; the half tour of Pendle in the days 
when it was staged on the same day as the full tour, and I cannily hinted to 
Wendy Dodds that if she entered the longer race she, as the only female 
competitor, was bound to come � rst. She fell for it, and I had my mini victory.)

But the tales had grown stale in the telling, and Graham Patten’s trail races 
appeared as salvation for the arthritic knees no longer happy with endless 
descents. I’d just done the � nal Trail in the series last year when the tiny mole 
on my arm was deemed malignant.

From now on, I was told, I must cover up in the sun, cover up completely; 
avoid the sun altogether in the middle of the day; a bottle of Factor 50 was to 
be my constant companion.

Happily there was a long, cold, wet winter when “living with the 
consequences” was not a problem. Don’t go out in the sun? Easy, there wasn’t 
any to go out in. Until May, when that sudden, unexpected heatwave was 
greeted by universal rejoicing, and I lingered indoors, sulking and a little 
afraid..

We take so many freedoms for granted. Never one for “sunbathing”, too 
� dgety by nature, I loved the freedom of being outdoors, camping from 
Easter till the sites closed at Hallowe’en, sitting out on the summits for hours 
on end to support those actually running the races. Last year I had the 
freedom to mark essays sitting outside my tent in early April, admittedly in a 
duvet jacket, and still got a sunburned nose.

Long days in the hills suddenly look like being long early mornings and 
late afternoons. I’ve watched my � rst race in a wide-brimmed hat and only 
su� ered one “garden party” jibe, but I’ve yet to make an appearance on a start 
line in the “deputy dawg” safari cap. Yes, it’s a lot to do with vanity. And it’s the 
worst kind of self-pity. On the “illness” scale of su� ering, there’s been no pain, 
no discomfort, no disruption of routine (or training), no invasive or insidious 
treatments, just a minor procedure that left a one-inch scar on my arm. There 
are fellow runners and friends who really do know what it’s like to face your 
own mortality.

But that doesn’t take away my sadness, and my fear. The sun, giver of life 
and energy and Vitamin D and that healthy glow (I will murder the next 
person who tells me that pale is interesting), is also a potential killer.

So, agony aunts out there, how do I cope, practically and psychologically? 
There must be others who are dealing with this and  I’d love to hear their 
experiences – and copy their kit. So far I’ve found an Australian-made long-
sleeved shrug which � ts over my Clayton vest (although it’s a potent shade 
of pink), from a company called Lion in the Sun. The only long running pants 
appear to be in various shades of black, and still feel very warm. I’m looking 
for camp sites with shady trees, and casual gear that doesn’t make me look 
like a bee-keeper. And I’m resentful at all the time – and money – it’s taking 
to research these appropriate alternatives. This is less to do with my skin than 
my state of mind.

Agony Aunt 
wanted!

f you  know only one or two of these ‘things’ you’ll never perform at
your best. If you don’t know any of the three you should pack in

running and take up knitting.  Without this knowledge, trying to improve
your performance will be like trying to build a brick wall without bricks
in fact you’ll probably get worse.
But if you have this knowledge it will transform the results you get
from training and you’ll be ‘awesome’.
It will also mean that you’ll get 100% value for your money when using
proteins. We’ve been making protein supplements longer than anyone
else in the UK, that’s how we make a living, so it’s in our interest to let
you in on this information, hoping you’ll buy from us.

How To Avoid The 6 most Common Mistakes
So we’ve prepared a 4 page in-depth report on protein and how to
use it. And what’s more it’s yours FREE of charge with no other
obligation.
You’ll learn the three things you must know and how to avoid the 6
most common mistakes runners make. If you’re a beginner it’ll save
you years in trial and error.
If you’ve been competing for years but haven’t made the improvements
you want, it could be the key you need to unlock your true potential.
Either way you’ve got nothing to lose except a stamp or a phone call.

“I fully endorse
Allsports
range of
Protein
Supplements.
Their products
helped me to

become the
champion I am.”

ROB JEBB World Sky
Running Champion, British Fell

Running Champion, Classic Ben Nevis
fell race winner and 3 Peaks Cyclo-Cross

course record holder.

Allsports International Ltd - Dept. FR
21 Wheatley Hall Business Centre,
Wheatley Hall Rd, Doncaster DN2 4LP
Tel 01302 325163
Fax 01302 328771
Email: enquiries@allsports-int.co.uk

For your FREE COPY just write, phone,
fax or email with your name and address
and don’t forget to mention Fell Runner.

I

“There Are Three Things
You Must Know About
Protein If You Want To
Perform At Your Best!”

DESIGNER FUELS
E N G I N E E R E D
FOR WINNERS

©

©

GUARANTEED :  ALLSPORTS
SUPPLEMENTS DO NOT CONTAIN
ANY BANNED SUBSTANCES

www.allsports-int.co.uk

B Y  E I L E E N  B U R N I P
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20th UKA British Fell 
and Hill Relay 2008
Sunday 19th October  - The Clwydian Hills
The 2008 British Fell and Hill Relay will be based 
at Llangynhafal, Denbighshire which was a 
venue for one of last year’s British Championship 
races. This section of the Clwydian Hills is a 
designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 
Bypassed and somewhat ignored by the hordes 
who make their way along the A55 towards 
Snowdonia this area nevertheless has its own 
merits and if I don’t tell too many people about 
them hopefully it will stay unspoilt and peaceful.

In contrast to Snowdonia the terrain is not as 
rugged and the running therefore will tend to be 
fast and furious and not too technical, but don’t 
think that there aren’t some good climbs and 
descents to test everyone. A number of fell races 
take place through the year in the Clwydians 
and this event will draw upon some of the routes 
used for these races.

Runners in this neck of the woods are an 
idiosyncratic bunch and belong to a variety of 
clubs, although the Clwydian Range Runners 
are gradually growing in status. I happen to be 
chairman of Denbigh Harriers and am a member 
of Maccles� eld Harriers and Prestatyn Running 
Club. The Welsh Fell Runners Association (WFRA) 
are providing technical back up as are the 
famous Team Dolly and North East Wales Search 
and Rescue (NEWSAR). Members of all these � ne 
organisations (as well as the odd Eryri Harrier) 
have promised race support provided they get a 
mention so here it is!

Details
The race will start at 10.30 am in the � eld by 
Plas yn Llan farm opposite Llangynhafal church 
(GR 135633). On-the-day club tents may be 
erected in a designated area in this � eld but no 
overnight camping is allowed. Race HQ will be in 
a marquee in the � eld and this is where numbers 
should be collected between 8 am and 10 am on 
the morning of the race.

Car Parking
Car parking is limited, the surrounding lanes 
are narrow and not conducive to on-the-road 
parking so please share transport. The entry fee 
includes a contribution towards parking charges 
which will be donated to the landowner who 
is a hard working farmer who has very kindly 
allowed us to use his premises.

Experience and Eligibility
All runners must have experience of competing 
in at least 2 Category ‘A’ fell races in the 12 

months prior to the event.
All runners must be � rst claim members and 

over 18 years old on the day of the race.
Each team must consist of 6 runners. Each 

competitor may run in one leg only (as opposed 
to last year where each competitor was only 
allowed to run on one leg!)

The relay is open to clubs a�  liated to 
UK Athletics or one of its constituent area 
associations.

Categories
Clubs may enter in three categories

 Open
 Veteran Male – 40 or over
 Ladies

Entries
There is a limit of 120 teams for this event and 
club entries will be allocated on a ‘� rst come � rst 
served’ basis until the limit is reached.

The entry fee is £40 per team and cheques 
should be made out to Denbigh Harriers. This fee 
includes maps and car parking but food is not 

included. There will, however, be refreshment 
stalls on the registration � eld. Entries should 
be sent on the o�  cial entry form (photocopies 
accepted for those of you who don’t want to 
mutilate their Fellrunners) to Martin Cortvriend, 
Dol y Caeau, Llangynhafal, Denbighshire LL16 
4LN and must be received by Monday 1st 
September.

Safety Requirements
In accordance with FRA safety requirements, ALL 
runners MUST carry the following:

 Waterproof and windproof full body cover
 Compass and Whistle
 Hat and Gloves
 Map
 Emergency Food
 Kit will be checked and non-compliance will 

result in team disquali� cation.

Further Information Regarding Kit
Runners without a club vest will not be eligible 
to run. Passing kit onto next leg runners is not 
allowed.

B Y  M A R T I N  C O R T V R I E N D
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2007 Llangynhafal Loop
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The 20th UKA British Fell and Hill Relay 2008
Sunday 19th October 2008 – The Clydwian Hills

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
CLUB

NAME AND ADDRESS OF CLUB 
OFFICIAL RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ENTRIES

PHONE NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

YOU NEED TO PROVIDE AN EMAIL ADDRESS SO WE CAN SEND YOU UPDATES ABOUT THE COURSE, ETC.

Each club will be guaranteed one entry each in each of the categories. A full refund will be given to unaccepted teams. If the race limit has not 
been reached by the closing dates further entries may be accepted from teams who already have applied for three teams. Please tick the box if 
this might apply to your club. 

TEAM CATEGORY NO. OF TEAMS

 OPEN

MALE VETERANS

LADIES

TOTAL NO. OF TEAMS ENTERED

TOTAL AMOUNT @ £45 PER TEAM

Please make cheques payable to ‘Denbigh Harriers’.
Entries to be returned to Martin Cortvriend, Dol y Caeau, Llangynhafal, Denbighshire LL16 4LN and must be received by Monday 
1st September. Please enclose a stamped address ‘A4’ sized envelope. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED

(NB Don’t turn up and argue that two of the legs 
are short and kit is therefore unnecessary – this rule 
was applied last year and the year before and so 
on – our marshalls will be out on the mountain for 
a long time and I don’t want them having to give 
their jackets to some bumbagless fool who’s broken 
an ankle!)

Route Description
The routes are covered by OS map Explorer 
Clwydian Range/Bryniau Clwyd
Legs 1, 2 and 4 are partially marked but navigational 
skills are required for Leg 3. Legs 1 and 4 involve 
some steep ascents and descents and also take in a 
fair bit of the Offa’s Dyke path. Leg 2 is somewhat 
varied and includes some steep, rough, downhill 
terrain. Leg 3 should be interesting.

 Leg 1 AS (Solo) 5.9m/2000’ ER/NS/PM
Estimated winning time: 45 min.

 Leg 2 AM (Pairs) 9m/2900’ ER/NS/PM
Estimated winning time: 70 min.

 Leg 3 O (Pairs) approx. 6m/2400’ ER/NS/LK
Estimated winning time: 55 min.

 Leg 4 AS (Solo) 5.5m/1800’ ER/NS/PM
Estimated winning time: 38 min.

Further Information
All competing clubs will be sent an information pack 
in September. For further enquiries regarding the 
event contact Martin Cortvriend on 01824 790534 or 
martincortvriend@yahoo.co.uk
www.wfra.org.uk will also have race information 
available closer to the date – keep tabs on this for 
last minute information.

Tim Davies 
Llangynhafal 
Loop 2008
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British Fell Running 
Championship 2008

Men’s Open Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Rob Hope Pudsey & Bramley 148

2 Jethro Lennox Shettleston Harriers 142

3 Morgan Donnelly Borrowdale FR 139

4 Jim Davies Borrowdale FR 122

5 Danny Hope Pudsey & Bramley 121

6 Karl Gray Calder Valley 119

7 Tom Owens Mercia FR 117

8 Gary Devine Pudsey & Bramley 116

9 Darren Kay Horwich RMI 115

10 Rob Jebb Bingley Harriers 100

11 Dave Taylor Dark Peak FR 99 

12 Ian Holmes Bingley Harriers 92 

13 Andrew Scho� eld Borrowdale FR 91 

14 Simon Booth Borrowdale FR 88 

Men’s Vets O40 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Gary Devine Pudsey & Bramley 85 

2 Jim Davies Borrowdale FR 82 

3= Dave Taylor Dark Peak FR 75 

3= Andrew Scho� eld Borrowdale FR 75 

5 Jon Morgan Dark Peak FR 68 

6 John Hunt Dark Peak FR 64 

7 Dave Milliken Horwich RMI 63 

8= Simon Booth Borrowdale FR 61 

8= Ian Holmes Bingley Harriers 61 

10 Joe Blackett Dark Peak FR 54 

11 Paul Cornforth Borrowdale FR 49 

12 Des Woods Mourne Runners 48 

13 David Rodgers Lochaber 46 

14 Bill Fairmaner Cheshire Hill Runners 35 

Men’s Vets O50 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Ken Taylor Rossendale 48 

2 Mike Wallis Clayton le Moors 44 

3 Mike Egner Dark Peak FR 41 

4 Paul Kelly Durham FR 40 

5 Dave Spedding Keswick AC 38 

6= Ben Grant Harrogate 35 

6= Dave Tait Dark Peak FR 35 

8 Graham McAra Cheshire Hill Runners 33 

9 Steve Storey Dark Peak FR 31 

10 Jim Patterson Mourne Runners 25 

11 Pete Booth Clayton le Moors 24 

12= Jackie Winn Ellenborough 18 

12= David Scott Ochil Hill Runners 18 

14 Tom McGa�  Cheshire Hill Runners 17 

www.peteblandsports.co.uk

Sponsored by 
Pete Bland Sports and 
Norman Walsh

B Y  M A R K  H O B S O N

S TA N D I N G S  A F T E R  T H R E E  R AC E S
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Men’s Vets O60 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Ken Taylor Rossendale 30 

2 Dave Spedding Keswick AC 27 

3 Dave Tait Dark Peak FR 25 

4 Jim Patterson Mourne Runners 20 

5= Michael Crook Horwich RMI 14 

5= Duncan Overton Keswick AC 14 

7 Douglas Milligan Solway 11 

8 Graham Breeze Skyrac 8 

9= Donald Williams Eryri Harriers 6 

9= Graham Arthur Ilkey Harriers 6 

11= Tom Ross Fife AC 3 

11= John Littlewood Carnethy HRC 3 

13 Jim Sommerville Holm� rth 2 

14= Dafydd Wh Thomas Eryri Harriers 1 

Men’s U23 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 James Kevan Horwich RMI 44 

2 Martin Mikkelsen-Barron Borrowdale FR 19 

3 Neill Barton Dark Peak FR 18 

British Men’s Vets O40 Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate

1 Borrowdale FR 36 79 

2 Dark Peak FR 27 111

3 Clayton le Moors 18 385

4 Mourne Runners 14 217

5 Cheshire Hill Runners 13 224

6 Eryri Harriers 11 294

7 Horwich RMI 10 325

8 Westerlands Cross Coun 8 92 

9 Carnethy HRC 8 368

10 Calder Valley 8 404

11 Fife AC 4 257

12 Pennine FR 3 238

13 BARF 2 243

British Women’s Open Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate

1 Calder Valley 30 109

2 Eryri Harriers 28 116

3 Carnethy HRC 16 86 

4 Bingley Harriers 12 33 

5 BARF 7 107

6 Lochaber 6 73 

7 Hunters Bog Trotters 5 87 

8 Westerlands Cross Coun 4 90 

9 Fife AC 3 109

Men’s Open Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate

1 Pudsey & Bramley 33 219

2 Borrowdale FR 30 220

3 Dark Peak FR 23 365

4 Horwich RMI 17 519

5 Calder Valley 17 556

6 Mourne Runners 9 508

7 Bingley Harriers 8 117

8 Eryri Harriers 7 463

9 Mercia FR 7 474

10 Carnethy HRC 6 809

11 Westerlands Cross Coun 4 260

12 Clayton le Moors 4 646

13 Shettleston Harriers 3 270

14 Cheshire Hill Runners 2 755

15 Newcastle AC 1 423
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Jehtro Lennox and 
Rob Hope nearing the 

fi nish at Mourne Peaks 
- fi rst race of British 

Championship on 5 April
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Mourne Mountains - 
Angela Mudge about to 
finish (winning lady)
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Women’s Open Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Angela Mudge Carnethy HRC 96 

2 Fiona Maxwell Mourne Runners 83 

3 Sharon Taylor Bingley Harriers 70 

4 Jo Waites Calder Valley 63 

5 Natalie White Bingley Harriers 57 

6 Jackie Lee Eryri Harriers 56 

7= Andrea Roberts Eryri Harriers 55 

7= Elke Schmidt Bellahouston Road Runners 55 

9= Jenny Heming Eryri Harriers 47 

9= Dawn Scott Lochaber 47 

9= Helen Fines Calder Valley 47 

12= Sally Newman Calder Valley 46 

12= Jill Mykura Carnethy HRC 46 

14 Anna Bartlett Shrewsbury 44 

B Y  M a r k  H o b s o n
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Women’s Vets O50 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 30 

2 Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 19 

3 Margaret Oliver Eryri Harriers 16 

4 Lyn Thompson Keswick AC 12 

5 Allison Brentnall Pennine FR 9 

6 Christine Menhennet Westerlands Cross Country Club 8 

7 Jan Atkins Chorley AC 7 

8 Jocelyn Scott Fife AC 6 

9 Anita Hamilton Cosmic Hillbashers 5 

10 Alison West Carnegie Harriers 4 

11 Janice Smith Hunters Bog Trotters 3 

12 Pauline McAdam Westerlands Cross Country Club 2 

13 Patricia McLaughlin Westerlands Cross Country Club 1 

Women’s Vets O40 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Fiona Maxwell Mourne Runners 66 

2 Anne Johnson Calder Valley 46 

3 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 42 

4 Sally Newman Calder Valley 38 

5 Emma Barclay Ilkey Harriers 35 

6 Alwynne Shannon Newcastle AC 34 

7 Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 25 

8 Alison Thomas Eryri Harriers 24 

9 Judith Jepson Dark Peak FR 19 

10= Polly Gibb Mercia FR 18 

10= Aly Raw Bingley Harriers 18 

12 Thirza Hyde Calder Valley 16 

13= Alison Raw Bingley Harriers 15 

13= Clare Kenny Calder Valley 15 

Women’s U23 Championship 
Pos Name Total

1 Lucy Harris Pennine FR 37 

2= Emma Clayton Scunthorpe & District 22 

2= Sarah MacKenzie Lochaber 22 

4 Becki Law Bangor Uni 19 

Fiona Maxwell (Mourne 
Runners)
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English Fell Running 
Championship 2008

Men’s Open Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Rob Jebb Bingley Harriers 104

2 Rob Hope Pudsey & Bramley 98 

3 Tim Werrett Mercia FR 81 

4 Pete Vale Mercia FR 80 

5 John Heneghan Pudsey & Bramley 78 

6 Ian Holmes Bingley Harriers 71 

7 Simon Stainer Ambleside AC 69 

8 Ian Nixon Pudsey & Bramley 62 

9 James Logue Horwich RMI 61 

10= Graham Pearce Pudsey & Bramley 58 

10= Russell Maddams Horwich RMI 58 

10= John Hunt Dark Peak FR 58 

13 David Milliken Horwich RMI 53 

14 Morgan Donnelly Borrowdale FR 50 

15= Simon Booth Borrowdale FR 48 

English Men’s Vets O40 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Ian Holmes Bingley Harriers 79 

2 John Hunt Dark Peak FR 72 

3 Christopher Smale Todmorden Harriers 70 

4 David Milliken Horwich RMI 67 

5 Gary Devine Pudsey & Bramley 66 

6 Barry Wilkinson Borrowdale FR 61 

7 Nigel Bunn Tring 57 

8= Gary Thorpe Ambleside AC 56 

8= Joe Blackett Dark Peak FR 56 

10 Jon Morgan Dark Peak FR 52 

11 Mike Egner Dark Peak FR 51 

12 Andrew Scho� eld Borrowdale FR 50 

13= Kevin Harding Tring 45 

13= Quentin Harding Bowland FR 45 

B Y  M A R K  H O B S O N

Standings after 
two races

The Three Peaks – Andy 
Peace & Rob Jebb 
descending Pen-y-Ghent
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Women’s Open Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Sharon Taylor Bingley Harriers 60 

2 Helen Fines Calder Valley 58 

3 Sally Newman Calder Valley 54 

4 Jo Waites Calder Valley 51 

5 Judith Jepson Dark Peak FR 47 

6 Anna Lupton Radcli� e 44 

7 Emma Barclay Ilkey Harriers 41 

8 Natalie White Bingley Harriers 32 

9= Gayle Sugden Calder Valley 31 

9= Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 31 

11 Phillipa Jackson Keswick AC 27 

12= Lizzie Adams Knavesmire 25 

12= Evelyn Dugdale Kendal AC 25 

12= Louise Roberts Keswick AC 25 

Women’s Vets O40 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Sally Newman Calder Valley 44 

2 Judith Jepson Dark Peak FR 37 

3 Emma Barclay Ilkey Harriers 34 

4 Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 31 

5 Alison Eagle Ilkey Harriers 26 

6 Evelyn Dugdale Kendal AC 25 

7 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 21 

8= Aly Raw Bingley Harriers 19 

8= Karen Nash Preston 19 

10 Anne Johnson Calder Valley 18 

11= Angela Brand-Barker Keswick AC 17 

11= Sue Becconsall Bingley Harriers 17 

11= Christine Preston Todmorden Harriers 17 

14 Helen Johnson Bingley Harriers 16 

The Three Peaks – Sharon 
Taylor (Bingley) on the 
fi nals section
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Men’s Vets O45 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Mike Egner Dark Peak FR 76 

2 Kevin Harding Tring 72 

3 Quentin Harding Bowland FR 71 

4 Tom McGa�  Cheshire Hill Runners 68 

5 Jackie Winn Ellenborough 65 

6 Jerry Dawson Cumberland FR 55 

7 Graham Scho� eld Horwich RMI 54 

8 Peter Crompton Cumberland FR 43 

9= Mark Roberts Borrowdale FR 42 

9= Michael Whyatt Bowland FR 42 

11 Dave Massey Horwich RMI 38 

12 Malcolm Fowler Cheshire Hill Runners 37 

13 David Naughton U/A 36 

14= Phil Clark Kendal AC 35 

14= Paul Mitchell Bingley Harriers 35 

14= Kenneth Taylor Rossendale 35 

Men’s Vets O50 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Mike Egner Dark Peak FR 64 

2 Jackie Winn Ellenborough 57 

3 Tom McGa�  Cheshire Hill Runners 56 

4 Graham Scho� eld Horwich RMI 52 

5 Peter Crompton Cumberland FR 46 

6 Bernard Grant Harrogate 42 

7= Andy Beaty Cumberland FR 41 

7= Phil Clark Kendal AC 41 

9 Kenneth Taylor Rossendale 40 

10= Dave Collins Todmorden Harriers 36 

10= Ron Fawcett Dark Peak FR 36 

12 Paul Kelly Durham FR 33 

13 Mike Wallis Clayton le Moors 32 

14= John Ewart Holm� rth 29 

Men’s Vets O55 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Jackie Winn Ellenborough 64 

2= Bernard Grant Harrogate 55 

2= Kenneth Taylor Rossendale 55 

2= Phil Clark Kendal AC 55 

5 Pete Booth Clayton le Moors 51 

6= Rob James Cumberland FR 46 

6= Kieran Carr Clayton le Moors 46 

8 Barry Blyth Maccles� eld Harriers 43 

9 David Tait Dark Peak FR 42 

10 David Spedding Keswick AC 39 

11 Michael Crook Horwich RMI 37 

12 Geo� rey Howard Ilkey Harriers 33 

13 Paul Harlowe Wharfedale 25 

14= Graham Arthur Ilkey Harriers 23 

B Y  M A R K  H O B S O N

Dave Tait (Dark Peak - MV60) 
heading for the fi nish
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Men’s Vets O60 Championship

Pos Name Total

1 Kenneth Taylor Rossendale 44 

2 Kieran Carr Clayton le Moors 37 

3 Barry Blyth Macclesfield Harriers 34 

4 David Tait Dark Peak FR 33 

5 David Spedding Keswick AC 32 

6 Michael Crook Horwich RMI 30 

7 Geoffrey Howard Ilkey Harriers 28 

8 Graham Arthur Ilkey Harriers 23 

9 Graham Breeze Skyrac 16 

10 Duncan Overton Keswick AC 15 

11= Bill Wade Holmfirth 13 

11= David Fell Cumberland FR 13 

11= Neil Scruton Scarborough 13 

14 Roger Whitaker Cumberland FR 12 

15= Rod Campbell Staffs Moors 10 

English Men’s Vets O65 Championship

Pos Name Total

1 Bill Wade Holmfirth 41 

2 Pete Covey Pudsey & Bramley 22 

3 Richard Blakeley Todmorden Harriers 19 

4= Barry Johnson Cumberland FR 18 

4= Tony Minikin Keighley & Craven AC 18 

6= Peter Norman Wrexham 17 

6= Michael Breslin FRA 17 

8= John Rutter Keswick AC 16 

8= Geoff Webster Valley Striders AC 16 

10 Malcolm Schofield Altrincham 15 

English Men’s Vets O70 Championship

Pos Name Total

1 Peter Norman Wrexham 12 

2 John Rutter Keswick AC 9 

3 Malcolm Schofield Altrincham 8 

English Men’s U23 Championship
sponsored by Ultimate Outdoors

Pos Name Total

1 James Kevan Horwich RMI 12 

2 Thomas Edwards Dark Peak FR 9 

3 Will Spain Dark Peak FR 8 

Women’s Open Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate
1 Calder Valley 21 23 
2 Bingley Harriers 21 47 
3 Ilkey Harriers 16 106
4 Keswick AC 12 132
5 Todmorden Harriers 11 164
6 Holmfirth 7 63 
7 Ambleside AC 5 87 
8 Chorley AC 5 112
9 Clayton le Moors 4 132
10 Cumberland FR 3 130
11 Settle Harriers 3 174
12 Sheffield University 2 145
13 Abbey Runners Leeds 2 176
14 Stainland Lions RC 1 177

Men’s Vets O50 Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate
1 Dark Peak FR 21 50 
2 Cumberland FR 20 72 
3 Clayton le Moors 15 111
4 Horwich RMI 13 144
5 Todmorden Harriers 13 150
6 Keswick AC 10 205
7 Holmfirth 9 209
8 Bowland FR 4 128
9 Cheshire Hill Runners 3 125
10 Ilkey Harriers 2 138
11 Pennine FR 2 148
12 Keighley & Craven AC 1 147

Men’s Vets O40 Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate
1 Dark Peak FR 24 97 
2 Horwich RMI 15 207
3 Bowland FR 13 201
4 Cheshire Hill Runners 10 370
5 Borrowdale FR 9 64 
6 Clayton le Moors 8 390
7 Todmorden Harriers 8 390
8 Pudsey & Bramley 7 107
9 Cumberland FR 6 400
10 Ambleside AC 5 129
11 Tring 3 217
12 Mercia FR 3 256
13 Ilkey Harriers 2 772
14 Bingley Harriers 1 618

Men’s Open Team Championship
Pos Name Total Aggregate
1 Pudsey & Bramley 24 167
2 Borrowdale FR 15 250
3 Dark Peak FR 15 275
4 Ambleside AC 13 324
5 Mercia FR 11 447
6 Horwich RMI 10 383
7 Bingley Harriers 9 494
8 Bowland FR 7 574
9 Calder Valley 3 862
10 Cheshire Hill Runners 3 977
11 Todmorden Harriers 2 895
12 Clayton le Moors 1 947
13 Cumberland FR 1 1127
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B Y  M a r k  H o b s o n

Women’s Vets O50 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 24 

2 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 18 

3 Jane Smith Todmorden Harriers 13 

4= Debbie Thompson Keswick AC 10 

4= Katy Thompson Clayton le Moors 10 

6= Lynne Thompson Keswick AC 8 

6= Cath Worth North Yorks Moors AC 8 

8 Mary Green Bingley Harriers 7 

9= Sheila McNulty Radcliffe 4 

9= Sue Haslam Scarborough 4 

11 Irene Roche Clayton le Moors 3 

12= Dorothy Patton Cumberland FR 2 

12= Gail Tombs Calder Valley 2 

14 Miriam Rosen Lancs & Morcambe 1 

Women’s Vets O55 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 24 

2= Sheila McNulty Radcliffe 9 

2= Gail Tombs Calder Valley 9 

4= Miriam Rosen Lancs & Morcambe 8 

4= Joy Radford Winchester & District AC 8 

Women’s Vets O60 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Sheila McNulty Radcliffe 12 

Women’s U23 Championship
sponsored by Ultimate Outdoors

Pos Name Total

1 Lizzie Adams Knavesmire 12 

2 Zanthe Wray Sheffield University 9 

3 Sarah O’Neil Sheffield University 8 

4 Lucy Harris Pennine FR 7 

5 Ingrid Franklin Sheffield University 6 

Women’s Vets O45 Championship
Pos Name Total

1 Sally Newman Calder Valley 44 

2 Geraldine Walkington Horwich RMI 37 

3 Alison Eagle Ilkey Harriers 35 

4 Wendy Dodds Clayton le Moors 31 

5 Karen Nash Preston 30 

6 Angela Brand-Barker Keswick AC 28 

7 Kathleen Brierley Todmorden Harriers 26 

8= Sue Becconsall Bingley Harriers 19 

8= Jean Shotter Holmfirth 19 

10 Jane Smith Todmorden Harriers 17 

11 Kate Beaty Cumberland FR 16 

12 Joanne O’Dowd Eden Runners 13 

13= Lynne Thompson Keswick AC 12 

13= Cath Worth North Yorks Moors AC 12 

15= Debbie Thompson Keswick AC 11 

Sally Newman on 
the final section
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Junior Championship

U12G

Competitor Club Points

1 Megan Stuart Helm Hill 148

2 Sally Searson Blackburn Harriers 147

3 Loren Appleyard Helm Hill 135

4 Rebecca Flanagan Rossendale 133

5 Issie Wharton Calder Valley 129

6 Mary Hodgson Lancs & Morecambe 120

7 Chloe Law Rossendale 110

8 Sarah Jones Spenborough 106

9 Lorna Nunwick Helm Hill 92

10 Rose Mather Calder Valley 86

U12B

Competitor Club Points

1 George Tighe Matlock 150

2 Ben Johnstone Wharfedale 142

3 Max Wharton Calder Valley Fell Runners 136

4 James Hall Bingley 135

5 Edan Whitelaw Calder Valley Fell Runners 119

6 Michael Ellis West Cheshire 111

7 Alex Minshull Pennine 103

8 Wilf Goodfellow Unattached 101

9 Ben Till Dallam 90

10 Callum Davidson Rossendale 89

B Y  J I M  G O D W I N

Stacksteads U12 race winner – Sally Searson. Photo Steve Bateson
Bottom left: Stacksteads U12 race winner – George Tighe (Matlock). Photo Eileen & Dave Woodhead
Bottom right: Megan Soloman (Rossendale) & Rose Mather (Calder Valley). Photo Eileen & Dave Woodhead

www.peteblandsports.co.uk
Sponsored by Pete Bland Sports and Norman Walsh

S TA N D I N G S  A F T E R  T H R E E  R AC E S
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U16G

Competitor Club Points

1 Melanie Hyder Helm Hill 144

2 Becky Taylor Blackburn Harriers 142

3 Nichola Jackson Preston Harriers 135

4 Sarah Wilson Pendle 129

5 Laura Riches Leigh Harriers 100

6 April Stevenson Horwich 95

7 Rachel Je� erson Warrington 91

8 Laura Vaillant Keswick 45

9 Amy Fretwell Settle 44

10 Amber Whewell Stockport Harriers 43

U16B

Competitor Club Points

1 Ashley Kay Rossendale 142

1 Tom Sessford Keighley 142

3 James Waldie Cornwall 135

4 Jonathan Bradshaw Wharfedale 134

5 James Ellis West Cheshire 132

6 Ryan Gould East Cheshire 128

7 Jos Addison Helm Hill 125

7 Tom Doyle Helm Hill 125

9 Sean Carey Todmorden 122

10 Jordan Beard Rossendale 119

U14B

Competitor Club Points

1 Kristian Edwards Tamworth 145

2 James Knox Helm Hill 144

3 Rory Addison Helm Hill 140

4 Danny Walsh Rossendale 132

5 Elliott Wylie Rossendale 127

6 Peter Walker Calder Valley 125

7 Pascal Dark Rossendale 114

8 Matthew Jones Spenborough 104

9 Tom Hatton Holm� rth 94

10 Mark Brown Chorley Harriers 69

U14G

Competitor Club Points

1 Hannah Bethwaite Ellenborough 150

2 Shannon Johnson Leigh Harriers 144

3 Emma Spencer Pendle 141

4 Robin Goodfellow Dallam 136

5 Sarah Hodgson Lancs & Morecambe 133

6 Chelsey Holder Keighley & Craven 123

7 Lauren Munroe-Bennett Helm Hill 91

8 Beth Dutson Unattached 44

8 Stephanie Watts Goyt Valley Striders 44

10 Rebecca Swindells Rossendale 43

B Y  J I M  G O D W I N

This page. Top left: U14 Peter Walker (Calder 
Valley) & Elliott Wylie (Rossendale)
Top right: Chelsey Holder (Keighley & Craven) on 
the summit at Stackstead
Bottom right: U16 Joseph Crossfi eld (Halifax)
Bottom left: U14 Stacksteads  winner Hannah 
Bethwaite (Ellenborough)
Photos courtesy of Eileen & Dave Woodhead.

Opposite page. Main photo: Joe Gratton 
(Hallamshire). Photos courtesy of Steve Bateson

Top left: U18 James Mountain (Skipton)
Bottom right: U18 Rosie Stuart (Keswick) eyes 
the summit at Stacksteads. 
Photos courtesy of Eileen & Dave Woodhead.
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U18G

Competitor Club Points

1 Rosie Stuart Keswick 145

2 Emma Flanagan Rossendale 143

3 Rachel Searson Blackburn Harriers 137

4 Holly Page Halifax 136

5 Hannah Bateson Lancs & Morecambe 100

6 Lucy McCloughlin Stockport 46

7 Laura Johnston Rossendale 45

8 Lucy Worthington Unattached 44

9 Leah Kay Stockport 43

9 Abigail Mackley Preston Harriers 43

U18B

Competitor Club Points

1 Joe Gratton Hallamshire 148

2 James Mountain Skipton 140

3 Steven Bayton Halifax 134

4 Niall Till Helm Hill 130

5 Adam King Saddleworth 129

6 Josh Moody Matlock 98

7 Phil Bolton Rossendale 92

8 Jack Thompson Pendle 91

9 Grant Cunli� e Rossendale 85

10 Liam Taylor Helm Hill 83
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Junior Championships
Amazing turnouts and great racing!  As the 
magazine goes to press there have been three 
championship races.  I have managed to get to 
all of them and I have been really impressed by 
the sheer quantity of Juniors tuning up and the 
very high standard.  I was particularly pleased by 
my run at Stacksteads when I was only beaten 
by one U16 Girl, Mel Hyder.  My thanks to all the 
organisers, athletes, parents, coaches and others 
for making these races great.

Numbers.
 Anniversary Waltz 218 entrants
 Shutlingsloe 156 entrants
 Stacksteads 140 entrants

The numbers of runners make everything a 
challenge, and I am very grateful to all the 
organisers for their hard work in getting the 
results right, and the patience of both parents 
and athletes as we do this.  I do know that one 
family still has concerns about a placing at the 
Anniversary Waltz.  The girl concened was in the 
U12 age group.  Could those that took part have 
a look at the results to check if they think they 
might have been put down in the wrong place.

Norman Walsh Shoes, in Association with Pete 
Bland Sports have been kind enough to sponsor 
the championship.  At each race 1 girl and 1 boy 
wins a voucher for a pair of shoes.  This is drawn 
at random and so far the winners are:

 
Anniversary Wa!  Eden Whitelaw 
 and Molly McAleavy

Shutlingsloe Sam Till 
 and Sarah Kay

Stacksteads  David Wilson 
 and April Stevenson

Remember - run in a Championship Race and 
no matter where you come, you could go home 
with some new shoes!

 

Inform me!
You may have spotted me at these races, some of 
you have chatted and given me your views (I’m 
sorry if I seem not to remember your names next 
time - I do try!). I will be at most of the others, so 
do look me up and have a chat.  I do try to listen 
to everyone’s point of view, but that doesn’t 
mean I can satisfy everyone.

At the Anniversary Wa! many of you � lled 
in a questionnaire about the format of the 
championship and the Do.  I asked about the 
format as I thought it might be better, from a 
developmental point of view, to have two blocks 

of races at the start and � nish of the season, 
allowing for some training in between.  However, 
the general feeling was that the format of having 
about one race per month through the season 
is about right.  In terms of the Do, 92% of the 
parents and 58% of the kids wanted the event 
straight after the last race.  So this is what we are 
doing - see the advert.

Coaching Courses
I reckon that we can’t develop Juniors without 
having coaches.  So at my � rst committee 
meeting I volunteered to take on getting the Fell 
and Mountain Running Levels 2 and 3 coaching 
courses written.  Graeme Woodward and Bashir 
Hussein have taken on these tasks and are most 
of the way throught the � rst drafts, with support 
of many others.  Thanks to them.  There is then 
a process where they have to be approved 
by UKAthletics and UKCC before they can be 
released for coaches.  This may take us up to the 
beginning of next year, so the � rst course may 
not be until Easter 2009.  We still have a list of 
those that are interested and will let you know 
what is happening closer to the time.

English Schools Fellrunning 
Championships
Many other sports, and other branches of 
Athletics have School Championships.  I thought 
this would be a great idea for fellrunning and 
was wondering how to set this up.  To my great 
relief, Jon Richardson, from Sedbergh School, 
wrote and o� ered to organise this at his school.  
It will take place on Sunday 28th September 
2008 at Sedbergh School.  Entry is open to all 

Secondary Schools in England.  See the large 
advert elsewhere.  We are currently discussing 
the length and di�  culty of the courses - options 
range from hard and long to shorter and easier - 
but the result will be a true fell race for everyone. 

 
No doubt I have missed something, so if you 
want to know something, comment or o� er to 
help, please contact me at a race or on 
01229 716021 or RichardLT@coolgreen.ltd.uk

Lecky

Junior Update
This is what I look like...  

(Richard Lecky-Thompson in 
front of the Matterhorn!)

Junior Do
Straight after the Viking Chase Race 

Sunday 21st September 2008
From 2.00pm onwards on

 
Venue:  Carlton Lodge Outdoor 
Centre 
nr Thirsk, YO7 4NJ
About 30/40 minutes South from the 
Race
www.nyy.org.uk/centres/carlton.php

2.00pm to 2.30pm Arrival and give 
out T-Shirts to those who have done 4 
or more races

2.00pm to 3.30pm Activities, 
possibly including Rock Climbing, 
Abseilling, Ropes Course, Zip Wire, 
Orienteering

3.00pm to 4.00pm Barbecue/Bu� et

4.00pm Prize Ceremony

4.30pm Close 

The Do is free to Juniors, by ticket.  
Adults accompanying may buy tickets 
for the barbecue/bu� et in advance @ 
£6 per person.  

If you want to go to the Do, please 
let Lecky know by end Sunday 7th 
September, stating any special dietary 
needs.
01229 716021
RichardLT@coolgreen.ltd.uk

B Y  R I C H A R D  L E C K Y- T H O M P S O N
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The fi rst English Schools Fell Running 
Championship will be held at Sedbergh 
School.  Courses will run on to the 
Howgill Fells and will provide a true test 
of fell-running. There will be a series of 
races for year 7, years 8/9, years 10/11, 
and years 12/13, for both boys and girls. 
There will be individual and team prizes 
in each age group, with the fi rst 3 from 
a school to count as a team.  Schools 
may enter any number of categories.  
There will be an overall School prize. 
For further details and how to enter 
visit www.sedberghschool.org or 

www.fellrunner.org.uk/junior.htm 
Afterwards, there will be a meal and 
presentations in Sedbergh School’s 
Queen’s Hall.

 Free Entry
 Free Food to all Competitors
 Free After Race Refreshments
 Free Parking
 Free T-Shirt for each competitor
 Individual Prizes
 Team Prizes (First 3 to count)
 Changing Facilities
 Fully Marshalled Course

E N G L I S H  S C H O O L S  F E L L  R U N N I N G

CONTACTS
J Richardson
015396 20214
jdwr@hotmail.com

R Lecky-Thompson
FRA Junior Coordinator
01229 716021
RichardLT@coolgreen.ltd.uk

Sedbergh is situated at the 
South end of the Howgill Fells 
and can easily be reached from 
Junction 37 on the M6

Sedbergh School has 
a huge tradition in 

running on the fell, cross country 
and road. It has produced many 
great runners such as the Symonds 
brothers, Jim Davies and, more 
recently, Simon Barnby.

S E D B E R G H  S C H O O L

Sedbergh School
Sedbergh
Cumbria
LA10 5HG
Phone: 015396 20535
Fax: 015396 20535
www.sedberghschool.org

Sedbergh School has 
a huge tradition in 

running on the fell, cross country 

S E D B E R G H  S C H O O L

OS Simon Barnby 26th in WMRT OS Joe Symonds 4th in WMRT

English Schools 
Fell Running 

Championships
at Sedbergh School

Sunday 28th September 2008  First Race at 11.00am
Generously supported by: 

SEDBERGH SCHOOL          PETE BLAND SPORTS                          RONHILL
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Fellrunning at 
Wray School
Getting the whole school involved!
Wray-with-Botton Junior 
School in the Lune Valley, 
Lancashire, is well known for 
its enthusiasm for sports and 
sporting achievements, and its 
now really becoming a centre 
for fell-running. At the Wray 
Fell Race this May, organised as 
part of the Scarecrow Festival, 
over half the children in this 
small, rural school took part 
in the fell race – a magnificent 
achievement that staff and 
children are very proud of!  
There are only 45 children in 
the school, but children from 
Reception class (aged 4) to Year 6 (aged 11) are 
keen to enter the races, and this year 9 out of 15 
Infants took part.  

Several children have followed up these fun 

races by joining Running Clubs.  
Amy Harrison (age 11) says that 
she found that she could run when 
representing the school at the 
Lancaster and Morecambe races in 
2007, and has since joined Settle 
Harriers.  She has run the Settle 
Quarry race, Quernmore Sports, 
Killington Sports, and Hutton Roof 
Crags, and says she would run 
every day if she could (perhaps 
rather than being in school!) Tara 
Gujral (11) has since joined Dallam 
Runners and encouraged her Mum 
to join at the same time.  Tara says 
she enjoyed the Wray Fell Race 

this year because she got to run through the 
big puddles of muddy water and splash those 
behind her.

Amongst the younger children, Imogen 

Gorst (age 7), who has been a winner of her age 
group at Wray twice, says she thinks it’s great 
fun, although Nicolas Wackers (age 5) says it was 
really hard because it’s a long way.  

Staff are joining in too, and the Headteacher, 
Claire Gillham, was delighted to be met at the 
finishing line at Hutton Roof Crags in May by a 
group of cheering pupils – even though she was 
amongst the very last entrants, she says it made 
her feel like a star!

B Y  A  P R O U D  S C H O O L
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Above: Grace giving it her all!’
Left: Mary Atkinson, Danielle Harrison, Amy Harrison, 
Grace Williamson, Jessica Duckworth, Megan Drinkall, 
Thomas Drinkall and Anna Wallbank at the Settle 
Quarry Fell Race.

Childern from Wray School  
at the Settle Quarry Fell Race

Thomas Drinkall
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The Wharfedale Clinic
o f  M u s C u l o s k e l e t a l  a n d  s p o r t s  M e d i C i n e

dr Martyn B speight
MB ChB, Dip Sports Med, MLCOM, Dip M-S Med, FFSEM

Musculoskeletal and Sports Physician, Registered Osteopath
Registered Specialist with Private Health Insurers

Complete management from diagnosis to treatment and rehabilitation to prevention of 
injury recurrence

 treadmill assessment
 diagnostic ultrasound
 Manipulation/mobilisation
 soft-tissue techniques
 injection Therapies
 advice/exercise prescription

 and more ...

Excellent network of contact with  
specialist surgeons and other practitioners  
for referral if appropriate

On-site physiotherapy and
sports massage also available

Courthouse street, otley, leeds ls21 3an 

tel: 01943 850 950

From back pain to knee injury; plantar fasciitis to achilles problems, musculoskeletal 
physicians are trained in the comprehensive management of joint and soft-tissue 
dysfunction. Combine this with specialist training in sports medicine and a personal 
interest in fell-running and you have a practitioner who understands your problem.

C o  s p o n s o r s  o f  t h e  y o r k s h i r e  s e n i o r  C h a M p i o n s h i p s

DON’T RUN THROUGH
CHRONIC INJURY

THE SPECIALISTS
FOR RUNNING INJURIES

� digi ta l  dynamic running analys is

� one vis i t  t reatments  avai lable

� custom made or thoses “whi le you wai t”

� on-s i te workshop ensures comfort

� orthot ics  tested in Video Gai t  Laboratory

� al l  devices indiv idual ly  designed/produced

Clinical Director and PODIATRIST
ANDREW STANLEY BSc (Hon) PodM MChS SRCH

Specialist in biomechanical dysfunction, sports and
activity related injuries in the feet and legs

COMMON RUNNING INJURIES
� All foot problems
� Plantarfaciitis
� Achilles Tendonitis
� Ankle Pain
� Deep Calf Pain
� Shin Splints
� Knee Injuries
� Osgood Schlatters Syndrome
� Chondromalacia Patellae
� Iliotibial Band Syndrome
� Hip Pain
� Lower Back Pain. etc

www.reboundclinic.co.uk
Or for a brochure and appointments

Tel - 01729 825900
Rebound Clinic, The Sidings, Settle, North Yorks

Biomechanical Consultants to Trail Magazine and George Fisher Group
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B Y  P E T E R  H AY E S

Threlkeld, June, 7.30 am
It was the club’s annual Bob Graham attempt and 
there was no doubt that Oliver Mallis was the 
leading contender.  In fact, with only three more 
summits to go he felt fantastic.  Mallis glanced 
disdainfully at the others; they looked pretty 
spent and were all collapsed in chairs by the side 
of the road, weakly spooning their rice pudding 
and sipping cups of tea.  Herdwick Studs, Don 
Bates and a motley crowd of pacers, cooks, 
masseurs, timekeepers and assorted hangers-
on were all scurrying around helping them.   
Obviously they had not been training for this as 
hard as he had.  Mallis wolfed down a banana 
and paced the verge like a caged leopard. It 
was annoying to be held back by these people.  
OK, so they were well up on schedule, but why 
should he have to wait?  Come on!  Come on!

There was a tap on Mallis’s shoulder.

‘I know what you’re thinking Mallis.  Tell you 
what, I’ll take you on ahead: Studsey can deal 
with them lot’.

Mallis turned with a gasp.  Could it really be?  
Yes! it was the fabled Brock ‘Brough’ Tanner, one 
of the heroes of the fells.   There was no mistake.  
Brough was there in person: lean face, a hint of 
iron stomach, and a modestly inconspicuous 
badge glinting on the manly chest with the 
inscription ‘BG+’ in Celtic lettering.  Mallis gulped 
reverently.  The Bob Graham Plus Club!  How 
rightly it had been called ‘the crème de la crème 
de la crème’.  And of course Brough Tanner was 
a member. His achievements were the stu�  of 
legend.  It was Brough who had been the � rst 
person to complete the circuit of all the ‘Non-
Wainwrights’ in the Lake District. It was Brough 
who had scored a unique double victory in 
both the fell race and the bare knuckle � st � ght 
competition at Grasmere Sport’s Day.  And now 
here he was, o� ering to help him, Oliver Mallis.

Mallis’s hear swelled with gratitude.  ‘Thanks 
Brough, I’m ready’.

The crowd stood apart respectfully as Mallis 
� ung down his banana peel and set o�  
purposely up the slope to Saddleback.  A chorus 
of voices rose up in the still morning air.

‘Come on Oliver’!
‘Good old Mallis’!
‘Well done Oliver laddie’!
‘Get them knees up’!
‘See you at Moot Hall Olllie’!

Mallis increased his pace slightly.  It was great to 
be encouraged.

Don’t count your chickens, Bird Killer’.

The sneeringly cultured tones of Don Bates 
struck a jarring note.  ‘Bird Killer’ was Bates’s new 
nickname for Mallis after an unfortunate incident 
with a pet he had o� ered to care for.

Mallis � ared ragefully  ‘My name’s Oliver, not  ‘Bird 
Killer’, Bates’.

‘Tell that to Tricia’s budgerigar’, said Bates 
suavely.

The thrust went deep.  Mallis’s relationship with 
Tricia had become rather di�  cult after her pet’s 
demise.

Furious, Mallis was about to respond to his arch 
love-rival when Brough broke in with a quiet 
word of advice.

‘Don’t let him get to you Mallis; put your anger 
in your legs’.

It was a sound suggestion.  Mallis felt a surge of 
energy course down his hamstrings.  He leapt 
forward and clawed his way up Halls Fell like a 
foul tempered tiger.

Two hours later.  Skiddaw

Skiddaw stood profoundly alone in the mid 
morning light--aside from the usual herd of 
gawping tourists who had traipsed up from 
Keswick.

‘Stand aside please.  Fell Runner coming 
through’!  Brough Tanner expertly cleared a path 
through the milling crowd of ordinary folk with 
their rucksacks and their sandwiches and their 
hiking boots.  A nudge to the elbow here, a well 
placed shove in the back there worked wonders 
and Mallis was soon able to place his hand upon 
the � nal summit cairn.  With time to spare Mallis 
realised he could relax his ferocious pace, and 
even allow himself a few moments to savour the 
scene.  Before him were the majestic mountains 
he had visited, behind him he could just make 
out the tiny dots of his fellow contenders as they 
trailed behind Herdwick Studs on one of his 
‘short cuts’.

If only Tricia could see him now!  Still, Mallis 
felt, there was reason to be optimistic about his 
future prospects now he had decisively proved 
his fell running prowess.  In some strange way 
the death of the budgerigar had already bought 
him and Tricia closer together.  It was true that 
they were no longer friends, but in its place they 
had established a kind of jokey relationship that, 

in a sense, went deeper than mere friendship.  
What was it that Tricia had said when he had 
told her of his Bob Graham attempt?  ‘Get lost 
Mallis, you perverted rabbit-faced murderer’. 
He was sure, or almost sure, that there was an 
underlying tone of jocular a� ection in her voice 
when she had said it.

The BG, of course, would impress her.  He was 
thinking to tell the local paper about it, get a bit 
of a story up…

Suddenly Mallis was assailed by doubt.  Would 
the paper publish a story about the Bob 
Graham?  Even if it did, would Tricia be much 
impressed?  Mallis’s pangs of doubt increased.  
The Bob Graham Round Club was known as the 
most exclusive club in the world, but was it? 
Rather a lot of people had completed the BG by 
now...

Brough Tanner glanced shrewdly at Mallis and 
broke in on his musings. 

‘Listen, Oliver, why not add a few more peaks 
before Keswick?  The Bob Graham’s nothing, 
everyone’s done it:  kids, grandmothers, a 
pantomime horse.  You’re a cut above all that.  
Let’s take in a few extra round Bassenthwaite 
Lake and then you can go straight into the ‘plus’ 
club.  That’s where you belong Oliver’.

Mallis’s heart swelled with pride.  Of course, 
Brough was right, they had loads of time and he 
still felt great.

Two hours later.  
Above Bassenthwaite Lake
Mallis had not realised what a hair raising 
descent it would be. Brough Tanner, of course, 
had made it seem easy and had disappeared 
in front leaping down the crags like a cross 
between Joss Naylor and a goat.  Mallis, not yet 
used to his role as one of fell running’s heroes, 
had fallen some way behind.  Now Brough had 
reappeared below him gesturing impatiently 
at his watch.   He was not the only one.  There 
seemed to be quite a crowd gathered to stare.  
They were training their binoculars on him 
and some even had long lens cameras.  Funny, 
thought Mallis, that he did not recognise any of 
them.  Ah well. News must travel fast.  And come 
to think of it, it was not so surprising. The lads 
at Threlkeld must have realised that he was on 
course to do something special and spread the 
word.  It was not every day that you got to see a 
Bob Graham ‘plus’ man in action.  Now the crowd 
were gesturing to him and shouting.  What was 
it?  He couldn’t hear; some wretched seagull-

The Return of Oliver Mallis
Episode 8: A Bird in the Hand
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WHERNSIDE FELL RACE

SATURDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER 2008

Starts 
at 11am at Church Bridge, Dent (G

R 707871)

SEES THE RETURN OF THE POPULAR

Entry 
costs 

£5 on the day

Find full details o
n p77 of th

e 2008 FRA Fixtu
res Handbook

Over 18 only
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type bird was making a row over his head.  
There was Brough again pointing at his watch.  
OK—time to take a few risks.

About ten foot beneath him Mallis could see an 
untidy pile of twigs.  That would break his fall.  
Go for it!  Mallis jumped.  There was a cracking 
sound.

The crowd groaned.

It’s OK’! yelled Mallis.  ‘I’m alright’!  He kicked the 
sticks away.  The rest was going to be easy.  There 
seemed to be an awful lot of smashed egg shell 
around.

Twenty hours later.
Station Hotel, Keswick
Oliver Mallis woke up after a long sleep.  With a 
rush of delight he realised that he’d made it.  Not 
only was he a member of the Bob Graham Round 

Club, but of the Bob Graham Round Plus Club.  
Now, at last, the ghosts of the past could be laid 
to rest.  Now people would realise that he, Oliver 
Mallis, was not just a fell runner, he was  FELL 
RUNNER.  Mallis sighed with happiness. What 
was the time? It was obviously the next day.  He 
� icked on the radio.  It sounded like the local 
news. Hold on, did they mention fell running?  
Mallis sat up and tried to catch the story. 

‘… are keen to interview him.   Meanwhile our 
reporter has been making his own enquiries 
and it is believed that the runner in question is 
a certain Mr Oliver Mallis, who is also apparently 
known by the sobriquet ‘Bird Killer’.  Now the 
weather…

Mallis switched o�  the radio with a smile.  So! 
It was out already!  Pity that they’d interviewed 
Batesy about it.  Better get up and read the local 
press to see if they’d latched on to the story.  He 

dressed and hobbled sti�  y downstairs and out 
to the newsagents.

When Mallis arrived he could not believe it.  His 
picture seemed to be everywhere.  He was on 
the front page of the Westmoreland Gazette, 
the News and Star, the Evening Mail, the Herald 
Tribune…  What would Tricia think of him now!

He pulled out the Gazette and read the headline:

Fell Runner Stamps on Osprey Egg

Don Bates appeared.

‘Hello Oliver. Can’t decide which one to get?  It’s 
hard to choose isn’t it?  I’ve got copies of all of 
them’.

Then he sniggered and went away again.

The Paras’10 

www.paras10.com 
SUNDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER 2008
CATTERICK GARRISON, NORTH YORKSHIRE. 

The Paras’10 is based on one of the toughest tests in the 
military - The ‘P’ Company 10 Miler.   

Background:  P Coy is the part of The Parachute Regiment 
which trains and selects o�  cers and soldiers for service 
with Airborne Forces.  The 10 Miler is a bench mark � tness 
test for those joinning the Paras, designed to replicate 
the speed and distance covered by soldiers from the 
parachutedrop zone to the battle� eld.  The 10 miler is 
completed by soldiers carrying a 35lb Bergan (rucksack) 
and an assault ri� e over a gruelling course in 1hr 50 mins.  
Lots fail.   

More info on P coy is available at: 
www.army.mod.uk/para/pegasus_p_company.htm 

The Paras’ 10: This is the � rst time this route has been 
opened up to anyone outside of The Parachute Regiment.  
Runners can compete in trainers or for those seeking 
an even tougher challenge, wearing army style boots 
carrying a 35lb bergen in either the ‘P’ Company challenge 
(individual) and the P Company Team Challenge (teams 
of 4).  

Charity:  All race proceeds will go to The Airborne Forces 
Charity (a Parachute Regiment Charity for soldiers, ex-
soldiers and their dependents)  and the Help for Heroes 
Campaign.  

“NB. This is not a PB course nor is it 

suitable for spikes - trainers are advised.”
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Our 2008 Championship is now at the halfway stage, with 
one race from each category.  In the lead is 2007 champion 
Deon McNeilly (Newcastle, 297 points) with Gary Bailey of 
Mourne Runners in second place on 292 points. However 
both Des Woods with two wins from two races (200 
points) and Neil Carty with 196 points could well overtake 
both Gary & Deon.  In the Donard-Commedagh race, the 
winner Des Woods was 2 minutes ahead of Deon in a time 
equivalent to third place in the 2007 Br Championship race.

In the Ladies’ section, Fiona Maxwell (Mourne Runners) 
our 2007 champion, is in a commanding lead with 
maximum points, followed by Alwynne Shannon and 
Anne Sandford, both of Newcastle.  Fiona has been having 
a tremendous season, with an 8th place overall in the 
Donard-Commedagh medium race, in a time only just over 
a minute outside Angela Mudge’s record, set in last year’s Br 
Championship event.  

Mourne Peaks
Our new long course for the British Championship seems 
to have been popular with entrants.  The winners were – as 
last year, Rob Hope (Pudsey & Bramley AC) and Angela 
Mudge (Carnethy Hill Runners, 23rd overall).  192 athletes 
completed the course with best local results from Des 
Woods in 18th place and Fiona Maxwell in 51st place and 
second female.  

As a follow up at Moel Elio, Des Woods was 21st and 
Fiona Maxwell was 4th female and first vet40, with 
supporting entries being provided by Gary Bailey, Brian 
Ervine, Bill Maxwell and Jim Patterson.

Other Events
We were rather impressed with the smooth and efficient 
organisation of the WMRA Long Distance Three Peaks 
race, with ten NIMRA members completing the event.  
Congratulations to Jim Patterson who took the vet60 title 
and Fiona Maxwell winning the female vet40 one.    Des 
Woods produced out fastest time in 31st place, while at 
the other extreme this scribe just managed to get into the 
Hill Inn checkpoint with a minute to spare. The descent off 
Ingleborough gave me good practice for the LDWA 100 mile 
event in May as the same route was followed to Horton.

Members have been active in a variety of other events.  
Some were at the Wicklow Ultra Race, 28 miles on trails 
across the hills south of Dublin, with North Belfast athlete 
Jim McCormick finishing second.  Jim with fellow Ballymena 
runners, Mark Alexander and Jonny Steede completed the 
61 mile Fellsman in 39th place.  Denis Rankin completed his 
10th Jura race while one of our local classics, the Annalong 
Horseshoe, celebrated its 27th year, with one athlete 
having competed in 25 of them.  Earlier this year, Omagh 
athlete Ciaran Collins was first in the Irish universities’ 
Championship, although some participants felt that the 
course was a little too tame for a proper mountain race.

This year we inaugurated a new junior Championship 
and in the process found keen juniors, as well as 
discovering Tish McCann as an enthusiastic junior co-
ordinator.  Tempering their keenness with the right level 
of competition, that encourages rather than discourages, 
is sometimes difficult.  As I write we look forward to our 
annual All Ireland Championship, hosted by Irish Mountain 
Runners in the Wicklow hills on a course designed also to 
assist in selecting for the Irish European Championship 
team.  As in past years, we plan to send an all-Ireland team 
to Germany for this event in July. 

B Y  I a n  Tay l o r

News from 
Scotland
SHR Long Classics Series 
Scottish Hill Runners have launched this exciting new competition 
this year. It is loosely modelled on the existing English Lakeland 
Classics series, and shares its aim of boosting participation in “classic” 
long races. Three of the nine races have already been successfully 
held, namely Stuc a’Chroin, Jura and a great new race, Slioch.  A total 
of 300 runners have completed at least one of these races, with Alec 
Keith (Hunters Bog Trotters) taking an early lead in the series, which 
counts a runner’s four best performances. The races still to come are 
Arrochar, Ben Rinnes, Glenshee (another new race), Ochil 2000s, Two 
Breweries (in its 25th Anniversary year) and Pentland Skyline. 

SHR championships after two races
With an exciting series of six races, the Scottish championships 
promises to deliver top class head-to-head competition once again. 
After two races, Bishophill and Knockfarrel, which happen to be both 
Short races, Jethro Lennox (Shettleston) has taken maximum points, 
ahead of Al Anthony (Ochil) and Simon Peachey (Carnethy). Stewart 
Whitlie (Carnethy) and the evergreen Colin Donnelly (Lochaber) share 
the lead amongst the Veterans. Dawn Scott (Lochaber) is leading lady, 
ahead of Jacqui Higginbottom (Carnethy) who is first Veteran.  By the 
time you read this, the next race – Durisdeer - which is also a British 
Championship counter, will have taken place.  This is followed by the 
Isle of Mull, Ochil 2000s and the decider at Two Breweries. 

Scots out in force at Inter Counties
There was the best ever turnout of Scots at the recent Inter Counties 
race in Belmont on May 10th. Teams from all four districts (Central, 
East, North & West) competed. Headline results were 6th for Claire 
Gordon (East) and 7th for Elke Schmidt (West) in the Ladies, with 
Scotland West finishing as 5th team.  Not to be outdone, the Men 
achieved some fine results, with Al Anthony (Central) 2nd and Grant 
Stewart (East) 4th behind Rob Hope of Lancashire. Scotland East led 
the district teams home in 4th place. It is hoped that Scotland as a 
whole can build on these achievements in next year’s event.

Exciting Trial race in prospect
Saturday August 9th promises to be a great day of alpine-style 
uphill racing. Cairngorm will provide a classic setting for a series 
of races which incorporate the Scottish trial races for the World 
Trophy. The day starts with a junior open race (for those born 
1989-1994), followed by the trial race for juniors (born 1989-1992), 
and culminating in separate open senior races for men and women, 
incorporating the senior trial.

There’s an added element of excitement in that the men and 
women will set off on their respective courses at the same time, and 
with the same winning time expected, it will be a serious battle of the 
sexes to reach the finish at the summit of Cairngorm!

The senior races also incorporate a veteran competition, with the 
first eligible finishers in each age group winning a Scottish vest for the 
World Masters in September. 

For more details of the event go to www.cairngormmountainrun.
co.uk or e-mail: Mark_Johnston@tiscali.co.uk 

Footnote
For more details of Scottish Hill Runners and the services we provide, 
contact me (the Secretary) at 6 Nigel Gardens, Glasgow G41 3UQ, Tel: 
0141-632-6986 or email: malcpat@yahoo.co.uk. Or visit our website at: 
www.shr.uk.com 

Malcolm Patterson

B Y  M a l c o l M  PaT T e r s o n
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Welsh Fell Runners Association
B Y  R o s s  P o w e l l

WFRA Open Welsh Championships 
and Series 2008
All the WFRA Champs and Series races so far this 
season have been well attended. Unfortunately 
due to the inclement weather in March both 
Ras Yr Aran and Pen Cerrig Calch had to be 
shortened. New for 2008, is an under 23 
category and a Junior North Wales Series. The 
Championship and Series situation at the time of 
writing (20th May) is given below.

WFRA Open / Welsh Championships 
2008
With 2 of the 6 Championship races having 
taken place, Harry Mathews of Mynydd Du is 
leading the male category and Helen Fines of 
Calder Valley leads the ladies. Other category 
leaders : MU23 – Matt Stott (Chepstow) MO40 – 
Colin Lancaster (Telford), MO50 – Kean Rowlands 
(Clwydian), MO60 - Don Williams (Eryri), MO70 
– Peter Norman (Wrexham). FU23 – Rebecca 
Law (UCNW Bangor), FO40 – Sandra Rowlands 
(Clwydian), FO50 – Sue Ashton (Chepstow), FO60 
– Maggie Oliver (Eryri). 

WFRA North Wales Series 2008
After 3 races the category leaders are as 
follows :
MU40 - Richard Roberts (Eryri), MU23 – Rob 
Samuel (UCNW Bangor),  MO40 -Paul Beeson 
(Maldwyn), MO50 - Graham McAra (Cheshire), 
MO60 - John Morris  (Buckley), MO70 - Peter 
Norman (Wrexham).
FU40 - Anna Bartlett (Shrewsbury), FU/23 – 
Rebecca Law (UCNW Bangor), FO40 -Sandra 
Rowlands (Clwydian), FO50 - Sue Ashton 
(Chepstow), FO60 - Maggie Oliver  (Eryri). 

WFRA South Wales Series 2008
Only the Pen Cerrig Calch race from this series 
has taken place. Category winners from this 
race are as follows :
MU40 – Harry Mathews (Mynydd Du), MU23 – 
Matt Stott (Chepstow), MO40 – Mike Duxbury 
(Stroud), MO50 – Chris Taylor (Mercia), MO60 
– Don Williams (Eryri),  MO70 – Peter Norman 
(Wrexham). FU40 – Helen Fines (Calder Valley), 
FO40 – Sandra Rowlands (Clwydian), FO50 – Sue 
Ashton (Chepstow). 

WFRA Junior North Wales Series 2008
New for 2008 is the Junior North Wales Series. 
Two races in the 5 race series have taken 
place. Current leading positions as follows :
MU18 : =1st Philip Edge (Deeside) and Tom 

Budesha (Eryri).
MU16 : =1st Jamie Wright (Deeside) and 

Tecwyn Evans (u/a).
MU14 : Owain James (Eryri) 
MU12 : Rhys James (Menai)
FU16 : Sarah Livett  (Menai)
FU14 : Elin James (Eryri / Menai)
FU12 : Bronwen Jenkinson (Eryri).

For more details of the WFRA Championships 
/ Series and up to date results tables visit the 
WFRA website.

British Relay Championships 2008
These will be held in the Clwydian Hills in North 
East Wales on Sunday 19th October 2008. This 
is a great area for an event of this kind and we 
look forward to welcoming teams from all over 
the UK. Further details and entry form appear 
elsewhere in this magazine.

Navigation Course
The next WFRA Navigation Course will be on 
Sunday 16th November 2008 in Llanberis. For 
more details visit WFRA website or contact Geoff 
Clegg. A course can also be arranged in South 
Wales if there is sufficient demand.

2008 WFRA Wales and Borders Race 
Calendar
This is a comprehensive Calendar, containing 
details of all Fell races in Wales and the Borders that 
were available at the time of publication. It includes 
some races not in the FRA Calendar. The Calendar is 
free to paid-up members. Non members can obtain 
a copy for £2.50p from Geoff Clegg. Cheques 
payable to ‘Welsh Fell Runners Association’. Please 
enclose a C5 size (162mm x 229mm) SAE with 
standard first or second class postage.

Membership 
The Welsh Fell Runners Association is an 
independent Organisation providing the 
following services for fell runners in Wales:

 An annual Race Calendar
 Regular Newsletters (minimum 3 per year)
 Website
 Open Championships
 Civil Liability Insurance for members 

(including Race Organisers).

Membership costs £10 per year.  
Membership forms are available on the WFRA 
website – www.wfra.org.uk

Alternatively, contact the Membership 
Secretary: Geoff Clegg, West Point, 19 Deganwy 
Road, Deganwy, LL31 9DL. Tel 01492 582631.   
Email geoff@wfra.org.uk

The British Relay Championships 2008
These will be held in the Clwydian Hills in North 
East Wales on Sunday 19th October 2008
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You could hear the drums from miles away. 
The packed showground full with cars, families 
spilling out with children making a bee-line for 
the colourful bouncy castles, slides and face 
painting. Runners of all ages, all shapes and sizes 
from honed down chiselled athletes to a group 
of lads in drag on a running stag weekend. 
American, Kiwi, Australian, French and other 
accents mingled with those from all corners of 
the UK, from Cornwall to Inverness.

Hawkshead’s tiny population of 600, normally 
a quiet honeypot Lake District village, was 
opening it’s arms to welcome the biggest party 
of the year – the Puma Lakeland Trails were in 
town.

Centre stage were the nationally acclaimed 
Brazilian drumming band Batala Liverpool, 
sponsored by the Hawkshead business 
community. The village square, shut to tra�  c 
all day, a perfect ampitheatre for the band to 
perform their thumping visual treat.

Parading behind the band, the drums 
awakened competitor’s primeval senses, 
preparing for the battle ahead – the tough 15km 
circuit around Claife Heights.

First o�  the 4km Bridgedale Sport Trail, then 
the less competitive 15km Puma Hawkshead 
Challenge, followed nearly an hour later by the 
15km Puma Hawkshead Trail Race.

PUMA Lakeland Trails
H AW K S H E A D      1 9 T H  A P R I L  2 0 0 8

“Once again a superb 
race with outstanding 
organisation – bring on 
Garburn”  LES MALE, LEICESTER

B Y  G R A H A M  PAT T E N

Vic Wilkinson (Bingley Harriers) 1st lady at the Puma 
Hawkshead Trail Race (beat her own 2007 record)

Wheelchair competitor Lottie Wilcocks from 
Ripponden, inspiring fi nisher of the Under 8’s Fun Trail

Inspiring Races in Beautiful Places
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Only in it’s third year, with 1300 pre-entered 
competitors and all senior 15km events selling 
out in January, the event has quickly become a 
massive national success story.

The FRA grade B category course includes 
three major climbs including the 1 in 3 aptly 
named “Coffin Trail”

Dubbed by one competitor “a Ferrari fell race” 

it is fast and furious with no let up. It certainly 
brought out the Ferraris of the fell running 
world, chasing the prize money to be presented 
later by LDNPA’s Chief Executive Richard Leafe.

In-form Andi Jones (Salford Harriers), fresh 
from representing GB in the Edinburgh World 
Cross, dominated the main Puma Hawkshead 
Trail Race, winning in a new course record 54.32, 
from fellow World Cross team-mate and current 
Midlands Cross Country Champion, James Walsh 
(Leeds City AC) Reigning British Fell Running 
Champion Rob Hope (Pudsey & Bramley AC) 
made the podium in 3rd.

Performance of the day was by former 
World Junior Mountain Running Champion Vic 

Wilkinson (Bingley Harriers), smashing her own 
course record by four minutes and finishing 11th 
overall in the quality field. Birthday girl Sarah 
Tunstall (Kendal AC) was runner up, also inside 
the old record and a massive eight minutes 
faster than last year. GB international Olivia 
Walwyn (Altrincham & District AC) was third. 

Clayton le Moors Harriers dominated the 
men’s and women’s team prizes, along with both 
men’s and women’s Veteran 40 & 50 classes.

With over 150 children under 12 in the Fun 
Trails, including the first wheelchair competitor; 
and a growing number in the new, shorter Sport 
Trails, the organising VO2 Max Events team are 
negotiating for more car parking fields for 2009!

Puma Hawkshead Trail Race 15km Results - 
Men 1. Andi Jones (Salford) 54.43 (rec); 2. James 
Walsh (Leeds) 57.59; 3rd Rob Hope (Pudsey) 
59.49; 4th Matt Whitfield (Bingley) 59.59; 5th Nick 
Leigh (Altrincham) 60.02; 6th Russell Maddams 
(Horwich) 60.45; 7th Martin Roscoe (Leeds) 
61.13 (1st V40); 8th Martin Hilton (Leeds) 61.44; 
9th Simon Stainer (Ambleside) 62.06; 10th Tony 
Lambert (Swaledale) 62.32

Women 1. Vic Wilkinson (Bingley) 62.45 (rec); 2. 
Sarah Tunstall (Kendal) 65.48; 3. Olivia Walwyn 
(Altrincham) 66.47; 4. Candice Leah (Clayton) 
69.10; 5. Helen Fines (Bristol) 69.53; 6. Emily Klee 
(Leeds) 73.58; 7. Lou Roberts (Keswick) 74.21; 8. 
Karen Pickles (Spenborough) 75.10; 9. Judith Taylor 
(Carnegie) 77.29; 10. Laura Martin (Otley) 77.55

 www.lakelandtrails.org 

“The kids love these events 
as much as I do”   
Martin Hibbert, billingHaM

 Start of the under 
8s Fun Trail

Start of the PUMA 
Hawkshead Trail Race
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B Y  R O B I N  J A M I E S O N

So, now the Walsh is on the other foot, gone are 
the days when I could boast about my weekend 
fell running exploits. Now I can only listen to my 
work colleagues’ athletic ramblings about the 
London Marathon, Trail races and which fells the 
Dentdale Dawdlers have been pounding recently. 

It was one of these colleagues, Dent resident 
and sometime race organiser Peter Knapton who 
asked me to write a few words on the Whernside 
Fell race which returns this year after a few years 
absence from the fell running calendar.

I always loved “playing” in the Dales whether 
it was with club-mates on mini-bus excursions 
either competing or training. Inevitably these 
trips usually involved more pints than miles.

Dentdale in particular was a favourite of 
mine and we often had daytrips with the kids 
for picnics, paddling in the stream, walking and 
sometimes cycling there to make 

a real day of it. 
Ingleborough and Pen-y-Ghent have been 

well served with races for years and it seems 
� tting that Whernside should have its own 
race too. 

The route from Dent is interesting, with a bit 
of road running to start and then a long steady 
climb to Whernside followed by the “threat” of 
having to navigate across the later stages of 
Great  Coum in bad weather with no de� ned 
paths to follow.

Looking back at some old “Fell runner” 
magazines to refresh my memory of past 
Whernside races this only served to remind me 
that I am now as old as Roger Bell used to be! 
(Roger was an Ambleside’s multiple English 
and British V.50 champion).

The last time I did the 

Whernside race was in 1995 and I was beaten by 
Dave Niel (1) and Andrew Wrench (2) who again 
exposed my comical lack of pace on the � at. It 
was a bit like the horse I picked for this years 
National – Bewleys Berry - £15 on the nose and 
winning into the � nal straight, could it go on and 
win, could it heck, talk about no top gear!

1995 had actually been a decent year for 
me on the championship front, � nishing 7th 
in the English and 9th in the British but it was 
after this that my running tailed o�  a bit so I 
tried mountain biking and satis� ed a long held 
ambition to do the Three Peaks cycle cross. None 
of this could be blamed on the Whernside of 
course.

However the 1994 Whernside Race remains 
one of my most memorable events. Illness had 
put paid to any championship hopes that year 
but I was pretty � t by autumn having achieved 
a 6th at Ben Nevis and a 2.04 in the � nal English 
championship counter the Langdale horseshoe.

I arrived at the start feeling good despite the 
dodgy weather. I made my usual slow start, it’s 
not a tactic – I couldn’t run any faster. Then as 
the climb steepened I made steady progress 
catching the leading group of 5 or 6. I was then 
tempted to overtake but my lack of navigational 
skills precluded this until .I had to stop for a 
comfort break costing me several places.

Suitably rested and by now back in 7th or 8th 
I really got stuck in over the latter stages. I was 
fortunate always to have somebody to follow 
both navigationally and as a physical target. 
Approaching the last two � elds before the � nish 
I managed to overhaul the leader Steve Old� eld 
and � nish in 1 hour 32 minutes and 9 seconds.

I am still tempted to polish o�  the old 
Walshes and join you for this years re-inaugural 
race on Saturday 27 September 2008, maybe 
see you then !

Whernside 
Fell Race

sometimes cycling there to make was a bit like the horse I picked for this years 
National – Bewleys Berry - £15 on the nose and 
winning into the � nal straight, could it go on and 
win, could it heck, talk about no top gear!

me on the championship front, � nishing 7th 
in the English and 9th in the British but it was 
after this that my running tailed o�  a bit so I 
tried mountain biking and satis� ed a long held 
ambition to do the Three Peaks cycle cross. None 
of this could be blamed on the Whernside of 
course.

one of my most memorable events. Illness had 
put paid to any championship hopes that year 
but I was pretty � t by autumn having achieved 
a 6th at Ben Nevis and a 2.04 in the � nal English 
championship counter the Langdale horseshoe.

dodgy weather. I made my usual slow start, it’s 
not a tactic – I couldn’t run any faster. Then as 
the climb steepened I made steady progress 
catching the leading group of 5 or 6. I was then 
tempted to overtake but my lack of navigational 
skills precluded this until .I had to stop for a 
comfort break costing me several places.

I really got stuck in over the latter stages. I was 
fortunate always to have somebody to follow 
both navigationally and as a physical target. 
Approaching the last two � elds before the � nish 
I managed to overhaul the leader Steve Old� eld 
and � nish in 1 hour 32 minutes and 9 seconds.

Walshes and join you for this years re-inaugural 
race on Saturday 27 September 2008, maybe 

Whernside race was in 1995 and I was beaten by 

John Wooton – Bingley AC
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Robin Jamieson with Phil Clark close behindRobin Jamieson with Phil Clark close behind
Hugh Symonds

Steve Oldfi eld – Bradford & Airdale
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The Lake District
Mountain Trial
– traditional and trend-setting
With the plethora of fell races and triathalons 
on o� er these days, it seems odd that 50 years 
ago fell racing was in its infancy and cycling was 
the sport of choice.  Running the hills tended to 
be the domain of the pros, who took part in the 
short up and down Guides Races put on as part 
of local village shows. The fells were the province 
of established climbing and rambling clubs and 
the fellrunner had yet to come into being. 

It was Harry Chapman, secretary of the 
regional group of the YHA, who changed this 
state of a� airs when he was looking for way of 
celebrating the groups 21st Anniversary. In 1952, 
he created a mountain challenge to appeal to 
the � t and active walkers and climbers who used 
the YHA’s hostels. The condition was that they 
wore boots or ‘stout’ shoes to take in  a set course 
-  starting at the ODG and going to Bowfell, Esk 
Pike, Scafell Pike, Great Gable and  returning via 
Esk Hause and Rossett Ghyll. 

This was a far longer route, over more di�  cult 
terrain and a far more serious proposition than 
anything that had gone before . It was the 
� rst long fell race of its kind and undoubtedly 
would have been a ‘trial’ given the gear that was 
available at the time. 

In 1953, a shortened version was created for 
the ladies. How forward thinking, when you 
consider that it took about another 25 years for 
the general fell running world to acknowledge 
that women were able to take part in this male 
preserve. 

In 1956 the Trial gained a new sponsor in the 
Lancaster Evening Post. Harry Gri�  n became 
Chairman. Membership of the YHA was now 
no longer a requirement and the Outward 
Bound Schools, Mountaineering clubs and 
mountain  rescue teams became members of 
the committee. The format was changed so that 
it became a test of mountaineering skill  rather 
than a cross country event. From Seathwatie the 
runners needed to visit Pillar, Scafell and Scafell 
Pike (with Broad Stand out of bounds). This 
format resulted in competitors taking varied and 
interesting route choices, which is still very much 
a feature of the present day Trial! 

Jane Buckley (nee Allsebrook), came to 
present the prizes for us at the 2006 Mountain 
Trial. She was the � rst lady in 1953 and the 27th 
competitor out of 32 in 1956. It seems by 1956 
that the ‘stout shoe conditions must have been 
relaxed as she told us how she “skipped down 
Gable in tennis shoes and a gym skirt”. History 

doesn’t go into the reasons for the Trial reverting 
to a men only race, but for whatever reason, it 
became out of bounds to the ladies until 1978. In 
the organisers report for the previous year it said, 
‘It is possible we will be organising a ladies race 
in conjunction with next years Vaux Trial, so you 
have been warned!’ 

It seems odd, from where we are in the sport 
now, that the common thinking of the time 
was that women weren’t capable of such stu� , 
especially given their participation in the sport 
twenty years earlier. 

A major change came in 1957 when the 
committee decided on a secret course, (only 
revealed after the start), which would visit a 
series of checkpoints. This format, along with 
the di� erent venue each year and the staggered 
start, (instigated by Harry Chapman), is still the 
format for the current mountain trial.

Over the years the fundamentals of the Trial 
have been retained. It is still ‘a severe test of fell 
runners’ mountaineering ability and stamina 
in the safe and fast traverse of the fells, where 
navigational skills and route choice have a direct 
bearing on each competitor’s result.’ 

This means that to get an entry in the Mens or 
Womens Trial you do need to prove experience 
of running and navigational skills so as to be 
self su�  cient in potentially bad weather. What 
has changed though, is the requirement to 
accurately mark up a grid reference on the 
map. The introduction of pre-marked maps has 
negated one of the ‘fun parts’ of the Trial. To 
many, this was a step in the wrong direction, as 
many a runner used to  come to grief from too 
hastily or sloppily  marking up their map. Those 
that were able to stay cool under the pressure of 
their time ticking away would invariably make 
up the extra time in accuracy. 

In 1998 the Short Trial was introduced – open 
to men and women. The aim was to attract 
newcomers to the Trial and cater for those who 
felt they were no longer up to the full course. 

Chris Brasher who was instrumental in 
the creation of the Short course and ran it 
for several years said, ‘I myself keep coming 
back to compete. I know not why – I passed 
my peak several decades ago. There must 
be something magnetic and it’s not just the 
beautiful mountains of the Lakes but also the 
companionship of some of the most tough and 
genuine characters – competitors and o�  cials 
alike – that you are ever likely to meet anywhere 

in the world.’
With three di� erent courses, a lot of di� erent 

prize categories  and given the ruling that a 
person is eligible for only one prize (excluding 
team prizes), the process of working out who 
had won what  used to be a highly complex 
job. The Sportident system of electronically 
monitoring competitors at each control has 
meant that the results can now be worked out 
relatively easily. It’s a great system as it not only 
monitors the passage of runners through the 
controls but provides split times for every leg so 
you can spend hours analysing the results. 

Two years ago we made  the leap to on-
line entry.  The pre-race details and results, 
which  used to be sent out in paper format and 
involved copious amounts of self addressed and 
stamped envelopes are now on the website.  
This technological advancement has proved 
to be rather a shock to  Mike Walford, who has 
for the last 41 years posted his entry form ….it 
just shows that we all have di� erent types of 
challenge. 

It seems that the Mountain Trial has a lasting 
e� ect on many runners. In 1960 the Outward 
Bound team came second to Clayton. Two of 
its members, Bill Hunter and Ken Ledward have 
maintained their love a� air with the Trial. Bill 
planned many of the  courses since 1986 and 
has been on the   committee for  20 years. Ken, 
at the decent age of 74 and with the help of  a 
couple of new hips, is still running in the Trial. 

B Y  A L I  B R A M A L L

Mike Walford
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1960 was also the year of Joss Naylor’s � rst 
run. Joss recalls, ‘I had no shorts, running shoes 
or anything to do with running, so I cut the legs 
o�  my work trousers and turned up at the start 
wearing my big work boots’. Joss has done the 
Trial ever since and won it ten times. 

In 1965, the Trial was sponsored by Vaux 
Breweries. This support lasted for 18 years, 
with the � rst 11 being based at pubs around 
the Lakes. The free pint at the end of the race 
probably was partly responsible for the gradual 
increase in the number of competitors over the 
years and the Trial became known colloquially as 
‘The Vaux’.

The Ordnance Survey took over the 
sponsorship from 1983 to 1993 and the event 
bene� ted from specially drawn 1:50,000 maps on 
tyvex paper – quite an innovation considering 
competitors had previously used their own inch 
to a mile cut up maps. 

John Disley and Chris Brasher both worked 
for Reebok UK and were in� uential in obtaining 
sponsorship from Reebok for 3 years from 1994 
to 1997. 

For the last nine years, Ben Lyon has 
sponsored the Trial, through The Climbers Shop, 
Ambleside, which is part of Lyon Equipment. 
Running for the Outward Bound team in 1966, 
Ben � nished 3rd and he has taken part in most 

of the subsequent Mountain Trials. His great 
passion for the Trial has remained over the 
years and he is continuing to sponsor it through 
Petzl UK. Lyon Equipment is the sole UK and 
Northern Ireland distributor for many of the 
best known outdoor brands, including Petzl 
and La Sportiva. You may be aware of the new 
La Sportiva Crosslite fell shoe that’s getting 
great reviews – there will be several pairs as 
prizes as well as Petzl gear and Climbers Shop 
Vouchers. But if you’re not fast enough, old 
enough or young enough to win some of this 
great gear, you’ll be able to buy it at the event 
as Compass Point and Pete Bland Sports will 
have their travelling shops there. 

The Petzl Lake District Mountain Trial 2008 will 
be the planned for the � rst time by Sue Parkin. 
Sue has excellent Mountain Trial pedigree having 
worked at Eskdale Outward Bound School,  
had Ken Ledward and Joss Naylor as running 
mentors and for years she was a member of the 
British Orienteering Squad. So its not surprising 
that she holds a remarkable record - of the nine 
years that she entered the Trial, she won it eight 
times. 

The three courses are
Mens 16 miles  7000’
Womens 12 miles 5000’
Short 10 miles 3,500

These are approximate distances and how far 
you go depends on your route choice. So whilst 
it’s a great day out on the hill, it’s a challenge and 
not to be underestimated. 

Sir Chris Bonington, CBE, is known to us all for 
his mountaineering achievements. What is 
probably less well known is that Chris has run 
and Orienteered for years. He is also a Trustee of 
Outward Bound.  This year he will be presenting 
the prizes, having had a quick run round the 
Short Course beforehand. 
If you fancy a go yourself, the 56th Petzl 
Lake District Mountain Trial is on 14th 
September and you can enter online at www.
ldmta.org.uk. 

SEPTEMBER 14, 2008
www.ldmta.org.uk

S P O N S O R E D  B Y

Chris Brasher 
on the Short 
Course

Sue Parkin - planner 
of the 2008 trial

Ben Lyon and Gavin Bland
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B Y  M i k e  W a l f o r d

Bob Graham knew the answer to the meaning 
of life.

Another local inspiration has confirmed 
the answer; galactic super hero Joss MBE has 
completed 42 Mountain Trial long courses.

Last year I finished my 41st consecutive Trial.  
Will I be able to navigate the path to nirvana and 
42 this year?

What is it about the Trial that is so compelling? 
It is my favourite one-day race.  The combination 
of unknown course route, navigation, decision 
making, individual start times, off path running 
and considerable bonking potential all add up to 
the grandest day out on the Lakeland fells.

I was inspired by the Lakes at an early age; 
lucky enough to attend Preston Grammar 
School.  Not only did we have tough mountain 
men on the staff, including EB Clarke, with many 
successful mountain trials, but a school camp 
at Nether Wasdale.  Long days out on the fells 
were a speciality, giving me the background to 
do a RA Marathon. (4x Lakeland 3000 footers). 
A reasonable time brought me to the attention 
of some South Ribble OC lads, Tom Sykes and 

Maurice Dean.  They were short of a third team 
counter but I was too young to enter; however, 
the late great Gerry Charnley of SROC was event 
organiser and he felt the rules could be bent!  
This precedent allowed a more talented Bland 
boy an underage entry in later years.

Therefore, my age was entered as twenty-
one in the programme for three or four years, 
a fact that the much missed Sue Courchee 

enjoyed to joke about, especially when I 
suddenly became 22.

This first trial, 1966 from the Woolpack at 
Eskdale, set me on the path to enlightenment. 
The course was planned by AH Griffin whose 
Friday articles in the Lancashire evening post 
were eagerly devoured.  They were often tales 
of great doings by the Heaton brothers, Stan 
Bradshaw and Eric Beard. 

His course covered the high tops of the 
central fells and it was a foul day.  Perfect!  It 
was all on familiar ground, crossed many times 
with school camp parties. 

 Running along the Crinkles crest to a 
non-existent checkpoint - the marshals were 
attending a plane crash just below them; I 
was chatting to a nice man who realised that I 
was a virgin Trial runner.  He gave me loads of 
encouragement.  I asked his name, “John Disley” 
This was at a time when he was at his Olympic 
super hero stage. I had that road to Damascus 
feeling.  If the best can be so supportive to the 
wet behind the ears (literally) then this is the 
sport to be in.  

The Mountain 
trial & the 
meaning of life

Short course – 
challenging ground

Scenic route choice 
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The camaraderie of the navigation fell races 
has been a part of the meaning of life for 
me.  I think the extra stress and excitement 
of being out there on your own makes for an 
even stronger bond between the runners than 
a standard fell race.  The smug satisfaction of 
being the � rst of the SROC � nishers certainly 
made life worth living that day.

Over the years there have been some 
mishaps, but all retrievable to ensure a � nish.  
Sneaky good lines due to the advantage of 
local knowledge have more than compensated 
for the headless chicken episodes.  I would not 
have been so clever had the trial been in Paddy 
Buckley country.  

Poor visibility was always a bonus and 
one trial that stands out for me was 1994.  
Harry’s Guardian article for the trial read, “ 
All day towering curtains of rain swept down 
Buttermere, dark grey clouds crowded the 
summits and shattering gusts of wind whipped 
the waters of the lake.” Of the 124 men who 
started, only 90 � nished.  I didn’t put a foot 
wrong and achieved a placing of 4th, (at nearly 

50).  Phil Clarke was second, with Hugh Symons 
just behind me, enabling Kendal to take the 
team prize.

Apart from a surprise good run in 1997 at 
Coniston, (it was � ne weather!) my performance 
has gone downhill.  I’m now 59 and not even 
able to descend properly.  If I am going to 
achieve the mythical 42 I will have to do some 
training.  I cannot rely on local knowledge now 
as I know the Mediterranean Pyrenees better 
than I know the Lakes these days.  I will have to 
get out the Wainwrights and Walshes; they were 
fed into the meaning of life computer to help 
determine that the answer was 42. 

What happens next if I do complete 42 
Trials?  I will have to have a chat with Joss, but 
I don’t think I have the energy to put so much 
back into the sport as he does.  So what next?  
Perhaps I increase the number of our chickens 
from 12 to 42?! Can’t be worse than taking up 
golf like Billy!   

“With apologies to Douglas Adams who 
wrote The Hitch-Hikers Guide To  The Universe, 
and recorded the meaning of life as 42”

ldmt
08

SEPTEMBER 14, 2008
www.ldmta.org.uk
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Jane Reedy at the 
fi nal control

LADIES FIRST!  Ken 
Ledward and Julia 
Laverack punching 

the fi nal control
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Torridon
This was the second ever Highlander Mountain 
Marathon and was based in the stunning 
mountains between Torridon Village  and Loch 
Carron to the South. With Beinn Damph and a 
few munros dominating the event map, and 
a backdrop of some of the most impressive 
mountains in Britain ( Beinn Eighe, Liathach, 
Beinn Alligin ) it was clear that this was going to 
be a memorable weekend. 

Last years event, held in Strathconon, was 
blessed with absolutely perfect weather. No-one 
could quite believe it was happening at Easter in 
the highlands or could actually see it happening 
two years running either !

So, as the event approached and Scotland 
had enjoyed its best winter conditions for many 
years the hills were still laden with high level 
snow and lots of it. In the days before the event 
temperatures rose and began to lull everyone 
into a false sense of security. But a MWIS forecast 
for the NW highlands for the weekend of the 
event showed a completely different picture. 
Winter, it would seem, was not quite done …  
Northerly winds, significant snow storms and a 
wind chill of -25 on the summits.

As we waited for our buses to the start 
everyone seemed to be eyeing each other 
nervously looking at the kit being worn and 
carried. Most seemed to be dressed sensibly for 
the predicted weather but I guess you’ll always 
get one or two who will only run in shorts – My 
god they must have been freezing !

As we sat on the bus we tried to study the 
map (not easy on the twisty single track road to 
Loch Carron … The coach driver was clearly not 
Scottish as he had the heater on blazing for the 
entire journey leaving everyone feeling pretty 
ill!) but it was not until 10 minutes prior to the 
start that we would be given our control sites 
and descriptions for the first day. The format was 
different this year – all the A class teams had to 
collect all bar one of the controls on the sheet. 
This meant that rapid calculations were made on 
the way to the start in order to try to minimise 
the distance and climb . Once we were on our 
way there was no way of changing the plan. 
A mere 10 minutes after the start we reached 
the snowline and stayed in it pretty much for 
the next 2 days. The first days’ route took us 
27km through remote and rough terrain to the 
overnight camp in the Coulin Valley. There was 
deep snow and some very impressive drifting in 
places so our route tried to maximise the use of 
footpaths in the area. This was my 4th mountain 
marathon partnered with Tim Higginbottom and 
I was once again being given a brilliant display 
of his navigational skills which were faultless (a 
real feat in these tough conditions). We knew 
were going well and the day felt fast but due 
to the “score” nature of the first day we had no 

way of measuring ourselves against the other 
teams. As we arrived at the overnight camp we 
were delighted to be first in and then the waiting 
began… A full 50 minutes until the second A 
Class team appeared!

Wanting to make this a sociable event and also 
aware that the weather may be horrible (it was), 
organisers HANDS ON EVENTS laid on a marquee 
at the camp, some hot food for all runners and the 
best bit… A ceilidh band and bar!

Whilst you still have to carry all the kit and 
plenty of food to be cooked it does make a 
pleasant change to be able to socialise with 
other runners rather than spending 15 hours 
face down in a puddle in your tent. There aren’t 
many races where you stop half way for a Ceilidh 
and few beers before continuing the next day. 

Terra Nova had kindly given us a new Photon 
tent to try for the event. A double skinned tent 
for 750 grams – sounds great! The weather 
was going to be a real test, as was fitting in it I 
thought. Tim is 6’5 and I’m 6 foot so you wouldn’t 
imagine it was going to be too easy but we were 
both pleasantly surprised by the size of the tent 
and also the design which allows both of us to sit 
up at the same time and cook in the porch – oh, 
and at 750 grams you barely knew you had it on 
your back.

Day 2 dawned with evidence of much 
overnight snow. There was some concern that 
the first teams may literally not be able to find 
the controls as they’d be buried under fresh  
snow. Those concerns turned out to be totally 
correct as we arrived at the first control site and 
Tim shouted “It’s here somewhere so get digging 
!”. The next 5 hours were spent zig-zagging our 
way back to Torridon through some really tough 
terrain. Long contour legs on snow covered 
heather and slippery rocks made it seem as if we 
were making little progress. We were up high 
the whole time and were relieved to be making  
the final descent to the village, thoughts only of 
copious cups of tea. We once again arrived back 
first and managed to add to our overnight lead 
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‘enjoying’ the snow
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to win by 2 hours 20 minutes. Clearly the 
energy sapping second day had taken its toll 
on the other teams more than we imagined. 
For the second year running the Highlander 
Broadsword Trophy was coming back to 
North Wales.

Everyone who managed to complete their 
given courses will have felt huge satisfaction 
at having endured an incredibly tough two 
days in some remote and wild country. This 
was real winter mountaineering conditions 
and to take runners on a MM in these 
conditions was bold of the organisers but a 
real adventure for competitors.

As we drove back to North Wales 
we reflected on the weekend – overall 
impression was once again of a well 
organised event for mountain folk by 
mountain folk. It may be along way to travel 
but it’s worth it when you get there – not 
many MM’s are run in such wild and beautiful 
country. Hope to see more of you there in 
2009

Chris Near 
Thanks to INOV 8 and  

TERRA NOVA for continued support
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Introduction
I have been running on the fells for about six years 
now, having been a roadrunner until the age of 
52. Being on the slow side, especially downhill, 
I have had no problem � nding my way around 
most fell races as there are always plenty of 
runners to follow. With some trepidation I entered 
the Kinder Trial in January 2006. This was a race 
organised by Andy Howie and involved runners 
setting o�  at one minute intervals and navigating 
their way round ten checkpoints on the western 
slopes of Kinder. Marked up maps were handed to 
competitors at the moment they set o� .

Although I knew the area pretty well I didn’t 
think my navigation skills were likely to get 
me round successfully so I asked on the Forum 
whether anyone would be prepared to run with 
me and “guide me round” so to speak. I was 
fortunate to receive a reply from Madeleine 
Watson and with her navigation skills and 
my local knowledge we managed reasonably 
successfully. In 2007 I competed on my own and 
was pleased to complete the course with only 
the “Rocky Knoll” causing me any real problem. 
My third attempt, last January, went even better 
although local knowledge was still proving a 
bigger factor than navigational skills.

With this in mind I decided to apply for a place 
on the FRA Navigation Course in Kettlewell in 
mid-March. I wasn’t sure what to expect and am 
sure there are many runners who are considering 
going on the course but are hesitating as to 
whether they will enjoy it and/or � nd it useful. 
Having thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and 
gained a lot of useful knowledge and plenty 
of practical experience I wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend the course to anyone who wants to 
learn to navigate.

The Navigation Course
I travelled up to Kettlewell on the afternoon 
of Friday 14th March, arriving at Kettlewell 
YHA just before 4pm. I immediately received a 
warm welcome from Margaret & Steve Batley. 

Margaret is the 
course organiser and Steve is in charge of 

the instruction. The rooms were not ready for 
occupation until 5pm so I got changed and went 
for a run on the fells.

Armed with my OL30 map but no previous 
knowledge of the area I set o�  towards Arncli� e 
on a footpath that climbed steeply up through 
“The Slit” – not marked as such on the map but 

how it was referred to by those in the know. On 
reaching the ridge I could see down to Arncli� e 
and descended to the top of the woods. At this 
point I noticed that if I skirted the top of the 
woods I could pick up a bridleway that climbed 
back up to the ridge and then wound its way 
back to Kettlewell. I managed to follow this 
without too much di�  culty and arrived back 
at the hostel having covered about six miles in 
ninety minutes.

On my way up the road to the hostel I 
bumped into Chris Knox, one of the instructors. 
I had met Chris before on an Anniversary Waltz 
recce and he greeted me with instructions to get 
a quick shower and follow him down to the Blue 
Bell where most of the other participants on the 
course were having an evening meal before the 
� rst theory session at 8pm. Rooms in the hostel 
were either two or six-bedded rooms. I found 
myself assigned a two-bedded room which I was 
to share with a pleasant young man called Bill. 
After a quick shower I headed down to the Blue 
Bell and joined the others for a nice meal and a 
pint of Copper Dragon.

By 8pm we were all assembled in the dining 
room for the � rst theory session led by Steve. 
There were about forty of us there which 
included eight instructors. We were taught how 
to read and plot grid references and how to take 
a bearing. Steve also gave us a lot of other tips 
which we were to put into practice the following 
day. Soon after 9pm we were o�  to the pub 
again. This time it was the King’s Head which 
served Black Sheep and Everard’s. Returning to 
the hostel later we were reminded that we were 
having a run at 6.45am next morning before 
breakfast. Not for me I decided!

At about 6.20am in the morning I was aware 
Bill was up and getting ready for the run. He 
asked if I was going and I said I wasn’t. However, 
I went to the toilet and on my way back thought, 
“Oh well, I’m up now. I might as well join them.” 
Twenty minutes later more than thirty of us set 
o�  down the road and up the hill towards Great 

Margaret is the 
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FRA Navigation Course
Kettlewell 14th – 16th March 2008

I have been running on the fells for about six years 
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Whernside. After another twenty 
minutes or so we stopped and re-grouped at 
Hag Dyke and ran back down to the village. A 
tough little run but at least we were all awake 
now!

Showering was a little di�  cult as there were 
only two showers between us, one on each � oor 
of the hostel, so most of us just had a quick wash 
before breakfast at 8am. Following breakfast 
we got ourselves ready for a full day on the 
fells – carrying full body cover, hat, gloves, map, 
compass, whistle and a packed lunch that was 
provided. We were put into groups of four, each 
with our own instructor. I was in Steve’s group and 
we set o�  soon after 9.30am. First of all we worked 
out how many paces we took to walk a hundred 
metres. We did this by walking from the road sign 
in the village that said, “110 yards to junction.” 
We then went back and did it again, running this 
time. Obviously we would have to adjust these 
� gures to take account of the terrain later on.

We set o�  walking up the fell onto 
Middlesmoor Pasture as Steve instructed us on 
the use of contour lines, orientating the map, 
taking a bearing and many other things. He 
explained and asked us to � nd shake holes, 
re-entrants, knolls, crags, wall corners and plan 
routes to them. As we got more pro� cient we 
started jogging, even running at times! Time 
seemed to � y by and we stopped for lunch. I was 
wearing two long sleeved tops but was getting 
a bit cold so I put on a caghoul. After lunch it 
seemed to get even colder and I was glad I had 
taken an extra waterproof top with me.

At 2.30pm all the groups rendezvoused at a 
pre-determined spot on the fell and we were set 
o�  individually at intervals on a short navigating 
exercise which allowed us to put into practice 
what we had learned during the day. It was then 
a short jog back to the hostel for a welcome 
shower. We had about an hour to spare so the TV 
went on and some of us watched the Six Nations 
rugby until Steve called everyone together in 
the dining room for another hour’s theory and 
navigation exercises.

Dinner was served at 6.30pm. Knowing we 
were going out on the fells soon after the meal I 
wasn’t sure how much I dare eat. I decided not to 
worry about it and demolished tomato and lentil 
soup with a roll, cannelloni with jacket potato and 

salad, followed 
by bread and butter pudding with 

cream! By now it was pitch black out on the fells 
and each person was paired up with someone 
they had been with earlier in the day and the 
pairs were set o� , complete with head torches, 
to try to � nd eight checkpoints on the fells using 
a map that had been marked up for us. Pip and I 
were � rst o�  and despite initially over-running the 
second checkpoint we were soon back on track 
and raced round the two mile course and were 
back in the hostel in just over thirty minutes. After 
a quick shower most of us were o�  to the Blue Bell 
for a few pints of Copper Dragon.

During the night the weather turned wet and 
very windy but luckily by morning it was dry 
again. Most of those who had run the previous 
morning were up again at 6.45am for the run 
up to Hag Dyke and back. We struggled into 
the very strong wind on the way up and it 
was nice to have it behind us on the way back 
down again. Breakfast was again at 8am and 
afterwards we were given the grid references 
for the morning’s navigation exercise. This was 
to consist of eight checkpoints over a distance 
of about six miles in the same area as we had 
been the previous day. We were given the grid 
references to mark up on our maps and given 
time to plan how we were going to tackle the 
exercise. 

We were also given an interesting talk on the 
FRA by Chris. The time that this took enabled 
the instructors to get out on the fells to set 
the controls. By 9.45am we were all out on the 
fells. I was the last to set out, having taken a bit 
longer than most to plan my route. I think this 
paid o�  as I had a good idea where I was going 
and managed to pass quite a few people, some 
of whom were admittedly doing it as a walking 
exercise! As I approached the � nal checkpoint I 
encountered several people searching up and 
down a stream for the control which was marked 
by a waterfall. Several of us were convinced we 
had found the correct spot but there was no 
control to be found. We managed to � nd it by 
searching lower down – it had inadvertently 
put in a waterfall further down the stream! 
Racing back to the hostel I � nished in exactly 
90 minutes and according to my GPS (which I 
had not looked at during the run!) I had covered 
exactly six miles.

After a nice shower I ate the packed lunch 

that had been provided and helped myself to 
co� ee from the kitchen. By 1pm everyone had 
arrived back safely and we assembled in the 
dining room for a de-brief and a � nal question 
and answer session. Thanks were expressed to 
Steve and Margaret and all the other instructors 
and by 2pm we were all on our way home. I think 
all of us had enjoyed a great weekend and had 
learned a lot.

Follow up
The course had increased my enthusiasm and 
con� dence immeasurably and so two days 
later I was o�  to Lyme Park on the edge of the 
Peak District to try out my new found skills 
on the permanent orienteering course there. 
I had Sandra from our club with me and I 

was able to pass on some of the things I had 
learned on the weekend. There were seven 
courses on o� er, ranging from White – Easy 1.2 
km – to Brown – Di�  cult 7.9 km. We plumped 
for Brown and despite one or two minor errors, 
which I think we learned from, we successfully 
completed the course.

The following week I drove out to Hay� eld 
armed with the map of the 2008 Kinder Trial. I 
tried to use what I had learned on the navigation 
course rather than simply following the route 
I had taken on race day. I tried di� erent routes 
to the ones I had taken in the race and found I 
was able to locate the checkpoints much more 
con� dently and accurately – and of course there 
was nobody to follow this time! Unfortunately 
as I climbed up past the Three Knolls onto the 
Kinder plateau the clag came down and a snow 
storm developed. I was running on a bearing 
but couldn’t see more than ten metres in any 
direction. I was wearing a long sleeved top over 
a helly hansen but was beginning to get cold 
and my gloves were now wet through. A quick 
look at the map showed me I was about to pass 
to the West of Edale Rocks so I altered course 
and took shelter behind the rocks whilst I put 
on a waterproof and some dry gloves.  The snow 
showed no sign of abating so I followed the 
Pennine Way path down to the top of Jacob’s 
ladder and made my way via Edale Cross and 
Tunstead Clough back down to Hay� eld. 

I apologise to all those of you who have found 
this article boring, especially those of you who 
are pro� cient navigators and � nd it all a bit 
naïve. However it will hopefully have proved 
helpful, maybe even interesting, to those of you 
who are considering applying for a place on 
a future FRA Navigation Course. The next one 
will be in the Lake District, at Elterwater YHA 
from 19th – 21st September. Contact Margaret 
Batley* if you are interested. The cost is £60 for 
FRA members and includes two nights Bed & 
Breakfast & Packed lunch and one night’s Dinner 
as well as all the tuition. I might see you there 
as I am seriously considering applying for that 
course as well. It will do me no harm to reinforce 
what I learned at Kettlewell and will be in an area 
in which I haven’t run before.

*Margaret Batley, 3 Hillside Close, Addingham, 
Ilkley, West Yorkshire, LS29 0TB.
 E-mail:  margaretbatley@btinternet.com 
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B Y  M r  P

Martin Cox is one of the most successful and prolific 
of Britain’s mountain runners. He rarely competes 
in the UK but has won numerous Alpine events. He 
has started 215 mountain races in the last ten years 
and achieved his 50th win at the Cross du Mont Blanc 
last year. In international competition, Martin has 
represented Britain in the European Championships 
and twice finished in the top ten. He has also 
competed for England in the World Trophy, again 
gaining two top ten positions. For the last eight 
years the World Mountain Running Association has 
organised a Grand Prix series of races; Martin has 
finished highly each year, seven times making the top 
ten and twice coming second. He has also twice won 
the “original and best” Berglauf Grand Prix.

Few people have experienced mountain running 
around the world to the same extent as Martin, so 
who better to ask for an insight into the international 
scene. When he was in the UK for the 2008 World 
Long Distance Challenge, held at the Three Peaks 
race in Yorkshire, the idea of looking at mountain 
running from the perspective of Martin’s career 
emerged. For each year of the last decade he recounts 
a race significant to him in that year and, during the 
process, provides some clues as to where to find the 
best races. 

Martin’s Mountains

Rising up the western side of the Stubai valley, the most beautiful valley in 
Austria, this race, to Martin, is the epitome of what mountain racing is all 

about. The environment is amazing. The 
Stubai Alps are synonymous with 
Austrian mountaineering and steeped 
in mountain history. The vagaries of the 
weather in this region mean that, despite 
its mid-summer position in the mountain 
running calendar, the race has been run in 
freezing, snowy conditions and in thirty-
five degree heat. The race is the brainchild 
of the most welcoming and charismatic 
race organiser in the Alps, Ernst Kuenz. He 
also plays a mean banjo to entertain the 
athletes. At the end of the race, courtesy 
of Ernst’s wife, the refreshments include 

kaiserschmarrn – a delicious pancake served with apple sauce.
The Schlickeralmlauf is relentless. Most of the great mountain runners in 

the history of the sport have competed in this race. And, as comparisons 
can be made, you get to know how good you really are! Martin points out 
that it is the Grand National of uphill mountain running, and as such this is 
one race he has always respected and taken very seriously indeed. He has 
wild-camped for weeks on end on the high alp that the race route crosses 
to prepare for the competition, and in particular the outrageously steep 
final 3km. Martin first ran this race in 1999 on perhaps the hottest day of 
the summer. An impromptu sit-down at the final drinks station and a scared 
glance at the final climb put paid to his chances of a top-50 finish. His first 
win here and quickest time (58:42) came two years later and remains third 
on the all-time list and is yet to be bettered by any Brit.

Website: www.schlickeralmlauf.com 
Date of race in 2008: 3rd August
Ascent: 1270m. Length: 11.7km

1999 – Schlickeralmlauf (Telfes, near Innsbruck, Austria) 

1998 - Drei Zinnen Berglauf (North-eastern Dolomites, Italy) 

The Drei Zinnen, known in Italian as the Tre Cime di Lavaredo, are three enormous 
freestanding limestone towers and are amongst the most beautiful and recognizable 
peaks of the Dolomites. This wilderness of rock is one of the most spectacular landscapes 
in the world and offers a tough environment in which to run. 

After running along the flat roads through the villages of Sesto and Moos, the course 
ascends steeply 1350 metres over 11 miles of good, rocky trails to reach an altitude 
of nearly 2600 metres. In 1998, the inaugural year, the race almost did not go ahead 
following a two-day blizzard. Snow a metre deep and ice covered the top third of the 
course but the sun came out on the morning of the race and the organisers managed 
to get marshals with shovels on to the course. While the rest of the mountain running 
community basked in the sun of Reunion Island (venue for the World Trophy, 1998), 
Martin put on his Helly and his Walshes (Inov-8 was just a pipe-dream back then) and 
wondered what on earth he was doing there. He led the race until a short, icy downhill 
section with two kilometres to go, lost his nerve, and finished third. 

Martin’s best result here came in 2001 when he was second by twelve seconds, and 
came the closest he has ever come to beating Jonathan Wyatt. In 2006, after a closely 
fought battle with Lucio Fregona, Martin finally won the Drei Zinnen Berglauf on his 5th 
attempt.

Website:  www.dreizinnenmarathon.com 
Date of race in 2008: 14th September
Ascent: 1350m. Length: 17.5km

Martin Cox - Schlickeralmlauf 2002, 1st
Inset: Martin Cox with Paul Crake – Telfes in snowy conditions
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2001 – Grossglockner Berglauf (Heiligenblut, Austria) 

The small village of Heiligenblut is situated at the foot of the Grossglockner, 
the highest mountain in Austria. The race follows a highly varied course, 
winding its way up through forests and alpine meadows, then upwards 
onto more technical ground around glacial lakes. Then comes a unique 
finale. The horribly steep finish (350 metres of ascent in less than one 
kilometre) is chip-timed and there are “sprint” primes for those who are 
fastest (and slowest!) over this final gruelling section. The race organisers, 
Heida and Claudia, have a great sense of humour.

The race has grown from attracting a hundred or so runners in its first 
year to a regular field of twelve-hundred, making it the biggest mountain 
race in Austria. A trip to do this race can be combined with an ascent of 
the Grossglockner (3798 metres). Martin accomplished this with Jonathan 
Wyatt and John Brown in 2006.

Martin’s performance here in 2001 is, arguably, his best ever. Maybe he 
had a point to prove following a disastrous race the previous weekend 
when he ran off course and up the wrong volcano in Sicily; maybe it was 
the lager and endless pizza slices the night before. He won the race in 71 
minutes, taking 5 minutes out of his nearest rival. If only he could have run 
that quickly when the European Championships visited the course in 2005 
(that event was won in 71:31, Martin being first Brit home in 74:06).

Website: www.grossglocknerberglauf.at 
Date of race in 2008: 20th July
Ascent: 1514m. Length: 12.7km

2000 – Matterhornlauf (Zermatt, Switzerland) 

There is no way you can say this is not a mountain race. It starts in 
the middle of Zermatt, at 1600 metres, surrounded by the highest 
concentration of four-thousand metre peaks in the Alps. The awe-
inspiring Matterhorn dominates the valley and always seems very near. 
The Matterhornlauf is one of the largest established mountain races. 
It currently attracts a field of fifteen hundred runners. The course has 
changed markedly in its 25 year history due to rockfall resulting from 
glacial retreat in its barren upper sections. It is relatively fast for a 
mountain race, rising 1000 metres at an average gradient of 8%, but it is 
not to be sneezed at. Speed is tempered by the effects of altitude. The 
race finishes at 2583 metres. The relatively flat early road sections tempt 
the reckless into going off too fast and paying for it later, quite often 
about a mile later.

Zermatt is perhaps the most visited village in the Alps and at times 
the numbers of tourists packing the main streets can be slightly over-
whelming. Hence, it is advisable to retreat in the evening to the North 
Wall Bar. Chris and Mark, who run the bar, always compete themselves 
and possess videos of this and other mountain races. The night after the 
race involves jugs of beer and pizza while watching the events of the 
day and days gone by. Martin won in 1998; the video evidence of this is 
slightly disturbing as he is wearing shades and a bandana and running 
unnecessarily fast and grimacing horribly. It was his third mountain race. 
He is yet to finish outside the first three. The year 2000 saw the first of many 
close battles in the race with former team-mate and travelling companion, 
Billy Burns. As always, Billy won. 

Website: www.matterhornlauf.ch 
Date of race in 2008: 24th August
Ascent: approx. 1000m. Length: 12.5km

Martin Cox -  Euro Champs 
2005 Grossglockner (1st GB 
counter - team silver)

Martin Cox - Matterhornlauf 
1998, 1st
Inset: Martin Cox with Billy 
Burns - Matterhornlauf 2002
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B Y  M r  P

2004 – Karwendelauf (Mittenwald, Germany). 

Small is beautiful! And if you think there are no real mountains in 
Germany, think again. It is one of the toughest uphill only races 
Martin has run. Jonathan Wyatt is the only runner to have broken an 
hour here, and it’s only a 10k! It does, however, have a climb of 1425 
metres! It is a small race with only two hundred or so competitors 
in most years. It could be as popular as the Matterhornlauf or 
Sierre-Zinal, it is such an outstanding course. After a mad dash 
through the cobbled streets of the chocolate box Bavarian village 
of Mittenwald, the race route goes steep and then gets steeper. The 
second half traverses a variety of increasingly unrunnable scree 
slopes known collectively as the Damkar. In winter these slopes 
provide 7 kilometres and 5 minutes of extreme downhill skiing. In 
summer, they provide anything up to an hour and a half of lurching 
and stumbling and falling in a generally upwards direction in (quite 
often) blistering heat. At this point most competitors are thinking 
only of the coolness of the 450m long tunnel that you must run 
through before the finish and (to date) unending supplies of frothy, 
cold, gratis Weissbier.

Martin first ran here in 2002, and the hospitality and generosity of 
race organiser Kurt Koenig has seen him return for every event since 
then. His quickest run came in 2004 when, after a classic encounter 
with German roofer Helmut Schiessl, Martin’s luck in route choice up 
the screes and superior speed through the flat tunnel saw him cross 
the line first in 62 minutes. Since then, for some inexplicable reason, 
Martin has got about one minute slower with each passing year. 

Website: www.laufclub-mittenwald.de 
Date of race in 2008: 27th July
Ascent: 1425m. Length: 10.6km

2003 – Graubünden Marathon (Switzerland) 

There are longer and, in theory, considerably more demanding mountain 
races than this one. The Graubünden Marathon, however, is not only 
challenging in the extreme, but also highly competitive. As such, most 
would agree it lives up to its billing as the world’s toughest marathon.

The race replaced the historically respected Danis Berglauf. Commercial 
interests prompted the creation of the new route and a new type of race. 
The sponsors wanted a marathon and that’s exactly what they got – with 
bells on! After thirty kilometres of moderate climbing on road and tracks 
and a rather pleasant lap of a small lake, the course gets silly. In the last 
ten kilometres it climbs 1414 metres to an altitude of 2865 metres above 
sea level. With gradients of up to 50%, this final section would make a 
tough, hard mountain race in its own right. But after 30 hard, mainly uphill 
kilometres you have to show some respect: this climb, from the friendly 
village of Lenzerheide to the summit of the Rothorn, is what makes this race 
great.
Martin was invited to run the first race over the marathon course in 
2003, having won the Danis Berglauf on three previous occasions. It 
was Martin’s first marathon. He suffered like he’d never suffered before 
but managed to win it in 3:47. The following year, in atrociously hot 
conditions and with snow covering the upper part of the course, he 
suffered considerably more and failed to win – Jonathan Wyatt, who 
said it was the hardest thing he’d ever done, did! Martin had run most 
of the 2004 race alongside the Ethiopian Eticha Tasfaye, until 3k to go 
that is. The last 3k may be the cruellest last 3k of any marathon in the 
world. Although Tasfaye was mainly walking, Martin somehow lost 25 
minutes to the Ethiopian over that final part of the race. In 2007 he again 
went to pieces at the end, though not quite as dramatically, and finished 
second. He will return for more pain again this year.

Website: www.graubuenden-marathon.ch 
Date of race in 2008: 28th June
Ascent: 2682 m (402m descent). 
Length: 42.2 km

2002 – Sierre-Zinal (Switzerland) 

The greatest mountain race in the world? Probably. The event was 
established in 1974 and each year attracts 3000 runners from around the 
world. Sierre-Zinal is a long (31 kilometres), tough course and is not to 
be taken lightly. Starting at 600m above sea level in a lay-by just outside 
the town of Sierre, the race route climbs (often unjustifiably steeply) to an 
altitude of 2425 metres. Then, after almost ten miles of undulating and 
often technical running at altitude, with fantastic views along the valley to 
a cluster of 4000 metre peaks, comes a steep, leg-shattering descent to the 
finish in the traditional village of Zinal. 

Zinal has an amazing atmosphere. It is one of the oldest and most 
established mountain races. At the start you feel like you are lining up 
with the greats, you feel like you are taking part in history. It’s almost like 
Burnsall! At the finish the support is like that at no other race. No matter 
how stuffed you are you can always drag out a final sprint down that 
last 400 metres on the road. The extremely large and noisy crowd drag 
it out of you. It’s like the whole of Switzerland is there. It is very rare you 
get emotional about a race but emotion pervades Sierre-Zinal. If you are 
reading this article and have never competed in this race then what are you 
waiting for? Budget airline to Geneva, train to Sierre, bus to Zinal. Oh yes, 
you might also need to do a little training for it.

In 2002, the first year that Martin competed, it snowed the day before 
and the top part of the course was covered in snow. The route was 
shortened extensively because of the conditions and became a 12k uphill 
only race. Hooray! Martin finished third behind Jonathan Wyatt and, of 
course, Billy Burns. He has since raced the full length Sierre-Zinal course on 
four occasions  – he has failed to finish twice and failed to perform twice!

Website: http://sierre-zinal.com 
Date of race in 2008: 10th August
Ascent: approx. 2000m/descent approx. 850m. Length: 31km

Martin Cox  Sierre-Zinal 2002, 3rd
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2007 – Cross du Mont Blanc, Chamonix, France. 

For 25 years this was France’s premier mountain race. At just over 
half-marathon length and with 1330 metres of ascent, but with 
long sections of very fast running, the event saw African athletes 
dominate proceedings. But the loss of the main sponsor, the Mont 
Blanc Tunnel, in 2003 saw the course and the event change. A 
marathon was added to the programme along with a number of 
shorter races for children. 

Martin first raced here in 2002. After establishing a 3 minute 
lead over a Kenyan runner, Martin sprained an ankle after 
leaping over a small dog on a short rocky descent (the first 
of two dog-related incidents to impact upon his mountain 
running career – the second occurred in 2004 and resulted in 
a dislocated shoulder) and limped home in second place. He 
returned in 2007, managed to avoid collisions with spectators 
pets, and won the race. 

The removal of prize money has seen serious shrinkage at the 
elite end of the field, but it remains a great race. The course is a 
big ask, given the variation in terrain. The roads and undulating 
forest paths of Chamonix and the valley up to Argentière are fast 
running. The rocky climbs to La Flégère and the finish at Planpraz 
are steep and gruelling. Upon arrival at Planpraz you are rewarded 
with one the finest mountain views in the Alps - Mont Blanc and 
the Chamnoix Aiguilles – and free ales provided by top Chamonix 
micro-brewery the MBC. Like all of the races listed here, the 
organization is impeccable, the whole community gets involved. 
“Cross Weekend” has always been a big weekend for Chamonix 
and hopefully always will be.

Website: www.montblancmarathon.net 
Date of race in 2008: 28th June
Ascent: 1330m (260m descent). Length: 23km

2006 – Kepler Challenge (Te Anau, New Zealand). 

Now in its 21st year, “The Kepler” is New Zealand’s oldest, toughest, 
and longest mountain race. It follows the 60km Kepler Track through 
Fjordland National Park. Traversing jagged mountains, alongside 
pristine lakes, and through native forests, it is one of the most beautiful 
and untouched regions of the world. It is worth visiting New Zealand 
just to experience this race and to explore the rest of Fjordland and 
nearby Stewart Island. 

Martin thought he had trained properly for this one. He had done 
a couple of three hour runs and was very confident. And it was his 
birthday! But he was unlucky enough to come up against Olympic 
marathoner Phil Costley in the shape of his life. Martin paced Phil over 
the initial 30km mountain section, then Phil took off like a startled 
rabbit at a drinks station, never to be seen again, finishing in 4:37:41 
and taking 4 minutes off the record previously held by Southland sheep 
farmer Russell Hurring (a kiwi version of Joss Naylor). Martin finished 
second in just over 5 hours, a time that would have won the race in 
most years. Surprisingly, he hit the wall with 10 kilometres to go and 
took almost an hour over that last 10k. He remembers little about that 
last section, apart from at one point losing the (well-marked) track and 
running into a lake, and somewhere close to the finish stealing a can 
of Pepsi from a small child. Martin plans to return at some point in the 
future, preferably with a few more miles in the tank.

What is surprising about this race is that not only does the 500 entry 
limit fill up virtually overnight, but that another 1500 seemingly normal 
people put themselves on the waiting list and will do almost anything 
to acquire a number. It’s that kind of race and that kind of country. 

Website: www.keplerchallenge.co.nz 
Date of race in 2008: 6th December
Ascent: 1350m (1350m descent). 
Length: 60km

2005 – Skaala Uphill (Nordfjord, Norway) 

The most stunning and breathtakingly beautiful mountain race in 
Europe. Advertised as the hardest uphill race in Northern Europe, the 
race starts from the tiny, isolated fishing village of Tjugen, more or less 
at sea level. The views across the fjord just get better and better as the 
vista expands and you climb.  The finish is steep, snowy, rugged, and 
1848 metres above the start. In fact, the entire route is steep, as the 
route is only just over 8 kilometres long, making an average gradient of 
23%! A plateau beside a glacier provides the finish line. The small, round 
stone Skaala Tower is the only man-made object in sight; various potent 
beverages are available inside. 

All competitors must carry a 2.5kg backpack containing clothing 
for the walk back down and whatever else they like (e.g. beer, biscuits, 
gravy, so long as it weighs 2.5kg it doesn’t matter). There are no roads, 
no cable cars, and no motorised transport in these mountains. It is a real 
wilderness, a rare place. Martin and Florian Heinzle were the first two non-
Norweigians to run this race in 2005, tempted in part by the especially 
large prize fund! Few have dared to venture that far to suffer so much 
since. 

The 2005 was also the race organiser’s 50th birthday and the 
celebrations started at the finish line. He produced a bottle of vintage 
Bollinger from his significantly over-weight rucksack. This was later 
supplemented in the Tower by Brennevin, a spirit of dubious quality 
and unknown origin. The walk back down to Tjugen and the post-race 
barbecue were memorable.

Website: www.skaala.no 
Date of race in 2008: 16th August
Ascent: 1818m. Length: 8.2km

Martin Cox at Skaala, 
Norway 2005 with 
Christian Prestgaard 
at race finish
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Back in 2003 I competed in the 8th edition of 
an event called the Ronda 101. This is a huge 
event promoted very efficiently by the Tercio 
de la Legion which has its barracks near Ronda. 
The weather was as usual hot and over 4500 
participated in the run/walk of 101km and the 
concurrent events for mountain bikers and 
duathletes which were over 125km. Runners/
walkers had to finish in 24 hours and mtb/
duathletes in 12hours. I chose the duathlon 
as I like to mix cycling with running and after 
a mix of 80km of mountain biking and two 
half marathons I managed to win the Veterans 
classification. I decided that once was enough! It 
was a hard event, no need to go through all that 
again... So five years later I entered again!!!

This time I entered the ‘pure’ Ronda 101km. 
The12th year of the event’s history had a huge 
entry: 5118 of whom 2300 were ‘marchas’. 
A big increase since the first events entry of 
400 military, when it was planned as an event 
covering a circuit originally used for training and 
testing the Legionares. The event still includes 
military entrants for both marcha and mtb/
duathlon and various Legion, Tercio and Bandera 
squad’s field teams as well as individuals but 
civilian ‘teams’ are also welcomed.

RONDA.
One of the most spectacularly located towns 
in Andalucia, Ronda, at 723m, sits on a massive 
rocky outcrop straddling a precipitous limestone 
gorge. Because of its impregnable position it 
was one of the last Moorish strongholds, finally 
falling to the Christians in 1485. On the south 
side of the Tajo is the classic Moorish white 

village of cobbled alleys, whitewashed houses. 
In amongst this maze there are small, interesting 
museums such as the Bandit Museum, a 
particular favourite which contains fascinating 
artifacts, models and memorabilia from the days 
when bandits roamed Andalucia and fought 
battles with the Guardia Civil. 

On the north side, reached via Puente Nuevo, 
the ‘New Bridge’ (a late 18th century feat of civil 
engineering) over the near 100m deep gorge 
lies El Mercadillo, the newer town. Here is one 
of Spain’s oldest bullrings. Inaugurated in 1785, 
Ronda’s Plaza de Toros is the spiritual home of 
bullfighting and is where Pedro Romero, the 
father of modern bullfighting, developed the 
classic Ronda style during a career which saw 
him kill over 6000 bulls!

Ronda is quite a large town – 39,575 
inhabitants. It is very popular with tourists who 
also come here to visit other places of interest 
such as Palacio Mondragon, Casa del Rey Moro 
and Convento de Santo Domingo, the former 
local headquarters of the Inquisition who made 
regular use of the adjacent gorge as a non-
believer disposal unit.

This year the race was held on weekend of 
May 10th-11th. I decided to meet up with team 
mate Fulvio Villano and Salvadore Ribot, who 
flew down from Girona for the race and we drove 
to Ronda on the Friday. The forecast wasn’t good 
and it was cool and windy in Ronda with clouds 
threatening rain. Registration was at the main 
sports centre and we had also booked ‘floor 
space’ in the sports hall. Yes, on top of running 
101km we had a ‘good’ nights sleep lying on the 
gym floor, prior to the race, plus same gym floor 

after finishing.
Friday afternoon we looked around Ronda 

and ‘stoked up’ with very good pizzas at an 
Italian restaurant, then returned to base to lay 
out our sleeping mats and race kit. The main, 
traditional ‘pasta party’ was scheduled for 
later in the evening and as we set off for this it 
started to rain. By the time we reached the race 
finish area where the Legion had set up tents, 
huge marquees and a big field kitchen on top 
of providing live music and trade stands, it was 
chucking it down! By the time you got your 
pasta etc., the marquee was jammed with folk 
sheltering and trying to eat, balance meal tray 
and drink and avoid streams flowing through the 
tent and drips from the roof. It was looking like 
the 101 was going to be a real test!

Compared with laying on sand and rock 
covered by a piece of carpet, which is the daily 
sleeping arrangement during the Marathon des 
Sables, an event that Fulvio and Salvador had 
just completed, the sports hall floor was luxury. 
Thermarest inflatable mats are surprisingly 
comfortable and we all had a good nights sleep.

 The Legions bugler woke most up at 7am, 
(there are some advantages to being deaf ) 
and we prepared for the day ahead by starting 
with a good breakfast. Between us we had hot 

B Y  Pa u l  B at e s o n

The Ronda 101
Mud, floods and perseverance. 

Before the start. (l to r): Paul 
Bateson, 57, John Bateson, 
36, Fulvio Villano, 65 and 
Salvador Ribot, 46

Preparing sleeping area in the sports hall
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chocolate/caffeine, courtesy of Fulvio and his 
giant thermos flask, sesame seed bars, bread 
and honey and assorted muesli bars. Warmer 
clothing was selected, waterproof jackets added, 
head torches checked and we relaxed before 
heading out in cool, grey conditions for the start 
area in Ronda’s football stadium, a couple of km 
warm up walk before the start at 11am.

As the sky got greyer the Legion gun signaled 
the 10.30 start for the mountain bike and 
duathlon entrants. Once the 2000 plus bikers 
were clear, it was our turn to line up for the 
‘marcha’. The gun again fired at 11am and away 
we went.

 It can be a little processional at first running, 
or trying to run, in a group of a few thousand 
all trying to fit through Ronda’s narrow streets, 
but once clear of the Tajo bridge and down the 
cobbled descent out of the town, things tend to 
sort themselves out as the faster competitors get 
clear of those intending to walk/jog the route.

The first long ascent comes fairly soon and 
by then my friend, Mark Woolley and the other 
very fast competitors were well ahead. I was ok, 

probably in first 400 and Fulvio and Salvador 
were a good way behind, already feeling they 
were not fully recovered from the 250km 
Marathon des Sables, which they had finished 
a couple of weeks before. (Fulvio again won the 
Veteran 60 award in this major International race 
and Salvador also finished despite some major 
foot problems). 

The 101 route consists mainly of dirt roads 
with long climbs and descents linking the 
villages of Arriate after 35km, Setenil de las 
Bodegas after 53km, the Legion barracks at 
77km, Montejaque at 84km and Benaojan at 
87km. There is water, sports drink, bananas, 
oranges and muesli bars/chocolate at almost 
every 5km point. At two of the later checkpoints 
we had the luxury of big spam sandwiches – a 
nice change from sweet, high carb stuff. An 
added extra is that the barracks check point also 
supplies hot meals. 

The Legion handles all the checkpoints and 
at specific ones you have your ‘race passport’ 
stamped. Even with the knowledge that there 
is food and drink available at almost every 5km 

point, we still chose to carry a few bars and gels, 
just in case.

As far as my race went, I felt ok, my pace was 
as planned. The first half marathon in around 
two hours, Setenil at 53km by 5pm and going ok 
despite some torrential rain storms where you 
got soaked, then dried out just as next one hit. 

My big worry was the night and darkness. 
Being deaf my balance is also bad – I chose not 
to wear hearing aid or cochlear device because 
of the rain. I had ski poles and a head torch 
to compensate but I really needed to keep 
moving to cover as much ground as possible 
before night. It was still light when I arrived at 
the barracks, 77km down and going well, so I 
decided to just grab a hot sausage sandwich 
and keep going. I joined a fast moving group as 
we headed out for ‘another’ mountain ascent to 
Montejaque. As we climbed, the storm hit, gentle 
rain became torrential, it was dark, no moon 
and the track became a single flooded, muddy 
strip – everything I had hoped wouldn’t happen. 
I was now alone, slipping and falling, crawling 
in mud. I fell off the track when a pole found 
‘daylight’, crawled back up thinking how lucky it 
was that the drop hadn’t been over a cliff. I was 
more annoyed and frustrated watching other 
runner’s head torch beams disappearing and 
even worse letting other runners catch and pass 
me. Each time I got onto some better surface I 
gained speed then mud, flood and down again. 
Not a lot of fun!! At least the route arrows were 
marked with glow sticks, very effective and very 
encouraging when you feel totally on your own. 
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A search of the Internet will 
bring up further details of these 
and other races. Some general 
running/multisport websites 
include: 
www.coolrunning.co.nz , 
www.totalsport.co.nz and 
www.sportzhub.com 

For more information or advice 
please feel free to email me: 
Ben_Abdelnoor@yahoo.com

B Y  B E N  A B D E L N O O R

Anyone thinking to travel to 
New Zealand for a holiday, 
whilst worried about a gap in 
their race calendar, would do 
well to investigate what the 
country has to o� er in the way 
of trail and mountain races.

There are dozens of trail 
and mountain races all over 
the country with something 
to suit everyone in terms of 
distance, di�  culty and terrain. 
Be warned, they’re not like 
the fell races we know, often 
more like a tough trail race, 
although no less demanding 
and exhausting. Often the races 
take place on private, remote 
backcountry farmland to which 
the public would not usually 
have access. Compulsory kit lists 
can be quite lengthy and entry 
costs to races quite high. For 
most of the races competitors 
wear backpack/platypus 
combinations, forgoing any 
minimalist fell-runner attire and 
run in trail rather than fell shoes. 
Some races provide food and 
fuel stations along the route 
that can be critical in hot and 
dry conditions. Without private 
transport it can be a little tricky 
getting to the start of some 
races.

Having said this, the 
camaraderie between the 
competitors, the friendliness 
and kindness of everyone 
involved, the beautiful scenery 
and generally fantastic weather 
made these races some of the 
most enjoyable memories of an 
awesome time in New Zealand.

What follows are brief 
descriptions and details of 
six races I competed in whilst 
backpacking around New 
Zealand from November 2007 to 
February 2008.

Eventually I got through to the next checkpoint, 
which unfortunately was across a stream and 
up a mud slope. The stream crossing was tricky 
and the mud slope impossible, until two soldiers 
formed a chain and pulled me up. Here I cleaned 
up my ski poles which were covered in mud, 
grabbed a drink and set o�  again just hoping 
that was the last single track.

I made up time through the village of 
Benaojan despite another torrential downpour, 
more mud, falls and � oods, pitch dark apart from 
head torch beam, catching and passing quite 
a few runners. Then the course joined another 
section of single track. This time high vegetation 
either side of a totally � ooded track made it 
very di�  cult going. A few falls and km’s later I 
was through onto another good stretch, where I 
caught a good sized group going at a reasonable 
pace. I stayed with them until another group 
came by, switched to them and then started the 
� nal 5km ascent track up to Ronda.

I remembered from 2003 that this track was 
reasonably well surfaced – a dirt and cobbles mix 
and it was also a light colour which made it easier 
to see. Here I put in a strong e� ort catching 
and passing many runners. The climb is steep 
and seemed to last for ever but eventually I hit 
the tarmac where you enter Ronda’s streets, I 
also spotted another runner so focused on him, 
catching and passing him then another two just 
ahead on the Tajo bridge. Got them just as we 
entered the � nishing avenue, sprinted down to 
the � nal passport control, then on through to the 
� nish. All over in 14hours exactly. 13hrs 59min in 
reality but had to � ddle about getting passport 
‘zapped’.

I was then presented with my � nishers medal 
(a big ceramic one) and walked down to the 
marquee area, collected my � nishers sweat 
shirt and my � nal pasta meal with potato salad, 
breaded chicken and yoghourt. At 1.30 am 
this isn’t my usual time for a main meal but 
it went down ok – it is important to eat food, 
carbohydrates and especially protein within 30 
minutes of � nishing such a long race in order to 
speed up the recover process.

The rain had stopped and by 2am I was 
walking back to the sports centre, or at least 
trying to walk and remember where it was. 
Eventually, by following other slow moving, 
zombies in running kit, I got back to the sports 
hall, picked my way through the assorted bodies 
and sleeping bags and was soon out of my 
muddy kit and fast asleep.

Ronda 101 was over. No need to do it again...  
well maybe next year... if it is sunny!!!

Results:
The winner, Miguel Parejo, a military runner 
� nished in the incredible time of 8hours 5min 
50sec, (this mean’t he missed most of the rain and 
� nished in daylight). I can’t run that fast even for 
a marathon!! 2nd placed Alejandro Lopez, also 
military, � nished in 9hr 41sec. – another one who 
missed all the fun of the dark, rain, � oods and 
mud. Mark Woolley � nished 15th in 10hr 7min 
45sec, a fantastic, more human time, (especially 
as he works full time teaching near Malaga) He 
was the fastest non-Spaniard. John Bateson, 
my Team Axarsport teammate from Granada, 
� nished 79th in 11hrs 42min 03 sec. Another 
great performance considering he also works full 
time and hasn’t raced this year. I � nished 281st 
in 14hours, Fulvio Villano was 549th in 16hrs 
2min 51sec which, considering that he is 65 and 
just won his age category for the 3rd time in 
the Marathon des Sables, is pretty good going. 
Salvador Ribot was 715th in 17hr 22min 47sec 
another good performanc.

There were 1340 � nishers in the Marcha and 
2614 � nishers in all events combined.

It was the worst weather the event has ever 
had, meanwhile, back in Yorkshire, the Fellsman 
65miler, the same weekend, a tough route 
around the Dales, had enjoyed, warm, dry, 
windless conditions, shorts and tee shirts at 3am 
and folk dropping out because of the heat... !!!

Paul Bateson
www.axarsport.com                                                                                                                            

www.trailrunspain.com 

B Y  PA U L  B AT E S O N
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New Zealand 
Trail and Mountain Running in New Zealand

B Y  B E N  A B D E L N O O R

TUSSOCK TRAVERSE

Date: late January
Location: Tongariro National Park, North Island
Distance: 27km
Website: www.tongariro.org.nz
One of the most popular and spectacular 
one-day hikes in New Zealand is the Tongariro 
Crossing, which takes walkers between the 
active volcanoes of Mt Tongariro and Mt 
Ngauruhoe. The Tussock Traverse route, no less 
splendid, takes competitors on a less-frequented 
route between Mts Ngauruhoe and Ruapheu. 
The race starts and � nishes at an altitude over 
3000’, with bus transport to the start for this 
linear route. Although there are no signi� cant 
climbs in this event the tough, dusty underfoot 
conditions, hot weather, lack of drinking water 
(all the streams are of volcanic origin and smell 
of sulphur!) and plentiful short climbs on a 
course with little shade from the sun made it the 
most challenging of the races I competed in.
Winning time: 2hr 5min
My time: 2hr 27min
Position: 9th/117

WILD TURKEY OFF-ROAD HALF-
MARATHON

Date: mid January
Location: Auckland, North Island
Distance: 21km 
Website: www.lacticturkey.co.nz

A full-on adventure run with beaches, stream 
crossings, bush trails and the odd swim or 
two through rock pools and clambering up 
waterfalls. There is also a tamer 16km race.

The course begins with an energy-sapping 
5km beach run over soft, black volcanic sand 
before turning inland to wade through lagoons 
and climb sand dunes. The track becomes part 
of the river course involving rock hopping and 
wading through water. Eventually it turns even 
tougher, with no choice but to swim across pools 
of water and haul oneself up rock faces and 
waterfalls using the occasional static rope for 
support. The second half of the half-marathon 
is drier with a gradual climb onto the cli�  top 
and a fast descent into the � nish near the 
beach. Compulsory gear includes a � rst aid kit 
comprising the following: 2m adhesive strapping 
tape, 4 band-aids, 2 gauze pads, 4cm width 
crepe bandage, 2 panadol, 2 ibuprofen and a 
survival blanket!
Winning time: 1hr 43min
My time: 2hr 8min
Position: 12th/187

KING OF THE MOUNTAIN: PAUANUI

Date: early January
Location: Coromandel Peninsular, North Island
Distance: 8.5km/387m ascent
Website: www.pauanuionline.co.nz

Starting at the Surf Life Saving Club on the 
popular beachfront of Pauanui, a rather exclusive 
Malibu-style holiday resort. This event proved to 
be the most ‘fell-like’ of all the races I competed in; 
a short steep ascent with similarly short but fast 
descent giving it the feel of an AS category race.

The route begins and ends with a short run 
along the beach. The climb is steep, and with 
thick vegetation surrounding the path it’s 
di�  cult to know when the summit trig-point 
will arrive. When it does appear it’s a ‘brakes-o� ’ 
descent back to the beach and a great chance 
to make up some places on those that don’t 
descend so well! The winning time was around 
43 minutes.

KAHURANGI MOUNTAIN CLASSIC

Date: early December
Location: Kahurangi National Park, South Island
Distance: 30km
Website: www.nelsontriclub.co.nz

This mountain race could be run as part of an 
epic endurance triathlon; following the 30km run 
competitors kayak 13km, mountain bike 30km 
and � nish with a 50km road bike. Both runners 
and triathletes start together and it was a truly 
humbling experience to watch competitors cross 
the run � nish line without stopping, clamber 
into a kayak and then onto bikes for a further 4-6 
hours of competition!

An early morning rendezvous saw competitors 
bundled onto open-topped hay bale trucks and 
driven high up into the mountains for the start. 
Accompanied by Sky Television cameras the 
runners begin with a winding descent through 
native forest before heading out onto open 
tussock grassland. A steady climb in baking 
sunshine along a wide ridge takes in some 
stunning views across the Kahurangi National 
Park.  Eventually the route drops o�  the high 
ground, winds down through forest and onto 
a dirt road, which shortly brings runners to the 
� nish.
Winning time: 2hr 14min
My time: 2hr 14min
Position: 1st/39 (Including triathletes)

FLAGPOLE HILL

Date: late November
Location: 60km west of Christchurch, South Island
Distance: 19km
Website: www.avalanchepeak.co.nz

In only its second year this mountain run 
provides competitors with some fantastic views 
of Arthur’s Pass National Park and the chance to 
run in some remote backcountry wilderness.

A fairly straightforward route involves an early, 
steep and gruelling climb up Flagpole Hill to its 
summit at 897m. From the trig point a 4WD track 
winds down into a forest plantation, crossing a 
meandering river and along a wide � oodplain. 
Turning into a steep-sided, narrow and pathless 
valley the route criss-crosses the twisting river a 
dozen or so times, requiring plenty of splashing 
back and forth through the water.  The � nal few 
kilometres are on dry land and forest tracks back 
to the � nish.
Winning time: 1hr 33min
My time: 1hr 39min
Position: 3rd/129 (Including walkers)

THE KAURI RUN

Date: late November
Location: Coromandel Peninsular, North Island
Distance: 30km
Website: www.arcevents.co.nz

One of the country’s fastest growing adventure 
runs. The route traverses the stunningly beautiful 
Central Divide of the Coromandel Peninsular. 
The course follows historic mining and Maori 
trails through what was once one of the thickest 
concentrations of kauri trees in the country. For 
every participant the race organiser plants a 
kauri seedling along the route.

Starting on the beautifully secluded and 
remote beach of Waikawau the run takes 
competitors 2km along the shoreline before 
turning inland. A meandering and climbing 6km 
of track through kauri forest arrives at a lookout 
point (350m) with a King of the Mountain prize 
for the � rst person to reach this checkpoint.

From here it’s a gradual climb along a wide 
ridgeline track, with a number of challenging 
ups and downs, before reaching the highest 
point on the race at 560m. A short but steep and 
tricky descent leads onto a � nal fast and thrilling 
4km descent down mining trails and on to a 
sealed road for a � nal 2km run to the � nish.
Winning time: 2hr 32min
My time: 2hr 59min
Position: 12th/101
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B Y  M A R K  C R O A S D A L E

World Mountain 
Running Trophy 
2008 
This year’s World Trophy is Uphill Only and 
the English Trial is being held in conjunction 
with the Welsh Trial on the 17th August 
2008.  We aim to send full teams of 6 men, 4 
women, 4 junior men and 3 junior women, 
however the committee reserve the right not 
to send full teams if the standard is considered 
insufficient. 

See Web Link: www.wmrt2008.org/pages/en/ 

The trial races will be our primary means of 
selection and all eligible athletes are expected 
to do the trial races, but if any athlete is unable 
to run the trial and wants to be considered 
for selection they must inform either Mark 
Croasdale (Seniors) or Bashir Hussain (Juniors) 
by email or letter before the 17th August 2008.

Junior Selection
Athletes must be aged between 16 on 12th 
September 2008 and up to 19 (inclusive) 
on the 31st Dec 2008. As a minimum the 
first 2 junior men and the first 2 junior 
women in the trial race will be selected.  The 
International Committee will decide the final 
places on each team. 

Senior Selection
As a minimum the first 2 men and first 2 
women in each race will be selected and again 
the International Committee will decide the 
other places

The full teams will be confirmed by the 18th 
August and Athletes contacted after this. 

Athletes will also have to agree their race 
programme from the trial in the lead up 
to the World Trophy with the International 
Committee.

Under 23s
In addition to the World Trophy Team we hope 
again to select a team of under 23s to go to 
the Final Grand Prix at Smarna Gora, this race 
will be held on the 5th October 2008.  The 
team is targeted at Athletes who are too old to 
qualify for the Junior World Trophy team and 

as yet are not competitive enough to make the 
Senior teams. The WT trial will be our primary 
means of selection and again we reserve 
the right not to send athletes if we feel the 
standard is insufficient.

 

SELECTION RACES TO BE HELD ON

SUNDAY 17th AUGUST – LLANBERIS, 
SNOWDONIA, GWYNEDD

LADIES RACE AND JUNIOR MENS RACE 
Starts at 11.30am from Victoria Terrace 
(opposite Quality Hotel) Ladies and Junior 
men will race together.

JUNIOR LADIES RACE
Starts at 11.45am from the Cattle Grid at the 
end of tarmac on Llanberis Snowdon tourist 
track (Grid Reference 581590)

MENS RACE
Starts at 11.45am near the Llanberis library 
just o�  the High Street

REGISTRATION WILL BE AT THE LEGACY 
ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL LLANBERIS FROM 
10am.

The Senior Men will run a distance of 6.8 
miles with 3563 feet of climb (11km/1086m) 

and will follow the Bwlch Maesgwm path 
and the Snowdon Ranger path to � nish on 
Snowdon summit.

The Senior Ladies and Junior Men will 
run a distance of 4.5 miles with 3,210 feet 
of climb (7.2km/978m) and will follow the 
Llanberis tourist path to � nish on Snowdon 
summit.

The Junior Ladies will run No further 
than a distance of 2.6 miles with a climb up 
to 1,870 feet (4.2km/570m) and will follow 
the Llanberis tourist path and � nish NEAR  
Glogwyn Bridge.

In the event of bad weather at the trial race 
all competitors should be prepared to bring 
and carry windproof whole body cover, map 
and compass and whistle.

(Photocopied maps of the courses will 
be available at Registration)

Entries will be taken on the day.

CONTACT:
EVENT CO-ORDINATOR
ARWEL LEWIS: 07 977 601 029

ENGLISH AND WELSH

SELECTION RACES 
FOR THE 

2008 WORLD MOUNTAIN TROPHY

Sunday 17th August – Llanberis, Snowdonia, Gwynedd

Contact details
Mark Croasdale (Senior Team Manager)
01524 388 748  or croasdales@btinternet.com
Bashir Hussain (Junior Team Manager)
0161 474 7554 or bh122@tiscali.co.uk

Crans Montana Switzerland 14th September
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The Championships this year are 
being held in the Czech Republic 
village called Dolni Morava. 
Looking at a map  it can be found 
about 5km north of the town of 
Kralicky in the north of the country 
and on the border with Poland. The 
village is at the foot of the third 
highest mountain in the Czech 
Republic called Kralicky Sneznik 
(1425m).

It is a small ski centre with a wide 
range of accommodation. Early bookings are 
advised if you want to obtain your preferred 
hotel or self catering rooms. Visit the excellent 
web page www.wmmr2008.com for a full list of 
accommodation and details of how to reach the 
village. If you hire a car and drive from Prague 
airport it takes 3-4 hours.

Entries from England and Scotland are usually 
second only to the host country in number, but 
it is becoming more di�  cult year by year to win 
medals. England were third in the medal table in 
2006 but slipped to 6th in 2007. Their only Gold 
medal was won by Nigel Gates (Brighton & Hove) 
in the M50 class. England’s other medals were 
won by John Brown (Salford) a silver in M35, Jane 
Clark (Pudsey & Bramley) bronze in W35. Tracy 
Brindley winning the W35 was the only Scottish 
medal.

The widening international appeal of the 
championships is con� rmed by no less than 13 
countries sharing out the medals.

This years course � nishes at the high point 
about 1254m on the lower slopes of Mt Kralicky 
Sneznik, but there is a descent of 308m which 
will suit the Brits. There is some 4-wheel drive 
track at the start but no tarmac road. 

It is a great location for mountain and forest 

walks, so no doubt there will 
be a lot of interest into making 
a visit to the championships 
an excuse for a holiday and a 
chance to sample the excellent 
and cheap beer for which the 
country is renowned. I have every 
con� dence in the organisers 
who are led by an enthusiastic 
Masters competitor and owner of 
the sponsoring engineering � rm 
Iscarex.

On line entry is now available on the event 
web page and of course there is an English 
version.

Danny Hughes
President World Mountain Running Association 

(WMRA)

8th WMRA/WMA - 
World Masters Mountain 
Running Championships

B Y  D A N N Y  H U G H E S

MEDAL TABLE
Nation Gold Silver Bronze
Germany 3 4 4
Switzerland 2 2 2
Czech R 2 - -
Austria 1 2 2
Italy 1 2 1
England 1 1 2
USA 1 - 1
Australia 1 - -
Scotland 1 - -
Slovakia 1 - -
Columbia - 1 -
Ireland - 1 -
Moldova - 1 -
France - - 1
Netherlands - - 1
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B Y  N O R T O N  K N AT C H B U L L

This is a (mostly) fictional account of how 
fell running spread to the deep south. No 
Fellrunners were hurt during the writing of 
this story…..

‘Would you like a boiled potato?’ 
The bene� ciary of this o� er mumbled a reply, 
which I assumed to be negative as no vegetables 
changed hands, and stumbled on. I was 
struggling up towards the Esk Hause checkpoint 
on the Langdale Horseshoe and wondering 
whether I had started to hallucinate, even at 
this relatively early stage in proceedings, as this 
seemed an unnecessarily cruel and unusual 
practise, even for a fell race. Fortunately, the 
highest Spud-U-Like in the country didn’t try to 
tempt me with his wares and so saved himself 
the bother of having to sluice my vomit from his 
walking boots. I made a mental note to recheck 
Sarah Rowell’s magnum opus for any advice, or 
perhaps recipes, related to the consumption of 
potatoes during fell races and my mind drifted 
o�  again to consider the chain of events that led 
me to Great Langdale in early October.

Like all good stories this one begins in the 
waiting room at the physio’s. Flicking aimlessly 
through the all too familiar pile of ancient used 
car magazines I came across a hidden gem – 
several copies of The Fellrunner. Not a branch of 
the sport we think about too much down here 
in the � at lands of the southeast, but something 
about the tone and style of the articles caught 
my attention. The recurring theme was of 
carefree, have-a-go heroes, charging up and 
down an endless series of impossibly steep 
mountains for hours, or even days, on end, right 
through the night, and all year round regardless 
of the weather. The emphasis on self su�  ciency 
and an understated disregard for the ordinarily 
mainstream and regimented side of running 
struck a chord and made me realise what I 
had been missing for all these years. What a 
refreshing change it would be to enter a race 
like the Three Shires that threatened to go ahead 
regardless of conditions (if you can’t hack it – 
don’t turn up!), rather than fretting over whether 
the course for the Folkestone 10k really was 37 
m short.

A new club, that was what I needed, not the 
usual suburban striders or hard faced harriers, 
but something fresh and dynamic that re� ected 
this Corinthian approach to athletic endeavour. 
So, in the pub (of course) I outlined my ideas 
of how the fell running ethos should guide our 
future training and racing with all of the zeal of a 
TV evangelist. Naturally, I didn’t let the absence 
of any hills bigger than a sand dune for 100 
square miles diminish my fervour and soon had a 
couple of like minded chums converted and we 
began rede� ning the face of club running in the 
deep south. 

Having convinced ourselves of the potential 

for this carefree, spontaneous approach to 
running and club life we immediately set about 
designing a club vest, creating committees, rules 
for entry, a web site and forum, and a long list of 
compulsory championship races before � nally 
placing several articles and advertisements in 
the local and national media. 

We also needed a name, something suitably 
dynamic that encapsulated the adventurous, 
free spirited ethos of the new club and the high 
mountains for which it pined. After much debate 
we settled on Achilles’ Heel. To be more accurate 
we nicked it from the local Methodist climbing 
club, now defunct, which followed the Wesleyan 
doctrine of eschewing anything too exciting 
and based itself in a place with no mountains. 
However, the name had a suitably enigmatic and 
portentous ring whilst hinting that there maybe 
a fatal � aw in a fell running club from the � attest 
part of the UK. And, I thought, the Achilles theme 
might appeal to the alarming number of chaps 
who seemed unnaturally keen to strike a pose 
and thrust their nipples at the camera from the 
top of every available hill in the pages of the 
Fellrunner.

Our initial thoughts on how to attract other like 
minded members focused on those who had 
had a row with either: 

 UKA, preferably involving suspension for 
something pointless;

 their club, over selection for a relay team;
 their club, over the new vest design.

Naturally, we got knocked down in the rush, 
so we decided to limit entrance to those who 
could tick all 3 boxes and this restricted initial 
expressions of interest from the local area to a 
more manageable 250. 

Suitably named and imbued with all of its 
clubbable necessities, the fell racing sub-
committee of the multi-terrain working group 
met to decide on a few races to enter. George 
– Brass, so named following our inaugural pub 
crawl which he � nished alone and with only one 
shoe – suggested going in at the deep end with 
a crack at one of the great rounds. Fortunately, 
he was shouted down and conceded that on 
current form the only round we were likely to 
complete would be of the Oliver Reed variety. 
A more manageable challenge of the Langdale 
was suggested and accepted by the sub-
committee. The initial enthusiasm for the event 
was tempered somewhat when it was made 
clear that this particular Langdale involved a bit 
more than a trot along the road to Elterwater, 
although at least there would be no Xmas pud to 
deal with at the end.

Summer whistled by and on a damp 
Friday in early October me, George and ADB 
apprehensively started the long haul northwards 

to take 
the lilac and � uorescent 
green vests of Achilles’ Heel into the high 
fells for the � rst time. We turned the wrong way 
onto the M6, unwittingly setting the tone for 
the race to come, but eventually arrived. Soon 
the tent was up and we made our way to the 
ODG con� dent of a traditionally warm Cumbrian 
welcome and some essential pre-race chat and 
sustenance. 

They do say that if you look too hard for the 
crack you won’t � nd it, and this is good advice 
in all sorts of situations. (Although not, as we 
found out the next day, if the crack in question 
is to lead you down from Bow Fell to the 3 tarns 
in the mist, then there is no sensible upper limit 
to how hard you might have look to � nd it). 
Perhaps we were too boisterous for the taciturn 
northern folk but nobody seemed that keen to 
divulge any route � nding tips for the following 
days race. No maps on napkins here, no napkins 
in fact. We retired to our tent hoping for a clear 
day and a big turnout so that our weeks of map 
studying combined with a bit of common sense 
and a lot of follow my leader would balance out 
the lack of local knowledge and get us all round 
in one piece.

Despite the potato incident our less than tip 
top navigational skills got us round to Bow Fell 
in one piece but as the mist came down the 
di�  culty level rose accordingly. Su�  ce to say, 
and paraphrasing the old song…..

Bow Fell, Bow Fell, so 
good we climbed it twice 

(I love it!). 
From then on the wheels not only came o�  but 
rolled down into di� erent valleys. ADB, mentally 
and physically shattered, managed to stagger to 
safety down The Band leaving me and George 
to cope with the crippling taxi fare back from 
Eskdale. This accounted for all of the cash we had 
in our bum bags for contingencies. Fortunately, 
the £100 we got from pawning my Garmin just 
about covered a couple of pints and some food 
before we headed home, having learnt the hard 
way, that next time, a bit of a recce may be a 
good idea.

the lilac and � uorescent 
green vests of Achilles’ Heel into the high 

Achilles’
Heel

Achilles’ Heel
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Stephen Pyke (Spyke) is clearly aware of the old 
adage that an army marches on its stomach as 
he spent the better part of Friday preparing a 
hearty three course meal and copious amounts 
of hill food for a growing army of supporters 
assembling at Invergarry.

The reason behind all this activity had become 
an open secret over the preceding weeks as his 
forthcoming attempt on the Scottish Munros 
record had been leaked onto the FRA forum.

Almost 20 years ago, Jon Broxap stormed 
around no fewer than 28 Munros in 23 
hours and 40 minutes, not by extending the 
Ramsay Round as others had but by shifting 
his attention to the Kintail and Affric area. In 
the past 20 years a number of people have 
considered or attempted to better that record 
but it has repelled all comers. Perhaps the 
closest was Adrian Belton who managed 28 
back on the Ramsay Round hills of Lochaber, 
but he finished with only a couple of minutes 
to spare inside 24 hours. Mountains don’t 
change much over the years but the Scottish 
Mountaineering Club – “keeper” of the Munros 
list – have changed their minds several times 
and so the Kintail/Affric round had become 
29 Munros and the demotion of Sgurr an 
Iubhair on the Mamores ridge had reduced the 
Lochaber round to 27.

Spyke - what better person to attempt the 
record? A scottish 4000s record in 2007 and 
a new best time for the epic run from Everest 
Base Camp to Kathmandu. This spring we 
have watched in amazement as Spyke became 
gradually more wiry and disappeared more and 
more often to the highlands. Recce trips were 
sometimes epic – new skills were learnt like 

cutting steps in firm neve with a compass and 
the route was gradually pieced together. 

When Jon did his round he was aware that 
a further 2 Munros on the North side of Glen 
Affric were potentially within reach but any 
more would require a major excursion. So, not 
wishing to leave an “easy” target for the next 
man Spyke determined to set his sights on 31 
Munros in 24 hours.

With a pacing and support team of around 
15 people everything was looking great as we 
travelled down the beautiful Glen Affric on 
Saturday morning for the 11am start. The only 
cloud on the horizon was the forecast for strong 
winds and rain coming in early Sunday. We had 
figured that if he got through Saturday night 
on schedule before the bad weather hit, then 
success was well within his grasp. The opening 
pace up the first few kilometres of track past 
Strawberry cottage was sensible but as soon as 
he tackled the first munro the pacing team knew 
they were in for a good workout. Spyke was 
certainly hill fit with an ascent rate comfortably 
up to 20m/minute. For the pacers this is OK for a 
few hours but lose 50 metres to get food or swap 
a bottle and it’s several minutes of hard work 
to regain contact. Up on the ridges the views 
were gorgeous – an endless sea of summits – 
and there was a definite sense of occasion with 
Chris Upson and John Fleetwood determined 
to capture the day on Camera and Video. Spyke 
brushed aside the paparattzi though and, with 
a little help from Yiannis, carved some excellent 
lines to complete the first 5 Munros around 18 
minutes up on schedule. 

Leg 2, the South Kintail ridge – fresh pacing 
donkeys and time for the first bad patch. He held 

this together well though and with renewed 
focus on eating and drinking was back on form 
and still on schedule by the end of ridge and 
heading for Sgurr na Sgine and the Saddle.

The cloud on the horizon was literal by this 
time though and a few of us were anxious, 
sensing a pickup in the wind, a drop in 
temperatures and threatening grayness to the 
distant views. Bang on schedule at 9pm he 
reached the bottom of Glen Shiel, wrapped up 
for the night ahead and embarked on the 1000 
metre plus climb onto the Sisters ridge. For the 
rest of the round we would simply have to cross 
our fingers as it passes through wild and remote 
country with no road crossings. As it turned 
out the weather front was as savage as we had 
feared and the next four hours saw conditions go 
from pleasant to challenging to near survival. 

40 mile per hour winds, nearly two inches of 
rain, thick hill fog and a significant reduction 
in temperatures meant that lost minutes were 
inevitable on the wet rock. Minutes slipped away 
on the schedule and with a record attempt like 
this there is no way back, no slack. So the only 
viable decision at Camban bothy was to seek 
shelter and safety. 20 Munros completed in 
around 15 and a half hours was a grand day out 
and everyone is fully aware that, given the right 
conditions, Spyke stood a very good chance. 

So, lets see what happens next year!!

The Scottish 
Munros Record
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Main photo:  Stephen Pyke approaching the first 
Munro summit of Mullach Fraoch-choire. Top right: 

Heading east from A’Chralaig above Loch Cluanie.  
Bottom right:  Sgurr a’Bhac Chaolais,  

South Glen Shiel Ridge

B Y  M a r k  H a r t e l l
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B Y  M A R T I N  S T O N E

I keep a register of Long Distance 
Individual Fell Records and rely on those 
who set new records to keep me informed.  
If you complete a long distance mountain 
challenge that you think would be of 
interest, please send details to the address 
below so that others can be inspired to 
repeat or improve on your achievement.  
In the autumn, a panel of long distance 
‘enthusiasts’ examines details of 
outstanding performances and a suitable 
recipient of the award will be chosen.  

Please send a schedule and brief details of 
any record-breaking run to: Martin Stone, 
Sleagill Head Farm, 
SLEAGILL, PENRITH  CA10 3HD, 
Tel/FAX: 0870 766 1792
EMAIL: martin.stone@sportident.co.uk

GAVIN WILLIAMS – CUILLIN 
INTEGRALE
Gavin, a member of DPFR, completed the 
Cuillin Integrale on 30th May. He travelled 
solo in a clockwise circuit from Sligachan. 
In 20 hours he climbed all the major peaks 
of the Black Cuillin ridge, Sgurr na Stri, 
Blaven, Clach Glas, Garbh-beinn and all 
major peaks of the Red Cuillin. The weather 
was superb and he had to take a swim in 
Loch Coruisk to cool down! Gavin writes 
“I had originally planned to attempt a 
clockwise circuit, starting with an ascent of 
Belig from Loch Ainort, but this was such 
a lonely, midge-infested spot that I opted 
instead for the anti-clockwise round from 
the � eshpots of Sligachan.  When I reached 
Garbh-bheinn I decided to omit the dog 
leg to Belig since I was concerned about 
impending darkness. I also feel that if Belig 
is to be included, then a good case can 
be made for also including Sgurr Thuilm. 
Both are � ne peaks but in my opinion 
detract from the elegance of the line. For 
time pressure reasons I also omitted the 
east (highest) top of Sgurr nan Each. I also 
omitted the � rst two minor top of the Black 
Cuillin (Sgurr Beag and Sgurr na h-Uamha).  
Again, these � t more logically into a 
clockwise circuit. Next time...”

Martin Stone’s 
LONG 
DISTANCE

N E W S  S U M M A R Y    J U N E  2 0 0 8

ROB WOODALL – RIGBY ROUND 

It had already been a great month for Rob, 
but a spur of the moment idea and the long 
period of settled weather spurred him into 
action again for the third time in � ve weeks.  
Rob had studied the Rigby Round some years 
ago, having got hold of Mark Rigby’s original 
article, and even devised an extended version 
which took in all the associated Tops and a 
Corbett.  The route includes 18 Munros and 
was � rst completed by Mark Rigby in 1989.  
The route has also been completed more 
recently by Bob Berzins and Phil Clark.  It’s a 
route with a signi� cant number of major route 
choices and summits have been visited in 
di� erent orders.

Rob’s attempt followed only two weeks after 
his successful Ramsay’s Round.  He set o�  from 

Loch Morlich YH at 02:05 on 31st May.  The 
weather was “sunny-and-breezy” and it was 
a great day for Munro bagging.  He travelled 
solo, unsupported throughout the round 
and the night was cool, clear and midge free.  
During the journey he met a number of people 
and it was only when he was alone during 
the night that he succumbed to sleep.  On 
the � nal climb to Bynack More he dozed on 
a bed of Crowberry for a few minutes, before 
being woken by Ptarmigan calling nearby. 
He had missed the sunset but could still see 
a � ne red glow in the NW.  He arrived back at 
Loch Morlich in a time of 22hrs 56mins in not 
too bad shape and very glad to have seized 
the opportunity. Ramsay and Rigby within a 
month, both in perfect conditions. 

 Location Elapse BST Split time

 Loch Morlich YH 00:00 02:05  

 Lairig Ghru 01:12 03:17 01:12

1 Braeriach 02:24 04:29 01:12

2 Sgor Gaoith 03:48 05:53 01:24

3 Mullach Clach a’Bhlair 04:41 06:46 00:53

4 Beinn Bhrotain 06:35 08:40 01:54

5 Monadh Mor 07:07 09:12 00:32

6 Sgurr an Lochain Uaine 07:55 10:00 00:48

7 Cairn Toul 08:11 10:16 00:16

8 Devil’s Point 08:45 10:50 00:34

 Corrour bridge (9 mins rest*) 09:10 11:15 00:25

9 Carn a’Mhaim 09:58 12:03 00:48

10 Ben Macdui 11:00 13:05 01:02

11 Derry Cairngorm 11:42 13:47 00:42

12 Beinn Mheadhoin 12:46 14:51 01:04

13 Beinn a’Chaorainn 13:41 15:46 00:55

14 Beinn Bhreac 14:24 16:29 00:43

15 Beinn a’Bhuird 15:42 17:47 01:18

16 Ben Avon 16:32 18:37 00:50

 R Avon footbridge (NJ126059) 17:24 19:29 00:52

 Fords of Avon 19:01 21:06 01:37

17 Bynack More 20:11 22:16 01:10

18 Cairngorm 21:54 23:59 01:43

 Loch Morlich YH 22:56 01:01 01:02

* many other brief stops for photos and to deal with food + 2 naps!

Stephen Pyke and Mark Hartell during the 
Scottish Munros record attempt (p.99)
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CHRIS NEAR – PADDY BUCKLEY ROUND RECORD EQUALLED
You can read elsewhere about Chris Near’s excellent Paddy Buckley Round.  
However it isn’t a new record as Chris managed to equal Mark Hartell’s record set 
some 17 years earlier, to the nearest minute,  Chris set o�  from Capel Curig at 4am 
on 4th May attempting a fully supported clockwise round.  He was using an 18 hour 
schedule supplied by Steve Birkinshaw that Steve used for his 2007 attempt.  The 
weather was generally very good apart from a 2 hour slot in the middle where 
things turned particularly nasty!  By Llanberis Chris was almost an hour up on the 
schedule but knew the times for the Glyders and Carneddau were going to be 
tight.  The clock stopped at 18 Hours 10 minutes and 25 seconds.  Transitions were 
very rapid and Chris used minimal kit throughout.

ROB WOODALL – LEVENTON’S LINE RECORD
Rob writes elsewhere about his journey along Leventon’s Line on 
26th April.  The route takes in 8 trig points between Llangollen and 
Barmouth, a distance of 56 miles with 14,500ft ascent/descent.  
Rob successfully reduced the record to 15hrs 23 mins.  

After a few weeks o� , Rob completed a Ramsay Round mostly 
solo, in 22:38 on 17-18th May, with valley support by Chris Armour.  
Ramsay’s Round was the last of the Big Three on Rob’s to-do list 
since July 2001, when in poor weather, he bailed out with knee 
problems. This time the weather was just about perfect, with high 
cloud, light winds and a little sunshine.  

www.gofar.org.uk  has been launched to 
provide a single, ready source of information 
on most of the ultra-distance challenges 
which have been developed over the past two 
or three decades.  The � rst batch of twelve 
routes is now on the site and there are about 
20 others in the pipeline.  They will be added 
as and when time permits, subject to the 
permission of their authors. 

The benchmark distance chosen for 
including a challenge is about 35 miles with 
at least 6000’ of ascent.  The aim is to create a 
diverse range of routes from around the UK 
that will help inspire runners of all abilities and 
ages to have a go.  There are three categories 
of route.

The UK Big 3
(Bob Graham, Charlie Ramsey and Paddy 
Buckley).  An outline map and customisable 
Excel schedule gives an overview of each route.  
As these are, mostly, well-covered elsewhere 
there are links to the o�  cial sites and the best 
sources of information.   

More Ultra Routes 
This is aimed at bringing some of the less 
known routes to a wider audience.  They 

have probably been mentioned in Martin 
Stone’s column or other Fellrunner articles 
but have mostly disappeared into the mists of 
time.  They can be divided into formal routes, 
which are subject to speci� c time limits and 
registration, and more informal routes without 
time limits or any form of rati� cation.  Outline 
maps and customisable Excel schedules are 
provided for the formal challenges.

Over The Hill Challenge Series
These are recently developed routes of 
under-50 miles to enable completion in 
daylight hours. They may be completed by any 
age group, although they have been designed 
to appeal to the more mature runner with a set 
of optional � rst class times for the over-50 age 
categories.  Free quality certi� cates sponsored 

by www.gofar.org.uk are awarded for 
successful registrations in return for a donation 
to WaterAid. 

Help Wanted! 
If you or your club have a route which meets 
the benchmark criteria of about 35 miles and 
6000’ ascent and would like it to have a wider 
audience please use the website contact page 
and it will be considered for inclusion on the 
gofar site.   

Similarly feedback and suggestions for 
improvements to the site are welcome.

Subscribe
If you want to be noti� ed of future additions to 
the site just email: info@gofar.org.uk and put 
the word Subscribe in the subject line.  

Besides the Bob Graham …
Ultra-distance challenges @ www.gofar.org.uk

Routes currently on the website:

www.gofar.org.uk

B Y  T O N Y  W I M B U S H

Route Distance & Ascent 
(approx miles & feet)

Peaks

The Big 3 

Bob Graham 66 27000 42

Charlie Ramsey 60 28000 24

Paddy Buckley 61 28000 47

More Ultra Routes

Bowland 1500’s 42 6200 19

Brecon Beacons Traverse 72 17000 31

Cumbrian Traverse 35 12000 21

Joss Naylor Challenge 48 17000 30

Yorkshire Round 85 17000 20

Over The Hill Challenge Series

Over The Hill route 40+ 8000 7

Dark Peak 4 County Tops 40+ 7000 4

Tan Hill to Kirkstone Inn 45 11000 18

Canary Islands 3 Peaks 120 35000 3
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This route was devised by Mercia FR clubmate 
Charlie Leventon and completed as a 2-day 
backpack with Rick Robson in May 1990. 
Conceptually it is a beeline across Wales 
between Llangollen and Barmouth visiting 8 
trig pillars en route. It was repeated by Yiannis 
Tridimas and Ray Baines on 2 May 2005 in 18h 
17mins (as a warm-up for their respective BGRs 
– Yiannis’s being his 60 at 60 – FR Oct 2005). This 
latter crossing extended the Line to cover the 
whole Cadair Idris range and include a ninth 
trig, Pen y Garn, before rejoining the original 
route to cross the Barmouth bridge, finishing 
at Barmouth station. Alan Duncan and Lawrie 

Jones repeated this extended version in 2006, 
and in the same year John Smallwood and Hugh 
Balfour completed a crossing of the same hills, 
west-east, from Llwyngwril beach to the English 
border near Chirk in 20.5 hours (FR Oct 2006).

I completed the route (56 miles with 14500 
ft of ascent) on 26 April 2008, in 15h 23mins, 
with roadside support by Yiannis and Lawrie, 
and navigational assistance by Alan on the first 
section, and on the final descent by Yiannis. The 
weather was dry and clear throughout, but with 
a fairly strong headwind.

Sat 26 April: I’ve talked Alan into repeating his 
2006 run, and we start at 4:30 a.m. at the River 
Dee bridge in the centre of Llangollen. Crossing 
the A5 we initially take the Glyn Ceiriog road, 
cross a bridge then turn right onto a minor road 
which soon becomes a rough steep track before 
reverting to tarmac just before Finger Farm. It’s 
first light as we approach Y Foel, Alan unerringly 
finding the little path which leads straight to 
the trig. Descending through deep heather Alan 
soon finds the overgrown path which leads the 
way to Vivod Mountain – by now light enough 
for a proper view. From here a well defined, 
sometimes boggy path follows the Berwyn crest 
(popular with motorbikes, and in places it has 
the scars to prove it). 

The second trig – Moel Fferna – has been 
gone some years: there are hints of a concrete 
base on the stone shelter.  The Line is defined by 
the trigs, but passes over or close to many other 
listed summits: Alan neatly bypasses a 621m 
summit, then it’s steeply up Cadair Bronwen, the 
first of the high Berwyns. 

The Cadair Berwyn trig has a big view 
including the distinctive Rhinogs in silhouette, 
and the rest of the day’s hills stretching into 
the far distance.  On the long descent from 
Moel Sych, Alan begins to fall behind, suffering 

stomach cramps. Yiannis and Lawrie are waiting 
in the quarry car park at the summit of Milltir 
Cerrig pass, with coffee, soup and pizza. 

The next short section hosts the Foel Cwm-
Sian Llwyd trig  and some tough heather and 
tussocks. The other summits on this section are 
less interesting than they sound: Y Groes Fagl, 
Feol Cedig and Pen y Boncyn Trefeilw. I take 
a split time at the Groes, mainly to celebrate 
arrival at a decent track. Then  being a bagger 
of summits, I make a minor diversion to the 
latter which is a listed 2000er. At the minor 
road crossing I grab a coffee and some food. 
Alan arrives a few minutes later, and calls it a 
day shortly afterwards (he’s done the route 
before - without a dodgy stomach). After some 
routefinding tips from Yiannis, I make the short 
ascent to the Foel y Geifr trig,  then follow a 
tough beeline route to Moel y Cerrig Duon – 
deep heather and tussocks almost throughout. 
An easier descent leads over a minor summit to 
Bwylch y Groes car park – the halfway point in 
terms of distance but with the big climbs still to 
come.

After this heather-bashing, the much 
more impressive Arans beckon. The tussocky 
Llechwedd Ddu is available, but I contour 
round its northern slopes, mostly on decent 
grass, through a col, then across an attractive 
cwm and steeply up Foel Hafod-fynydd which 
has a quartzite cairn and a stunning view of 
Fawddwy’s impressive crags.  I exploit the one 
obvious weakness: a grassy ramp leads to broken 
ground affording an easy passage to the ridge. 
There are a few folk near the summit – the first 
I’ve seen all day. 

The Aran Fawddwy trig is built on an ancient 
cairn and is looking precarious. Views are 
increasingly dominated by the bulk of Cadair 
Idris.  The path beyond descends for 2km, 
initially steep then boggy, mostly boarded 
and good running. I visit the little rocky 621m 
summit Waun Camddwr lying just off the path, 
which found its way onto the 2000er list a few 
years ago. Beyond a boggy col is the sharp 
pull up onto Glasgwm. An easy grassy descent 
leads to a complex boggy col, then a good path 
leads to the compact grassy summit of Pen y 
Brynnfforchog then more easy grass leads to the 
attractive conical 564m “Dewey” summit. Here 
Yiannis and Lawrie are waiting. The steep grassy 
descent is at the limit of adhesion of the trail 
shoes which I forgot to change out of at the start 
of the section. After a short break at the A470 
pass I stagger off, feeling I may have eaten a little 
too much rice pudding, and tackle the steep 
Craig y Bwlch climb, with its stunning view of 
Cwm Cerist.   

Crossing the 659m summit, it’s steeply down 
then very steeply up to the Waun-Oer  trig - an 
unusual  stylish circular affair.  A good path 
follows the ridge over Mynydd Ceiswyn. The 

Leventon’s Line 20
08

B Y  R o b  W o o d a l l

Alan and Lawrie at 
Llangollen

Rob at Y Foel

Aran Fawddwy from Foel 
Hafod-fynydd
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descent to the A487 can be tricky, but today with 
the clouds high it is simple. I stay on the public 
footpath rather than taking the tussocky beeline 
(somehow missing Yiannis who has come up to 
meet me – probably on the tussocky beeline!), 
crossing boggy ground lower down, picking up 
the top of the grassy gully which carries the path 
down to the road, but instead I descend steep 
grass (again fun in trail shoes). Alan and Lawrie 
are waiting a short way up the Gau Craig ascent, 
with the second pot noodle of the day ready. 
Pleasingly, I’ve finally caught up with my rather 
vague 16:15 schedule – with luck I may beat 16h. 

Again feeling I’ve eaten too much, I follow 
the fence then the scrambly path up to the Gau 
Craig plateau (but not detouring to its summit), 
then the Idris motorway leads over Mynydd 
Moel  to the Penygadair trig.  Although nearly 7 
p.m. there are a couple of runners at the top and 
a group of walkers descending the west ridge. 
After some lovely grassy running, at Craig-las 
I am treated to gorgeous evening views back 
to Cadair,  across the Mawddach estuary and 
forward to Craig-y-llyn.  I realise I’m about half 
an hour up. Best phone Yiannis, as they are due 

Waun-Oer

Rob and Lawrie at 
Barmouth Station

A470 and Cwm Cerist

Cadair Idris from Craig-las
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to guide me off the last summit . “I’m just heading 
up Craig-y-llyn”. “We’ll see you in the next col.” 
Descending, I scan the wide grassy col. No-one to 
be seen. I jog across the pasture. Still no-one. At the 
Trawsfynydd col I pick up the footpath which makes 
for an easy rapid descent. I reach the Pen y Garn col 
– no-one there either. Near the summit the phone 
rings. “I’m nearly at the last trig”. “We’ll see you at 
the tarmac road”. The phone line is poor but I think I 
know where he means.    

From Pen y Garn it’s due north, a steep grassy 
slope, a flat boggy area, then a forest gate, and ... 
tarmac! As guessed, The Team are a bit further east, 
where the track leaves the wood. The path down to 
join the Morfa Mawddach road is very pretty, and 
a bit more complicated than it looks on the map, 
so Yiannis’s guidance is very welcome. Once on 
the tarmac, a sub 15:30 finish seems feasible, so I 
don’t object too much when Alan picks up the pace 
a bit. On the final approach to Barmouth bridge 
the novelty of the tarmac has worn off, I slow to a 
walk, the stunning backdrop comes into focus, and 
I notice the Sandwich Terns and Oystercatchers on 
the estuary. Lawrie and Yiannis catch up and we jog 
together across the bridge, then follow the A486 the 
last few hundred metres to Barmouth station. Job 
done. 15:23. 

In summary, despite a few heather and tussock 
stretches which are fairly dire, the vast majority 
of the Leventon Line is good running, taking in 
several of Wales’s finest mountains – and it’s doable 
in daylight. Going west-east with the prevailing 
wind would be worth considering, but thereagain, 
an evening run along the length of the Cadair Idris 
range, with the sun sinking over Barmouth Bay, and 
the incomparable Mawddach Estuary spread out 
below, is hard to beat.

START: Llangollen: River Dee bridge 04:30

∆ Y Foel 05:16

Vivod Mountain (05:35); Cerrig Coediog, Cadair Bronwen

Ex ∆ Moel Fferna 06:17

∆ Cadair Berwyn 08:00

B4391 Milltir Cerrig (10 mins rest) 08:45

∆ Foel Cwm-Sian Llwyd 09:24

Y Groes Fagl (09:57); Pen y Boncyn Trefeilw

Minor road (SH946273) (6 mins rest) 10:38

∆ Foel y Geifr 10:59

Moel y Cerrig Duon (11:45)

Bwlch y Groes (12 mins rest) 11:55

Foel Hafod-fynydd (12:57)

∆ Aran Fawddwy 13:33

Waun Camddwr; Glasgwm; Pen y Brynnfforchog (14:43); Pen Ochr y Bwlch

A470 Bwlch Oerddrws (9 mins rest) 14:57

Cribin Fawr (15:39)

∆ Waun-Oer 15:52

Mynydd Ceiswyn (16:04)

A487 (SH757139) (13 mins rest) 16:23

Mynydd Moel (17:26)

∆ Penygadair 17:42

Craig-las (18:15); Craig-y-llyn (18:36)

∆ Pen y Garn 19:10

FINISH: Barmouth railway station 19:54

B Y  R o b  W o o d a l l

Cadair Idris from Pen y Garn
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THE JOSS NAYLOR
LAKELAND CHALLENGE

There is rarely much to report as early as the  
May copy date , but there are so far three 
contestants who have stated their intentions to 
run between the Spring Bank Holiday and the 
end of June. Their achievements will not appear 
in the Fellrunner until October , but with the 
resurgence of  relatively good  running weather 
it is likely that all will be well. Just try not to 
complain that it is too hot ! 

Earlier in the year I circulated all those on the 
list of JNLC achievers to tell them of my change 
of e-mail address.  As far as I know these were 
all delivered, but it would be helpful if you 
would all check that you have entered the new 
address shown below and that you have kept 
me informed of any change at you end.  Since 
1991 there are only eleven using ‘snail mail’, and 
if any of those have taken up e-mail facilities I 

would be glad if they would contact me with 
their address.

We have recently been included in two web 
sites which some of you might like to access:
1. The FRA at www.forum.fellrunner.org.uk    
 Go to Home, Long Distance Challenges, 

page 2 and click on JNLC..
  This will enable newcomers to contact me for 

information if they are not members of the 
FRA and so do not receive ‘The Fellrunner’.

2. www.gofar.org.uk which will come on 
stream on May20th.

 This is the work of Tony Wimbush (JNLC no. 
51 from 2005). It includes a number of Long 
Distance runs and, for The Naylor, an excellent 
diagrammatic sketch of the route.

Meanwhile, when enquiring for details by e-mail, 

please continue to give your postal address; 
living on the outer edge of the Celtic Fringe 
there are occasional hiccups  with Broadband, 
causing your messages or my replies to linger in 
space. A back-up address is a safeguard.

Please send your schedule and age group to 
Joss whenever possible. He does like to meet 
runners towards the end of their run.  His contact 
details are on the Information Sheet.

Information Sheet and Sample Schedules in 
age groups from :
Monica Shone,  Swn y Gwynt, Penmynydd, Menai 
Bridge, Anglesey.  LL59 5RX.   (SAE please)

Or by e-mail to: tyshone@btinternet.com
Please add your postal address to your e-mail.

B Y  M O N I C A  S H O N E

The Bob Graham Round 
- some thoughts
I had considered such thoughts of running
fell and dale to have been served
from my mind that once burned with hope.
But I was wrong, failure to attain
the two score and two milage
beyond comprehensible sanity
did not assuage the � re
that with each reading was fanned
into burning � ame which will not be quenched.

And so, with eyes that scan the heart-tearing miles
that sweep the fells, I climb and run the screes,
I curse the rising steepness,
I grimace at pain in� icted
on a body that � ghts and struggles
against a force that drives it on.
All these are known to me,
for I have run these Lakeland fells
with hope that did not burgeon into reality.
My mind will not be freed
from this plaguing itch of challenge.
And so, I shall exclude all else
to make this my ful� lment.
I shall free my spirit among the fells

Bob Graham
I have made the pilgrimage only once 
to Stonethwaite’s resting place of one 
who conquered high fells 
and I read the epitaph (dismissed the error),
with unashamed envy of one 
so durable, yet so loving of the hills.
The legend lives on, immortalised
each time the mountain challenge
takes hold of men’s imagination.

B Y  P E T E R  T R AV I S

Dear Britta
Please fi nd enclosed two poems concerning the Bob Graham Round. Having read the articles in last 

issues’s publication about various aspects of the Bob Graham I thought these would be a follow-up.
The shorter poem was written over thirty years ago (I am now 75 years of age!) and the second one over twenty years ago when I was fi red up for such a challenge.

I had a couple of attempts and missed out on the second one by some unfortunate navigation errors, but that’s part of the challenge.
Since that last attempt 

commitments made it impossible for any further undertakings. But I have always held a high interest in the Bob Graham Round, hence the novel that was published (THE ROUND) some years ago and which, I believe, has inspired others to take up the challenge, I feel glad about that.
Sincerely,
Peter Travis
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With Vasque as title sponsor, the 2008 Ultra-
running Championships is drawing record fields 
for some great British classics of long distance 
running.  

The Wuthering Hike kicked off the series in 
style back in March. This year, the start/finish 
returned to its old “Howarth Hobble” location 
down in the town centre. Turnout was impressive 
and included Matt Giles. In 2007 Matt had 
started 10 minutes late but still reeled everyone 
in except Adam Breaks so it was obvious what 
his intentions were this year. The two of them 
set a blistering pace from the off with Steve 
Birkinshaw close in touch. It was a tough contest 
but around 5 miles from home, Matt pulled 
away to win by around 2 ½ minutes over the 33 
mile course. Lizzie Hawker (former world 100km 
champion who recently set a new record with 
Spyke for the Everest base Camp to Kathmandu 
run) was first lady home by a sizeable margin. 

In 8th place overall she complained of some 
discomfort during the race – that was diagnosed 
around 3 weeks later as a stress fracture!! One 
tough lady! There were many spectacular sprint 
finishes all through the field as people did battle 
with shoppers, tourists, road crossings and 
extensive roadwork barriers in the final 100 yards 
or so to the finish.    

Just one week later and the action moved 
over to the Isle of Man for the classic Manx 
Mountain Marathon. Thursday night’s severe 
gales disrupted many travel plans as Friday 
morning ferries were cancelled. After some epic 
journeys most, if not all, runners were able to 
make landfall on the island and the weather for 
race day turned out pretty favourable – chilly 
start, clear skies, sunshine. In 2007 Lloyd Taggart 
and Jackie Lee blitzed new course records but 
there were still some pretty good times this year 
as Paul Thompson (CleM) won overall with Dan 

Gay (Hunters Bogtrotters) in 2nd. Perhaps the 
most amazing performance of the day was the 
seasoned veteran Wendy Dodds showing the 
benefit of her experience to win the ladies race 
outright. All told, 119 runners completed the full 
31 mile classic route – possibly a record turnout. 

Following the unfortunate demise of 

B Y  M a r k  H a r t e l l

2008 Ultra-running 
Championships

Challenging 
conditions 
above Widdop!

Calderdale 08  
- the start
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planetFear in late 2007 the series has teamed 
up with Lakes Runner as the new retail sponsor. 
Many of you will have seen them out at races 
but for those unfamiliar, Lakes Runner occupy 
the old “Rock and Run” shop in Ambleside where 
Ian Barnes and his team are rapidly developing a 
great reputation for serving the needs of runners 
and climbers alike. Also new to the sponsor 
line-up for 2008 are Capestorm – established 
in South Africa for around 15 years they are 
just breaking into the UK market with their 
range of highly functional range of running and 
climbing kit. Sticking with the series are Thorlo 
socks – unbeatable for really long days out in the 
hills, Clif Bar – specialist nutrition that actually 
tastes nice and OMM – making super light 
(lean) weight packs and bags for runners and 
mountain marathoners.

So, roll forward to 12th April and its time for 
race 3 in the series – the 37 mile Calderdale 
hike. Except that it was 37 miles last year and 
now they have added a bit. In 2007 this was a 
heatwave…not in 2008. Snow was on the tops 
and sleet was in the air for this long, tough 
course round the moors of Calder Valley and 
beyond. Given the weather conditions, a course 
extension of perhaps 15 minutes and the 2007 
winning time of just under 6 hours it seemed as 
though a winning time of around 6:20 to 6:30 
might be in order. Clearly no one had suggested 
that to Matt Giles who blasted the course in 
under 5 ½ hours and was back, showered, eaten 
and rested by the time Steve Birkinshaw in 2nd 
and Mark Hartell in 3rd returned home. In the 
ladies category, Clare Kenny led Christine Preson 
home for a Kryponettes 1-2 and Pip Fitzpatrick in 
3rd. Once again, Wendy Dodds was in the action, 
4th lady and clear winner in the L50 category. In 
M50, David Waide showed some good form as 
clear winner and around 6th place overall. 

The race organisers for Calderdale deserve 

a special mention. Three years ago this was an 
event with less than 30 runners and in danger 
of demise. As part of the series, each year the 
numbers have grown and this year saw almost 
150 people set off on the long course. Add in 
the short event and the walker categories and 
the event saw almost 300 people enjoy the 
cold, snowy, muddy and tough delights of this 
Yorkshire gem. So, thanks go to them for their 
faith and for gearing up all the logistics to cope 
admirably with the influx of competitors. 

Another month later and things really had 
warmed up. On one of the first really hot days 
of the year and with hardly a breath of wind 
some 300+ hopefuls set off on another stretch of 
Yorkshire countryside – this time from Ingleton 
to Grassington. The 62 mile/100km Fellsman is a 
classic in its 46th year. Mark Hartell was reported 
to be seeking a record breaking 11th win but 20 
miles into the race at Dent, he was down in 7th 
or 8th place and looked to be fading. The heat 
started to take its toll on everyone though and 
the day became something of a war of attrition. 
In the end times were slower for most people 
but Mark managed to squeeze a win by a scant 3 
minutes from a very in-form David Waide (M50) 
with Steve Birkinshaw home just 4 minutes later. 
Worthy of special mention as equal 2nd ladies 
were Catherine Litherland and Karen McDonald. 
Better known to some as 2/3 of team “Run like a 
girl” they clocked under 17 ½ hours for 30th spot 
overall – not bad considering that their first truly 
long runs ever were in this very event 2 years 
earlier – epics involving getting lost at night and 
vows to never repeat!!

So, more detail on race 5 – the Marlborugh 
– next time but what of the series. With 5 races 
from 12 it’s very early days. 2006 winner, Spyke, 
has been totally focussed on his Scottish recces 
and, by the time you read this, hopes to be the 
new holder of the Scottish 24 hour record. 2007 

winner, Allen Smalls is also biding his time. Matt 
Giles has already clocked two perfect 1000 
points scores and won by such margins that all 
other runners suffered. He recently developed 
shin splints though and needs some recovery 
time. In M50, David Waide is looking very strong 
and, just last weekend, celebrated turning 50 
with a hugely impressive round of 50 peaks in 
the Lake District in under 19 hours. M60 looks 
to be shaping up for the usual three way tussle 
between Adrian Dixon, Robin Price and Yiannis 
Tridimas. In the ladies, Clare Kenny and Chistine 
Preston are both running strongly with Wendy 
looking unbeatable in L50. With 5 races down 
there are still two runners aiming to “Grand Slam” 
this year – Stuart Walker and Karen McDonald 
both intend to complete every race in the series 
– plus quite a few others besides. So – if you see 
them out there, give them your support! Until 
next time – step beyond and enjoy your running.

Calderdale 08  
- 4 seasons in 
one day

Karen McDonald and 
Alex Langdon (team 

run like a girl)

The first 4 male finishers Matt Giles, Steve 
Birkinshaw, Mark Hartell and Martin Beale
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B Y  C h r i s t o p h e r  N e a r

I’m a list writer. It’s the only way things get done, 
so every Christmas/New Year, when we retreat to 
the NW Highlands for a couple of weeks, I write 
a list of things I really want to do in the coming 
year. Every year the Paddy Buckley (PB) round 
is on the top of the list, but every year there 
seems to be something else that crops up. The 
problem is that these days there’s simply not 
enough weekends to do all the things I want 
to do. Fitting adventure, fell and bike races into 
a calendar that is already has quite full with 
weekend work commitment is not easy and 
requires much pre-planning. Still, 2008 was 
going to be different I assured myself. I didn’t 
want to end up in Scotland at Christmas once 
again wishing I’d had a crack at the PB round and 
having to put it down on yet another list for the 
following year!!

In the early part of the year we try to plan 
races and holidays for the year and end up with 
quite a full diary as a result. Last year, when the 
Great Lakeland Challenge came to Snowdonia I 
jumped at the chance to do something like this 
on our local mountains. I enjoyed the laid-back 
nature of the event and also the fact that it was 
three long runs over the hills (not around them!). 
So, I once again entered the event for 2008 as a 
way of further exploring the Lakes. As time went 
on the list came back out though and reminded 
me of my promise to have a go at the PB round. 
Looking ahead it seemed unlikely to find another 
slot  to do the round. So, reluctantly I e-mailed 
Joe Faulkner and made my excuses. I’m sure 
he probably thought I was jibbing out as he’d 
vowed to make the GL3D harder this year with 
100 miles over 3 days!! The PB round might well 
turn out to be the “soft” option!

Planning for the PB I vowed to keep it simple 
but things tend to snowball as you realise that 
to do a good time you’re going to need help 
and lots of it. Luckily for me I live in Snowdonia 
and know the hills and nearly all of the route 
very well, having run all sections many times 
beforehand. I made efforts after work to get 
out and find the absolute best route up and 
off certain hills. Otherwise, in terms of specific 
training I did very little different to normal. 
Long runs, long bike rides, long adventure races 
and most recently the Highlander mountain 
marathon (Torridon hills – rather good for extra 
leg strength !).

In terms of setting a schedule pace I must 
admit to being slightly baffled by the Formula 
Icon in Excel so I battled away for  a while and 
when things got too much I e-mailed Steve 
Birkinshaw to ask if I’d be able to have a copy of 
his 18 hour schedule from last years attempt. 

He supplied me with a copy of his predicted 
and actual times for his round which started 
in Llanberis. Paddy Buckley himself sent the 
schedules for Anne Stentiford and Helene 
Diamantides which were the 2nd and 3rd fastest 
recorded times (19.19 and 20.08 respectively).

I wanted to set off with this 18 hour schedule 
pace in mind and would adjust times after the 
first leg (starting in Capel Curig the first leg is 
roughly 1/3 of the entire route, so I’d have a 
pretty good idea how things were going). Start 
times would be influenced by the darkness so I 
opted for a 4am start which gave me one hour to 
get up Siabod and down the other side to the hit 
the tricky little hills just as it got light. This would 
mean that at the other end of the day if I stayed 
on schedule for a 10pm finish (record time) I’d 
probably make the final descent in the dark off 
Pen Llthrig yr Wrach. 

Lining up support for the attempt was 
relatively easy as my parents were visiting for 
the weekend and were happy to do the road 
support throughout the day, (a brilliant choice 
as they are super organised). My good friend Tim 
Higginbottom was to pace me on the first and 
last legs (and provide excellent back-up support 
in between). Seb Phillips (brother-in-law) would 
accompany me over the Snowdon range and 
then James Mcqueen would take me over the 
Glyderau. So, the only leg that I was without 
pacer was Leg 2 (Bryn Banog, Hebog etc). I was 
lucky to get good hill support on this and other 
sections which meant that I didn’t have to carry 
too much water or food for the leg. It was quite 
amazing how many friends/work colleagues  
offered to come out and support on the day. 
Also, in terms of verifying the route I recorded 
the route on a GPS set, carried throughout the 
run (recording accurate times/splits for each 
peak).

At this stage I could see why some opted 
for the solo/unsupported rounds as the idea 
of keeping it simple had been slightly lost in 
the complicated logistics, now involving huge 
numbers of people.

General tactics for the round were simple. 
Treat it as a long stage in a long adventure race. 
Eat loads, drink all the time and keep going! 
So, transitions would be quick (2-3 minutes), 
there would be no hot food or drink, minimal 
changing of clothes and contrary to advice or 
previous rounds – try to get ahead of schedule! 
Although there were lots of options considered 
for food, in the end I adopted a staple diet 
of Bananas and Energy Gels. Each transition 
included Protein Drink, Dioralyte, Ibuprofen & 
Electrolyte drink. On all but the first 2 legs I ran 

with lightweight poles, (until I snapped one on 
the Glyders), which makes a huge difference 
to how battered your thighs get on those long 
steep descents, (but they are also of great use on 
the uphills).

With everything in place the only thing to do 
was sit back and watch the increasingly worrying 
weather forecast! As the bank holiday weekend 
approached there were some concerning 
statements on the Met Office Snowdonia 
forecast. Gales on the Saturday with a very active 
cold front on Sunday but improving later in the 
day, (no doubt just as I finished!). In the run-up to 
the weekend there was much rain which I feared 
would only add to the man-eating bogs of Leg 1. 
Still, with everyone primed for a 4 am departure 
on Sunday 4th it was very much a case of getting 
on with it.

2am is early to be eating a cooked breakfast 
but I forced it down on top of the previous 
nights’ pasta – feeling sick and sluggish for the 
first leg would be ok – might keep the pace 
regulated a bit. Tim Higginbottom drove me to 
the start where I was met by Dave Say, (Work 
Colleague/friend/Bob Graham round finisher),  
who was to act as hill support throughout the 
day and independent timekeeper.  Arriving 
at the Pinnacle Café slightly early we were all 
amazed to be looking at the outline of hills – 
couldn’t quite believe it was clear as the forecast 
had predicted major hill fog. Somewhere by Bryn 
Engan rave music boomed into the still night 
and as 4am came the clock started and I started 
off on the short road section to  Moel Siabod, the 

Paddy Buckley Round
May 4th 2008 - equalling the record
 OVERALL TIME :  18 HOURS  10 MINUTES  25 SECONDS
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first of 47!
As with any race you know on the first climb 

how your legs feel and I felt strong – glad to have 
taken a couple of proper rest days. I scampered 
up Siabod and off down that cracking ridge to 
meet Tim H who would guide me expertly over 
the entire leg. He’d covered the leg the previous 
day with our wives who were also doing the 
round spread over a sensible 2 ½ days. So, the 
sneaky lines were firmly etched in his mind and 
bar a couple of unavoidable bogs we had great 
lines up and down those indistinct hills & tops on 
the way to the real peaks of the Moelwyns. Dave 
met us in Rhosydd quarry. A quick refuel before 
heading off for a circuit of the Moewlyns and 
then again before making for Cnicht and (all bar 
a run out to Abergalslyn) the end of Leg 1. 

A rapid transition meant that I was on my 
way out again at 9 am. Pilar, my wife, works at 
Aberglaslyn Hall and had flagged a decent route 
out through the grounds and onto the hill. I 
caught her and Jenny between Bryn Banog and 
Hebog and I caught up on their stories from the 
previous day. Along the ridge lurks the heathery 
Gyrn. I’d found the PB route/track in a recce run 
and as I reached the summit I whistled to Mark 
and Becky waiting down at Bwlch yr Ddwy Elor 
(Pass of the 2 coffins in Welsh – hopefully not 
needed today!) . Thankfully they’d got there in 
time as I was ahead of my schedule. Full water 
bottles & more Gels not to mention fierce 
encouragement  before popping out to the 
nondescript “summit” of Mynydd Bwlch yr Ddwy 
Elor and onwards to the Nantlle Ridge and a final 

descent off Y Garn timed perfectly to coincide 
with the annual race (very useful to follow the 
flagged descent on grass to the stream and then 
into Beddgelert Forest beyond). Transition 2 at 
Pont Cae’r Gors was memorable for the fact that 
I managed to empty an entire bottle of protein 
drink down my front . Five minutes later and 
joined by Seb I set off into the lowering cloud on 
Craig Wen.

Already 22 minutes ahead of schedule I felt 
happy to be on the familiar hills and even started 
to think that it was quite straightforward from 
here. A couple of short climbs later on the way 
to the South ridge of Snowdon the weather 
did a dramatic u-turn. That cold front that was 
promised for mid-morning now seemingly 
descended from nowhere and, accompanied by 
torrential rain, consumed us in thick cotton-wool 
like fog. No problems finding Snowdon even in 
this weather, but tricky running down the track 
against the endless flow of walkers intent on 
making it to the top regardless of the weather.
Even with local knowledge it was compass 
bearing-and-go off the summit of Carnedd 
Ugain to locate the bouldery track that leads to 
some of the best grassy running in Snowdonia, 
Moel Eilio ridge. Bryan & Catharine popped out 
of the mists on Cynghorion to thrust bananas 
and drinks at me and over the other side of the 
hill there was Dave with yet more.

Glad to be coming off the ridge in wet 
but now brightening weather I gathered my 
thoughts for another rapid pit-stop in Llanberis. 
Priority was to get a dry top & new jacket, take 

loads of drink in and get out sharpish for the 
direct slog up through the quarries onto the 
Glyderau. There was a real buzz due to the 
numbers gathered there but also the fact that 
I’d chipped away at the schedule and now stood 
one hour ahead. I knew about the timings for 
the next two sections though – I knew they were 
tight and with tiring legs I would still need to 
give it everything to complete within sight of 18 
hours.

One hour later and running off Elidir Fawr 
the weather cleared and the rock dried and 
earlier worries of finishing this thing in the 
torrential rain all but dissipated. I made steady 
progress along the rocky range accompanied 
by James Mcqueen. A long, hot grind up Glyder 
Fawr and a tumble on the way to Glyder Fach 
slowed us down a little but Naomi and Andy’s 
refreshment stall (with radio playing) gave a real 
kick as we took off for the final horrid climbs 
and descents of Tryfan. Dropping into the 
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PADDY BUCKLEY ROUND - CHRIS NEAR

Summit/Location Grid Ref
Steve

Birkinshaw’s
schedule

Chris’s 
actual
time

Steve
Birkinshaw’s

schedule time

Chris’s 
real 
time

Capel Curig 720 581 04:00

Capel Curig dep 2 04:02

Moel Siabod 45 40 04:47 04:40

Clog Bwlch Maen 18 15 05:05 04:55

Carnedd Y Cribau 8 9 05:13 05:04

Cerrig Cochion 29 30 05:42 05:34

Moel Meirch 11 10 05:53 05:44

Ysgafell Wen 664 488 14 17 06:07 06:01

Moel Llynau Cwn 664 485 3 4 06:10 06:05

Unamed summit 667 481 6 6 06:16 06:10

Moel Druman 8 7 06:24 06:17

Allt Fawr 682 475 11 10 06:35 06:27

Foel Ddu 24 27 06:59 06:54

Moel Yr Hydd 8 7 07:07 07:01

Moelwyn Bach 23 19 07:30 07:20

Craig Ysgafn 660 445 10 10 07:40 07:30

Moelwyn Mawr 9 7 07:49 07:37

Cnicht * 40 38 08:29 08:15

Aberglaslyn 597 462 45 43 09:14 08:58

Aberglaslyn dep 3 2 09:17 09:00

Bryn Banog 576 457 47 38 10:04 09:38

Moel Hebog 33 30 10:37 10:08

Moel Yr Ogof 556 478 17 17 10:54 10:25

Moel Lefn 7 10 11:01 10:35

Y Gyrn 22 20 11:23 10:55

Mynydd Y Ddwy Elor 549 504 10 9 11:33 11:04

Trum Y Ddysgl  23 22 11:56 11:26

Mynydd Drws Y Coed 7 7 12:03 11:33

Y Garn 6 10 12:09 11:43

Pont Caer Gors 576 509 18 22 12:27 12:05

Pont Caer Gors dep 5 5 12:32 12:10

Craig Wen 597 508 55 33 13:27 12:43

Yr Aran* 18 17 13:45 13:00

Cribau Tregalan 605 536 42 42 14:27 13:42

Snowdon 18 14 14:45 13:56

Carned Ugain* 9 12 14:54 14:08

Meol Cynghorion 38 31 15:32 14:39

Foel Goch 23 20 15:55 14:59

Foel Gron 13 9 16:08 15:08

Meol Elio 18 17 16:26 15:25

Llanberis 583 598 36 30 17:02 15:55- 16:01

Elidir Fach 42 46 17:44 16:47

Elidir Fawr 10 14 17:54 17:01

Mynydd Perfedd 12 13 18:06 17:14

Foel Goch 11 13 18:17 17:27

Y Garn 20 19 18:37 17:46

Glyder Fawr 24 30 19:01 18:14

Glyder Fach 12 18 19:13 18:32

Tryfan 19 29 19:32 19:01

Milestone Buttress Car park 13 20 19:45 19:21

Milestone dep 2 3 19:47 19:24

Pen Yr Ole Wen 33 50 20:20 20:14

Carnedd Dafydd 12 16 20:32 20:30

Carnedd Lewellyn 22 27 20:54 20:57

Pen Yr Helgi Du 18 22 21:12 21:19

Pen Lithrig 18 22 21:30 21:41

Capel Curig 30 29 22:00 22:10

B Y  C H R I S T O P H E R  N E A R

Ogwen valley I saw a large crowd assembled, 
basking in the late evening sun.  My time gain 
had been dramatically chopped but this team 
of supporters were going to give it all they 
had for the � nal leg. Accompanied by Tim 
Higginbottom, Pete, Ruth, Richard, Anna & 
Harry I couldn’t wish to be in better company or 
safer hands for reaching the � nish in good time. 
Richard ran like a dog back and forth while Anna 
never seemed to stop talking, all the while Tim 
picked the sneaky lines minimising unnecessary 
climbing. 

I may have been on a time schedule but I still 
found moments to wonder at the most amazing 
views opening up as we climbed higher onto the 
ridge. The Carneddau succumb quite easily once 
you’re up and I found myself quite quickly on 
the last climb up Pen Llithrig yr wrach. I sensed 
that the on-board computer (Tim) had done his 
calculations and that we were now in a hurry to 
get o�  this hill. As we climbed Tim furnished me 
with a super-bright headtorch and told me what 
I needed to do in descent (basically a fell-race 
descent and sprint out on the road would put 
me damn close one way or the other! Well, how 
hard could that be after 17 ½ hours?)

The line taken � rst left then hard right was 
perfect, no rock. As we hit the fence at the foot 
of the hill the pace quickened until we were 
lurching down with impressive speed. I watched 
Richard’s heels like a hawk – copying his every 
move. Jumping streams and threading our way 
through bogs and bridges we eventually hit 
the road. Convincing myself that it’d be only a 
couple more minutes I upped the pace once 
more. At the � nal bend I heard Catharine, my 
mother-in-law, shout encouragement and this 
gave me the � nal kick to the � nish outside the 
Pinnacle cafe. I reached the step, stopped my 
watch with everyone waiting  for the � nishing 
time. 

18 hours 10 minutes and 25 seconds. 
As I write this � ve days after the run I still � nd 

it hard to believe that it was 18 hours 10. With 
Mark Hartell’s record of 18:10 it was very much 
the time to chase though and I’d not have put 
that enormous e� ort into the � nal descent if it 
wasn’t for his time. I was slightly disappointed 
to have been so far ahead but end up only 
equalling the time but at least I know how to 
play things next time round! One good thing is 
that I can at least cross one thing o�  that list next 
Christmas!
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Results BY DAVE WEATHERHEAD & BARBARA CARNEY

SEPTEMBER 6, 2007 - JUNE 11, 2008
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LONG MYND HIKE 
Shropshire 

BL/50m/9800ft   06.10.07
A super day with a good forecast. Two people 
had something to settle. Andrew Daviews was 
keen to get his record back but there was some 
stonf competition. Who was going to blow up or 
pull it off? The local lad won with a fantastic time 
and a new record of 7.51.00.

Gill Harris was gutted to see her record go last 
year. Having just recovered rom opvarian cancer, 
she was a bit apprehensive at the start but once 
the field had spread out both Andy and Gill were 
now set on coming home first.

A record turnout and entry. 506 people 
entered and 463 started. Well done to all.

Phil Harris
1. A. Davies ChurchStr 7.51.00 

2. A. Smalls Sudbury 8.10.00 
3. M. Beale Kingsdown 8.10.00 
4. S. Watts ChapelFrith 8.29.00 
4. J. Brown HighPeak 8.29.00 
6. A. Rankin Cambr 8.37.00 
7. J. Bragg Solihull 8.44.00 
8. S. White AllStr 8.47.00 
9. M. Davis Holmf 8.56.00 
10. K. Winkler Edinb 9.13.00 
10. D. Drinkwater Bridgnth 9.13.00 
LADIES 
1. (18) G. Harris ChurchStr 10.01.00 
2. (26) C. Preston Oakw 10.11.00 
3. (46) G. Evans Shepshed 11.50.00 
4. (52) J. Evans WestonUR 12.06.00 
5. (63) P. Paige AllStr 12.30.00 
6. Y. Lewis Chiseldon 12.30.00
336 finishers

WINDGATHER FELL RACE 
Derbyshire 

BL/13.5m/2500ft     21.10.07
On one of the finest autrumn days possible, 
148 fell runners turned out to race around the 
Goyt Valley close to Buxton. Only in it ssecond 
year, Windgather saw an increase of nerly 50% 
in entries – perhaps because of less clashes, but 
hopefully also a testament to the approval it is 
given by many runners as an excellent course 
over some very fine country. 

This year the courses was changed for the 
final half mile, taking it off the road and bringing 
runners through Shay Lodge Farm to finish with 
a 400 yard sprint down the fields to the post – a 
great improvement, thanks to the local farmer 
who also provides ample parking.

This year saw our “local hero” take to the field.  
Lloyd Taggart, repuredly worse for wear from a 
good night out came home with a time that will 
be challenging for the future. Jackie Lee, for the 
ladies, also came in first with an excellent time to 
beat. Congratulations to them both and we hope 
they will return to defend their positions in 2008.

Second man was Andrew Lamont, who took 
the first prize for the Goyt Valley series, with Sally 
Gilliver taking the ladies’ prize for the series.

As last year, the sponsors, Alexander’s of 
Buxton, provided excellent prizes; Rotary Club 
of Buxton who sponsored the prizes for the Goyt 
Valley series, covered the event with marshals 
and helpers; and Waitrose donated the water 
for the two drinking stations on the course. 
Burbage Institute provided a perfect building for 
changing and the venue for the welcome home 

made soup, rolls and cake as runners finished.
The 2007 Goyt Valley Series, with the help 

of the sponsors, means that the organisers, 
Alistair Fitzgerald, Mark Fitzgerald and Andrew 
Heywood are able to hand over donations of 
£500 each to two of our local Mountain Rescue 
teams – Buxton and Kinder – in recognition of 
the invaluable assistance they give in the event 
of emergencies.

Andrew Heywood
1. L. Taggart DkPk 1.29.30 
2. A. Lamont Macc 1.39.44 
3. T. McGaff O/50 CheshHR 1.40.13 
4. G. Cudahy Stockp 1.40.54 
5. R. Downs O/40 Wilmslow 1.42.34 
6. N. Bassett O/40 StaffsM 1.45.33 
7. L. Footit O/40 Unatt 1.45.55 
8. P. Light O/40 StaffsM 1.46.41 
9. M. Nelson O/40 Mcc 1.46.46 
10. S. Lane CheshHR 1.46.55

VETERANS O/50 
1. (13) G. McAra CheshHR 1.47.39 
2. (33) R. Murray Unatt 1.56.58 
3. (35) D. Naylor Gloss 1.57.44

VETERANS O/60 
1. (27) B. Blyth Macc 1.53.56 
2. (38) K. Burgess Altrinch 1.58.29 
3. (91) J. Carrier Siemens 2.15.30

LADIES 
1. (31) J. Lee Eryri 1.55.10 
2. (34) T. Greenway O/40 Bux 1.57.14 
3. (40) W. Higginbottom 

                             O/40 Bux 1.58.50 
4. (55) J. Hatton O/40 Macc 2.02.09 
5. S. Gilliver O/40 CheshHR 2.04.01 
(130) S. Bradley O/50 Bux 2.33.54
167 finishers

PEAK O TRIAL 2007 
Derbyshire 

O/9m/2500ft    28.12.07
1. T. Brunt Holmf 1.23.00 
2. B. Johnson DkPk 1.31.00 
3. J. Minshull O/40 Glass 1.36.00 
4. D. Hogg O/40 Gloss 1.40.00 
5. A. Butler O/50 GoytV 1.41.00 
6. A. Fox O/50 Gloss 1.43.00 
6. M. Davies DkPk 1.43.00 
8. M. Saunders MDC 1.46.00 
9. B. Dredge O/50 Mercia 1.49.00

10. A. Anastasi O/40 Gloss 1.52.00
LADIES 

1. (11) K. Cooper CFR 1.54.00 
2. (27) A. Bedwell O/40 MDC 2.27.00 
3. ) J. Laverock Salf 2.56.00
33 finishers

JARRETT JAUNT 
Cumbria 

AS/4.5m/1500ft    19.01.08
After a week of storms and heavy rain, race day 
was a complete change with conditions being 
surprisingly very good. This no doubt helped 
entries with another increase on last year’s 
record turnout, with 74 runners setting off this 
year. 

Ricky Lightfoot repeated last year’s fastest run 
of the day, also once again breaking the course 
record that he set last year with a time of 32.05, 
which shows what good shape Ricky is in at the 
start of the 2008 season. Kate Cooper was fastest 
lady and V55 Jackie Winn was another runner 

who looked to be in great shape finishing 5th 
fastest on the day with a time of 37.30.

The handicap works well with half the field 
finishing with a few minutes of each other. 
Handicap winner was Ellenborough’s junior, Paul 
Richardson.

Everyone who stayed for the presentation 
picked up a prize and with soup, tea and cakes 
included in the entry, it was good value all 
round.
H. Jarrett
1. R. Lighfoot Ellenb 32.05 
2. R. Madams Kesw 35.04 
3. M. Amor CFR 35.29 
4. D. Morris O/40 Ellenb 36.31 
5. J. Winn O/50 CFR 37.30 
6. L. Amor CFR 37.41 
7. C.  Knowles O/40 CFR 37.49 
8. P. Kelly Unatt 38.22 
9. I. Cousins CFR 38.38 
10. M. Brown Junior CFR 38.53
VETERANS O/50 
1. J. Winn CFR 37.30 
2. R. James CFR 40.15 
3. P. Crompton CFR 40.55
VETERANS O/60 
1. C. Kershaw CFR 52.06 
2. D. Morgan CFR 54.42 
3. S. Watson CFR 59.38
LADIES 
1. K. Cooper CFR 44.48 
2. B. Faulder Seaton 48.57 
3. A. Goldsworth O/40 Unatt 57.50 
4. B. Haywood O/40 CFR 58.49
74 finishers

BOX HILL FELL RACE 
Surrey 

BM/7.5m/1700ft    19.01.08
It was all change at the top this year with new 
faces taking the top two places. Well, they 
are new to the race, but very familiar to those 
in running circles. Nick Barrable has been an 
international orienteer for several years, recently 
winning a World Ranking race in Israel, and Phil 
Sheard has enjoyed great success in fell races up 
north for many years, but is now living locally. 
They were followed home by the most familiar 
face (and legs) in the race; it was great to see 
eleven time winner and course record holder 
Chris Beecham again making the “podium”. 

Phil took an early lead taking Chris with him 
and leaving Nick trailing at that stage. However 
they were unable to sustain that pace and Nick 
was able to run through them to take the win. 

Phil’s second place is the highest ever 
achieved by a veteran in this race. All credit to 
him on this tremendous achievement, but if we 
go the way of some races and have veterans 
winning them, is it healthy for our sport? Andy 
Hauser retained the over-50 crown and Geoff 
Newton, having missed last year regained the 
over-60 title; both achieveing fantastically high 
places for their age.

Among the ladies, Joanna Carritt made it a 
hat-trick of wins. Mira Salmi was not far behind 
with Joanna saying she was “running scared” 
the whole way knowing Mira was chasing hard. 
First veteran and third lady overall was Tracey 
Woodyard of Springfield Striders.

Also scoring a hat-trick of wins were Tring RC 
in the team results, enabled by the recruitment 
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of fourth-placer Nigel Bunn who was running 
for his orienteering club last year. They were well 
clear of Springfield Striders who as usual were 
the most represented club at the race. And it was 
good to see a local triathlon club turning up in 
enough strength to take third.

Entries filled very fast again this year, 
equalling last year’s record. This was despite not 
distributing any paper entry forms anywhere, 
and failing to send out a mass e-mail as I had 
promised to do. So thank you all for your support 
for the race. In order to get as close as possible to 
our numbers limit we take a much larger number 
of entries and estimate a no-show percentage. I 
heard there was quite a trade in entries between 
no-shows and those who missed the cut-off, 
with our winner Nick being the most notable 
beneficiary. I am quite happy with this, because 
if we do have to have a numbers limit, at least I 
know that those toeing the start line are those 
who most wanted to be there.

Thanks go again to all the usual suspects.  The 
National Trust for permission to run on the hills, 
Sandra Dunlop and all those at Friends Provident 
for use of the car park and social club. And, of 
course, the many helpers from SLOW –  Richard, 
Caroline, Tim, Steve, Chris G, Alan, Diane, Peter, 
but especially Dick (entries, registration, and 
computer), Chris (notices, registration and 
finish) and Mike (road signs, flagging the middle 
section and a road crossing)
Andy Robinson
1. N. Barrable SLond 51.47 
2. P. Sheard O/40 P&B 52.16 
3. C. Beecham Highgate 53.25 
4. N. Bunn O/40 Tring 55.14 
5. M. Muir SpringStr 55.36 
6. K. Harding O/40 Tring 56.06 
7. R. Jackaman Camb 57.24 
8. D. Castle EKBT 57.33 
9. M. Winn-Smith Camb 58.08 
10. G. Francis O/40 SheenShuff 58.17
VETERANS O/50 
1. (11) A. Hauser Holmf 59.05 
2. (25) T. Norton EKBT 63.38 
3. (38) T. Crossley EGrinst 66.13
VETERANS O/60 
1. (36) G. Newton Tadw 65.48 
2. (94) I. Marshall Camb 75.09 
3. (105) P. Hadley Camb 76.45
LADIES 
1. (24) J. Carritt Highgate 63.27 
2. (28) M. Salmi FulOnTri 64.07 
3. (32) T. Woodyard O/40 SpringStr 65.15 
4. (41) C. Court DorkMV 66.44 
5. (58) J. Warren ThamesTTri 69.35 
(124) S. Clarke O/50 SpringStr 80.22
172 finishers

TIGGER TOR 
Derbyshire 

BM/10m/1750ft  27.01.08
This year saw yet another change to the route 
in order to avoid erosion on the busy ‘tourist 
paths’. New checkpoints were introduced at Ox 
Stones and Owler Tor. We also saw the removal 
of Winyards Nick check point.

The course was advertised as deep heather 
with rocks, tussocks, bogs and a river crossing. 
Unfortunately, following a dry week and gale 
force winds, the river was reduced to a mere 
trickle.

In spite of all my pre race warnings, 313 eager 
runners set off to find the best routes on the 
course. Runners bunched up early to try and 
avoid the fury of the gale which left the eventual 
winner, Lloyd Taggart chance to push ahead 
with a winning time of 1.06.30. Lloyd decided to 
go the Winyards Nick, just to see if there might 
be a marshal there to greet him. Unfortunately 
there was not! He then arrived at Houndkirk Hill 
only to find a resting! marshall. Despite these 
delays he arrived at the finish 3 minutes ahead of 
second runner, Craig Mattocks and third runner 
Dave Taylor.

Janet McIver won the female race just one 
minute ahead of Jackie Lee.

The first three men’s teams were all Dark Peak. 
The first ladies’ team was Eryri, led by Jackie Lee, 
with Dark Peak second and host club Totley third.

These races would not be able to continue 
if there weren’t such a vast number of people 
willing to help. Some are runners opting out of 
this race and some don’t even run at all. Many 
thanks to you all for making the race safe and 
successful.

As always the feed back from runners was 
positive with a resounding “don’t change it next 
year”. Changes will be kept to a minimum but 
slight course alterations are inevitable to protect 
the pathways.

Apologies go to Mark Harvey, he was 1st vet 
50 finishing in a time of 1hr 18 minutes. Sadly, his 
prize went to AN Other! Did he look too young?

Thanks to all who turned up, runners and 
helpers. See you next year.
Don Longley
1. L. Taggart DkPk 1.06.30 
2. C. Mattocks O/40 Wootton 1.09.45 
3. D. Taylor O/40 DkPk 1.09.59 
4. L. Banton Clowne 1.11.35 
5. C. Gilhooey SLUOC 1.11.48 
6. S. Bond TFS 1.12.53 
7. N. Swift DkPk 1.13.32 
8. J. Boyle DkPk 1.13.45 
9. M. Nolan O/40 DkPk 1.14.17 
10. A. Dunajko Sheff 1.15.14
VETERANS O/50 
1. (36) M. Harvey DkPk 1.18.40 
2. (50) R. Fawcett DkPk 1.20.15 
3. (59) S. Storey DkPk 1.21.57
VETERANS O/60 
1. (68) M. Cochrane DkPk 1.24.55 
2. (164) G. Berry DkPk 1.39.01 
3. (196) M. West DkPk 1.41.16
VETERANS O/70 
1. (1. (292) T. Platts Clowne 1.59.18
LADIES 
1. (24) J. McIver DkPk 1.17.25 
2. (37) J. Lee Eryri 1.18.43 
3. (52) S. Ridgway Eryri 1.20.27 
4. (56) J. Jepson O/40 FatBoys 1.21.09 
5. (81) R. Chatwin Penn 1.27.09 
(114) P. Weir O/40 Totley 1.32.30 

STANBURY SPLASH 
West Yorkshire 

BM/7m/1200ft    27.01.08
In 25 years of organising the event, it is good 
to see some things don’t change. Soreen are 
still supporting the race by giving out their 
wonderful energy product to all finishers and 
“old faithful”, Ian Holmes is still churning out 
the wins, incredibly having won the Splash 

consecutively since 1996. Age just doesn’t seem 
a barrier as, even now, at 42, he simply ran away 
from the 281 senior runners and even on the 
skyline loop of Ponden Kirk, he relished being 
able to see his pursuers half a mile behind.
Ian’s love affair with the Splash began 18 years 
ago in 1987 when he finished 9th and first 
local. This also happens to be the only time that 
organiser, Dave Woodhead, managed to beat 
him! Ian competed another couple of times in 
those early years but after missing the race for a 
number of years, he returned in 1996 an d won 
in deep snow and thick ice which resulted as 
the race becoming known as “the ghost race”, 
as it had been officially postponed but because 
runners were bund to turn up, the Stoop race 
was run.

Local Silsden athlete, Graham Pearce, 
improved on last year’s fourth to finish runner 
up, running two minutes faster than last year. 
Graham actually competed here in the Quarry 
Runs as an Under 16 and earlier in the day had 
his daughters, Esme and Nina, competing in the 
Under 8s’ race.

Last year’s winner, Helen Glover, retained her 
title and, even more impressively, knocked five 
minutes off last year’s time. Sally Malir led Ilkley 
Harriers to the ladies’ team prize.

Jane Smith set a new female V50 record and 
Dave Tait a new V60 record.

The weather didn’t deter an impressive 120 
juniors turning out which included 38 x U8s 
where Alex Robinson and Nea Weston came 
hime triumphant. The combined Un10, U12 and 
U14 race was won by 11-year old James Hall 
from Ian Ferguson’s son, Josh, with GU14 winner, 
Rosie Hellawell, an astonishing third. Nine yea 
rold Oliver Spencer won the U10s and in that 
age group for the girls, fresh into this category, 
Lily McGuinness dominated as she did in the U8s 
race, which she actually won outright twice and 
is the record holder. The closest finish was in the 
GU12 girls where Emma Clarke, all the way from 
Shropshire, just outsprinted Wakefield’s Annabel 
Mason. Junior record holder, Thomas Sessford, 
won the U16 race and with Rebecca McLean also 
winning, Keighley & Craven had plenty to cheer 
about.

Dave Woodhead
1. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 44.30 
2. G. Pearce P&B 46.17 
3. A. Whittem CaldV 46.53 
4. R. Shaw Kghly 48.03 
5. T. Mason Wharfe 48.23 
6. K. Livesey Wharfe 48.41 
7. B. Elsworth Wharfe 48.47 
8. M. Roberts Eryri 48.48 
9. A. Thorpe Hfx 49.44 
10. D. Walker Clay 49.50
VETERANS O/40 
1. (1) I. Holmes Bing 44.30 
2. (12) T. Edward Clay 50.10 
3. (14) J. Rank Holmf 50.14
VETERANS O/50 
1. (16) B. Goodison Abbey 50.33 
2. (49) C. Marshall Kghly 55.06 
3. (51) B. Hamilton Ilk 55.13
VETERANS O/60 
1. (40) D. Tait DkPk 54.07 
2. (99) D. Waywell Wesham 59.49 
3. (153) T. Minikin Kghly 63.34
LADIES 
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1. (34) H. Glover Kghly 53.38 
2. (56) L. Clough Chorl 55.20 
3. (72) S. Malir O/40 Ilk 57.25 
4. (77) A. Johnson O/40 CaldV 58.05 
5. (98) A. Richards Tod 59.46 
6. (106) E. Jones BelleV 60.07 
(154) J. Smith O/50 Tod 63.37 
(240) J. Atkins O/60 Chorl 73.27
281 finishers
JUNIORS 
Under 16s 2m/300ft 
1. T. Sessford Kghly 11.38 
2. S. Carey Tod 12.22 
3. J. Smith Wharfe 12.24
(7) R. McLean Girl Kghly 15.08 
(8) S. Wilson Girl Pendle 17.27
10 finishers
Under 10s, 12s and 14s  1m/150ft
1. J. Hall U12 Bing 6.52 
2. J. Ferguson U12 Kghly 7.07 
3. R. Hellawell  Girl U14 Kghly 7.09 
4. P. Dark U14 Ross 7.17 
(9) O. Spencer U10 Pendle 7.55 
(11) E. Clarke Girl U12 Ludlow 7.59 
(28) L. McGuinness Girl U10 EChesh 
8.46
71 finishers
Under 8s Fun Run  0.5m/100ft 
1. A. Robinson NiddV 3.27 
2. T. Horsfall Settle 3.28 
3. M. Raistrick Unatt 3.30 
4. J. Wilkinson Bowland 3.34 
5. C. Archer Unatt 3.40 
6. N. Weston Girl Ilk 3.42
38 finishers

PENNINE BRIDLEWAY 
Lancashire 

47m/6300ft    03.02.08
The problem is, I suppose that by organising an 
event at the beginning of February chances are 
that the weather might not be kind to you! We 
have until now been lucky with the weather and 
despite some worries in the days leading up to 
the event this year apart from a bitter cold wind 
the weather “held out”.

I had several emails prior to this years race 
from clubs understandably worried about the 
weather forecast and a large dump of snow 
the day before the race did nothing to alleviate 
matters. My reply then was that we would 
only call the race off if we couldn’t drive to 
and between the checkpoints due to snow. 
On reflection my reply was ill judged as any 
responsible organiser must take into account 
the running conditions on the day when 
deciding whether to call an event off or not. 
On the evening before the race I consulted the 
Rossendale and Pendle Mountain Rescue team 
and we agreed that there should be a dynamic 
risk assessment made with regard to the weather 
conditions on the day.

The other problem of course when organising 
an event of this kind is that it attracts non 
fell running clubs and with that runners 
inexperienced at competing in what is a unique 
form of the running spectrum. We would not 
want to discourage non fell running clubs at 
all although I think that those clubs have a 
responsibility to ensure that the teams and the 
individuals they enter have some of the basic 
skills required when entering an event of this 

nature which is essentially five fell races. I did put 
this point to several teams in my reply to their 
query about weather conditions and advised 
them to reconsider entering a team, which might 
well be considered “ at risk “ should conditions 
deteriorate. One team did pull out at the very 
last minute citing that very point as their reason 
and although we were disappointed to lose a 
team they have to be applauded for their action 
and we would encourage other teams to adopt 
this type of stance. 

We have now added an extra page to the relay 
website titled “ Safety “ and we will be filling this 
page with help and advice relating to safety 
matters and basic skill requirements needed 
when deciding whether to enter this type of 
event in the middle of Winter.

We had once again a record entry for the 
2008 event. Although 83 teams entered only 
76 teams started which was eight teams more 
that our previous high. The extra parking space 
at Callis Bridge sorted for us by our friends from 

Sharon Godsman & 
Clare Kenny on leg 3 
for CVFR Ladies who 
finished 2nd
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Paul Barrett & 
Daniel McParland 
(Manchester Tri A) 
on leg 3
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Todmorden Harriers spared us the problems of 
last year and the extra numbers didn’t seem to 
cause problems at the other changeover points.

Several new teams entered this year and it was 
pleasing to see Halifax Harriers entered for the 
first time and doing so well by finishing in 6th 
place in their first outing. Good too to see local 
rivals Blackburn Harriers entered for the first 
time, eventually finishing in 9th after being 2nd 
at the second change. 

The race up front was once again well 
contested with last year’s winners and record 
holders Horwich RMI battling it out with past 
winners and past record holders Borrowdale 
Fell Runners for the honours. The race was only 
decided on the last leg where the pairing of 
British Fell Champion Simon Booth and Chris 
Steele overhauled the Horwich pairing to take 
the lead and the 2008 title.

Past winners, Bowland, finished strongly again 
in 3rd place whilst the hotly contested Vets 
prize was once again won by Clayton Vets in 5th 
spot. Clayton fielded no less than 9 teams and 
we thank them for their support. Ilkley Harriers 
claimed the much coveted mixed team title and 
the ladies title again hotly contested was won by 
the ladies from Dark Peak.

We received lots of emails after the event 
thanking us for a great day out and we much 
appreciate your feedback. We put a lot of time 
and effort in trying to make the event go as 
smooth as possible for the runners and we have 
learned things from this year which we will put 
to good use for the 2009 event. 

Same weekend next year Sunday 1st February.
Graham Wright

1. Borrowdale 4.58.59 
2. Horwich 5.01.06 
3. Bowland 5.09.40 
4. Rossendale 5.16.58 
5. Clayton Vets 5.21.46 
6. Halifax 5.23.22 
7. Calder Valley 5.23.35 
8. Clayton A 5.25.00 
9. Blackburn 5.26.47 
10. Todmorden A 5.27.53
VETERANS 
1. (5) Clayton Vets A 5.25.00 
2. (11) Dark Peak 5.28.06 
3. (15) Darwen Dashers 5.41.23 
4. (17) Clayton Vets B 5.43.57 
5. (19) Bowland 5.51.07
LADIES 
1. (29) Dark Peak 6.19.24 
2. (31) Calder Valley 6.22.16 
3. (35) Todmorden 6.27.58 
4. (36) Rossendale 6.28.45 
5. (40) Clayton 6.33.15 
6. (47) Horwich 6.34.04
MIXED 
1. (22) Ilkley 5.57.58 
2. (27) Chorley 6.16.56 
3. (30) Preston 6.19.52 
4. (34) Radcliffe 6.26.55 
5. (39) Wesham 6.33.00

LONG MYND VALLEYS 
Shropshire 

AM/11.5m/4500ft    03.02.08
With snow forecast, we thought that entries 
would be lower. In fact, it was the best turnout 
for a long time with 207 starters.

Tim Werrett led from the start with Pete Vale 
close behind. 

Anna Bartlett had a very well deserved first 
place in 20th position overall. Julie Cooper 
was first lady over 50 and the ladies gave their 
normal prize giving problems – what has 
happened to the senior ladies?

Ed Davies had been training hard determined 
to get under two hours. 1.59.40! Not mucn to 
play with! Well done, Ed.

There was a good turnout from people all over 
the country. Thank you Springfield Striders for 
bringing so many runners.

Phil Harris
1. T. Werrett Mercia 1.40.50 
2. P. Vale Mercia 1.41.38 
3. R. Palmer FellP 1.43.16 
4. M. Palmer O/40 Unatt 1.46.01 
5. R. Stafford Mercia 1.48.54 
6. S. Charles Clwydian 1.51.39 
7. P. Woodisso Bristol 1.51.43 
8. I. Hughes O/40 SAC 1.51.49 
9. I. Houston Mercia 1.52.22 
10. J. Newey Malv 1.52.38
VETERANS O/50 
1. (16) E. Davies Mercia 1.59.40 
2. (21) S. Dawes TAC 2.01.56 
3. (22) C. Davies Sadd 2.02.50
LADIES 
1. (20) A. Bartlett SAC 2.01.41 
2. (57) T. Woodyard
                             O/40 SpringStr 2.15.43 
3. (77) J. Cowley O/40 Mercia 2.20.58 
4. (78) V. Swingler StaffShuff 2.21.23 
5. (89) L. Garside O/40 TAC 2.44.44
200 finishers

WADSWORTH TROG & HALF TROG 
West Yorkshire 

AL/20m/4000ft & BM/9m/1500ft    
09.02.08

These races were both cancelled in 2007 due 
to adverse weather so when we had a heavy 
snowfall the week before, I was very relieved – 
surely not two weekends of snow in a row? In 
fact, the weather could not have been different 
for 2008 – glorioussun, crystal clear skies and 
excellent running temperatures.

The Half Trog was won by Lee Athersmith in a 
new course record, second was Shaun Godsman, 
who was also inside the old record. Lisa Lacon 
also broke the ladies’ record. One guy broke his 
shoes and the ran the last few miles in flapping 
socks! Home ground knowledge allowed Calder 
Valley to take both team prizes.

The Full Trog saw a lot of hard running at the 
front. Messages from marshals as to the current 
leader came flooding into race HQ throughout 
the day. Karl Gray eventually pulled ahead to 
lead Ian Holmes in by nine minutes in a time four 
minutes inside the previous record. One of the 
most stressful moments of the day was watching 
a van and trailer combo trying to reverse into a 
small alley right across the finish – I had images 
of the front runners having to hurdle the trailer. 
Catherine Farrow was first of fifteen ladies in the 
Trog, a few minutes ahead of Christine Preston.

It was the first race I’ve organised and my 
thanks go to all the Calder Valley members and 
friends who helped make it a great day. Also, Old 
Town Cricket Club for the use of the club house 
(although most people were out in the sun) and 

the ladies of OTCC for the food.
Thirza Hyde

Full Trog 
1. K. Gray CaldV 2.38.15 
2. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 2.47.44 
3. P. Thompson Clay 2.55.16 
4. J. Logue Horw  2.57.36 
5. A. Wrench O/40 Tod 2.59.19 
6. R. Lawrence Bing 3.02.42 
7. J. Blackett O/40 DkPk 3.08.58 
8. A. Orr Clay 3.10.23 
9. D. Horsfall O/40 Settle 3.11.15 
10. J. Stevens CaldV 3.11.52
VETERANS 0/50 
1. (30) J. Rusius Clay 3.31.38 
2. (36) S. Brandwood Tod 3.40.42 
3. (40) P. Booth Clay 3.43.55
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) D. Tait DkPk 3.28.26 
2. (66) M. Coles Skyrac 3.59.09 
3. (72) A. Dixon Unatt 4.05.18
LADIES 
1. (35) C. Farrow VallStr 3.38.47 
2. (38) C. Preston O/40 Tod 3.41.59 
3. (52) N. Sharratt CaldV 3.46.55 
4. (68) C. Worth O/40 NYM 4.03.19 
5. (75) M. Clarke Bing 4.07.51 
6. (76) J. Smith O/50 Tod 4.08.22
122 finishers
Half Trog 
1. L. Athersmith Bing 1.09.57 
2. S. Godsman CaldV 1.10.26 
3. A. Breaks CaldV 1.13.34 
4. P Mitchell O/40 Bing 1.16.46 
5. O. Beilby Wharfe 1.16.53 
6. D. Bent Serpent 1.17.53 
7. D. Roome Bowland 1.18.19 
8. N. Armitage P&B 1.20.49 
9. J. Hutchinson Ilk 1.21.15 
10. S. Hunter O/40 CaldV 1.22.54
VETERANS O/50 
1. (16) J. Adair Holmf 1.25.32 
2. (28) D. Tolson RedR 1.42.44 
3. (36) R. Bellaries Clay 1.48.44
LADIES 
1. (13) L. Lacon Holmf 1.23.17 
2. (20) A. Johnson O/40 CaldV 1.31.07 
3. (22) G. Sugden CaldV 1.39.55 
4. (24) J. Scarf O/40 CaldV 1.41.40 
46 finishers

WINTER HILL FELL RACE 
Bolton 

AM/11m/2750ft  10.02.08
I must first of all apologise to the ladies for 
making a complete mess of their presentation 
which was due to me leaving the prize list at 
home. I did correct this later but it did mean that 
some prize winners did not get their recognition 
at the time from their fellow runners. This is 
only the 19th time I have organised the race so 
I will have to put it down to inexperience and a 
learning curve!

The race itself was run in the best conditions I 
can recall with it being more like a warm spring 
day than a day early in February. I am sure that 
this contributed to the record number of runners 
with 206 starting and 196 finishing. Tjis did not, 
however, stop a number of runners going off 
course including at least one Horwich runner! 
The race itself was run over the original course 
after the previous two years diversion to miss the 
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Terraced Gardens.
The winner of the men’s race for the fifth 

consecutive year was Rob Hope in a new record 
time and over nine minutes clear of the second 
runner. I feel sure that he would have broken  
the 1 hour 30 minutes barrier if he had been 
challenged harder. There were further good runs 
from Richard Pattinson, Graham Schofield and 
Ken Taylor.

The ladies’ race was a much closer run race 
with Emma Clayton beating the second lady and 
first vet, Sally Newman, by just under one and a 
half minutes. Both had good runs finishing 28th 
and 33rd respectively in the open race.

I would again like to thank all those who 
helped both on the day and in the lead up to the 
event – Bolton Mountain Rescue for providing 
safety cover and last, but by no means least, our 
sponsors, Walsh Sports.

Tony Varley
1. R. Hope P&B 1.31.27 
2. J. Kevan Horw 1.40.40 
3. J. Wright Tod 1.41.04 
4. R. Pattinson O/40 P&B 1.41.05 
5. C. Heys Horw 1.41.40 
6. S. Bond TFS 1.42.18 
7. M. Nuttall Bl’burn 1.44.42 
8. M. Green O/40 Lost 1.45.13 
9. R. Mellon Bowl 1.45.17 
10. P. Stevenson O/40 P&B 1.47.30
VETERANS O/50 
1. (20) G. Schofield Horw 1.49.17 
2. (48) P. Walsh Prest 1.59.42 
3. (51) J. Wheldon Pudsey 2.00.27
VETERANS O/60 
1. (29) K. Taylor Ross 1.54.03 
2. (42) K. Carr Clay 1.58.21 
3. (45) M. Crook Horw 1.58.54

LADIES 
1. (28) E. Clayton Scunth 1.53.54 
2. (33) S. Newman O/45 CaldV 1.55.20 
3. (43) L. Clough Chorl 1.58.33 
4. (60) L. Squires Horw 2.03.00 
5. (69) S. Becconsall O/45 Bing 
2.05.55
196 finishers

38th ‘TISO’ CARNETHY 5 HILL RACE 
AM/6m/2500ft  16.02.08

1. L. Taggart DkPk 47.11 
2. R. Jebb Bing 48.13 
3. A. Symonds Carneg 48.28 
4. A. Anthony Ochil 49.15 
5. R. Lightfoot Ellenb 49.57 
6. J. Davis O/40 Borr 50.52 
7. T. Owens Shettle 51.34 
8. O. Chepelin Ed’burgh 51.43 
9. D. Whitehead Cosmic 52.16 
10. A. Schofield O/40 Borr 52.18
VETERANS O/50 
1. (28) W. Procter Helm 56.24 
2. (42) J. Winn Ellenb 57.44 
3. (43) J. Holt Clay 58.01
VETERANS O/60 
1. (167) T. Ross Fife 68.35 
2. (215) J. Holden Fife 72.26 
3. (264) J. Rowley Law 74.56
VETERANS O/70 
1. (330) J. Buchanan Annan 81.58 
2. (396) A. Menarry Carn 92.12 
3. (415) B. Bennet Penic 95.27
LADIES 
1. (21) A. Mudge Carn 55.13 
2. (59) S. Taylor Bing 60.14 
3. (62) F. Maxwell O/40 Mourne 60.23 
4. (78) J. Mykura Carn 61.58 

5. (82) J. Lee Eryri 62.26 
(110) H. Whitaker O/40 Carn 64.17 
(222) A. Hamilton O/50 Cosmic 72.48 
(223) J. Scott O/50 Fife 72.51
461 finishers

SIDMOUTH 4 TRIGS CHALLENGE 
Devon 

BL/16m/3000ft  17.02.08
The glorious weather attracted a record number 
of entries (98) for the annual 4 Trigs Race. The 
course alternates in direction each year, this 
year being in a clockwise direction which means 
the first control is Higher Peak. Once again, 
Malcolm Bayer started impressively and was first 
to punch his control card at the trig. However, 
James Pearce, on holiday from the Pennines, 
tucked in behind Malcolm taking advantage of 
local knowledge until the final trig at Western. It 
was then simply a matter of keeping the sea on 
his left and following the coastal path back to 
Sidmouth.

Competitors can choose their route, though 
the spirit of the event means running mostly 
on footpaths and visiting controls in the correct 
sequence. After Higher Peak, the next trig is 
on Fire Beacon but on the way runners have 
to punch their cards at a control under the old 
railway bridge in Harpford Woods. There is plenty 
of discussion with little consensus on the fastest 
way to and through the woods from Mutters 
Moor.

Many of the 25 Sidmouth runners enjoyed a 
much improved performance compared to last 
year.

There is a lot of running between Fire Beacon 
and the next trig at Bucton Hill via White Cross 
and Sidbury. 
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Sidmouth Four Trigs Challenge – Gary 
Perratt (20th) ‘flying’ back from High Peak

Sidmouth Four Trigs Challenge – Graham 
Hill (11th) climbing Salcombe Hill
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Not only did the runners appreciate a 
beautiful course made even more enjoyable 
by the glorious weather, they were once again 
treated to a fine fayre generously donated by 
local businesses. It is possible that times are 
getting faster because the runners are spurred 
on in the knowledge that they will be rewarded 
with a giant Hayman’s pasty when they finish.

Nick Keast
1. J. Pearce  2.26.04 
2. M. Bayer  2.27.34 
3. D. Nettelfield  2.31.26 
4. A. King  2.31.40 
5. D. Booth  2.35.32 
6. J. Ashby  2.41.27 
7. J. Croome  2.43.28 
8. I. Andrews  2.44.08 
9. B.J. Pyne  2.46.18 
10. T. Mitchell  2.46.28
LADIES 
1. (13) L. Cummins  2.52.41 
2. (32) L. Croome  3.08.45 
3. (33) D. Marriott  3.14.45 
4. (38) E. Wood  3.20.00 
5. (42) E. Hitchins  3.22.36
91 finishers

CHATSWORTH CHASE 
Derbyshire 

BS/5.75m/720ft  17.02.08
This race was organised in response to a request 
to bring back a race with the descent past 
Jubilee Rock in Chatsworth Park in the gap in the 
local (Derbyshire) calendar between November 
and March. We are not aware of records at 
previous incarnations but this year Simon Bailey 
ran out the winner in 40.24.

In trying to avoid road crossings, and include 
highlights like scrambling up the Aqueduct Folly 
behind the Chatsworth Garden and providing 
a great view for anyone who wanted to take 
the opportunity – I am sorry that I was beaten 
by my nemesis and what I genuinely thought 
and remeasured to be 7.5 miles was reported at 
the end of the race by helpful entrants to be 7.1 
miles.

Nevertheless, the weather was glorious 
(but I hope that the race would have been as 
enjoyable should the seasonal sleet have visited) 
and most people genuinely appeared to have 
enjoyed themselves. At the risk of failing to 
please all the people all of the time, if I succeed 
in gaining landowners’ persmission for a repeat 
race in 2009, or 2010, I could either finish the 
race at the bridge, thereby reducing the length 
to nearer 5.75 miles or instigate a lateral artifical 
slalom course for the final bit making the last 
mile through the “boring parkland” less boring.

Zoe Wareham
1. S. Bailey Mercia 40.24 
2. S. Bond TFS 41.06 
3. N. Swift DkPk 41.34 
4. O. Johnson DkPk 41.41 
5. K. Lilley O/40 DkPk 42.19 
6. N. Northrop DkPk 42.53 
7. M. Sprat DkPk 43.18 
8. A. Buckley Unatt 43.32 
9. J. Morgan DkPk 44.21 
10. J. Moody Mat 45.29
VETERANS O/50 
1. (23) M. Moorhouse Mat 48.19 
2. (30) R. Fawcett DkPk 49.22 

3. (46) P. Coleman Unatt 52.40
VETERANS O/60 
1. (83) R. Canty Chats 59.33 
2. (94) B. Allsop Buxt 61.07 
3. (95) R. Campbell Unatt 61.17
VETERANS O/70 
1. (100) B. Rogers NVets 62.07
LADIES 
1. (27) C. McKittrick Charn 48.49 
2. (33) K. Bailey Unatt 49.50 
3. (35) J. Reed Mat 50.17 
4. (53) F. Gilbert Mat 54.19 
5. (55) A. Higgins FatBoys 54.32 
(87) J. Smith O/50 Unatt 59.58 
(97) P. Goodall O/50 Totley 61.31 
(102) B. Haigh O/60 Unatt6 62.21
134 finishers

2ND DUFTON HIGH CUP NICK FELL 
RACE 

BM/9m/1500ft  23.02.08
Jim Davies, clearly keen to get his name on the 
new trophy (which will proudly be displayed in 
our local pub – The Stag Inn), led the race from 
start to finish. Jim came home in a new record 
time ahead of a quality field including Nick Craig, 
the mountain biker and recent convert to fell 
running.

Menawhile, in the ladies’ race, Jo Waites 
wasted her large lead by turning her ankle on 
the descent allowing Lisa Lacon and Karen 
Robertson to pass her before the village green.

The conditions were particularly blustery and 
the visibility was poor at the head of the Nick, yet 
despite this everyone (143 runners) completed 
the race, much to the relief of the organisers.

Prior to the main race and timed to allow at 
least one of the parents to race, were the junior 
trail races. 32 juniors were catered for with a 
short trail race around Dufton Ghyll, which was 
proudly displaying its famous snowdrops.

Special thanks to all the marshals (there were 
a lot) and to the farmers for allowing this race to 
happen which, due to starting and finishing on 
the village green, has to cross various areas of 
private land.

Morgan Donnelly
1. J. Davies O/40 Borr 1.01.55 
2. D. Kay Horw 1.04.05 
3. N. Craig Penn 1.04.43 
4. S. Booth Borr 1.05.09 
5. A. Schofield O/40 Borr 1.06.27 
6. S. Birkenshaw NFR 1.08.29 
7. D. Hurton O/40 Eden 1.09.19 
8. P. Sanderson NFR 1.09.33 
9. P. Brittleton HelmH 1.09.39 
10. P. Cornforth O/40 Borr 1.09.50
VETERANS O/50 
1. (23) J. Ewart Holmf 1.14.17 
2. (24) M. Walsh Kend 1.15.56 
3. (27) M. Roberts Tod 1.16.24
VETERANS O/60 
1. (36) D. Tait DkPk 1.17.28 
2. (90) B. Booth Kesw 1.30.45 
3. (105) P. Whewell NYorks 1.35.22
LADIES 
1. (25) L. Lacon Holmf 1.15.59 
2. (43) K. Robertson NFR 1.18.52 
3. (49) J. Wates CaldV 1.20.00 
4. (56) C. Suddaby Kesw 1.22.02 
5. (63) J. Keavrem O/40 Swale 1.24.54 
(66) N. Davies O/40 Borr 1.25.12 

(77) W. Dodds O/50 Clay 1.27.27 
(95) D. Thompson O/50 Kesw 1.32.42
143 finishers
JUNIOR TRAIL 
Boys U14 
1. D. Fargher Unatt 8.51 
2. W. Diment BarnCas 10.39
Girls U14 
1. M. Fynn Unatt 12.37 
2. E. Guest Unatt 15.14
Boys U12 
1. I. Hill Eden 9.11 
2. T. Craig Penn 9.35
Girls U12 
1. P. Byron Unatt 10.26 
2. M. Diment Unatt 12.51
Boys U10 
1. F. Robertson Hex 3.55 
2. A. Cornforth Borr 4.05
Boys U8 
1. F. Byron NFR 4.47 
2. T. Suddaby Unatt 4.56
Girls U8 
1. E. Gutteridge Penn 5.42

RAS MOEL Y CI 
BS/4m/950ft  23.02.08

1. R. Greenwood Eryri 3.58 
2. S. Charles Clwyd 37.14 
3. R. Roberts Eryri 38.22 
4. M. Roberts Eryri 39.13 
5. F. Blunt NFR 39.17 
6. G. Williams O/40 Manai 39.32 
7. J. Bowie Oswest 40.26 
8. J. Walmsley Bangor 40.52 
9. G. Hughes O/40 Aberg 40.53 
10. S. Butterworth Eryri 41.45
VETERANS O/50 
1. (13) I. Edgar Eryri 43.31 
2. (17) E. Evans Eryri 45.11 
3. (24) J. Bennell Eryri 46.58
VETERANS O/60 
1. (23) D. Williams Eryri 46.30 
2. (40) D. Omerod WFRA 52.26 
3. (44) J. Linley Clwd 53.26
LADIES 
1. (19) K. Bailey Merion 45.20 
2. (22) J. Herring Eryri 46.21 
3. (32) B. Law Bangor 48.52 
4. (34) K. Spinney Eryri 50.00 
5. (41) A. Thomas O/40 Eryri 52.39 
(42) A. Williams O/40 Eryri 53.02 
(60) M. Oliver O/60 Eryri 57.23
79 finishers
JUNIORS 
1. C. Porter-Jones  11.09 
2. M. Bye  11.25 
3. B. Broatch  11.37

THE QUANTOCKS FELL RACE 
Somerset 

BM/7m/1700ft  23.02.08
1. T. Gibbs MDC 50.40 
2. D. Nettlefield Nails 52.16 
3. E. Bailey GWR 54.58 
4. J. Jones Aberyst 56.24 
5. B. Gibbison Unatt 58.13 
6. T. Crossley O/50 EG AC 59.51 
7. M. Williams O/40 Springf 60.43 
8. K. Thompson RunFor 61.06 
9. L. Anthony O/40 Unatt 62.03 
10. D. Rigby FromeV 62.41
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VETERANS O/50 
1. (6) T. Crossley EGAC 59.51 
2. (14) A. Kirby GWR 65.57 
3. (22) M. Naden Unatt 82.11
VETERANS O/60 
1. (18) L. Green West 74.39
LADIES 
1. (13) H. Marshall Aberyst 64.14 
2. (17) J. James O/40 Unatt 72.31 
3. (18) L. Green Weston 74.39 
4. (20) L. Coates Nails 78.26 
5. (21) K. Harding Unatt 82.11 
(22) M. Naden O/50 Unatt 82.11 
(18) L. Green O/60 West 74.39
22 finishers

ARTHUR JONES FELL RACE 
AL/15m/4100ft  24.02.08

1. L. Taggart DkPk 2.07.08 
2. T. Cringle MFR 2.19.21 
3. S. Skillicorn MFR 2.21.41 
4. T. Okell O/40 MFR 2.34.59 
5. S. Partington O/40 MH 2.35.20 
6. A. Bell-Scott MFR 2.37.51 
7. R. Sille MFR 2.39.19 
8. R. Holden O/40 MH 2.39.48 
9. D. Griffin O/40 MFR 2.40.45 
10. R. Sellors O/40 IOM 2.42.04
VETERANS O/50 
1. (11) R. Webb IOM 2.44.04 
2. (13) D. Young MFR 2.55.29 
3. (14) I. Callister MH 3.00.08
LADIES 
1. (12) J. Lee Eryri 2.47.28 
2. (25) V. Jacobsen U 4.27.16
28 finishers

ILKLEY MOOR 
West Yorkshire 

AS/5m/1260ft  24.02.08
A great day for Ilkley Harriers, with 266 runners 
enjoying the senior race and Ilkley runners well 
placed – first team for both men and ladies. 
170 children ran in the junior races, which are 
increasing by 20% year on year, and records 
tumbled despite the juniors having the worst 
weather of the day.

Paul Wood
1. G. Pearce P&B 39.13 
2. A. Whittem CaldV 39.28 
3. R. Shaw Kghly 40.37 
4. T. Mason Wharf 40.43 
5. C. Smale O/40 Tod 40.49 
6. S. Willis O/40 Tod 41.35 
7. J. Hutchinson Ilk 41.41 
8. T. Adams Ilk 42.10 
9. D. Elser Knaves 42.15 
10. D. Wilby Ilk 42.23
VETERANS O/50 
1. (21) B. Goodison Abbey 44.43 
2. (28) P. Grimes H’fax 45.26 
3. (30) P. Harlowe Wharf 45.33
VETERANS O/60 
1. (68) D. Tait DkPk 48.26 
2. (110) G. Howard Ilk 52.29 
3. (125) G. Breeze Skyrac 53.56
LADIES 
1. (74) E. Clayton Scunth 48.42 
2. (90) E. Barclay O/40 Ilk 50.34 
3. (94) A. Johnson O/40 CaldV 51.02 
4. (101) S. Smith Bing 51.48 
5. (104) A. Weston O/40 Ilk 52.12 
(140) E. Tomes O/50 Kghly 54.44 

(155) J. Smith O/50 Tod 56.34 
(264) L. Eden O/60 NiddV 86.43
266 finishers

PIPE DREAM 2008 
Conwy 

AS/5m/1700ft   01.03.08
After shocking weather the previous day, I was 
concerned for the turnout but a lull in the rain 
and the slight drop in wind encouraged a record 
turnout for this year’s event, helped in no small 
way by a large contingent of Pennine Fell Runners 
who just happened to be lurking in the area.

This year, we had a new sponsor in the shape of 
The Lord Newborough Restaurant in Dolgarrog 
and I am grateful for their generosity and 
hopefully we can continue this partnership.

The race went smoothly with no one getting 
lost or injured, which made a pleasant change!

There was some strong competition up front 
for the men which produced a new record 
with seven seconds separating the next two. 
Despite no very close competition from other 
ladies, Anna Frost manged to knock well over 
three minutes off the ladies’ record finishing 8th 
overall with a time which, I suspect, will stand for 
a while.

The event was once again marshalled by Team 
Dolly, without whom I couldn’t organise the 
race. Also, thanks to the other ladies for keeping 
everyone fed and watered and also thanks to 
other registration and timekeeping personnel. 
I am pleased to say that the race once again 
contributed to Dolgarrog Community Centre to 
the tune of £100.

Craig Jones

1. M. Roberts Eryri 35.54 
2. M. Gilbert Unatt 37.33 
3. S. Coldrick Penn 37.40 
4. G. Rees Williams O/40 Menai 37.53 
5. G. Hughes O/40 Aberg 38.05 
6. A. Haynes O/40 Meirion 38.16 
7. D. Holloway Penn 38.19 
8. A. Frost Wrex 38.21 

9. C. Jones WFRA 38.50 
10. S. Butterworth Eryri 39.00
VETERANS O/50 
1. (15) A. Butler Unatt 40.49 
2. (21) A. Brentnall Penn 42.36 
3. (23) A. Howie Penn 42.51
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) D. Williams Eryri 43.05
LADIES 
1. (9) A. Frost Wrex 38.21 
2. (20) A. Roberts Eryri 42.03 
3. (42) A. B-Barker Kesw 46.54 
4. (50) S. Rowands  Clwyd 47.25 
5. (51) S. Barnwell Unatt 47.22
71 finishers

NOONSTONE 
West Yorkshire 

AM/9m/2300ft    01.03.08
213 runners, 173 motor cars at a boggy time 
of year; this is more less guaranteed to lead 
to problems for the officials and so it proved 
leading to a delayed start. The high wind meant 
that despite a good quality field, there was 
never really any chance of the 14-year old course 
record, set by Andy Wrench, being challenged.

By the top of the first climb at the summit of 
Coldwell Hill all the fancied names were at the 
front with international mountain runner, John 
Brown, leading the way from the Calder Valley 
duo of Shaun Godsman and Karl Gray, along with 
James Logue of Horwich.

First lady at the top of Cold Well Hill was 2007 
winner, Janet McIver, followed by Anna Lupton.

Across Langfield Common and to Studley 
Pike, the same runners stayed in charge and 
continued towards Cragg Vale and the tricky 
navigational section where local knowledge 
allowed Godsman to keep up his challenge.

Approaching the final descent, Brown had a 
good lead over the chasing group of three but a 
breakneck charge over the last hill saw Godsman 
briefly take the lead before being beaten in the 
final stretch to the finish. The finish provided 
a thrilling spectacle, the first group of four 

Pipe Dream – Craig Jones being chased 
hard by Paul Jenkinson and Scott 
Butterworth of Eryri Harriers. s
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finishing within 30 seconds, then a gap before a 
second group of four came in similar fashion.

Janet McIver won the ladies’ race again with 
Andy Wrench in 9th place but with his record 
still safe.

A big thanks to all those Todmorden Harries 
and friends, landowners and the Langfield 
Commoners and Top Brink Pub staff, who all 
made the Noonstone possible.

Peter Ehrhardt
1. J. Brown Salf 70.35 
2. S. Godsman CaldV 70.39 
3. K. Gray CaldV 70.52 
4. N. Leigh P&B 71.03 
5. R. Graham FellP 73.51 
6. J. Logue Horw 73.53 
7. R. Little DkPk 74.02 
8. D. Taylor O/40 DkPk 74.05 
9. A. Wrench O/40 Tod 75.19 
10. T. Mason Wharf 75.55
VETERANS O/50 
1. A. Robinson Clay 87.50 
2. C. Sallabank Pudsey 91.43 
3. S. Wathaw Retf 95.02
VETERANS O/60 
1. K. Taylor Ross 85.54 
2. G. Breeze Skyrac 95.30 
3. D. Lucas Roch 101.58
LADIES 
1. G. Myers FRA 96.58 
2. G. Walkington O/50 Horw 97.10 
3. C. Preston Tod 97.15 
4. M. Dew Ross 99.14 
5. E. Tomes O/50 K&C 100.40 
S. McNulty O/60 Rad 116.56

HARTCLIFF HALL CHARITY RACE
South Yorkshire 

BS/2.5m/500ft  02.03.08
The race was held to raise money for the Yorkshire 
Air Ambulance and Upper Wharfedale Fell and 
Rescue who ensured that Dave Cartwright 
survived his heart scare at the Burnsall Fell Race 
last August (see Winter’s Fell Magazine).

Special thanks to Dave and his family, 
Penistone Footpath Runners, Woodhead 
Mountain Rescue and the many friends who 
helped to raise over £400 (at the time of going 
to press).

In terms of the race, wet under foot, perfect 
visibility and temperature, but one of those 
westerly winds (50 mph) that meant that on the 
ascent, extra effort was required. So no bother 
for the motley collection of fell runners. Steve 
Roebuck claimed first prize back, with Kath Davis 
(one of those super mums with children in tow) 
first girly. The fit generation were present with 
Barbara Haigh (L60) another super woman who 
was one of the race organisers and Norman Cole 
(M70) each finding the race no bother.

Special mention to Dave Naylor who caught a 
bus and a train to and from the race venue (on a 
Sunday) – how sustainable is that!

No ambulance or helicopter required but a fell 
walker in the car park had a nose bleed!

John Wright
1. S. Roebuck P’stone 18.10 
2. S. Ripon O/40 P’stone 18.35 
3. H. Darwin O/40 Rother 18.48 
4. S.Storey O/50 DkPk 18.56 
5. A. Ackroyd DenbyD 19.16 
6. D. Ballantyne O/40 Kghly 19.30 

7. D. Kilpin P’stone 19.55 
8. D. Naylor Womb 20.15 
9. S. Clarkson O/40 Barns 20.55 
10. H. Gaskin Unatt 20.56
VETERANS O/50 
1. (4) S. Storey DkPk 18.56 
2. (14) G. French Penn 21.46 
3. (15) N. Whittingham P’stone 22.56
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25) S. Millwood P’stone 25.21 
2. (26) B. Needle DkPk 25.32 
3. (27) B. Haigh P’stone 26.10
VETERANS O/70 
1. (28) N. Cole P’stone 31.22
LADIES 
1. (20) K. Davis P’stone 24.11 
2. (22) J. Cockerton O/40 P’stone 24.58 
3. (24) K. Ballantyne Kghly 25.17 
4. (27) B. Haigh O/60 P’stone 26.10 
(30) J. Foster O/55 P’stone 42.01 
(30) J. Davis O/55 P’stone 42.01
30 finishers

GREY’S PIKE 
Northumberland 

BS/5m/800ft     02.03.08
Crown and the Grey Spike
Gimet grey-eyed Goshawk on gaunt draughts 
of air Wheeling, wing-slinging swoop over sharp 
stabbing branches. Tumbling flight on pale 
dappled light and the predatory, swivelling flesh-
hungry stare.

More coiled steel than living thing, the peat in 
his veins.

The beck’s trickle his laughter and the unsprung 
unsung unsure bounce of the heather in his flight. 

Noon Stones - 
Descending on rough 
ground with Stoodley 

Pike behind
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The fear of hunger drives the kill. The crow laughs 
to see the man who runs.

Who runs not from fear but from silence. From 
words almost said. Who runs for reassurance.

To feel more alive, less dead.
A tattoo of stabbing. Pointed pick peck cuts 

to eye and cheek, the startled doe’s unknowing 
gaze and the blood-� ecked hair and fur and face 
and footsteps fall and come and pass and men 
and women � atten grass and reddened feathers 
� eeting, � y.

A snake of humans passes by. There’s Nixon and 
Addyman, Birkinshaw and Sanderson, Fros, Jones 
and Cassidy, Murray, Paul and Anderson.

Fleet foot frost � ecked mudded shins and 
blooded shins, clouded breath, clouded gaze, 
milky sun, wet mist and haze.

Fraser, Fraser, Burton, Hayle, Robson, Stephens, 
brown peat trail.

And then…….then a pause.
The quiet rushes in and the crows wheel and 

clamour. There’s a view, rush of wind, and talons 
stretch to grass the branch.

Suddenly there is movement: slipping through 
the � rebreak on sideways mulching needles, the 
snake returns, the steaming sweat, the adam’s 
apple – bobbing strain.

Irving, Robson, Eggett, Vollans, Green and 
Kivlehan, Gammack, Telfer, Coxon, Fletcher, Hart 
and Stephenson.

Dirty tramping steamers with salt-caked shirt 
backs � ash a smile, a wave, a nod.

Studs split twig and turf and sod.
Distant clouds storm the horizon and the hail 

clad summits bites deep.
Merlin, grouse and hare unwind from sett and 

form, and there is silence.
Then slowly, from the verdant groove above, 

there are returning footfalls.
Nixon, the Yorkshire hare, speed and sinew 

striding soft in front of stolid hounds.
Pursuers drip into view, one by one.
Cautious, smiling, benign as the soft mizzle 

drifts from spruce to larch.
Gaps too large to close, the scent weak, the trails 
cold.

A buzzard’s outstretched wing – � ngers wide 
– bank away south, from ‘keepers to hide where 
castle-kept owl, red squirrel and hart are musty 
guardians of the taxidermist’s art.

Crow laughs once more, six feet tall in his world, 
his crown of thorns shared with red-backed shrike.

He wipes his beak, pinion feathers unfurled as 
he skewers his pray on the great grey spike.

Dave Hicklenton
1. I. Nixon P&B 38.36
2. S. Birkenshaw NFR 39.35
3. M. Frost O/40 NShields 41.49
4. G. Jones NFR 42.04
5. P. Sanderson O/40 NFR 42.15
6. S. Fraser Ed’burgh 42.37
7. R. Anderson Ed’burgh 43.11
8. P. Addyman NFR 43.36
9. K. Murray O/40 Teviot 45.07
10. N. Cassidy O/50 Tyne 46.35
VETERANS O/50
1. (10) N. Cassidy Tyne 46.35
2. (16) A. Paul Unatt 49.37
3. (18) L .Stephenson FRA 51.05
VETERANS O/60
1. (24) T. Hart NFR 56.54
LADIES

1. (27) R. Fletcher NFR 62.41
2. (30) P. Cooper NFR 75.00
30 runners

CARDING MILL CANTER
Shropshire

AS/4m/1800ft  03.03.08
A very windy day but dry. Tim Werrett led from 

the start, there was about 10 seconds between 
Tim, Pete and Roland at the half way stage. 
From then Tim took control and pulled away for 
yet another good win. Ed Davies well he’s just 
getting faster. Ian Hughes had an excellent run 
after returning from a long injury.

First lady home broke her record by 32 
seconds, someone else who’s getting faster.

This is a super race, its’ tough for 5 miles but 
from the valley car parks you can watch a lot of 
the race.

Thanks to everyone who helped and to the 
National Trust.

Phil Harris
1. T. Werrett Mercia 41.01
2. P. Vale Mercia 42.26
3. R. Sta� ord Mercia 43.01
4. I. Hughes O/40 SAC 44.26
5. R. Scott Sthend 46.08
6. E. Davies O/50 Mercia 46.59
7. P. Ball SAC 47.20
8. J. Castillo SAC 47.20
9. S. Dawes O/50 TAC 47.30
10. A. Bartlett SAC 47.36
(12) J. Moore O/50 CaldV 48.15
VETERANS O/60
1. (46) C. Williams ShropSh 58.12
2. (60) T. Thompson Mercia 104.30
3. A. Haymer Mercia 104.31
LADIES
1. (10) A. Bartlett SAC 47.36
2. (20) P. Webster Aberyst 50.53
3. (21) K. Bailey Merion 51.09
4. (35) Y. Lewis O/40 Mercia 55.43
5. (41) A. Tickner O/40 Oswest 57.04
78 � nishers

SNAEFELL FELL RACE
ISLE OF MAN

10m    05.03.08
1. T. Cringle MFR 45.07
2. S. Partington O/40 MH 50.28

3. T. Okell O/40 MFR 51.18
4. R. Sille MFR 51.43
5. R. Sellors O/40 IOM 52.33
6. P. Cawley MFR 53.22
7. A. Page O/40 MH 53.25
8. R. Webb O/50 IOM 53.45
9. C. Partington O/40 MFR 55.48
10. P. Lewthwaite MFR 55.51
VETERANS O/50
1. (8) R. Webb IOM 53.45
2. (18) I. Callister MH 62.04
3. (19) J. Crellin MFR 62.42
LADIES
1. (9) C. Partington O/40 MFR 55.48
2. (20) R. Hooton O/40 MFR 63.40
3. (26) H. Renecle O/40 Unatt 73.13
4. (30) L.Stigant O/40 IOM 87.24
31 � nishers

BLACK COMBE
Cumbria

AM/8m/3400ft  08.03.08
The � rst of this years English fell running 
championship counter races took place last 
weekend in South Cumbria, organized brilliantly 
by local club Black Combe Runners.

The Black Combe Fell Race, which covers 8 
miles with a lofty 3400ft ascent from Silecroft, 
was the � rst tester for many of the country’s 
leading fellsmen & women as they aim to bag 
early season points in this competition. 

The 317 runners who toed the line for the 12 
noon start had to call at Seaness, Black Combe, 
White Combe then the sting in the tail: from a 
checkpoint at a stream at the base of the Combe. 
Everyone had to climb back up Black Combe to 
visit the last checkpoint at South summit before 
the fast downhill back to the � nish.

Fastest, but outside the course record, was 
Rob Jebb of Bingley Harriers. Danny Hope 
returned for second place in a good time given 
that weather conditions were far from ideal. Gale 
force winds and low cloud, plus showers, made 
for tricky running throughout, and Simon Booth 
was well happy with his third place in. The � rst 
vet 40 back was Ian Holmes.

The lady victor was another Bingley Harrier, 
Natalie White with Helen Fines taking second. 
After her was another leading fellswoman, 
having won many Lake District races recently, 

Mercia runner Pete Vale (284) in the 
lead, and Anna Bartlett (228), 1st 
Lady at the Cardingmill Canter 2008
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Bingley’s Sharon Taylor. First lady veteran runner 
went to Sally Newman.

Pudsey and Bramley AC took the mens team 
prize, whilst Bingley claimed the ladies.

Although not a club champs counter race, the 
event was well supported by BCRs. First back was 
Susan Hodkinson in 1:40.09, over 11 minutes 
faster than what she achieved here last year, 
and for the second time in less than a week, this 
stunning young starlet has again beaten ALL the 
club’s men in a race, after doing just that in the 
Mothering Sunday Haweswater Half Marathon.

A number of runners retired whilst several of 
the hot favorites, including Ricky Lightfoot, Chris 
Steele and Mike Fanning all missed a checkpoint 
or visited south summit first.

Special thanks goes to all who helped 
organise the event, and for being given 
permission to use farmers’ land for which, 
without this, the race would not have been 
possible

Provisional date for next year’s race is Sunday 
8th March. All results, including each runners’ 
split times, can be found by logging onto www.
bcrunners.org.uk. 

Penny Moreton
1. R. Jebb Bing 1.07.54 
2. D. Hope P&B 1.10.41 
3. S. Booth Borrow 1.12.49 
4. R. Little DkPk 1.12.54 
5. T. Werrett Mercia 1.13.03 
6. J. Brown Salf 1.13.09 
7. S. Stainer Amble 1.13.13 
8. P. Vale Mercia 1.13.16 
9. A. Hilton York 1.15.59 
10. J. Bland Borr 1.16.56
VETERANS O/40 

1. I. Holmes Bing 1.17.23 
2. (16) A. Wrench Tod 1.18.35 
3. (19) C. Smale Tod 1.18.48
VETERANS O/50 
1. (34) M. Egner DkPk 1.20.12 
2. (39) T. McGaff Chesh 1.20.31 
3. (54) J. Winn Ellenb 1.23.00
VETERANS O/60 
1. (108) D. Tait DkPk 1.29.10 
2. (132) K. Carr Clay 1.32.32 
3. (148) G. Howard Ilk 1.34.51
VETERANS O/70 
1. (286) P. Norman Wrex 2.10.07 
2. (293) J. Rutter Kesw 2.35.58 
3. (294) M. Schofield Altrin 2.41.01
LADIES 
1. (49) N. White Bing 1.22.00 
2. (68) H. Fines CaldV 1.24.14 
3. (82) S. Taylor Bing 1.25.30 
4. (88) P. Jackson Kesw 1.26.30 
5. (92) S. Newman O/45 CaldV 1.26.49 
(115) A. Raw O/40 Bing 1.29.47 
(162) G. Walkington 
                              O/50 Horw 1.37.54 
(170) W. Dodds O/55 Clay 1.38.28 
(262) S. McNulty O/60 Rad 1.58.17
294 finishers 

HALF TOUR OF PENDLE 
Lancashire 

AM/9m/2250ft  08.03.08
Having an English counter – Black Combe – on 
the same day allowed two new names on the 
trophies for the Half Tow, although the times 
posted by Tom and Lindsey would have been 
competitive any year.
Tom led from start to finish, winning with almost 

2.5 minutes to spare. Lindsey’s margin of victory 
was equally comfortable.
The closest battle was between Sue Burns and 
Suzanne Budgett for the ladies vet title, with Sue 
edging it by 2 seconds.
Equally enthralling was the race between Derek 
Clutterbuck and Brian Leathley for the vet 70s; 
Derek triumphing by less than 2 minutes.
Congratulations to them, and all the other 
runners, on some fine performances.
A special thanks from me to this year’s helpers. 
It really does make a race organiser’s day easier 
if there are enough helpers. With this in mind I 
urge all runners to pledge help on at least one 
race a year.
K. Thompson
1. T. Cornthwaite Bl’burn 67.31 
2. T. Mason Wharf 69.52 
3. P. Thompson Clay 70.48 
4. I. Greenwood O/40 Clay 73.12 
5. J. Newby Malv 73.40 
6. M. Green O/40 Lostock 75.22 
7. M. Scriven Mercia 75.25 
8. B. Elsworth Wharf 75.49 
9. D. Walker Clay 76.33 
10. R. Ashworth O/40 Sthport 77.36
VETERANS O/50 
1. (18) P. Harlowe Wharf 79.26 
2. (128) D. Kay Horw 99.02 
3. (134) W. Helliwell Unatt 99.45
VETERANS O/60 
1. (120) M. Coles Skyrac 96.56 
2. (128) D. Kay Horw 99.02 
3. (134) W. Helliwell Unatt 99.45
VETERANS O/70 
1. (196) D. Clutterbuck Tod 132.30 
2. (197) B. Leathley Clay 134.16

Half Tour of Pendle - Wally 
Copplelov (Newburgh) 

crossing Ogden Clough
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LADIES 
1. (55) L. Squires Horw 85.57 
2. (77) T. Mitchell Clay 89.43 
3. (84) S. Smith Bing 90.41 
4. (91) S. Burns O/40 Clay 91.59 
5. (92) S. Budgett O/40 Horw 92.01
198 finishers

IAN ROBERTS FELL RACE 
West Yorkshire 

BM/7m/1000ft  09.03.08
Pleasant spring weather greeted the 
competitors as they arrived at Marsden Cricket 
Club for the Ian Roberts Fell Race. The start 
was moved this year to avoid the golf course, 
which slightly reduced the amount of ascent, 
but most runners seemed happy with this 
change. The moorland sections of the route 
were largely unaltered, and for once everyone 
avoided any unwanted detours to Standedge 
Cutting (and beyond..) 

At the sharp end of the field Dave Watson 
was well clear of the chasing pack which was 
led in by Bill Stewart. Third and fourth went to 
long distance raiders Matt Scriven and John 
Newey. First veteran Andy Shaw completed 
the top five and the winning Holmfirth team. 
The Amber Vests of Holmfirth were equally 
dominant among the ladies with Helen Berry 

winning comfortably from the evergreen duo 
of Lesley Ewart and Barbara Hinchcliffe. See you 
all next year.

Tom Brunt
1. D. Watson Holmf 40.18 
2. B. Stewart Holmf 43.33 
3. M. Scriven Mercia 43.38 
4. J. Newey Malv 43.43 
5. A. Shaw O/40 Holmf 43.52 
6. G. Chatterton Leeds 44.17 
7. N. Armitage P&B 44.32 
8. A. Norie O/40 Saddle 45.22 
9. S. Booth O/40 Unatt 45.43
VETERANS O/50 
1. (24) R. McArthur Melth 48.20 
2. (29) I. Arnold Holmf 49.40 
3. (32) D. McCabe Donc 50.24
VETERANS O/60 
1. (45) R. Futrell Holmf 53.56 
2. (59) M. Coles Skyrac 58.11 
3. (60) W. Helliwell Unatt 58.14
LADIES 
1. H.  Berry Holmf 49.48 
2. L. Ewart O/50 Holmf 56.15
3. B. Hinchliffe O/50 Holmf 56.27 
4. K. Sinkinson O/40 Holmf 58.23 
5. P. Ditchfield Melth 58.24 
B. Renou O/40 Unatt 64.15
86 finishers

REALLY WILD BOAR 
Cumbria 

AS/5m/1400ft   15.03.08
The 2nd Really Wild Boar Fell Race got off to 
a good start with over 70 runners turning up. 
Maps were provided and a full route description 
was given on the start line, but this did not help 
the runners who chose not to listen or look at 
the map whilst on the Fell! The clag came down 
and a fairly large portion of runners chose to 
follow a flat left over from a random event and 
not visit check point 3 (unmanned but who 
said a check point should be manned? A group 
of over four cairns is fairly obvious!) We later 
learned that quite a number of runners also 
failed to visit manned check point 5 (quite an 
important CP as we needed to count runners 
of the fell). If this is you, could you disqualify 
yourself. If you fail to do so, the only person you 
are cheating is yourself. 

Yet even after all this we still had a great day 
and thanks for coming! The race will be in May 
next year.

Debbie Devine
1. M. Donnelly Borr 42.33 
2. J. Davies O/40 Borr 42.43 
3. P. Brittleton HelmH 47.54 
4. B. Abdelnoor Amble 48.03 
5. B. Williamson O/40 Borr 48.06 
6. C. Robinson HelmH 48.18 
7. S. Bolland Bowl 48.31 
8. M. McGoldrik Wharf 48.34 
9. G. Devine O/40 P&B 48.37 
10. G. Jones NFR 48.37
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) G. Owens NFR 50.17 
2. (30) P. Jackson Tod 54.22 
3. (33) P. Reed NFR 55.00
VETERANS O/60 
1. (18) D. Tait DkPk 50.25 
2. (43) T. Hart NFR 57.31 
3. (57) G. Symes CaldV 64.25
VETERANS O/70 
1. (58) J. Garbarino NFR 64.55
LADIES 
1. (32) W. Dodds O/55 Clay 54.40 
2. (34) K. Davis O/40 NFR 55.15 
3. (37) N. Davis O/45 Borr 56.05 
4. (41) J. Schresber O/40 P&B 56.21
65 finishers

CHAPELGILL HOUSE 
Peebleshire 

AS/2m/1500ft  15.03.08
1. B. Marshall HELP 20.18 
2. T. Smith Lochab 22.34 
3. A. Smith O/40 Dees 23.29 
4. J. Britton Moorft 23.35 
5. A. Anderson O/40 Carneth 23.59 
6. M. Bossard Lochab 24.03 
7. S. Bennet O/40 Carneg 25.02 
8. M. Hulme O/50 Corstor 25.21 
9. R. Irving O/40 Annan 25.56 
10. A. Hart HBT 26.09
VETERANS O/50 
1. (8) M. Hulme Corstor 25.21 
2. (13) M. MacLeod Wester 26.37 
3. (14) D. Duncan Ochil 26.59
VETERANS O/60 
1. (30) D. Smith Wester 31.53 
2. (36) A. Young Unatt 33.53 
3. (42) I. McManus Irvine 35.56
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VETERANS O/70 
1. (35) J. Buchanan Annan 33.34
LADIES 
1. (21) E. Wardlaw HBT 28.35 
2. (23) R. McIlwraith U/16 Loth 
30.16 
3. (27) D. MacDonald O/40 HBT 
31.23 
4. (34) T. Smith O/40 Dees 32.46 
5. (39) J. Smith O/50 HBT 34.43
44 finishers

WINDMILLS WHIZZ 
West Yorks 

BM/7m/800ft  15.03.08
Chris Smale made his intentions  clear form the 
start and ran away from the rest to record yet 
another win at Ogden Water. He admits that he 
has a soft spot for this venue, the scene of his 
first ever fell race, Giant’s Tooth on New Year’s 
Day, a few years back.

Chris powered away to win by over a minute. 
Neil Armitage, who placed second, had to leave 
early but kindly donated his prize to the raffle, 
the proceeds of which will go towards my 
friend Linda’s London Marahton fund-raising 
in aid of the local MS clinic. Third place went to 
Jamie Hutchinson, while young Ben Crowther 
displayed tremendous potential in fourth, just 
ten seconds behind. Stephen Fry showed his 
improved form by taking the over 40 prize, 
while Dave Collins picked up yet another well 
earned supervet’s award. Lisa Lacon won the 
women’s section comfortably. Lisa actually 
holds the course record for this race but due 
to an oversight on my part, it wasn’t printed in 
this year’s fell fixtures calendar. Another great 
improver, Judy Howells, was placed second while 
Lynne Griffiths was delighted to learn that she’d 
finished as first veteran in third place as Sue 
Morley won the over 50s’ prize.

Bingley Harriers were clear winners in the 
team race with Stephen Fry, Steven Carney and 
James Senior taking the beer, while no club 
supplied three women necessary to make a 
team.

Thanks must go to all my friends who gave 
up their chance to run in order to help. Andy 
Clarke who helped me to flag the route, Gaz 
Hodgkinson who swept round and gathered 
them back in, Linda and Dorothy on registration, 
Peter and Graham on car parking and 
marshalling duties and Carole Fryer and David 
and Barbara on the finish.

As a result of this race, £100 was donated 
towards Linda Crabtree’s Marathon fundraising 
effort and £100 was donated to Manorlands 
Hospice.
Allan Greenwood
1. C. Smale O/40 Tod 39.20 
2. N. Armitage P&B 40.26 
3. J. Hutchinson Ilk 40.43 
4. B. Crowther H’fax 40.53 
5. P. Davidson O/45 Ilk 41.01 
6. S. Fry Bing 41.59 
7. S. Carney Bing 42.22 
8. L. Morley Unatt 42.41 
9. J. Senior Bing 43.22 
10. C. Alder Unatt 43.42
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) D. Collins Tod 45.30 
2. (23) J. Adair Holmf 47.18 

3. (31) D. Tolsen RRose 50.15
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) B. Dover Bing 47.28 
2. (26) G. Breeze Skyrac 47.56 
3. (58) T. Cock Holmf 56.34
LADIES 
1. (15) L. Lacon Holmf 45.12 
2. (40) J. Howells Wharf 51.27 
3. (57) L. Griffiths O/40 Tod 56.14 
4. (63) L. Spencer Bing 59.22 
5. (64) S. Morley O/50 NiddV 60.35
66 finishers

MOEL WNION 
Gwynedd 

AS/4m/1600ft  15.03.08
Thanks again to all those on the hill and well 
done to Anna Frost on a new ladies record by 9 
seconds.

J. McQueen
1. R. Roberts O/40 Eryri 37.01 
2. R. Stafford O/40 Mercia 37.37 
3. M. Roberts O/40 Eryri 37.29 
4. H. Matthews O/40 MDC 37.44 
5. I. Houston O/40 Mercia 37.50 
6. S. Gilliland O/40 BroDys 39.01 
7. G. Williams O/40 Menai 39.15 
8. A. Frost O/40 Wrex 39.19 
9. S. Butterworth O/40 Eryri 39.37 
10. C. Jones O/40 Unatt 40.29
VETERANS O/50 
1. (15) G. McAra Chesh 41.38 
2. (23) I. Eagor Eryri 42.56 
3. (31) E. Evans Eryri 45.03
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25) K. Taylor Ross 43.10 
2. (29) D. Williams Eryri 44.39 
3. (44) D. ???? Eryri 47.19
VETERANS O/70 
1. (89) R. Hird Eryri 64.01
LADIES 
1. (8) A. Frost Wrex 39.19 
2. (17) K. Candy DkPk 42.06 
3. (27) A. Roberts Eryri 43.40 
4. (30) J. Heming Eryri 44.49 
5. (47) H. Toberman Eryri 47.30 

(62) A. Thomas O/40 Eryri 50.50 
(64) A. Williams O/40 Eryri 51.02
89 finishers

LOGGERHEADS LOLLOP 
16.03.08

Heavy rain the night before made some of the 
route very muddy and reduced the number of 
entries. Nevertheless, we all enjoyed ourselves 
with quite reasonable weather on the day.

Lily Davis gave a spectacular performance 
in the 8-9 year olds event winning the race 
outright. Her big sister, Madison Davis, also had 
an excellent run winning the 10-11 year old class 
in an all female field. Unfortunately, the course 
had to be slightly shortened at the last minute 
due to horses blocking the path!

Aged 7, Sian James sped home to win her race 
outright in 4.05 – certainly a day for girl power!

Prizes were also given for the happiest runner 
and the muddiest runner.

This was the first Junior Fell Race organised by 
Clwydian Range Runners and so we all had some 
learning to do but, hopefully, we can build on a 
successful start.

Mary Gillie
Age 6 & 7 
1. S. James  4.05 
2. E. Bright  4.20
Age 8 & 9 
L. Davis  7.14 
2. C. McIvor  8.02
Age 10 & 11 
1. M. Davis  8.55 
2. E. James  9.38

FIENDSDALE FELL RACE 
Lancashire 

AM/7.5m/2500ft   22.03.08
A cold windy day saw 133 runners start this 
year’s Fiendsdale fell race. This was the largest 
field in many years, apart from the championship 
race of 2005, and is a testament to the popularity 
of the area following the recent hosting of the 
UKA Relays.

When the runners set off, the morning was 
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very bright and sunny, if cold and windy. Within 
half an hour of the start, the weather closed in 
and blizzard conditions took over and continued 
for about 20 minutes. It was a relief to see the 
runners start to arrive back having survived the 
short, but severe, snow storm.

There were no new records this year.
Thanks to Bowland and Pennine Mountain 

Rescue for assistance with manning the 
checkpoints and safety cover and members 
of Bowland Fell Runners for assisting in the 
organisation. We are always in debt to the 
landowners who are so accommodating for 
allowing us to run our races in the area. 

The race raised a total of £412 which, as 
always, goes to the Mountain Rescue Team.

Andrew Farmer
1. D. Hope P&B 1.06.52 
2. J. Heneghan P&B 1.07.08 
3. D. Kay Horw 1.07.30 
4. R. Mellon Bowl 1.11.09 
5. S. Swarbrick Bowl 1.11.49 
6. S. Thompson Clay 1.12.04 
7. M. Chippendale Bowl 1.13.16 
8. D. Raby Chorl 1.13.18 
9. T. Brunt Holmf 1.13.24 
10. G. Wilkinson O/40 Clay 1.13.27
VETERANS O/50 
1. (32) J. Ewart Holmf 1.19.59 
2. (34) D. Schofield Ross 1.20.20 
3. (36) D. Buckley Bowl 1.20.47
VETERANS O/60 
1. (41) D. Tait DkPk 1.21.51 
2. (78) J. Nuttall Clay 1.32.04 
3. (89) G. Breeze Skyrac 1.34.38
LADIES 
1. (33) J. Waites CaldV 1.20.00 
2. (43) H. Robinson Amble 1.22.17 
3. (70) R. Browne O/40 Bowl 1.28.52 
(70) R. Browne O/40 Bowl 1.28.52 
(87) G. Walkington O/50 Horw 1.34.18 
(114) K. Thompson O/50 Clay 1.46.21

MANX MOUNTAIN MARATHON 
Isle of Man 

AL/31.5m/8000ft     22.03.08
Paul Thompson tooks the spoils in Easter 
Saturday’s Okell’s Brewery sponsored Manx 
Mountain Marathon. He led from the start to 
finish taking his fourth win in a personal best 
time. It was a good day all round for the Clayton-
le-Moors club with Wendy Dodds taking the 
ladies’ title and the men winning the team prize.

The island’s premier fell running event was 
once again included in the Vasque Ultra Running 
Championships, which helped to boost the 
entry. Unfortunately, the inclement weather and 
the subsequent disruption to the ferries over 
the holiday weekend meant that a number of 
competitors were unable to travel.

Buoyed by a strong northerly wind, it was 
Paul Thompson who set the early pace through 
Elfin Glen and on to the first checkpoint at North 
Barrule with Richard Pattinson a minute behind 
and Dan Gay, Andrew Brierley, Jonathan Wright 
and local fell runner, Simon Skillicorn, all in close 
company. The frozen ground made conditions 
tricky on the tops as some competitors struggled 
for grip but this was no problem for Thompson 
as he continued to extend his lead.

By the half way mark at Greeba, Dan Gay had 
moved into second place and the unrelenting 

pace proved too much for Skillicorn and after 
months of preparation, he began to lose touch 
with the leaders. 

By South Barrule, still some seven miles from 
the finish, Brierley had taken third spot and a 
sub-five hour time looked well within his grasp. 
Brierley is a regular competitor and has shown 
consistent and steady improvement over a 
number of years. Another regular veteran Bryan 
Carr, had come into contention too over the last 
part of the course.

At the finish in Port Erin, Thompson was 
confirmed as the winner and in the ladies’ race, 
Wendy Dodds having led from the start, took 
victory by almost half an hour.

David Quine
1. P. Thompson Clay 4.42.17 
2. D. Gay HBT 4.47.53 
3. A. Brierley O/40 Fife 4.52.13 
4. B. Carr O/40 Congle 4.53.06 
5. R. Pattinson P&B 4.53.36 
6. J. Wright Tod 4.59.32 
7. D. Naughton O/40 Darwin 4.59.44 
8. S. Skillicorn Manx 5.06.06 
9. A. Smith O/40 Dee 5.11.43 
10. B. Scott W’stern 5.11.47
VETERANS O/50 
1. (19) P. Booth Clay 5.44.19 
2. (26) W. Dodds Clay 6.02.41 
3. (30) D. Ashton M/cYMCA 6.10.36
VETERANS O/60 
1. (70) R. Ashby Sale 7.25.30 
2. (108) P. Collins Brom 9.00.11 
3. (116) G. James Mercia 9.49.52
LADIES 
1. (26) W. Dodds O/50 Clay 6.2.41 
2. (39) P. Fitzpatrick M/cYMCA 6.31.49 
3. (41) C. Kenny O/40 Krypton 6.38.24 
4. (44) M. Calvert O/40 Macc 6.48.16 
5. (50) D. Thompson 
                            O/50 Kesw 6.55.56
119 finishers

MANX HALF MARATHON 
Isle of Man 

BL/13m/2600ft    22.03.08

There was another good entry this year for the 
Half Mountain Marathon, which takes place over 
the latter part of the full course, starting from 
St John’s. Last year’s full course winners, Lloyd 
Taggart and Jackie Lee, were clear favourites 
and did what they do best by taking convincing 
victories and setting new course records in the 
process. 
Lloyd’s win awas particularly impressive 
considering he had taken a wrong turn through 
the Garey Gate section meaning he had to 
double back up the course at a cost of some 
three or four minutes.
Second in the men’s race went to Ian Nixon, with 
last year’s winner, local man, Tom Cringle, taking 
third position in a time four minutes inside the 
previous course record.
In the ladies’ race, Jackie Lee was dominant with 
Jean Shotter as runner up.

David Quine
1. L. Taggart DkPk 1.39.43 
2. I. Nixon P&B 1.42.53 
3. T. Cringle Manx 1.47.18 
4. M. Kieras Glossop 1.50.31 
5. S. Green O/40 Doss 1.54.35 
6. M. Ashby Sale 1.55.11 
7. J. Lee Eryri 1.56.37 
8. A. Hauser O/50 Holmf 2.01.53 
9. R. Holden O/40 Manx 2.04.59 
10. J. Raven Doss 2.05.47
VETERANS O/50 
1. (8) A. Hauser Holmf 2.01.53 
2. (11) D. Young Manx 2.08.23 
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Causey Pike – 2nd group,  
Tim Austin (75), Nick Fish (74) 

and Scoffa (1st V40!)

Causey Pike – the race 
winner: Jethro Lennox
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3. (14) R. Moughtin W’stern 2.22.07
LADIES 
1. (7) J. Lee Eryri 1.56.37 
2. (15) J. Shotter O/40 Holmf 2.23.00 
3. (16) I. Hughes O/40 Burnd 2.24.44 
4. (20) R. Hooton O/50 Manx 2.31.31 
5. (26) T. Smith O/40 Dees 2.43.23 
(35) P. Newton O/50 Newp 3.03.41
46 finishers

CAUSEY PIKE 
Cumbria 

AS/4.5m/1780ft    22.03.08
114 hardy souls braved high winds, icy 
conditions and the odd snow shower for the 
15th running of the Causey Pike fell race on 
Easter Saturday. Starting at Stair, the route 
climbed the road to Ellas Crag, then to Rolling 
End to Causey Pike summit, a steep graddy 
descent ot the mine track, now very eroded, and 
back to Stair.
Not surprisingly, in view of the weather neither 
Simon Booth’s record set in 1998, not Janet 
King’s, were ever in danger but there was some 
very keen competition.
Former race winner, Rob Jebb, led at the top but 
then continued running along the ridge instead 
of descending, allowing Jethro Lennox to take 
the honours.
Lyn Thompson
1. J. Lennox Shettle 34.01 
2. S. Stainer Amble 34.43 
3. C. Steele Borr 35.22 
4. A. Schofield O/40 Borr 35.24 
5. M. Mikkelsen-Barron Borr 35.28 
6. R. Jebb Bing 35.32 
7. S. Booth Borr 35.49 
8. T. Austin Amble 36.18 
9. B. Abdelnoor Amble 36.20 
10. T. Mason Wharf 36.35
VETERANS O/50 
1. (28) J. Holt Clay 40.35 
2. (30) P. Clark Kend 41.14 
3. (47) J. Adair Holmf 44.29
VETERANS O/60 
1. (32) K. Taylor Ross 41.31 
2. (61) D. Spedding Kesw 46.54 
3. (82) J. King FRA 51.47
VETERANS O/70 
1. (108) J. Garbaeino Achille 61.22 
2. (109) J. Rutter Kesw 62.08
LADIES 
1. (23) N. White Bing 40.10 
2. (26) P. Jackson Kesw 40.28 
3. (34) S. Taylor Bing 41.47 
4. (35) J. McIver DkPk 41.56 
5. (46) L. Lacon Holmf 44.24
114 finishers

MIDGLEY MOOR
West Yorkshire 

AS/5m/1250ft  29.03.08
1. S. Godsman CaldV 38.28 
2. A. Whittem CaldV 38.34 
3. J. Logue Horw 39.34 
4. O. Beilby Wharf 42.18 
5. S. Oldfield O/50 BfdA 42.38 
6. J. Ingram Saddle 42.52 
7. K. Livesey Wharf 43.27 
8. D. Roome Bowl 44.14 
9. A. McWade Clay 45.04 
10. A. Life O/40 Clay 46.19

VETERANS O/50 
1. (5) S. Oldfield BfdA 42.38 
2. (21). S. Storey DkPk 48.03 
3. (25) D. Collins Tod 48.44
VETERANS O/60 
1. (28) D. Tait DkPk 49.00 
2. (68) M. Coles Skyrac 57.27 
3. (75) N. Griffiths Spect 58.50
LADIES 
1. (38) E. Clayton Scunth 50.20 
2. (43) S. Smith Bing 52.04 
3. (50) C. Duffield Tod 53.28 
4. (53) C. Preston O/40 Tod 53.58 
5. (55) K. Brierly O/45 Tod 54.59 
(83) J. Leonard O/50 Tod 62.34 
(94) M. Parfitt O/60 Tod 67.33
104 finishers

EXE TO AXE 
Devon 

BL/20m/4000ft  30.03.08
The skies cleared, the rain stopped, the wind 
dropped. What more could the runners in the 
Exe to Axe ask for apart, perhaps, for a few less 
hills and some bigger signposts. Conditions were 
in fact right from the start with the going soft 
underfoot but not slippery and cloudless skies 
all the way.
The run is not easy, taking in 20.3 miles of the 
coastal path from Exmouth to Seaton and over 
that distance it is easy to take a wrong turn 
somewhere along the line. That is all part of this 

particular race and a few runners did clock up 
some unnecessary miles. The local runners of 
course have no such navigational problems and 
it is this knowledge that leads many of them to 
opt out of the much tougher second half, from 
Sidmouth onwards.
The early leader James Walker was the first to go 
off course, heading inland at Budleigh Salterton 
after the loop to the bridge crossing of the River 
Otter. This left Nathan Montague, Terry Conway 
and Alex Pilkington to take control of the race 
and indeed they finished in that order despite all 
3 also taking a slight detour.
Amongst the ladies Linda Cummins led all the 
way, that is until the last few yards! Janet Wilson 
had lost contact with her at the start but picked 
it up on the last leg from Branscombe. With 
Linda in her sights she pipped her at the post by 
mere seconds after 3 hours and 24 minutes.
94 individuals and 8 relay teams completed the 
race.
John Perratt
1. N. Montague Swind 2.42.08 
2. T. Conway Unatt 2.43.49 
3. A. Pilkington Settle 2.57.44 
4. M. Beale Stroud 2.59.55 
5. M. Goc Read 3.02.46 
6. M. Thomson Westb 3.03.03 
7. J. Walker Steyn 3.10.25 
8. A. Henderson Durham 3.10.33 
9. J. Horne CaldV 3.13.15 
10. P. Bayliss AxeV 3.14.51
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Emma Clayton winner 
Midgley Moor
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LADIES 
1. (17) J. Wilson Unatt 3.24.19 
2. (18) L. Cummins Yeovil 3.24.25 
3. (21) K. Bell Abbey 3.25.40
RELAY TEAMS 
1. Exmouth Harriers  3.02.56 
2. Harmer & Snow  3.26.29 
3. DUPAIN Family Two  3.28.01

DOCTOR’S GATE 
Durham 

BM/6m/1050ft  30.03.08
Very good turnout for the 2nd running of the 
New Doctor’s Gate race in Hamsterley Forest Co., 
Durham. The course was very wet and muddy 
making it very challenging for the runners. All 
the runners were positive about the new course. 
The race this year was the first race in the NECCA 
championship series as well as NFR and Quakers 
Clubs, both using it as a club championship 
event.

The organisers would like to thank all of the 
marshals and helpers who helped to make fell 
running in County Durham a success once again.

Gerry Hehir
1. W. Horsley NFR 46.20 
2. K. Maynard O/40 DFR 46.40 
3. P. Sanderson O/40 NFR 46.50 
4. G. Jones NFR 47.03 
5. J. Blackett O/40 DkPk 47.56 
6. D. Armstrong O/40 NFR 49.03 
7. P. Guy Newt 49.32 
8. A. Minster DFR 50.03 
9. J. Bostock Sheff 50.12 
10. G. Burns O/40 DFR 50.22
VETERANS O/50 
1. (12) N. Cassidy Tyne 50.47 
2. (13) G. Owens NFR 50.48 
3. (17) M. Mallen DFR 51.47
VETERANS O/60 
1. R. Wright Durham 62.24 
2. T. Hart NFR 63.13 
3. J. Stephenson Crook 63.41
VETERANS O/70 
1. J. Garbarimo NFR 72.42 
2. A. Menarry DFR 74.30
LADIES 
1. V. Butler Elsw 60.20 
2. K. Crowther Even 62.13 
3. D. Tunstall O/40 DFR 64.46 
4. S. Towns O/40 Quakers 65.45
104 finishers

THE 104TH KRUNCE 
BS/3.5m/500ft   01.04.08

1. K. Greig  22.48 
2. C. Mitchell  23.34 
3. J. Williamson  24.10 
4. A. Smith O/40  24.59 
5. T. Griffin O/40  25.28 
6. R. Brookes  25.51 
7. D. McDonald O/40  25.54 
8. D. Grassie  26.52 
9. A. Dodds O/40  26.54 
10. C. Jessiman  27.07
VETERANS O/50 
1. (14) R. Coles  28.06 
2. (16) D. Duncan  28.16 
3. (21) B. Manning  29.13
LADIES 
1. (22) S. Wingrove  29.17 
2. (35) F. Dahl  31.12 

3. (36) L. Noble O/40  31.12 
4. (39) A. Hamilton O/50  31.22 
5. (44) M. Davie  34.54 
(46) G. Clunas O/40  35.21 
(47) E. Stewart O/50  35.25

LIVER HILL 
Lancashire 

BS/5m/800ft  01.04.08
Originally an “in house” event for home club 
runners more recently this popular race to 
celebrate the “first night on the moors” after 
we altar the clocks has been open to all. The 
beautiful warm sunshine of last year gave way 
to cold and wet blustery conditions although 
159 runners took the lines with a further 35 in 
the junior race. Conditions underfoot on the 
fast out and back course were just about as wet 
and boggy as we have ever seen them, although 
last year’s winner Darren Kay made short work 
of the conditions to romp home ahead of ever 
improving Andy Buttery

Rossendale juniors impressed with U18 Grant 
Cunliffe in 5th, U16 Ashley Kay in 9th having 
a guest race and U16s Jordan Beard and Joe 
Johnstone in 12 and 13th.

The organisation of this event is made easier 
by having a free entry and no prizes of which I 
am a big fan! This means that the majority are 
not paying out to buy prizes for the few and 
more of the same please!

Graham Wright
1. D. Kay Horw 34.24 
2. A. Buttery Ross 35.02 
3. M. Corbishley Ross 35.38 
4. C. Smale O/40 Tod 35.40 
5. G. Cunliffe U18 Ross 35.49 
6. D. Roome Bowl 36.09 
7. A. McWade Clay 36.12 
8. P. Bolton Ross 36.27 
9. A. Kay U16 Ross 36.37 
10. G. Jackson Ross 36.56
VETERANS O/50 
1. (38) D. Kelly Ross 41.12 
2. (48) D. Archer Bury 42.17 
3. (71) D. O’Duffy Bowl 45.00
VETERANS O/60 
1. (112) G. Large NVets 49.24 
2. (122) D. Dewhirst FPonies 50.43 
3. (129) A. Jones Lost 51.30
JUNIORS 
1. (5) G. Cunliffe Ross 35.49 
2. (23) J. Dugdale Clay 39.21 
3. (70) E. Glanagnan Ross 44.59
LADIES 
1. (36) A. Lupton Rad 41.04 
2. (61) D. Cartwright Rad 43.50 
3. (70) E. Flanagan U18 Ross 44.59 
4. (74) K. Ireland U18 Ross 45.15 
5. (76) V. Slack Manch 45.30 
(81) C. Kenny O/45 CVFR 45.50 
(104) J. Shaw O/40 Darwen 48.52 
(128) J. Rawlinson O/55 Clay 51.29 
(145) M. Ashton Clay 62.40
158 finishers

BUNNY RUN ONE – THE RUDDY 
MUDDY ONE! 
West Yorkshire 

CS/3m/300ft  01.04.08
1. A. Jones Salf 16.05 
2. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 16.28 

3. R. Shaw K&C 16.43 
4. T. Midgley Bing 16.59 
5. T. Adams Ilk 17.14 
6. O. Bielby Wharf 17.15 
7. R. Lawrence Bing 17.16 
8. P. Thompson Clay 17.25 
9. G. Pearce P&B 17.31 
10. J. Hutchinson Ilk 17.39
VETERANS O/50 
1. (23) B. Goodison Abbey 19.00 
2. (46) N. Hindle Unatt 20.39 
3. (58) B. Weeden K&C 21.04
VETERANS O/60 
1. (39) D. Tait DkPk 20.16 
2. (66) G. Breeze Skyrac 21.37 
3. (131) T. McDonald Bing 23.55
VETERANS O/70 
1. (236) B. Leathley Clay 32.31
LADIES 
1. (24) S. Taylor Bing 19.05 
2. (31) E. Klee Leeds 19.51 
3. (32) M. Hyder U16 Helm 19.56 
4. (40) A. Anderson Pendle 20.20 
5. (54) M. Brolly U16 Clay 20.58 
(67) G. Myers O/40 FRA 21.38 
(74) A. Eagle O/40 Ilk 21.53 
(132) B. Weight Bing 23.58 
(157) L. Bostock O/50 Clay 25.08 
(200) J. Atkins O/60 Chorl 27.34 
(230) L. Eden O/60 NiddV 31.26
BOYS U/14 
1. (36) T. Halton Holmf 20.10 
2. (50) D. McGivern Holmf 20.53
GIRLS U/14 
1. (55) E. Spencer Pendle 21.01 
2. (81) M. Berry Pendle 22.08
BOYS U/16 
1. (25) D. Evans Pendle 19.17 
2. (26) J. Crossfield H’fax 19.26
GIRLS U/16 
1. (32) M. Hyder Helm 19.56 
2. (73) A. McGivern Holmf 21.50
246 finishers

LLANBEDR TO BLAENAVON 
Gwent 

AL/15m/4500ft    05.04.08
After 38 years of organising the race, I’ve decided 
to call it a day. When I started fell running 
up in the Lakes many years ago when some 
of the races were into the 15th running that 
seemed an eternity. Little did I know I would 
end up organising one myself for even longer! 
Fortunately a local jogging club have agreed to 
carry on the race so you can’t say goodbye to the 
event’s notorious physical feature just yet.
Anyhow on to the race. 

A cold day but mercifully the rain held off 
and the strong wind was largely on the runners’ 
backs. The first road crossing saw Martin Shaw 
and Martin Humphreys with a clear lead over R 
Buffett in 3rd with a back to the chasing bunch. 
This was the same over Sugar Loaf summit but 
by the drinks station before the Blorringe, Martin 
Shaw had drifted back into the chasing pack 
and Martin Humphreys had two minutes over 
R Buffett and the pack a further three minutes 
behind.

But then, as often happens Martin Humphreys 
ran out of stram and was passed first by Buffett 
then the fast finishing Tom Gibbs, then the rest 
of the closing pack. At the end, R Buffett held on 
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to win.
Julian Carter comfortably won the vets’ race 

(son of my old running mate) and Adrian Orringe 
took the V50 prize with some ease, with Phoebe 
Webster just behind him leading the ladies’ race 
in a very respectable 13th place.

Unfortunately, we weren’t able to offer any 
showers this year, the council having demolished 
our pool and leisure centre to save money and 
the rugby club having a home game that day. 
But the rugby club did put on a good spread for 
us and opened the bar so everyone was happy.

A special mention to our two finishers, Fiona 
Glen, in finishing at her first attempt at a fell race 
and 79-year old Billy Jenkins, who arrived after 
six hours. 

I was very surprised and thrilled to be given 
a wonderful gift of a tray, decanter and glasses 
by MDC for my 28 years’ service so it’s off to the 
pipe, slippers and a glass of malt whisky.

Gareth Buffett
1. R. Buffett MDC 2.12.54 
2. T. Gibbs MDC 2.17.32 
3. A. Murray Horw 2.20.23 
4. C. Flower MynDu 2.20.40 
5. M. Shaw MynDu 2.23.31 
6. S. Bellamy Mercia 2.26.47 
7. M. Humphreys Stroud 2.28.44 

8. P. Beer FRA 2.31.06 
9. J. Carter O/40 MDC 2.31.40 
10. D. Austin BristWst 2.33.10
VETERANS O/50 
1. (12) A. Orringe MynDu 2.40.14 
2. (19) G. Oldrid Aberyst 2.57.15 
3. (23) M. Lucas MDC 3.13.24
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) G. Gunner CroftAmb 3.13.30 
2. (30) R. Cavanagh AmFeet 3.37.01
VETERANS O/70 
1. (36) B. Jenkins Fairw 60.00.00
LADIES 
1. (13) P. Webster Aberyst 2.40.30 
2. (15) E. Bayliss MynDu 2.49.10 
3. (34) C. Vorres O/40 Griffith 4.17.24 
4. (35) F. Glen Islwyn 4.41.00
36 finishers

PENDLE 
Lancashire 

AS/4.5m/1500ft  05.04.08
With a very mixed weather forecast 197 runners 
set off from Barley Village. Whilst normally it’s the 
men who make most of the news this year one 
lady changed that. Victoria Wilkinson, having 
recently finished second for England in the Cross 
Country Home Internationals in Edinburgh, blew 

the men apart, finishing in 5th position overall, 
and only 13 seconds off the race record set by 
Carol Greenwood in 1993. Lynn Clough was 
a distant second over 8 minutes behind with 
Heather Dawe third just under 2 minutes behind. 
Sue Burns having just moved into the vet 50 
category, was fourth.

In the men’s race it was a third win for Andy 
Peace, just 5 seconds ahead of Joe Mercer, with 
Alex Whittam third, Bashir Hussain was first V40 
in 6th position overall, with Graham Schofield 
first V50.

Barry Mitchell was first V60 and George Arnold 
collected the Jack Riley Trophy and first V70.

Many thanks to all the marshals and helpers 
and to the staff at the village hall for the 
refreshments. The surplus from the race was 
donated to Rossendale and Pendle Mountain 
Rescue for their invaluable support for the junior 
races.
David Bailey
1. A. Peace Bing 32.41 
2. J. Mercer Skipt 32.46 
3. A. Whittam CaldV 34.16 
4. T. Addison Helm 34.36 
5. V. Wilkinson Bing 34.38 
6. B. Hussain O/40 Stockp 35.20 
7. S. Willis O/40 Tod 35.23 
8. J. Wright Tod 35.28 
9. B. Elsworth Wharf 35.52 
10. M. Jones O/40 Horw 36.41
VETERANS O/50 
1. (13) G. Schofield Horw 37.24 
2. (18) A. Pickles Settle 37.55 
3. (19) J. Holt Clay 38.26
VETERANS O/60 
1. (66) B. Mitchell Clay 42.19 
2. (78) N. Bush Ilk 43.33 
3. (107) P. Simpson L’pool 46.22
VETERANS O/70 
1. (194) G. Arnold Prest 65.38
LADIES 
1. (5) V. Wilkinson Bing 34.38 
2. (71) L. Clough Chorl 42.51 
3. (86) H. Dawe Ilk 44.42 
4. (93) S. Burns O/50 Clay 45.29 
5. (98) L. Clarkson O/40 Darwen 45.44 
(100) K.Nash O/40 Prest 45.52 
(120) J. Leaonard O/50 Tod 47.59
197 finishers

PENDLE FELL RACE – JUNIORS 
Lancashire 
05.04.08

It was a fine but cool Saturday with a great 
turnout of 77 juniors runninh in all five age 
categories. With Forbes Solicitors providing 
sponsorship over this and the next year, it 
ensured that there was plenty of chocolate 
and goodies on offer, not only to the 
winners but to everyone who stayed for the 
presentation.

I have taken on board the comments 
regarding the routes and marshalling and next 
year the courses will be straight out and back to 
avoid any confusion.
Many thanks to all the club members who 
helped marshal the courses and to Dave and 
Eileen Woodhead for their support, and also to 
Rossendale and Pendle Mountain Rescue for 
their support.

David P Bailey
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Mark Nutter 
descends Pendle Hill
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Under 8s 
1. R. Johnstone Wharfe 2.12 
2. J. Alderman Unatt 2.25 
3. C. Archer Clay 2.28 
4. E. Cox   Girl Kghly 2.30 
((11) T. Knappy  Girl Kghly 3.02
14 finishers
Under 10s 
1. O. Spencer Pendle 3.21 
2. T. Sumner Ross 3.48 
3. B. Toman  Girl Unatt 4.04 
(6) H. Thom  Girl Kghly 4.26
14 finishers
Under 12s 
1. B. Johnstone Wharfe 15.53 
2. J. Hall Bing 16.06 
3. P. Done Kghly 16.48 
4. M. Soloman  Girl Ross 19.14 
(8) G. Spencer Girl Roth 20.21
16 finishers
Under 14s 
1. R. Addison HelmH 19.51 
2. E. Wylie Ross 22.06 
3. E. Spencer  Girl Pendle 22.09 
4. R. Helliwell  Girl Kghly 22.35
18 finishers
Under 16s 
1. A. Kay Ross 21.24 
2. J. Bradshaw Wharfe 21.31 
3. A. Harrigan Prest 23.11 
(8) S. Johnson Girl U/14 Leigh 25.02 
(12) S. Wilson  Girl Pendle 32.37
13 finishers

LLANGYNHAFAL LOOP FELL RACE 
Denbighshire 

AS/5m/1800ft  05.04.08
Some miles away at Aintree, the assembled 

punters were ready to place their bets, a buzz 
of expectancy filled the air. Similarly, across the 
Welsh Border, the throngs of racegoers were 
waiting with bated breath. Spectators from 
miles around gathered – the parking attendants 
struggled and scrambled to fit everyone in. 
This was one of the major events of the racing 
calendar. The thoroughbreds paced up and 
down, their impatience to get started obvious 
to all.
The junior chase was underway, promising 
newcomers from the Menai, Deeside and 
Eryri stables fiercely contesting the early 
entertainment. All awaited the big race. The 
going was firm in parts but soft elsewhere – just 
the type of ground to allow the shire horses to 
pick up steam on the long run in. They were 
under starter’s orders and off! 
A strong field of 69 runners surged towards the 
first major hurdle, the Stony Gully, the Becher’s 
Brook of the Clwydians – but no-one faltered. 
The course stewards marvelled at the gameness 
of the runners. No fair weather course was this 
today! Stan Charles, the local punters’ hot tip 
pushed the race favourite Tim Davies, strongly in 
the early stages, but Davies held the firm ground 
well, sticking to the rails on Offa’s Dyke. Surviving 
all the early trials, Davies surmounted the final 
hurdle, a recently introduced obstacle devised 
by the sadistic clerk of the course. Davies then 
hurtled towards the finish to finish many lengths 
clear, a heroic and popular winner.
A Southern Belle, Yvonne Davies from Ranelagh 
Harriers surprised the Welsh Ladiies by 
producing a Finavon performance to lead the 
fillies home by a clear margin. The roars of the 
crowd died down, bets were paid and the post 
race hospitality began in the sanctuary of the 

Goldie. What a grand day out!
Martin Cortvriend

1. T. Davies Mercia 38.26 
2. S. Charles Clwyd 40.11 
3. R. Stafford Mercia 40.28 
4. P. Thomson Clay 40.43 
5. A. Smith Amble 41.44 
6. N. Ashcroft O/40 Amble 42.07 
7. S. Ellis O/40 Tatten 43.21 
8. P. Edge U18 Dee 43.34 
9. J. Ellis U18 WChesh 43.42 
10. J. Brown Unatt 44.05
VETERANS O/50 
1. (15) S. Bellis Buck 47.29 
2. (18) C. Ashley Wrex 49.03 
3. (19) J. Bennell Eryri 50.11
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) J. Morris Buck 50.49 
2. (28) J. Linley Clwyd 52.24 
3. (47) A. Todd Helsby 56.34
VETERANS O/70 
1. (64) P. Norman Wrex 66.51
LADIES 
1. (30) Y. Hill O/40 Ranel 52.33 
2. (38) A. Williams O/40 Eryri 54.33 
3. (42) R. Mair Pierce Eryri 55.06 
4. (48) S. Ellis O/40 Tatten 56.42 
5. (50) S. Montgomery Clwyd 57.27
69 finishers

MOURNE MOUNTAINS – BRITISH 
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES 

Northern Ireland 
AL/12.5m/5000ft     05.04.08

This new course was designed specifically for the 
British Championship.  Starting near Meelmore 
Lodge on the northern side of the Mournes the 
route climbed 10 peaks in the central Mournes - 

Mourne Mountains - The 
first British Championship 
race of the season gets 
under way
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12 miles with 6400 feet climb.
It was a bright, breezy and cool day with the 

one short hail shower during the race serving as 
a reminder of how good conditions were. There 
was an interesting start as the field split and 
followed three different route choices on the 
opening climb up Meelmore.  The major route 
choice of the race appeared to be between Carn 
and Doan, the 4th and 5th peaks.  However, 
after an in race discussion, the leading bunch 
all agreed to go the same way.  They opted for 
the longer route by doubling back and round to 
the north of Loughshannagh and everyone else 
seemed to follow.

The longest climb of the race is Lamagan, 
which comes at the halfway stage after crossing 
Ben Crom Dam.  Here Jethro Lennox, Rob Hope 
and Lloyd Taggart broke clear and soon after it 
was down to Jethro and Rob.  Four peaks later 
they were still neck and neck approaching the 
finish.  Jethro sprinted with 200 yards to go 
but stumbled in a bog as Rob came charging 
through to win by 5 seconds.  He clocked 2.10.00 
to notch up his third consecutive win in the 
Mourne British Championship opener following 
Bernagh 2006 and Donard-Commedagh 2007.  
Angela Mudge was supreme as she finished 23rd 
overall while local Fiona Maxwell produced a 
great run for second.

Thanks to the large team of organisers and 
marshalls the race ran smoothly.  Meelmore 
Lodge provided a convenient venue with 
facilities and parking.  The route was well 
received by competitors and provided a fitting 
test for a British Championship event.  The now 
established prizegiving, meal and evening in 
Newcastle rounded off a full day of activity.

Brian Ervine.

1. R. Hope P&B 2.10.00 
2. J. Lennox Shettle 2.10.05 
3. L. Taggart DkPk 2.12.00 
4. T. Owens Mercia 2.17.19 
5. P. Vale Mercia 2.17.28 
6. K. Gray CaldV 2.17.52 
7. M. Donnelly Borr 2.18.48 
8. D. Kay Horw 2.19.28 
9. G. Devine O/40 P&B  2.20.00 
10. D. Hope P&B 2.20.04 
11. A. Schofield O/40 Borr 2.20.22 
12. D. Rodgers O/40 Lochab 2.21.08 
13. M. Fanning O/40 Borr 2.21.40 
14. J. Davies O/40 Borr 2.22.18 
15. N. Sharp Amble 2.23.20 
16. D. Taylor O/40 DkPk 2.23.30 
17. J. Morgan O/40 DkPk 2.23.56 
18. D. Woods O/40 Mourne 2.24.28 
19. J. Logue Horw 2.25.20 
20. B. Mounsey CaldV 2.26.20

VETERANS O/50 
1. (48) M. Egner DkPk 2.38.30 
2. 76) P. Kelly Durham 2.52.06 
3. (81) S. Storey DkPk 2.53.08

VETERANS O/60 
1. (70)J. Patterson Mourne 2.50.00 
2. (71) K. Taylor Ross 2.50.00 
3. (84) D. Tait DkPk 2.53.32

LADIES 
1. (23) A. Mudge Carn 2.27.12 
2. (51) F. Maxwell O/40 Mourne 2.38.57 
3. (53) H. Fines CaldV 2.39.36 
4. (54) E. Schmidt Unatt 2.39.48 

5. (59) S. Taylor Bing 2.43.00 
(79) S. Newman O/40 CaldV 2.52.36 
(83) A. Raw O/40 Bing 2.53.26 
(117) W. Dodds O/50 Clay 3.09.50 
(178) A. Brentnall O/50 Penn 3.56.22
192 finishers

HIGHLANDER MOUNTAIN 
MARATHON 
Inverness 
5-6.04.08

Torridon  – what a fantastic area– rough 
technical terrain with superb scenery.
The organisers and competitors were fully 
wound up and firing on all cylinders – only to 
be ambushed by the weather gods. The event 
took place on about the roughest terrain ever 
used by a mountain marathon – and probably 
in the most wintry conditions experienced in 
the course of this sort of event!  The only similar 
weather that readily springs to mind is that 
which accompanied the 1991 KIMM at Threlkeld, 
though that is hardly a good comparison as the 
hills there are relative pussycats. Here we had 
an abundance of deep heather, big sandstone 
boulders, quartzite sheets, slimy ground and 
potentially dodgy river crossings…and that was 
before the snow fell.

All credit goes to all the competitors who 
braved the arctic conditions. The rufty tufty’s 
of the mountain marathon world – not only 
the finishers, who excelled, but also those who 
decided to retire for various reasons. They 
deserve nothing but admiration for their drive 
and fortitude in getting as far as they did in 
those conditions.

The courses tried to get everyone out on 
to the superb central peaks of An Ruadh-stac, 
Maol Chean-dearg, Sgorr Ruadh, Fuar Tholl 
and Beinn Liath Mhor, without taking them 
too high.  Good paths circumnavigate these 
hills, allowing breathers from the slow going 
traversing or climbing the hillsides.  Despite 
the harsh weather, hopefully everyone did see 
the hills and has taken away some stunning 
memories of the landscape.  

The A course should provide a few hours of 
pleasure for all cartographic stato-nerds. The 
format (visiting all controls in any order while 
omitting one of your choice) seemed to be 
generally well received. There seemed to be 4 
sensible possibilities, and little time difference 
between them – when combined with the 
variable terrain, people’s personal strengths and 
the prevailing conditions, there was probably 
no single right answer, only the potential for 
getting it a bit wrong.

The B C and D courses all wove their way 
round more or fewer of the big hills, mainly 
with some element of dilemma as to which 
way to go round.  The B gave a particularly hard 
flog to reach the Fuar Tholl-Sgurr Ruadh col. 
The C and D both passed by the spectacular 
lochans between Beinn Liath Mhor and Sgurr 
an Lochain Uaine, reached over some gnarly 
boulder fields, especially so once covered in 
a light coating of snow. The set courses all 
took considerably longer that our estimates, 
partly due to the slow terrain, but mainly due 
to the extreme weather.  By contrast the Score 
competitors were mainly home and hosed 
on time, having tailored their routes to take 

account of conditions
We didn’t shorten the courses, but went for 

the “fair” weather ones on the basis that we 
wanted to give value for money, there was 
plenty of time, and the weather seemed not 
too bad first thing Saturday morning.  To their 
credit everyone persevered fantastically, and 
even those teams who decided they didn’t 
fancy it made sensible decisions and extracted 
themselves from the hills in a highly competent 
fashion.  

To make up, in part, for these extreme 
conditions there was the welcome of a heated 
marquee, hot food and Ceilidh at the overnight 
camp, giving everyone a chance to dry out, 
warm up and share their stories of battling the 
elements. The ceilidh dancing was obviously 
a popular method of keeping warm and an 
elegant group we were twirling and whirling 
shod in muddy hill shoes and plastic bags 
and wearing the latest range of thermal gear.  
Allison Suzie and Diana De Bellaique had made 
a special effort carrying in their party skirts 
and looked fantastic wearing them over their 
running tights. They set a whole new trend in 
mountain marathon kit. 

We also tried to make the second day start 
as comfortable as possible by having it in the 
marquee. What other mountain marathon 
allows you to mark up your map over a hot 
coffee, sitting at a table, in the dry? (before 
chucking you out into a blizzard!)

On Sunday the weather again kept us all 
“entertained” as we watched the snow blow 
down the glen on strong easterly winds, only 
for the same snow to all come hurling back 
up the glen 5 minutes later on equally strong 
westerlies.  The determination of some of the 
later competitors who were caught out in the 
deteriorating conditions was really phenomenal 
to see. The last team reached the hall at about 
5.30, to our relief, but not theirs as they saw no 
sign of their tent in the field and feared theft.  
Now that sort of thing does not happen in 
Torridon, so a search was launched round the 
perimeter snowdrifts, and the tent was soon 
repatriated as a soggy wind-blown heap. What 
other mountain marathon provides that sort of 
service?

To get a flavour of this wild weekend 
have a look at Jon Brookes photos on www.
rightplacerighttime.co.uk  Jon took over 500 
pictures at the weekend and is fairly confident 
he captured most teams somewhere. 

Full results and photos are available on www.
highlandermountainmarathon.org.uk. Many 
thanks to Andrew Leaney from Sportident 
for his support over the weekend and for 
producing these results. 

The Highlander Team
A 
1. T. Higginbottom/C. Near 
2. G. Miles/G. Tompsett 
3. J. Gay/P. Ward 
4. J. Williamson/D. McDonald 
5. D. Rogers/S. Bell
B 
1. R. Beaumont/F. Schlaghecke 
2. G. Pemberton/C. Newman 
3. R. Lang/A. Gilkison 
4. S. O’Sullivan/J. Colegrave 
5. M. Vogan/H. Blake
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C 
1. S. Martin/T. Martin 
2. R. Bannerman/R. McKechnie 
3. J. Mitchell/A. Davidson 
4. N. Wilson/P. Lawless 
5. C. Browne/S. Hargreaves
D 
1. Rowlands/S. Rowlands 
2. L. Rose/S. Macmillan 
3. I. Walker/S. Walker 
4. R. Walker/P. Murphy 
5. M. Adams/C. Waters

BUNNY RUN TWO “WILL THE 
CONQUEROR!” 

West Yorks 
CS/3m/300ft  08.04.08

1. W. Smith K&C 15.33 
2. J. Brownlee Bing 15.37 
3. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 15.45 
4. R. Shaw K&C 15.59 
5. T. Midgley Bing 16.13 
6. T. Adams Ilk 16.32 
7. G. Devine O/40 P&B 16.35 
8. N. Armitage P&B 16.49 
9. P. Thompson Clay 16.52 
10. G. Pearce P&B 16.56
VETERANS O/50 
1. (27) B. Goodison Abbey 18.14 
2. (59) B. Hamilton Ilk 19.36 
3. (61) M. Roberts Tod 19.47
VETERANS O/60 
1. (66) D. Tait DkPk 20.02 
2. (86) G. Breeze Skyrac 20.49 
3. (142) E. Lesniak AchilRat 22.26
VETERANS O/70 
1. (257) B. Leathley Clay 31.41
LADIES 
1. (36) S. Taylor Bing 18.45 
2. (43) A. Anderson Pendle 19.04 
3. (44) H. Glover K&C 19.08 
4. (47) M. Hyder U16 Helm 19.12 
5. (65) M. Brolly U16 Clay 20.00 
(99) A. Bennett O/40 Ilk 21.02 
(100) G. Myers O/40 FRA 21.05 
(174) M. Jagan O/50 EPOC 23.38 
(252) L. Eden O/60 NiddV 30.18
BOYS U/14 
1. (29) T. Halton Holmf 18.21 
2. (46) D. McGivern Holmf 19.10
GIRLS U/14 
1. (47) M. Hyder Helm 19.12 
2. (76) E. Spencer Pendle 20.24
BOYS U/16 
1. (12) A. Kay Ross 17.06 
2. (14) T. Sessford K&C 17.15
GIRLS U/16 
1. (47) M. Hyder Helm 19.12 
2. (65) M. Brolly Clay 20.00
265 finishers

SCREEL 
Dumfries & Galloway 

AS/4m/1300ft  12.04.08
This years Screel hill race attracted an entry of 39 
runners. As it clashed with ‘Knockfarrel’ Scottish 
championship, the field was reasonable.

At the start of the race young junior Nick 
Emsley took the lead from Colin Glencorse, 
as they came out of the trees for the climb to 
the summit Adam Anderson, renowned for his 
steady starts took Colin for 2nd place following 

Nick up the climb, passing him at the top and 
went on to dominate the race, with Nick in 2nd 
spot 1.5 minutes behind and Colin Glencorse 
42 seconds behind Nick in 3rd position, Mark 
Whitelaw put in a last final effort down the forest 
road to the finish but failed to catch Colin, first 
Solway runner Ian Murgatroyd was overjoyed 
with his race, knocking a minute off his best 
time, despite the muddy conditions.

With Adam wining the race and now turned 
40 left Andy Fairgreive to pick up the vet 40 
prize. Richard Unwin took the vet 50 and 
Jim Buchanan taking vet 60 honours with an 
impressive race as he now has turned 70. Shirley 
Singh won the ladies race in 20th position, 
finishing very strong, Julie Cartner in 2nd place 
an impressive run as it was her first hill race. A 
good days racing was had by all.

Dougie Milligan
1. A. Anderson O/40 Carneth 33.33 
2. N. Emsley Arran 35.08 
3. C. Glencorse Unatt 35.50 
4. M. Whitelaw Annan 36.17 
5. A. Fairgreive O/40 Annan 37.37 
6. S. McKendrick Wester 37.52 
7. I. Murgatroyd O/40 Solway 37.55 
8. R. Unwin O/50 Kesw 38.20 
9. J. Robson O/50 Annan 38.38 
10. D. Watson Annan 39.24 
(13) J. Goldsworthy O/50 Gall 39.51
VETERANS O/60 
1. (28) J. Buchanan Annan 48.26 
2. (30) K. Patterson Unatt 48.28
LADIES 
1. (20) S. Singh O/40 Unatt 43.06 
2. (26) J. Cartner Unatt 47.07 
3. (29) D. Thompson O/50 Kesw 
48.27
38 finishers

LLANTYSILIO MOUNTAIN RACE 
Clwyd 

AM/6.2m/2100ft  12.04.08
The Llantysilio race was the second counter in 
the WFRA North Wales series and perhaps, due 
to this, we saw a record number of entries (105), 
well above last year’s numbers.

The weather was also very different to the 
extreme heat of 2007, with hail and sleet 
showers passing through which may have 
assisted a fast winning time of 48.54 by Richard 
Roberts, who took the lead on the last descent 
from second placed Matt Gilbert. The O/40 
category was won by Michael Johnson while 
Edward Davies showed that its all in the genes 
as he improved his O/50 winning time from laast 
year. The O/60 race was won by Peter Roberts.

Anna Bartlett was just outside her course 
record time by 19 seconds and the ladies’ O/40 
category was won by Yvonne Hill, with Stephanie 
Green winning the O/50 race. The O/60 ladies’ 
category was won by Margaret Oliver.

The Under 23 category was won by Ben 
Aitchison, sliding his way back in slick soles to 
the finish.
Nick Holmes
1. R. Roberts Eryri 48.54 
2. M. Gilbert Wrex 49.20 
3. S. Charles Clwyd 51.17 
4. R. Stafford Mercia 51.44 
5. A. Smith Amble 51.56 
6. S. Butterworth Eryri 53.55 

7. S. Edmonson Horw 53.57 
8. J. Bowie Oswest 54.06 
9. M. Johnson O/40 Kenil 54.34 
10. E. Davies O/50 Mercia 55.38
VETERANS O/50 
1. E. Davies Mercia 55.38 
2. G. McAra Chesh 56.58 
3. C. Ashley Wrex 62.32
VETERANS O/60 
1. P. Roberts Buckley 64.01 
2. J. Morris Buckley 64.17 
3. E. Davies Eryri 72.02
LADIES 
1. (16) A. Bartlett Shrews 57.32 
2. (25) A. Roberts Eryri 59.50 
3. (51) H. Toberman Eryri 65.57 
(58) Y. Hill O/40 Renel 67.50 
(62) A. Williams O/40 Eryri 68.46 
(65) M. Oliver O/60 Eryri 77.28 
(93) S. Charman O/50 Helsby 83.15 
(94) L. Smith O/50 Oswest 84.05
102 finishers

KNOCKFARREL 
Inverness 

BM/6m/1200ft   12.04.08
Knockfarrel, lying just outside the pretty 
Highland town of Strathpeffer, was the venue for 
the 2nd SHR Championship counter of 2008. 

The wet and cool weather of the previous few 
weeks made for very muddy conditions, with the 
run out/in along the old railway line particularly 
wet. Thankfully, the showers held off for the race 
itself allowing the top men in particular to still 
record some very competitive times.

Nearly 150 runners completed the race, a 
record by some margin. Jethro Lennox led from 
the start and was never troubled, coming home 
only a mere 8 seconds outside the long standing 
course record. Fellow team-mate, Tom Owens, 
also had an excellent run to finish 2nd with Al 
Anthony 3rd. Colin Donnelly put in another 
superb run as 1st V40, finishing 4th overall, with 
Stewart Whittlie a little way back taking 2nd V40 
position.

Dawn Scott enjoyed a fine victory in the 
ladies’ race, managing to stay clear of Jill 
Mykura. Jacqui Higginbottom maintained her 
fine early season form to finish 1st V40 female, 
with Louise Burt 2nd.

Henry Blake
1. J. Lennox Shettle 37.42 
2. T. Owens Shettle 38.30 
3. A. Anthony Ochil 38.55 
4. C. Donnelly O/40 Lochab 39.49 
5. S. Peachey Carn 39.53 
6. D. Naylor HBT 40.03 
7. H. Blake H’land 40.35 
8. S. Whitlie O/40 Carneth 41.07 
9. Y. Lida Ed’burgh 41.26 
10. D. Crowe O/40 Shettle 41.57
VETERANS O/50 
1. (30) T. Scott Fife 46.07 
2. (32) M. Johnson Aberd 46.15 
3. (33) D. Reid Wester 46.18
VETERANS O/60 
1. (67) T. Ross Fife 51.57 
2. (79) H. McLean Loth 54.22 
3. (81) T. Bowie Fife 54.30
LADIES 
1. (38) D. Scott Lochab 46.54 
2. (47) J. Mykura Carneth 48.38 
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3. (54) N. Meekin  Lochab 49.57 
4. (58) J. Higginbotham 
                          O/40 Carneth 50.23 
5. (60) S. Legge Fife 50.44 
(77) L. Burt O/40 Fife 53.30 
(85) A. Hamilton O/50 Cosmic 55.19 
(93) C. Menhennet O/50 Wester 56.45
148 finishers

KINDER DOWNFALL 
Derbyshire 

AM/10m/2500ft    13.04.08
The Kinder Downfall fell race was the second of 
two major events in Hayfield’s social calendar 
for this weekend. The first event took place 
on Saturday and was the marriage of Mount 
Famine organiser Mark Boulton, to his partner Jo. 
Although I couldn’t convince him to sweep the 
course this year, the newlyweds were happy to 
start the 2008 race with a wave from the widow 
of their bridal suite in the Royal Hotel. Thus 
290 runners set off from the bridge in Hayfield 
Village centre for a classic Downfall outing. 
Conditions were wintry on the hill, but clearly 
suited Lloyd, who eventually came home first by 
a comfortable margin. 

Jo Waites was the first lady home and her 
team-mates packed well to give Calder Valley the 
first ladies’ team. 

Local club Pennine were out in force as 
this was a counter in their championship. A 
determined run from Darren Holloway saw him 
home first to secure maximum points while 
Len Best had a fine run to win the V55 category 
overall. Locals, Ron Rees and Andy Howie, fought 
a fierce contest with Ron just taking the first local 
over 50 prize.

As always I have a debt to all the marshals and 
the registration team. However, I would also like 
to mention the tireless, behind-the scenes efforts 
of Andy Howie and Steve Temple who both put 
in a tremendous amount of   ????? on behalf of 
all the Hayfield race organisers.

All proceeds of the race will be donated to: 
Hayfield pre-school groups, KHRT and Hayfields 
Scouts.

D. Soles
1. L. Taggart DkPk 1.07.00 
2. P. Winskill DkPk 1.09.33 
3. J. Morgan O/40 DkPk 1.11.59 
4. A. Wrench O/40 Tod 1.12.27 
5. T. Brunt Holm 1.13.38
VETERANS O/50 
1. (27) J. Blackledge Charn 1.19.38
VETERANS O/60 
1. (53) D. Tait DkPk 1.23.02
VETERANS O/70 
1. (279) M. Schofield Alt 2.09.57
LADIES 
1. J. Waites CaldV 1.20.45 
2. S. Newman O/45 CaldV 1.23.33 
3. J. Jepson O/40 FatBoys 1.23.46
290 finishers

WREKIN FELL RACE 
Shropshire 

AS/5.5m/1700ft   13.04.08
1. T. Werrett Mercia 37.56 
2. I. Hughes O/40 Shrews 40.51 
3. R. Stafford Mercia 40.57 
4. J. Bowie Oswest 41.53 
5. B. Taylor Ross 42.51 

6. A. Yapp O/40 Mercia 42.54 
7. I. Grindley O/40 Wolve&B 42.57 
8. P. Ball Shrews 44.12 
9. P. Jones Oswest 44.41 
10. A. Bartlett Shrews 45.36
VETERANS O/50 
1. (15) S. Daws Telf 46.27 
2. (49) D. Hopkins Telf 54.55
VETERANS O/60 
1. (42) C. Williamson Shrop 52.49 
2. (80) M. Edwards DkPk 70.47
LADIES 
1. (10) A. Bartlett Shrews 45.36 
2. (21) P. Gibb O/40 Mercia 48.16 
3. (43) S. Howarth O/45 Mercia 53.02

BUNNY RUN 3 – AN ORGANISER’S 
NIGHTMARE! 
West Yorks 

CS/3m/300ft  15.04.08
1. W. Smith Kghly 15.54 
2. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 16.16 
3. R. Shaw K&C 16.21 
4. T. Midgley Bing 16.32 
5. I. Nixon P&B 16.41 
6. T. Adams Ilk 16.52 
7. L. Athersmith Bing 16.53 
8. G. Devine O/40 P&B 17.02 
9. N. Armitage P&B 17.09 
10. P. Thompson Clay 17.12
VETERANS O/50 
1. (19) J. Cordingley Bing 18.13 
2. (29) B. Goodison Abbey 18.40 
3. (66) C. Marshall Kghly 20.39
VETERANS O/60 
1. (67) D. Tait DkPk 20.44 
2. (107) G. Breeze Skyrac 22.30 
3. (155) M. Coles Skyrac 24.06
LADIES 
1. (36) S. Taylor Bing 19.01 
2. (46) A. Anderson Pendle 19.28 
3. (51) H. Glover Kghly 19.55 
4. (52) E. Klee Leeds 20.04 
5. (60) M. Hyder U16 HelmH 20.24 
(117) L. Wilson O/50 Ealing 22.55 
(119) B. Weight O/50 Bing 22.57 
(129) A. Srivastava O/40 Ilk 23.07 
(145) S. Blackburn O/40 Horsf 23.40 
(209) J. Atkins O/60 Chorl 27.42
BOYS U/14 
1. (32) R. Addison HelmH 18.50 
2. (34) J. Thorp Bing 18.55
GIRLS U/14 
1. (68) E. Spencer Pendle 20.49 
2. (74) J. Lord Pendle 21.06
BOYS U/16 
1. (13) T. Sessford Kghly 17.36 
2. (14) J. Bradshaw Wharf 17.48
GIRLS U/16 
1. (60) M. Hyder HelmH 20.24 
2. (112) R. McLean Kghly 22.42
250 finishers

“JOE BARBER” HEROD FARM HILL 
RACE 

Derbyshire 
AS/3m/1100ft  16.04.08

The 13th Herod Farm Hill Race saw a record 129 
athletes compete, but the damp evening put 
paid to any course records being broken.  Stuart 
Bond was the first home with Colin Bishop the 
runner-up. The winner and his club – Tommy’s 

Fell Stars – are new around this part of the 
Peak District. Stuart explained that the club is 
a bona-fide one with about 14 members, and 
has an unusual origin. His brother was a Royal 
Marine Commando who he died in 2004. Fell 
running and similar events were a good way 
they thought to remember Tommy and his spirit. 
The club even has a motto adapted from the 
Royal Marines “Per Terram Per Montis” “By Land 
and Mountain.”

The first veteran man over 40 was Ed Gamble, 
First O/50 man was Mike Egner with Barry Blyth 
first O/60 and Barry Thackery first O/70.

Goyt Valley Striders and Saddleworth Runners 
used the race as a club championship event 
and turned out in numbers, as did Sheffield 
University Orienteering Club. The students won 
the team prize with three home in the first nine, 
including Neill Barker third overall.

The first Glossopdale Harrier back again 
on a dark, damp and chilly evening was ever 
improving Matthew Kieras, the club captain. 
He did as Captains do - he led the way, ran a 
controlled race moving through the field and 
improved his time and position for the third 
consecutive year. And he was the first local too. 
From eighth last year he was fourth this year in 
25:23.

English international, Natalie White, returned 
with the Stella Judd Memorial Shield. Such is her 
pedigree that she took it back with her. Despite 
the muddy conditions only Trisha Sloan, another 
runner of international calibre, has bettered 
Natalie’s winning time this year of 27:24. She said 
the race was “Brilliant.” Stuart too agreed, and 
said, “It was a great race. I’ll be back next year.”

Dr Andy Wilkins organised the race. He 
presented Natalie with the Stella Judd Memorial 
Shield. This is a perpetual one and was instigated 
by Andy in memory of his wife Stella who 
tragically died in December 2005. She was 
herself a former competitor, and had vividly 
described her race experiences in print. Sandra 
Cooper and Alexis Dinsmor were the respective 
Lldies’ O/40 and O/50 winners.

The prize list was innovative and included 
bottles of specially brewed beer from Howard 
Town Breweries, and mugs designed by the 
award-winning artist, Rod Holt, of Newleaf 
Design. 

With thanks to the owners of Herod Farm for 
their co-operation, and also Anne Clarke, the 
landlady of the Drovers Arms for hosting the 
event, and John Barber of Joe Barber, Plumbers 
Merchants of Glossop who sponsored the race. 
The efforts of the members, families and friends 
of Glossopdale Harriers who helped out on the 
night were also much appreciated. We look 
forward to seeing you all again next year!

Neil Shuttleworth and Andy Wilkins
1. S. Bond TFS 23.34 
2. C. Bishop Saddle 23.58 
3. N. Burton Sheff 25.13 
4. M. Kieras Glossop 25.23 
5. T. Brunt Holmf 25.27 
6. J. Ingram Saddle 25.29 
7. A. Llewellyn Sheff 25.41 
8. S. Harding Congle 25.54 
9. S. Tosh Ross 26.33 
10. M. Egner O/50 DkPk 26.36
VETERANS O/40 
1. (15) E. Gamble Chesh 27.10 
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2. (18) B. Fairmaner Chesh 27.22 
3. (20) J. Minshull Glossop 27.25
VETERANS O/50 
1. (10) M. Egner DkPk 26.36 
2. (31) L. Best Penn 28.25 
3. (39) A. Butler Penn 28.59
VETERANS O/60 
1. (47) B. Blyth Maccle 29.45 
2. (61) F. Rielly Stockp 30.58 
3. (97) R. Bradley Saddle 36.02
VETERANS O/70 
1. (128) B. Thackery DkPk 46.10
LADIES 
1. (19) N. White Bing 27.24 
2. (38) Z. Wray Sheff 28.56 
3. (42) L. Lacon Holmf 29.30 
4. (51) R. Carr Saddle 29.49 
5. (67) S. Cooper O/40 Glossop 31.58 
(89) C. Murray O/40 Glossop 34.27 
(109) A. Dinsmor O/50 Penn 38.20
129 finishers

SUGAR LOAF FELL RACE 
Wales 

BM/7m/1725ft  19.04.08
The entries were up on previous years, testament 
to the rising popularity of this race with a great 
location and stunning views.  Last years winner 
Martin Shaw went off like a long dog with his 
usual race tactics and was well ahead of Matthew 
Collins by the trig point.  However, Matthew was 
feeling his way with an old injury and soon came 
through the field blasting down the descent 
coming home with a comfortable lead.  It was 
good to see the youngster Nicki Cornock taking 
part in a senior race though he too was careful 
not to overdo things prior to Knock Dhu.  

Emma Hitchins put in an excellent run with a 
new ladies record shaving a couple of minutes 
off the old one.  It’s a pity there wasn’t a ladies 
team entered, maybe next year and there’s 
still a FV60 record to be made by someone out 
there!  There was a good competition with the 
men’s team but Mynydd Du just took it with 
their 3rd place runner a rather surprised Martin 
Woodhead.

Thanks again to my marshals Ade Woods, 
master Finn and his boy apprentice and the ever-
present Mrs O. 

Adrian Orringe
1. M. Collins Cardiff 51.14 
2. M. Shaw MynDu 52.04 
3. N. Cornock MynDu 53.58 
4. J. Atyeo O/40 Witney 54.13 
5. T. Conway Worc 55.57 
6. S. Moore WyeV 55.59 
7. T. Robson Penn 57.29 
8. G. Hurst SWRR 57.31 
9. P. Ward Cheps 57.32 
10. R. Lloyd Mercia 57.54
VETERANS O/50 
1. (14) C. Taylor Mercia 60.45 
2. (19) M. Tabor LesCroup 61.24 
3. (33) J. Summers Pewsey 68.23
VETERANS O/60 
1. (40) L. Griffiths Strath 70.06 
2. (52) L. Williams Eryri 77.01 
3. (53) D. Finch MDC 77.44
LADIES 
1. (21) E. Hitchins SWRR 62.34 
2. (32) L. Summers O/40 Cheps 68.16 
3. (37) P. Priest Ludlow 69.11 

4. (41) N. Law MynDu 71.01 
5. (51) S. Woods O/40 MynDu 75.53 
(56) G. Stott O/50 Cheps 81.28
65 finishers

CIOCH MHOR 
Grampian 

AM/8.5m/2250ft   19.04.08
The Highland Hill Runners held their Cioch Mhor 
Hill Race from Tulloch Castle to the top of the 
Pap (Cioch Mhor) and back, a distance involving 
various terrain, and a double river crossing. The 
organisers had anticipated a larger entry than 
usual following the Scottish championship at 
Knockfarrel the day before, but numbers were 
much the same as last year, with 25 taking part in 
the senior race and one junior in that particular 
event. The prizes were donated by George 
Cockburn & Son, Butchers Dingwall and included 
not a few of their speciality – the haggis. The 
course record remains unbroken.

Alex Brett
1. D. Naylor HBT 71.55 
2. A. Keith O/40 HBT 72.55 
3. C. Donnelly O/40 Lochab 75.42 
4. N. Speight O/40 HHR 76.12 
5. A. Smith O/40 Dees 79.03 
6. R. Bannerman HHR 79.11 
7. M. Gorman O/40 Westies 80.22 
8. D. McDonald Unatt 81.23 
9. S. Worsley O/40 HHR 83.19 
10. C. Love O/40 Dund 84.53
VETERANS O/50 
1. G. Edge Skye/Loch 95.35 
2. E. Orr Lochab 116.12 
3. C. Menrenet??? Westies 118.49
VETERANS O/60 
1. C. Love Dundee 104.31
LADIES 
1. R. Bannerman HHR 101.59 
2. J. Wilson O/40 Carn 115.42 
3. C. Men??? O/50 Westies 118.49 
4. J. Schreiber O/40 P&B 118.49 
5. B. Paul Westies 142.06

BUNNY RUN 4 – THE CHOCOLATE 
FINALE 

West Yorkshire 
CS/3m/300ft  22.04.08

1. W. Smith Kghly 15.25 
2. R. Shaw Kghly 15.47 
3. T. Adams Ilk 16.14 
4. G. Devine O/40 P&B 16.20 
5. P. Thompson Clay 16.38 
6. T. Sessford U16 Kghly 16.50 
7. A. Kay U16 Ross 16.55 
8. D. Roome Unatt 17.01 
9. J. Bradshaw U16 Wharf 17.04 
10. J. Beard U16 Ross 17.11
VETERANS O/50 
1. (24) B. Goodison Abbey 18.14 
2. (38) R. Hamilton Ilk 19.12 
3. (59) C. Marshall K&C 20.14
VETERANS O/60 
1. (73) G. Breeze Skyrac 20.34 
2. (105) R. Futrell Holmf 22.13 
3. (109) T. McDonald Bing 22.24
VETERANS O/70 
1. (210) B. Leathley Clay 31.14
LADIES 
1. (55) E. Spencer U14 Pendle 20.07 
2. (64) J. Lord U14 Pendle 20.17 

3. (79) M. Berry U14 Pendle 20.52 
4. (80) M. Green O/50 Bing 20.53 
5. (81) R. Hellawell U14 Kghly 20.55 
(89) G. Myers O/40 FRA 21.34 
(133) S. Fulton O/40 Bing 23.12 
(142) L. Bostock O/50 Clay 23.55
BOYS U14 
1. (20) T. Halton Holmf 17.49 
2. (33) J. Hall Bing 18.58
GIRLS U14 
1. (55) E. Spencer Pendle 20.07 
2. (64) J. Lord Pendle 20.17
BOYS U16 
1. (6) T. Sessford Kghly 16.50 
2. (7) A. Kay Ross 16.55
GIRLS U16 
1. (100) R. McLean Kghly 22.00 
2. (145) E. Throup Wharf 24.01
218 finishers

WREKIN STREAK 
Shropshire 

AS/2.75m/810ft   23.04.08
A record breaking Streak yet again with 130 
starters. Richard Roberts led the field, finishing 
well ahead of his nearest rival Stanley Charles. 
Anna Bartlett led the Welsh charge in the ladies 
race with Kate Bailey. Runner-up first English 
man home was Ian Hughes, taking first V40 prize.
The race raised nearly £400 for charity and 
proves yet again fell running is alive and well in 
Shropshire.

Simon Daws
1. R. Roberts Eryri 17.54 
2. S. Charles Clwyd 18.45 
3. I. Hughes O/40 Shrews 19.02 
4. J. Bowie Oswest 19.15 
5. R. Lamb O/40 Mercia 19.27 
6. J. Castillo Shrews 19.32 
7. P. Ball Shrews 19.36 
8. P. Jones Oswest 19.40 
9. J. Sanders O/40 Telf 19.42 
10. C. Watson Telf 19.47
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) E. Davies Mercia 20.16 
2. (25) S. Daws Telf 21.03 
3. (37) A. Lewis Shrews 21.58
VETERANS O/60 
1. (112) K. Bond Unatt 29.51 
2. (116) M. Edwards Wrex 30.38
LADIES
1. (29) A. Bartlett Shrews 21.29 
2. (43) K. Bailey Merion 22.13 
3. (52) P. Gibb O/40 Mercia 22.39 
4. (55) S. David Wrekin 22.57 
5. (67) Y. Hill O/40 Rane 24.03
130 finishers

GRISEDALE GRIND 
Cumbria 

AS/2.5m/1560ft  23.04.08
A perfect night for running that was sandwiched 
between two very wet mornings. Unfortunately, 
the race was also sandwiched between two 
classic races – Anniversary Walt and Three Peaks. 
This resulted in significantly lower numbers 
than usual. Please bring a friend next year and 
we’ll do our best to schedule optimal climactic 
conditions!

St George’s Day was remembered by awarding 
prizes that would enable the winners to enjoy 
that quintessentially English tradition of 
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afternoon tea! Remember to crook your little 
finger when using the special edition Grisedale 
Grind mugs!

Many thanks to all who helped on the night. 
We were able to consolidate our efforts down at 
race HQ whilst hardy club members checked all 
the runners through the summit and ensured 
that the fell gate was secure.

Angela & Tony Brand-Barker
1. M. Mikkleson-Barron Borr 26.07 
2. N. Fish Borr 26.53 
3. T. Doyle U18 HelmH 27.09 
4. C. Knowles O/40 CFR 28.53 
5. A. Labram O/40 Eden 28.58 
6. B. Taylor Ross 29.15 
7. D. Nettelfield Nails 29.39 
8. M. Cunningham Borr 29.50 
9. J. Boyle CFR 30.02 
10. D. Atkinson O/40 CFR 30.46
VETERANS O/50 
1. (14) P. Barron Borr 32.23 
2. (18) R. Unwin Kesw 33.46 
3. (25) K. Wilkinson Unatt 37.05
VETERANS O/60 
1. (26) B. Booth Kesw 37.18 
2. (35) M. Ruckledge WCOC 49.26
VETERANS O/70 
1. (33) J. Rutter Kesw 44.13 
2. (34) I. Addison Kesw 47.16
3. (36) H. Blenkinsop Kesw 61.45
LADIES 
1. (29) L. Dunn Kesw 38.20 
2. (32) J. Fish Borr 41.02 
36 finishers

HARTCLIFF HILL 
Derbyshire 

BS/2.5m/500ft  24.04.08
No change of course records this year as the 
wettest underfoot conditions ever for the 
race slowed down even the most enthusiastic 

runners. Apart from this, conditions for running 
were more or less perfect – a beautiful, still sunlit 
evening. Phil Winskill just managed to deny 
record-holder Stuart Bond a second consecutive 
win, while Zanthe Wray scored a first win in the 
ladies race. A night for the younger runners, with 
no vets in the first dozen places and Sheffield 
University packing the top ten.

P. McLeod
1. P. Winskill DkPk 15.51 
2. S. Bond TFS 15.54 
3. R. Little Sheff 16.25 
4. N. Barton Sheff 16.27 
5. C. Gilhooley Sheff 16.42 
6. T. Bailey Sheff 17.33 
7. J. Bostock Sheff 17.33 
8. B. Stewart Holmf 17.40 
9. D. Stewart Spenb 17.46 
10. R. Findlay Robinson DkPk 18.34
VETERANS O/40 
1. (14) L. Charlesworth P’stone 19.13 
2. (21) A. Chalkley Kingst 19.59 
3. (25) A. Smith Holmf 20.40
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) J. Patterson Holmf 19.28 
2. (19) S. Frith P’stone 19.46 
3. (31) M. Baldwin DenbyD 21.38
VETERANS O/60 
1. (28) W. Hellywell FRA 21.14 
2. (50) S. Millwood P’stone 23.46
LADIES 
1. (13) Z. Wray Sheff 19.12 
2. (15) L. Daniel Sheff 19.16 
3. (26) S. O’Neill Sheff 21.00 
4. (30) J. Seymour Holmf 21.36 
5. (32) E. McGuire Stockp 21.46 
(53) J. Cockerton O/45 P’stone 24.36 
(59) L. Howard O/45 Retf 25.27 
(66) S. Higham O/55 P’stone 26.43
69 finishers

Three Peaks Race
North Yorkshire

AL/24m/5000ft   26.04.08
The Three Peaks Race is one of the oldest and 
established fell races in the United Kingdom. The 
first race was held 54 years ago in 1954 when six 
stalwart competitors started (only three finished 
and the winning time was 3.48.00). The event 
has always caught the imagination of fell runners 
and winning is a prestigious acclaim; the roll 
of honour is a Who’s Who of the sport through 
the years. This year the race was selected by 
the World Mountain Running Association 
to incorporate the 4th World Long Distance 
Mountain Running Challenge and so became 
truly international.

With around eighty overseas entries, together 
with the cream of British fell runners competing 
(the race was also a English Championship 
counter), not to mention over 700 starters and 
an event organisation arguably unrivalled in 
the UK, a great day was anticipated - and what a 
great day it turned out to be!

Even the weather came good. This year 
race day was a Saturday to allow everyone to 
take advantage of the post race activities and 
still leave Sunday to recover and travel home. 
Had the race been held on the long standing 
traditional last Sunday in April a misty, wet and 
miserable day would have prevailed.

With an upmarket format and a festival 
atmosphere the whole event was transformed, 
but the racing was serious with a lot at stake 
in such a high profile event and a substantially 
enhanced prize list.

The start was a spectacle and the early climb 
to Pen Y Ghent saw a few of the overseas athletes 
making their mark, particularly Anna Pichrtova 
from the Czech Republic and Billy Burns being 
the fastest in their categories to the top.
By Ribblehead checkpoint, eventual winner 

Grisedale Grind – the race winner, 
Martin Mikkleson-Barron
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Jethro Lennox was shadowing Mitja Kosovelj 
(Slovenia) with Billy Burns and Andy Peace nicely 
placed. Anna had opened a clear lead on Angela 
Mudge.

By Whernside summit, Angela, with the ladies’ 
fastest climb pulled a little time back on Anna 
with Angela Bateup (Australia) and Anna Frost 
(New Zealand) about five minutes behind. Mitja 
held on to his lead at the summit. At this stage 
the leading category runners were Jon Tvedt 
(Norway) V/40, Mike Egner V/50 and Ken Taylor 
V/60 with Fiona Maxwell FV/40 and Geraldine 
Walkington FV/50.

By the Hill Inn, Jethro had proved the superior 
descender but Mitja was holding on to second 
although Thomas Owens was starting to move 
through into a position of contention. A group 
including Billy Burns, Andy Peace, Rob Jebb and 
Rob Hope were behind, all of these potential 
winners. The leading ladies’ positions remained 
the same but with Anna reopening the gap on 
Angela. 

By the final summit, Ingleborough, the men’s 
leading three positions remained the same, as 
did the two leading ladies but the following 
places were changing as would be expected with 
some runners tiring and others feeling stronger. 
Anna Frost caught Angela Bateup only to lose 
the place on the descent of Ingleborough. Ken 
Taylor was caught by Jim Patterson (V/50) on the 
ascent and Jim went on to open up a gap on Ken 
by the finish.

The early part of the run off Ingleborough, 
after the summit rocky section, is fast running 
and this can be deceptive because lower down 
through Sulber Nick there is an awkward narrow 
slippery section followed by a longish uneven 
channel which breaks the runners’ rhythm. At 
this stage in the race concentration is important 
and places are often lost or gained.

On the descent, Thomas Owens caught and 
passed Mitja to take second position (with 
the fastest recorded descent time). Jim Davies 
apparently easily caught and passed Jon Tvedt 
(V/40’s).

Jethro Lennox ran a very consistent race to 

take a surprising but comfortable win from the 
strong finishing Thomas Owens. Anna Pichrtova 
was exceptional and showed great talent leading 
from the start and coping with the terrain also 
winning comfortably from a gracious in defeat, 
Angela Mudge.

I was spectating on the finishing line and as a 
personal observation I thought that the finishing 
competitors showed the strain of the race more 
than I remember in previous years.

The prize presentation was the highlight of 
the day with most prize winners being there 
to receive their prizes (shame on those who 
didn’t turn up without an excuse and without 
saying anything). Holding the race on the 
Saturday meant that most people attended the 
presentation and stayed on afterwards to relax 
with a drink, chatting and listening to the band.

All told, it was a tremendous day and probably 
the nearest the UK has been to emulating the 
classic continental events but, of course, the 
Three Peaks Race itself is absolutely unique.

David Weatherhead
1. J Lennox Shettle 2.53.39 
2. T. Owens Mercia 2.54.16 
3. M. Kosovelj  SLO MR Slovenia 
2.57.36 
4. R. Jebb Bing 2.59.13 
5. R. Hope P&B 2.59.51 
6. R. Lightfoot Ellenb 3.00.25 
7. K. Gray CaldV 3.01.24 
8. B. Burns Salf 3.02.44 
9. J. Symonds Kend 3.03.38 
10. A. Peace Bing 3.04.47
VETERANS O/40 
1. (11) J. Davies Borr 3.05.03 
2. (16) D.Milliken Horw 3.07.38 
3. (18) J. Tvedt  GULAR IL Norway 
3.08.53
4. (19) J. Hunt DkPk 3.09.13 
5. (23) I. Holmes Bing 3.11.39
VETERANS O/50 
1. (70) M. Egner DkPk 3.28.50 
2. (101) J. Winn Ellenb 3.34.16 
3. (116) M. Wallis Clay 3.38.26 
4. (122) T. McGaff CheshHR 3.39.18 
5. (126) S. Storey DkPk 3.41.10
VETERANS O/60 
1. (155) J. Patterson Mourne 3.47.35 
2. (164) K. Taylor Ross 3.49.02 
3. (204) K. Carr Clay 3.56.06 
4. (210) B. Blyth Macc 3.56.36 
5. (212) D. Spedding Kesw 3.56.56
LADIES 
1. (32) A. Picrtova 
           X-Air Ostrava, Czech Rep 3.14.43 
2. (46) A. Mudge Carn 3.20.53 
3. (61) A. Bateup 
           Aust MRT, Australia 3.25.33 
4. (63) A. Frost NewZ 3.26.13 
5. (100) S. Taylor Bing 3.34.15 
6. (103) E. Rukhylada 
                 U/25 ParsRussia 3.34.35 
7. (108) E. Danilova ParsRussia 3.35.36 
8. (118) H. Fines CaldV 3.38.42 
9. (124) F. Maxwell O/40 Mourne 3.39.52 
10. E. Nechunaeva U/25 ParsRussia 3.43.52 
11. (154) S. Newman 
                       O/40 CaldV 3.47.04 
(269) G. Walkington 
                      O/50 Horw 4.05.47 
685 finishers

PENTYRCH 
South Glamorgan 

BM/6.5m/1600ft    29.04.08
The heavy rain cleared just 15 minutes before 
the start, but it left sections of the course very 
wet, and in places, muddy. It did, however, return 
with a vengeance 65 minutes into the race, by 
then three quarters of the field were back in 
the club house. 109 athletes set off on the 22nd 
occasion of the staging of this race, but it soon 
became clear that regular competitor Julian 
Baker, intended to dominate the race. Just one 
mile from the start he was “out of sight” some 
300 metres in front of the pack. Dominate he did, 
and at the end of the first major climb he was 
over a minute in front of Tom Gibbs, who was 
closely followed by Peter Ryder and Tim Britton. 
At this stage the first lady runner, Angela Tyrrell 
was in 14th position. and those positions were 
maintained through to the finish with Julian 
Baker extending his lead on the second step 
climb to over 2 minutes from Tom Gibbs. Julian’s 
winning time was 45.21

John Gough
1. J. Baker LesCroup 45.21 
2. T. Gibbs MynCym 47.38 
3. P. Ryder Unatt 47.49 
4. T. Britton Unatt 48.10 
5. P. Coles O/40 Ponty 48.16 
6. J. Rowley Cleve 48.53 
7. T. Lewis O/40 Bridg 48.59 
8. H. Aggleton MynCym 49.26 
9. B. Griffiths Bridg 49.44 
10. J. Rowley Cleve 50.24
VETERANS O/50 
1. (16) M. Tabor LesCroup 53.10 
2. (39) G. Lloyd Ponty 57.52 
3. (48) N. Dallimore LesCroup 59.36
VETERANS O/60 
1. (104) A. Williams Card 78.10 
VETERANS O/70 
1. (65) J. Collins Swans 61.48
LADIES 
1. (14) A. Tyrell SanDom 51.56 
2. (52) A. Bedwell O/45 MynCym 60.16 
3. (54) L. O’Duffy LesCroup 60.20 
4. (59) C. Hudgell LesCroup 61.14 
5. (68) C. Moseley PtTalb 62.10 
(72) J. Scholey O/45 LesCroup 63.28 
(95) C. Dallimore O/50 LesCroup 69.59
109 finishers

BUNNY RUN RELAYS 2008 
West Yorkshire 

CSx3legs       29.04.08
1. Runny Eggs Family 34.57 
2. Keighley & C AC 35.33 
3. Ross Dwarfs BU16 35.50 
4. Eggheads 35.59 
5. One Short 36.19 
6. Abbey G Unit 36.28 
7. Whafedale Boys BU16 37.02 
8. Pendles Pride & Joy 
                         BU16 37.58 
9. Post Office 39.25 
10. Team Ross B BU16 39.31
82 finishing teams

STUC A’ CHROIN 
Perthshire 

AL/14m/5000ft    03.05.08
This was our 20th anniversary, so we had some 

Dave Hodgson at the 
presentation
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extra prizes and bottles of malt whisky for those 
whose attendances were in double figures.
The weather was ideal, overcast, no wind, no 
rain, warm but no sun.There were over 40 
ste3wards on the hill with lots of water from 
our sponsor Highland Spring Water. Prizes were 
donated by Graham Tiso, outdoor equipment 
specialist.
The opinion of runners and officials was that it 
had been a very successful race.
Archie Bennie
1. B. Marshall HELP 2.15.32 
2. S. Peachey Carneth 2.16.02 
3. S. Whitlie O/40 Carneth 2.19.43 
4. A. Keith O/40 Huntbog 2.21.02 
5. D. Cummins O/40 Shettle 2.26.42 
6. M. Harris Fife 2.31.09 
7. D. Riach O/40 Wester 2.31.46 
8. C. Watson Pitreav 2.33.19 
9. A. Davis O/40 Carneth 2.35.44 
10. R. Cunningham Carneg 2.38.30
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) D. Scott Ochil 2.44.56 
2. (26) D. Reid Wester 2.48.19 
3. (29) M. Laing Fife 2.51.22
VETERANS O/60 
1. (62) T. Bowie Fife 3.13.32 
2. (86) H. McLean Loth 3.22.38 
3. (89) C. Love Dund 3.23.43

LADIES 
1. (63) E. Riley W’lands 3.14.53 
2. (70) J. Higginbottom 
                            O/40 Carneth 3.17.23 
3. (74) S. Macmillan Unatt 3.19.24 
4. (78) S. Laing Portob 3.20.31 
5. (88) S. Dunn O/40 Dees 3.22.55 
(103) M. White O/50 Horw 3.39.27
121 finishers

RAVENSTONES 
Lancashire 

BM/10m/1250ft  03.05.08
A slightly altered route for this year’s race due 
to unforeseen circumstances did not deter the 
120 starters at the Ravenstones Brow fell race. 
Fantastic conditions on one of the warmest days 
of the year so far resulted in a quick time. John 
Brown with a good lead of over 3 minutes was 
first home in 1.04.42. 

First lady was Anna Lupton in 1.19.50.
Most interesting feature of the day appeared 

to be the fake tan acquired by competitors 
passing a deep bog of a copper coloured liquid. 
A new tanning salon has recently opened in the 
village and has become very popular over the 
past few weeks. Thank you to all who took part 
and those that helped in any way.

Ray Green

1. J. Brown Salf 1.04.42 
2. T. Brunt Holmf 1.07.55 
3. S. Edmonson Horw 1.08.28 
4. J. Rank O/45 Holmf 1.08.39 
5. A. Norie O/40 Saddle 1.09.13 
6. A. Perry Unatt 1.09.33 
7. S. Roebuck P’stone 1.09.49 
8. B. Stewart Holmf 1.10.00 
9. M. Cliffe Unatt 1.11.39 
10. M. Flatley Middle 1.13.11
VETERANS O/50 
1. (11) S. Storey DkPk 1.13.45 
2. (15) D. Schofield Ross 1.15.02 
3. (24) A. Norgate Longw 1.19.38
VETERANS O/60 
1. (28) F. Reilly Stockp 1.20.49 
2. (32) G. Breeze Skyrac 1.21.41 
3. (54) M. Coles Skyrac 1.29.00 
VETERANS O/70 
1. (90) R. Lee Middle 1.59.10
LADIES 
1. (26) A. Lupton Rad 1.19.50 
2. (40) R. Chatwin Penn 1.24.40 
3. (41) M. Dew O/40 Ross 1.25.15 
4. (45) D. Cartwright Rad 1.26.21 
5. (60) E. McGinn Stockp 1.30.22 
(62) D. Raidy O/40 Ross 1.31.10 
(100) L. Howard O/50 Ret 1.44.12 
(101) B. Nixon O/50 P’stone 1.44.57
115 finishers

Y GARN RACE 
Gwynedd 

AS/3m/1500ft    04.05.08
Numbers were up threefold this year as the 
race was a counter in the Welsh fell Runners 
Association Open ’Welsh Championship and 
North Wales Series. Weather conditions were 
mild, mostly dry (during the race) and overcast. 
The mist came down on the summit just as the 
runners approached but visibility was still good 
enough to follow the flags. First to the top was 
Matt Gilbert but he was passed on the descent 
by Dave Taylor, who went on to win a time of 28 
minutes 17 seconds. 

The ladies’ race was won by Helen Fines in a 
new record time (for this course) of 32.59.

Thanks to all the following – Gelert, Team 
Dolly, Aberglaslyn Mountain Rescue, everyone 
who helped on the day and the farmer, Mr 
Hughes.
Ross Powell
1. D. Taylor O/40 DkPk 28.17 
2. R. Roberts Eryri 28.36 
3. M. Gilbert Wrex 28.46 
4. S. Charles Clwyd 29.17 
5. M. Roberts Eryri 29.47 
6. H. Matthews MynDu 29.49 
7. S. Gilliland O/40 BroDys 31.04 
8. P. Beeson O/40 Mald 31.27 
9. I. Hughes O/40 Shrews 31.44 
10. C. Jones WFRA 32.00
VETERANS O/50 
1. (18) G. McAra Chesh 34.15 
2. (33) J. Bennell Eryri 35.43 
3. (40) M. Cortvriend Denb 36.46
VETERANS O/60 
1. (31) D. Williams Eryri 35.33 
2. (34) D. Thomas Eryri 35.47 
3. (52) J. Morris Buck 37.33
LADIES 
1. (13) H. Fines CaldV 32.59 

Ravenstones - 
Damian Kiplin, 
Penistone [7] 
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2. (17) K. Bailey Meirion 34.12 
3. (19) A. Bartlett Shrews 34.23 
4. (21) A. Roberts Eryri 34.49 
5. (32) J. Heming Eryri 35.38 
(55) L. Peter O/40 Eryri 37.55 
(59) A. Thomas O/40 Eryi 38.40 
(70) S. Ashton O/50 Chep 43.16 
(77) M. Oliver O/60 Eryri 44.02
93 finishers

COINERS JUNIOR RACES 
West Yorkshire 

O5.05.08
Having passed its infancy this junior race is now 
firmly established on the Calder Valley calendar 
and is starting to attract runners from further 
afield. Being organised by Calder Valley juniors 
its was no surprise that they fielded the most 
runners with a massive 29 and some notable 
runs from the host club throughout all the races 
such as the first 3 girls in the U8 and 5 of the 
top 6 boys in the U12 race. The routes have a bit 
of everything from steep start to long steady 
climbs across open moorland and a fast return 
through woods a fast downhill finish field. Held 
on the May Day Bank Holiday the previous days 
of heavy rain meant that the going under foot 
was very boggy but the weather was kind to the 
runners and spectators staying warm and dry all 
day producing some great running conditions 
but still boggy and wet under foot.

Kristian Edwards ensured his long trip up from 
Tamworth was worth the journey by setting a 
new course record in the U14 taking 1 and a 
half minutes of the previous best. Other records 
were set by Ellie Sunman (Penistone) equalling 
the U10 girls, Ben Johnstone (Wharfedale) in the 
U12 boys. Issy Wharton for CVFR added the U12 
girls record to the U10 she set last year and both 
Melanie Hyder (Helm Hill) and Sean Carey (Tod 
Harriers).

Alistair Whitelaw
Boys U8 GIRLs U8 
1. R. Johnstone 1. L. Fazackerley 
2. H. Shelbourne 2. G. Johnson 
3. J. Gwilliam 3. C. Greenwood

Boys U10 GIRLs U10 
1. J. Crummett 1. E. Sunman 
2. L. Moris 2. J. Harvey 
3. S. Foster 3. M. Hughes
Boys U12 GIRLs U12 
1. B. Johnstone 1. I. Wharton 
2. M. Wharton 2. R. Mather 
3. F. King 3. M. Chesworth 
Boys U14  
1. K. Edwards  
2. P. Walker  
3. O. Whelan 
Boys U16 GIRLs U16 
1. S. Carey 1. M. Hyder 
2. J. Crossfield 
3. T. Thomas

FLOWER SCAR 
Lancashire 

AS/4m/1400ft  07.05.08
1. S. Godsman CaldV 28.52 
2. B. Mansey CaldV 29.00 
3. C. Smales O/40 Tod 29.18 
4. D. Hope Pud 30.03 
5. J. Logue Horw 30.21 
6. P. Thompson Clay 31.26 
7. A. Taylor Ross 31.30 
8. D. Roome Bowl 31.58 
9. S. Carey Tod 32.19 
10. D. Stewart Spen 33.06
VETERANs o/50 
1. (20) D. Archer Bury 35.58 
2. (23) P. Booth Clay 36.27 
3. (28) N. Hindle Unatt 37.36
VETERANs o/60 
1. (70) G. Corbishley Ross 48.05 
2. (80) D. Dickson Ross 54.40
VETERANs o/70 
1. (86) B. Hughes L’pool 64.26
LADIEs 
1. (13) J. Waites CaldV 33.44 
2. (38) R. Whitehead Bing 38.55 
3. (39) H. Page U18 H’fax 39.08 
H. Morrell O/50 Bing
87 finishers

DOCKRAY-HARTSIDE 
Cumbria 

AM/6m/1900ft    07.05.08
D-H is a simple but popular race with no prizes, 
but offers a good hard run on a testing and 
varied course. Paul Cornforth came steaming in 
for a well deserved victory, on a pleasantly warm 
evening. Everyone seems to enjoy our simple 
low key format with a quiet beer in The Royal 
afterwards for some. 

Perpetual thanks to those loyal individuals 
who helped out, once again. We enjoyed a drink 
or two, at least.

Happily, there is a warm and friendly welcome 
at The Royal due to the new landlord, Tyrone, 

Issy Wharton and Ben Johnstone both setting new 
course records in the Coiners Junior U12 race
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and his lovely wife and staff, which is a change 
from the less than co-operative attitude of the 
previous landlord. Such is their pleasant attitude 
that I am considering reprising the much 
lamented Dockray-Great Dodd Horseshoe race, 
possibly as a Saturday Race, but only if enough 
interested and reliable support can be raised, 
and an appropriate date found in the calendar.

Many thanks for coming and having fun.
Joe Faulkner

1. P. Cornforth Borr 52.55 
2. C. Robinson HelmH 53.11 
3. J. Blackett DkPk 53.31 
4. P. Brittleton HelmH 53.41 
5. D. Nettlefields Nails 53.42 
6. C. Knowles CFR 53.48 
7. R. Vecqueray FRA 56.23 
8. J. Dawson CFR 56.41 
9. A. Labram Eden 57.18 
10. K. Hagley SWRR 57.55
LADIES 
1. (29) N. Davies Borr 64.02 
2. (36) W. Dodds Clay 65.57 
3. (43) K. Beaty CFR 67.38

CRESSBROOK CRAWL 
Derbyshire 

BM/6.5m/1110ft  10.05.08
The largest field yet fronted up in the sun for 
some White Peak Hills and the promise of a free 
pint of Swift Nick (courtesy of Peak Ales) at the 
finish line.

This year first and second place both broke 
the previous record set in 2005 by Lloyd Taggart. 
Stuart Bond was clearly out for revenge having 
been pipped into second last year after a slight 
course mix up.  Extra marshals (thanks everyone) 
and the benefit of experience paid off and 
Stuart romped home in 42’59” over 2 minutes 
ahead of the previous record and nearly 3 ½ 
minutes ahead of his previous time.  Craig Jeffery 
followed in 45’19” and John Morgan came in 
3rd place and was first vet in 45’34”.  Craig was 
also the first of 7 Dark Peak runners making into 
the top 10.  Ron Fawcett came in as first vet 50 
in 51’21” and not far behind was Barry Blyth in 
51’59 as a very impressive first vet 60.

The ladies’ race was also hotly contested 
with 24 runners over last years 15. Lizzie Adams 
romped in ahead of the field in the second 
fastest ever time of 50’24”, with Janet Hatton 
second (55’24”)and Laura Daniel third (56’15”).  
Janet also being the first lady vet to come home, 
with Pat Goodall the first lady vet 50 in 1hr 
02’55”. Joanne Hoare was the first local (beating 
all the village blokes in 1hr 0’51”) – particularly 
creditable since she had only come off duty as a 
firewoman, saving souls in Sheffield, at 8am that 
morning.

The kids had a good romp around the paths of 
“The Slack” with 20 runners from the age of 5 up 
to 14.  Of particular note was Kitt Buckley (U12) 
winning overall, 16 seconds ahead of a still fast 
time by Peter Stenton (U14).

Thanks to: everyone who raced, everyone 
who stayed behind for the excellent post race 
barbeque and beer, everyone who helped and to 
Peak Ales for the barrel and bottles of beer! The 
race was run to raise money for the village club 
which is a great resource for residents of this tiny 
village – Thank you all and see you next year.

Bruce Dawson

1. S. Bond TFS 42.59 
2. C. Jeffery Staffs 45.19 
3. J. Morgan O/40 DkPk 45.34 
4. R. Patton DkPk 46.34 
5. M. Stenton O/40 DkPk 46.48 
6. T. Webb DkPk 47.20 
7. P. Light O/40 StaffsM 48.26 
8. M. Nolan O/40 DkPk 48.48 
9. T. Edwards DkPk 49.11 
10. M. Webster DkPk 49.56
VETERANS O/50 
1. (18) R. Fawcett DkPk 51.21 
2. (27) M. Moorhouse Mat 53.10 
3. (36) I. Ankers SChesh 55.47
VETERANS O/60 
1. (22) B. Blyth Macc 51.59 
2. (37) M. Cochrane DkPk 55.52 
3. (43) W. Helliwell FRA 57.01
LADIES 
1. (14) L. Adams Hallam 50.24 
2. (33) J. Hatton O/40 Macc 55.24 
3. (40) L. Daniel Unatt 56.15 
4. (44) P. Glover O/40 Wreak 57.13 
5. (47) E. McGuire Stockp 57.36 
(72) P. Goodall O/50 Unatt 62.55 
(104) S. Corlett O/50 Unatt 72.11
119 finishers

BEN LOMOND HILL RACE 
AM/9m/3192ft   10.05.08

Despite a poor forecast, the 2008 Ben Lomond 
race ran in perfect conditions: i.e. sunny but not 
too hot. I gave my usual pre-race talk on the start 
line to a surprisingly high number of Ben Lo-
mond race virgins, including warning them to be 
aware that there was a person in a wheel chair 
halfway up the hill! I then blew the start whistle 
and jumped into the pack for my first attempt 
at organising and running! The trail was dry and 
dusty and I think all the runners were glad of 
the water provided by the Westerlands marshals 
near and on the summit. 

Stewart Whitlie was the pre-race favourite, 
and indeed won comfortably in a time of 1.12.20 
from young Andrew McCall, who was only seven 
seconds ahead of that shy and retiring type, Des 
Crowe (second V40). Des was closely followed by 
second senior man, Bob Wiseman. 

I had advertised the race in the FRA calendar 
to attract up some English talent and I believe 
the next runner in, Phil Green of NFR (third V40) 
was second at the top but twisted his ankle and 
came in fifth. All these V40s coming in the top six 
places confused the prize-giving later (we need 
more fast young people!). My tactics of enticing 
English runners up to run worked against me in 
the V50 class, as Mike Egner of Dark Peak cruised 
to a great victory in tenth place overall in a time 
of 1.19.38, leaving me to pick up second V50 
prize. In the V60 category, Gordon Robinson won 
comfortably with a time of 1.32.19. The men’s 
team prize went to Carnethy (Stewart Whitlie, 
John Ashcroft and Adam Anderson).

How about the women? The first prize was a 
very close thing with Ellen Homewood only just 
managing to hold off a late charge from team 
mate Val Houston. Val was also first V40 lady. The 
third lady home was Lisa Gambl. In the V50s, 
Jocelyn Scott picked up the goodies. Finally, the 
ladies’ team prize went to Westies (Ellen Home-
wood, Val Houston and Christine Menhennet)

I would like to say a big thanks to all the mar-

shals for keeping the runners on the designated 
race route, and to all the runners for listening to 
them. Also a thanks to all the time keepers and 
helpers at the finish who made the event run so 
smoothly, including all those people who ran 
the junior races for me. A special thanks must 
go to Martin Hymen, who every year drives up 
from Livingston on the Friday to mark the junior 
course for me, then comes back the next day to 
help organise the races! 

Finally, many thanks to National Trust Ranger 
Alastair Eckersall and the Lomond Mountain 
Rescue. 

On the subject of junior races, the fun run was 
won by Michael Jenks in a time of 8.28. The U14 
race was won by Adam Harris of Fife AC and first 
girl was Alice Haining of Gala. In the U16 cat-
egory, Jamie Stevenson won from James Waldie 
on Cornwall AC, and first girl was Rachael Armit-
age of Aberdeen. Finally, in the U19 category, 
first man home was Mathew Gillespie who was 
running unattached, and first girl was Catriona 
Buchanan of Central. Well done to you all. Due to 
a delay in delivery, the medals you should have 
got will be posted out to the first three in each 
category.

Don Reid
1. S. Whitlie O/40 Carneth 1.12.20 
2. A. McCall Greenock 1.15.26 
3. D. Crowe O/40 Shettle 1.15.33 
4. B. Wiseman Ochil 1.15.47 
5. P. Green O/40 NFR 1.18.11 
6. M. Harris Fife 1.18.23 
7. J. Ascroft Carneth 1.18.47 
8. G. Jones NFR 1.18.58 
9. M. Sutherland Caith 1.19.28 
10. M. Egner O/50 DkPk 1.19.38
VETERANS O/50 
1. (10) M. Egner DkPk 1.19.38 
2. (17) D. Reid W’lands 1.22.24 
3. (24) P. Thompson Helensb 1.24.18
VETERANS O/60 
1. (49) G. Robinson W’lands 1.32.19 
2. (60) T. Bowie Fife 1.36.20 
3. (69) E. Dealtry Ochil 1.39.51
LADIES 
1. (40) E. Homewood W’lands 1.29.10 
2. (41) V.Houston O/40 W’lands 1.29.16 
3. (45) L. Gamble Fife 1.30.00 
4. (63) J. Taylor Carneg 1.36.43 
5. (72) J. Scott O/50 Fife 1.40.56 
(78) C. Menhennet O/50 W’lands 1.42.42 
(97) T. Smith O/40 Dee 1.54.07
BOYS U14 
1. A. Harris Fife 13.54 
2. B. Stevenson Ochils 14.00
GIRLS U14 
1. A. Haining Gala 15.53 
2. H. Reece Fife 17.00
BOYS U16 
1. J. Stevenson Ochils 22.07 
2. J. Waldie Corn 22.30
GIRLS U16 
1. R. Armitage Aberd 25.54 
2. S. Adkin Moorft 26.24
BOYS U19 
1. M. Gillespie Unatt 28.20 
2. R. Simson Banch&Stone 
29.12
GIRLS U19 
1. C. Buchanan Cent 33.20 
2. J. Martin Kilbar 33.57
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BUTTERMERE SAILBECK HORSESHOE 
Cumbria 

AM/9.5m/4650ft   11.05.08
The hot sunny weather brought a lot of entries 
on the day and large turn out of 177 runners 
started. It was hard work in the heat, especially 
on the two steep climbs up on to the first 
checkpoint at Ard Crags & then the climb up on 
to Causey Pike.

The predicted weather forecast for the 
chance of isolated heavy showers and 
thunderstorms came true, duly providing heavy 
rain showers and thunder.  Those towards the 
back of the field and the marshals on Crag 
Hill and Whiteless Pike were caught up in this. 
There was lightning as well, which on the same 
afternoon was suspected to have started a 
grass fire on the nearby Grisedale Pike!

Simon Booth running his first race as a Vet 
40 showed his class and won the race in at a 
time 1:29:04.  Morgan Connelly, Jim Davies and 
Nick Sharp  took the 2nd 3rd  & 4th places and 
completed the team prize win for Borrowdale 
FR. Three male Vet 40’s finished in the top 7 
places. The first lady to finish, Helene Whitaker 
was also the first LV40 in an overall in a time 
of 1.55.30. 2nd Lady was Kate Bailey of club 
with Helen Garrett taking 3rd place. The ladies’ 
team winners were also Ambleside AC. Peter 
Crompton came home as first MV50 and Lyn 
Thompson the first lady V50. 

Although the hot conditions were testing 
for runners 172, completed the course with 5 
retirements.

Gwyn Lewis
1. S. Booth Borr 1.29.20 
2. M. Donnelly Borr 1.30.19 
3. J. Davies O/40 Borr 1.33.40 
4. N. Sharp Amble 1.35.22 
5. J. Bland Borr 1.35.42 
6. D. Milliken O/40 Horw 1.36.37 
7. J. Deegan O/40 Amble 1.38.31 
8. A. Dunn HelmH 1.39.97 
9. N. Fish Borr 1.39.20 
10. C. Steele Borr 1.41.48
VETERANS O/50 
1. (25) P. Crompton CFR 1.51.09 
2. (27) P. Clark Kend 1.55.18 
3. (28) M. Walsh Kend 1.55.27
VETERANS O/60 
1. (84) W. Helliwell FRA 2.12.17 
2. (91) B. Rawlinson Ross 2.14.17 
3. (100) J. Nixon Borr 2.17.24
LADIES 
1. (29) H. Whitaker O/40 H’gate 1.55.30 
2. (31) K. Bailey Meirion 1.56.52 
3. (35) H. Garrett Amble 1.59.55 
4. (45) N. Davies O/45 Borr 2.02.49 
5. (57) K. Beaty O/45 CFR 2.05.31 
(78) L. Thompson O/50 Kesw 2.10.55 
(128) D. Thompson O/50 Kesw 2.28.35
172 finishers

MYTHOLMROYD FELL RACE 
West Yorkshire 

BM/7m/1350ft   11.05.08
An excellent turn out of 128 runners on a 
very hot day for fell runners. Calderdale club, 
Calder Valley Fellrunners, had chosen our race 
as a club championship event and both 1st 
male,1st female and  both Team prizes went to 
Calder. 

First home with atwo minute lead was Adam 
Breaks. A tremendous battle commenced after 
the steep climb on steps from the Luddenden 
Valley, Breaks got away from the group at 
this point and the chasing pack of David 
Roome, Andrew Wrench and Jonathan Hare 
were pushing hard all the way down through 
Wicken Hill farm and over the steep grassy 
decent of Wadsworth Bank Fields. By the canal 
bank finish there were only four seconds 
between Roome and Wrench 1st Vet 40. Hare 
placed fourth closely followed by Gary Oldfield 
and team mate Jason Stevens in 6th position o 
bring the team prize home to Calder.

Jack Holt won the over 55s’class in 9th place 
and the over 50s’prize went to Chris Davies in 
12th position.

The over 60s’prize went to Dick Spendlove, 
33rd,and Barry Thackery took the over 70s’ 
atergory in 124th place.

In the women’s section, local woman Gayle 
Sugden in 25th position beat her team mate 
Anne Johnson by 19 seconds. Third place went 
to Donna Cartwright  with Calder’ Jackie Scarfe 
in 5th position in the ladies and taking the 
Fv45. The Calder ladies took the team prize.

Thanks to the landowners who allow the 
race, Mytholmroyd Community centre for 
registration and SMK sports who support the 
race. To Halifax Harriers members who marked 

the course on Saturday evening and everyone 
who helped out on the day with registration, 
marshalling and finish recording and those 
who swept round and gathered the flags in. 

One runner had to be taken to hospital by 
ambulance after collapsing at the finish. He 
was checked over and we think it must have 
been the heat – but he’s ok. Thank you to 
everyone who helped to look after him. With 
the delay, the prize giving was a bit rushed to 
say the least, but hope that you all enjoyed the 
race. Thanks everyone for turning up and we 
hope to see you all again next year.

Linda Crabtree
1. A. Breaks CaldV 46.22 
2. D. Roome Bowl 48.23 
3. A. Wrench O/40 Tod 48.27 
4. J. Hare H’fax 49.18 
5. G. Oldfield O/40 CaldV 49.38 
6. J. Stevens CaldV 49.48 
7. S. Willis O/40 Tod 50.03 
8. J. Senior Bing 50.50 
9. J. Holt O/55 Clay 51.45 
10. M. Cliffe Unatt 51.53
VETERANS O/50 
1. (12) C. Davies Saddle 53.21
VETERANS O/60 
1. (33) D. Spendlove CaldV 59.16
VETERANS O/70 
1. (124) B. Thackery DkPk 90.06

Donna Cartwright 3rd at 
Mytholmroyd
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LADIES 
1. G. Sugden CaldV 56.43 
2. A. Johnson O/40 CaldV 57.02 
3. D. Cartwright Rad 62.38 
4. T. Ranson Springf 63.13 
5. J. Scarfe O/45 CaldV 63.28 
S. Morley O/50 NiddV 75.49 
S. Exon O/55 Traff 82.57 
L. Eden O/60 NiddV 97.57
128 finishers

MEARLEY CLOUGH 
Lancashire 

AS/3.5m/1200ft  13.05.08
A cool east wind did not deter the largest turn 
out for the 9th running of this increasingly 
popular race, 157 set off and 157 runners 
finished (which is always a bonus). The field was 
led from start to finish by international Thomas 
Cornthwaite, but Matthew Whitfield’s record was 
safe by two minutes.

Leading the ladies race was Rowena Brown, 
who came in one minute clear of Natasha 
Fellows, who just held off Linda Clarkson by 
three seconds.

A cracking run by Jack Thompson, first under 
18, brought him in 13th place, only five places in 
front of second under 18 Jack Dugdale.

Some tired legs from Buttermere Sailbeck a 
few days earlier gave some slower times (why do 
we do this to ourselves?) but nobody seemed to 
care on such a sunny evening, especially after 
a pint in the Calf’s Head Hotel and their usual 
pasta supper to end the evening which is much 
appreciated.

Stave Bateson left his camera behind and 
decided to have a go claiming the last potted 
plant which we were in short supply of this year 
due to the large turn out of ladies, 27 in all.
Hope you can all make it back next year.
Geoff Newsam
1. T. Cornthwaite Bl’burn 30.16 
2. R. Graham FPonies 31.31 
3. S. Thompson Clay 31.44 

4. R. Mellor Bowl 32.02 
5. M. Johnson O/40 Unatt 32.07 
6. B. Taylor Ross 32.16 
7. M. Chippendale Bowl 32.34 
8. A. McWade Clay 33.01 
9. C. Reade O/40 Bowl 33.07 
10. Q. Harding O/40 Bowl 33.17
VETERANS O/50 
1. (31) M. Roberts Tod 36.38 
2. (41) P. Booth Clay 37.56 
3. (56) S. Berry Clay 39.06
VETERANS O/60 
1. (42) B. Mitchell Clay 38.08 
2. (55) G. Breeze Skyrac 39.03 
3. (57) J. Lailey Bowl 39.08
VETERANS O/70 
1. (115) G. Arnold Prest 61.08
LADIES 
1. (64) R. Brown O/40 Bowl 40.29 
2. (76) N. Fellows O/40 Chorl 41.37 
3. (77) L. Clarkson O/40 Darwen 41.40 
4. 83) J. Leonard O/50 Tod 42.19 
5. (87) D. Norse Unatt 42.31
157 finishers

NO PINS BURBAGE SKYLINE 
Derbyshire 

BS/5.75m/1200ft  13.05.08
A record entry of 274 runners this year. Word is 
obviously spreading that this really is a top race 
judging by kind comments left by FRA forumites.
Phil set off at a blistering pace, obviously 
determined that the delightful trophy was once 
again destined for his mantlepiece. The end 
result was that he shaved nearly thirty seconds 
off his course record in what sadly could be the 
last time he does the race for a while.
Of all other male category winners - Pocket 
Rocket for V40, newcomer John Ewart V50, Mick 
Cochrane V60, only Dave was pushed hard by 
Jon Morgan.

The Burbage Bowl for 1st Lady went to Janet 
McIver who shaved 50 seconds off her course 
record and was relatively unchallenged for the 

title all way round. Wednesday nights towing 
us old fatties round the streets of Sheffield are 
obviously paying dividends. Jude ‘Jelly Baby’ 
Jepson thrashed me (again) on her way to picking 
up the F40 prize. Time for some spiking of sweets 
methinks. Apologies to Alison Brentnall who was 
1st V50, that there was no prize on the night. We 
normally only get half a dozen ladies in the race, 
never mind that many F50s. 

Thanks to race sponsor Accelarate, and to 
Edale Mountain Rescue and St John Ambulance 
for ensuring I had provided ‘reasonable care’ 
as race organiser, and for helping out runners 
in distress. I’m sorry but despite numerous 
comments/complaints, Millstone Grit will always 
be rough, peat always slippy, bogs and dead 
sheep always stink.

Last but by no means least, thanks to my 
many helpers – I ought to name them as it’s 
invariably the same volunteers every year. At 
least the late finish did give us the benefit of 
seeing a magnificent sunset over Higger Tor in 
the gathering darkness (I’m sure that was the 
compensation I offered last year and the year 
before……). I really must think of something 
different next year.

Final thanks to my wife, Mandy, who spent an 
unhappy hour or two helping ensure the results 
were available for publishing promptly.

And yes, we did get several requests for pins.
Andrew Moore

1. P.Winskill DkPk 36.36 
2. N. Northrop DkPk 37.13 
3. R. Little DkPk 37.24 
4. S. Bond TFS 37.53 
5. S. Charles Clwyd 38.42 
6. D. Taylor O/40 DkPk 39.02 
7. J. Morgan O/40 DkPk 39.22 
8. N. Barton DkPk 39.51
9. N. Swift DkPk 40.28 
10. T. Austin Amble 40.30
VETERANS O/50 
1. (29) J. Ewart Holmf 44.03 
2. (47) R. Fawcett DkPk 46.02 
3. (64) M. Moorhouse Mat 46.57
VETERANS O/60 
1. (83) M. Cochrane DkPk 48.16 
2. (173) W. Helliwell FRA 55.30 
3. (189) G. Revell Bradwell 56.26
LADIES 
1. (21) J. McIver DkPk 42.20 
2. (37) J. Lee Eryri 45.00 
3. (63) Z. Wray Sheff 46.53 
4. (66) J. Jepson O/40 FatBoys 47.11 
5. (94) K. Candy DkPk 49.21 
(145) J. Sutton O/40 Unatt 52.57 
(204) A. Brentnall O/50 Penn 57.32 
(215) M. Hutton Horw 58.50
271 finishers

JACK BLOOR 
West Yorkshire 

BS/5.2m/1150ft   13.05.08
The 23rd running of the Jack Bloor memorial 
race, sponsored by The Complete Runner of 
Leeds Road, Ilkley, was run on a cool spring 
evening following a week of hot summer 
weather. Conditions were perfect for fast running 
with the moor completely dry underfoot and the 
heather still not re-grown from the fires in 2006.

The senior race proved to be a two man tussle 
between Chris Birchall, who showed Andy Peace, 

Mearley Clough start
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the current record holder for the Three Peaks 
Race, all the short cuts. Third was local man 
Graham Pearce, and fourth course record holder 
Greg Hull.

The team competition was won by Pudsey and 
Bramley, with Ilkley Harriers second and Bingley 
Harriers third.

The ladies’ race was won by new entrant Lizzie 
Adams ahead of local veteran, Sarah Haines, 
who took home the Mike Rose Bowl for the first 
lady over 40. In third place was local junior Jenny 
Dybeck showing many older ladies how to do it, 
and surely one to watch in future years. Ladies’ 
team prize once again went to Ilkley Harriers, 
who are one of the strongest female fell running 
clubs in Britain.

It was particularly gratifying to see so many 
locals running who are not affiliated to any club, 
there purely for the enjoyment and challenge of 
running over the hills of Yorkshire.

The junior races had a field of over 100 
runners for classes from 6 to 16 years old.

6/7 boys was won over by William Pallister 
with Rebecca Hadfield winning the girls. 

Local runners William Tench and Laura King 
won the boys and girls 8/9 in a record field of 35 
runners, whilst James Hall and Naomi Elliot took 
the 10/13 age honours. The smallest field for the 
14/16 class was won by Jonathan Bradshaw of 
Wharfedale Harriers with local girl Fiona Jordan 
of Ilkley starting the summer season with a win 
in the girls.

As ever, a number of orienteers from local 
clubs featured high up the results showing that 
cross competition in these races spices things up 
for the established order.

Peter Haines
1. C. Birchall Leeds 38.59 
2. A. Peace Bing 39.31 
3. G. Pearce P&B 41.27 
4. G. Hull O/40 Leeds 41.59 
5. I. Nixon P&B 42.01 
6. T. Adams Ilk 42.02 
7. P. Stevenson O/40 P&B 42.07 
8. M. Lockyer P&B 42.12 
9. M. Cox Otley 42.15 
10. M. Peace Bing 42.24
VETERANS O/50 
1. (45) D. Asquith Skyrac 47.55 
2. (54) B. Hamilton Ilk 49.08 
3. (63) B. Weeden Kghly 51.14
VETERANS O/60 
1. (96) G. Arthur Ilk 55.09 
2. (114) D. Smart Leeds 58.06 
3. (117) T. Thornley Ilk 58.16
LADIES 
1. (46) L. Adams Hallam 47.56 
2. (58) S. Haines O/40 Ilk 50.27 
3. (73) J. Dybeck Ilk 52.11 
4. (78) J. Guard Leeds 52.20 
5. (79) S. Smith Bing 52.39 
(90) G. Myers O/40 FRA 54.04
186 finishers
JUNIORS 14-16 
1. J. Bradshaw Wharf 10.59 
2. D. Birtwistle H’gate 11.21 
3. S. Carey Tod 11.28
JUNIORS 10-13 
1. J. Hall Bing 7.26 
2. B. Johnstone Wharf 7.36 
3. O. Watson Leeds 8.17
JUNIORS 8-9 

1. W. Tench Ilk 3.42 
2. J. Crumett Tod 3.47 
3. S. Corbett Ilk 3.56
JUNIORS 6-7 
1. W. Pallister Unatt 4.06 
2. B. Nicoll Unatt 4.20 
3. C. Reilly Unatt 4.26

CARADOC CLASSIC 
Shropshire 

AS/3.5m/880ft  14.05.08
On a balmy summer evening 121 runners lined 
up for this year’s Caradoc Fell Race. The race 
is the second of the ever popular Shropshire 
Summer Series. The races are organised by local 
clubs with a series presentation at the last race. 
The continued support and help provided by all 
the clubs has seen the numbers of competitors 
steadily increased. So, if you are looking for some 
evening entertainment then join in the fun. All 
our results are usually posted within 24 hours 
and the series scores are also regularly updated. 

A big thanks to Keith and Pauling Richards 
(Mercia) who have worked tirelessly on a 
fantastic registration and results service.

Simon Daws
1. A. Davies Mercia 24.08 
2. S.Charles Clwyd 24.32 
3. I. Houston Mercia 24.50 
4. R. Stafford Mercia 24.58 
5. R. Lamb O/40 Mercia 25.09 
6. I. Hughes O/40 Shrews 25.19 
7. I. Grindley O/40 Wolv/Bilst 25.34 
8. P. Ball Shrews 25.47 
9. J. Castillo Shrews 25.49 
10. H. Thomas O/40 Telf 26.20
VETERANS O/50 
1. (11) E. Davies Mercia 26.21 
2. (15) G. Jones Shrews 27.18 
3. (17) S. Daws Telf 27.34
VETERANS O/60 
1. (45) G. Whitmarsh CroftAmb 30.37 
2. (57) C. Williamson Shropo 32.11 
3. (66) J. Coombes Mercia 33.03
LADIES 
1. (50) R. Bollom O/40 Mercia 31.24 
2. (55) L. Garside O/40 Telf 32.03 
3. (56) V. Swinler Shrop 32.05 
4. (65) P. Priest Ludlow 32.54 
5. (67) M. Price Mercia 33.10 
(98) H. MacDonald-Jones Newp 
36.32 
(113) A. Pearce Mercia 41.42
121 finishers

LATRIGG 
Cumbria 

AS/3m/950ft    14.05.08
The 36th running of the Latrigg Race was again 
held as part of the Keswick Mountain Festival. 
The 3 mile race which started and finished in 
Fitz Park climbs the face of Latrigg with a 950 
ft of ascent. After the heavy rain of last year 
the 40 runners were blessed with warm, sunny 
conditions, making for ideal racing. 

First to the summit was the eventual winner, 
Simon Booth, in a good time of 19.05. In second 
place was Tom Doyle followed closely by 
Anthony Labram. Simon Booth was the first 40 
veteran runner and David Load took the V50 
prize. David Harrison was the V60 and John 
Rutter the V70.

The first lady was Pippa Jackson in an excellent 
time of 21.49. Pippa also won the Ian Charlton 
Memorial trophy for being the first Keswick AC 
member home. This was presented by Ian’s sister, 
Carolyn Charlton. The second lady and first vet 
was Lyn Thompson, followed by Jen Milsom.

Peter Richards
1. S. Booth O/40 Borr 19.05 
2. T. Doyle Helm 20.18 
3. A. Labram O/40 Eden 20.31
D. Loan O/50 Kesw 22.48 
D. Owens O/50 Kesw 23.05 
D. Harrison O/60 Kesw 26.46 
J. Rutter O/70 Kesw 31.22
LADIES 
1. (16) P. Jackson Kesw 21.49 
2. (19) L. Thompson O/50 Kesw 
24.44 
3. (21) J. Milsom TriH 25.32

NEW DUNGEON GILL 
Cumbria 

AS/3m/2100ft    15.05.08
Despite a beautiful evening, numbers were 
disappointing with only 21 men running and not 
a lady in sight!

However, what was lacking in quantity was 
made up for in quality with one participant, 
whose name regrettably I have lost, cycling over 
from Cockermouth and staying overnight at the 
Elterwater Youth Hostel. Well done that man!

A very warm atmosphere was engendered 
too amongst residents of the hotel with virtually 
everyone turning out to cheer on the runners at 
the beginning and remaining to welcome them 
on their return – most of them not having a clue 
about fell running and expressing complete 
incredibility that Harrison Stickle could be 
achieved in such a short time! Wait till they see 
the record!

A classic race at a very reasonable price, with 
good food and prizes laid on – it ought to attract 
more runners. Perhaps there is something wrong 
with the time and day it is held?

We shall review that during the forthcoming 
year so watch out for next year’s race, perhaps on 
a day other than a Thursday.

Peter McHale
1. C. Reade O/40 Bowland 37.59 
2. M. Beresford O/40 Kend 40.41 
3. P. Baron O/50 Borr 43.10 
4. A. Miller O/50 Kend 44.31 
5. A. Stewart DkPk 45.02 
6. S. Smithies O/40 CaldV 46.04 
7. D. Richardson O/50 HelmH 46.14 
8. P. Johnson Unatt 46.37 
9. O. Fielden HelmH 46.42 
10. M. Nutter O/40 Clay 47.55
21 finishers

OLD COUNTY TOPS 
Cumbria 

AL/37m/10000ft  17.05.08
This year was the 20th anniversary of the race 
and there was a record entry with 63 teams 
starting in near perfect conditions, high cloud 
cover, a light wind, good visibility and dry 
underfoot. Unfortunately there were no ladies 
teams to enjoy them.

As a result of the conditions times were fast 
and an incident free day was enjoyed. The 
race records were broken in all three veteran 
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categories. Mark Palmer and Dave Nuttall V80, 
Rob Blyth and Chris Lumb V90, and Alan Miller 
and Leigh Warburton V100. As an added bonus 
Dave Nuttall still holds the outright race record 
with Colin Valentine (6 hours 25 minutes 1989) 
so maybe his V80 records will last as long. Alan 
and Leigh now have their names on all four 
male trophies. I don’t know about the ladies but 
perhaps the mixed next year, lads

Yannis with Ray Baines set a record of 9 hours 
2 minutes for the vets 120 - a terrific time - he 
never seems to tire does he?

Finally, thanks to the New Dungeon Ghyll 
and Stickle Barn for their help but mostly to the 
Achille Ratti race team of helpers without whom 
the event wouldn’t take place.

T A Daniels
1. M. Beale/T. Brunt  6.49.00 
2. D. Duxbury/S. Stainer  7.05.00 
3. M. Palmer/D. Nuttall  7.09.00 
4. J. Fleetwood/N. Fish  7.15.00
MIXED 
1. M. Williams/A. Eagle  8.56.00
VET 80 
1. M. Palmer/D. Nuttall  7.09.00 
VET 90 
1. C. Lumb/R. B lyth  7.47.00
VET 100 
1. A. Miller/L. Warburton  7.42.00
VET 120 
1. Y. Tridimas/R. Baines  9.02.00

MOEL EILIO 
Gwynedd 

AM/8m/3000ft   17.05.08
Ideal running conditions and a change to the 
shorter ‘record’ route provided the perfect 
opportunity for Mark Croasdale’s long standing 
record to be broken, and despite the best efforts 
of today’s top British fell runners, it was not to be!

The starting line up of 260 runners looked 
very impressive with numerous National and 
World Champions turning up for this, the only 
Welsh round of the 2008 British Fell Running 
Championship.

Morgan Donnelly led from the start and to 
the summit of Moel Eilio, but he was soon to be 
overhauled by the Northumberland youngster 
Nick Swinburn.  Nick, who turned 20 just six 
days earlier, was very fast on the descent off the 
summit and opened a considerable lead over 
the chasing pack including Donnelly, Rob Hope 
and Rob Jebb. Swinburn was able to hold on 
to his lead along the ridge to the foot of Moel 
Cynghorion, but was being caught on the final 
climb.

With a mature head on young shoulders, 
Swinburn kept his cool and extended his lead 
on the final steep descent, and despite taking 
a poor line at the river crossing, he ran strongly 
over the final kilometre to the finish, taking his 
first British Championship victory (with some 
impressive scalps thrown in) by 15 seconds to 
Rob Hope 2nd, Rob Jebb 3rd and Ian Holmes 4th 
(1st V40).  These four join the exclusive club of 
Mark Croasdale, Mark Kinch and Colin Donnelly 
as the only people ever to have run the race in 
under one hour.

The women’s race was led from start to finish 
by Angela Mudge, who set a new race record of 
68.23, taking four minutes off Menna Angharad’s 
record, however Menna’s time was set from the 

longer ‘Youth Hostel’ start and so still stands 
as a lady’s record for the longer route. Second 
lady was the impressive Olivia Walwyn in 72.00, 
just eight seconds ahead of the in-form Natalie 
White.

A special thanks to Joan and Dennis Glass, 
the founders of the Moel Eilio race, who kindly 
attended to present the prizes.

Tim Lloyd
1. N. Swinburn NFR 59.01 
2. R. Hope P&B 59.16 
3. R. Jebb Bing 59.53 
4. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 59.58 
5. M. Donnelly Borr 60.03 
6. J. Lennox Shettle 61.36 
7. J. Henegan P&B 62.17 
8. R. Lightfoot Ellenb 62.29 
9. S. Booth O/40 Borr 62.37 
10. J. Davies O/40 Borr 62.54
VETERANS O/50 
1. (43) M. Wallis Clay 69.26 
2. (53) M. Egner DkPk 70.23 
3. (65) J. Winn Ellenb 72.05
VETERANS O/60 
1. (89) D. Spedding Kesw 75.59 
2. (90) K. Taylor Ross 76.01 
3. (108) D. Tait DkPk 77.35
LADIES 
1. (36) A. Mudge Carneth 68.23 
2. (64) O. Walwyn Altrin 72.00 
3. (66) N. White Bing 72.08 
4. (71) F. Maxwell O/40 Mourne 72.37 
5. (227) J. Waites CaldV 73.18 
(127) P. Gibb O/40 Mercia 80.51 
(151) G. Walkington O/50 Horw 
84.16 
(154) W. Dodds O/50 Clay 84.29
255 finishers

MOUNT FAMINE 
Derbyshire 

AS/5m/1700ft     17.05.08
9 00 a.m. - a good start to race day. Flagging the 
course had been a pleasure with cool, overcast 
conditions and firm going. I had secured 
permission at last to use Elle Bank Wood for 
the start and I even had Scout Hut May Queen 
parking field keys!

11 00 a.m. - 135 runners eyed up particularly 
lush Elle Bank and then away. Bashir Hussain had 
won the previous evening’s May Queen race and 
was expected t do well but, alas, he was forced 
to retire with a twisted ankle and John Boyle ran 
in for a comfortable win around half a minute 
outside Nicky Craig’s 2007 inaugural time for the 
altered course. Now, a word about this alteration 
which, according to many kind comments, 
hopefully leads to it being an amelioration!? 
Prior to the 2007 race, our local NT officer asked 
me to avoid the usual descent path into Dimpus 
Clough as it was, and still is, quite badly eroded. 
I plotted a new loop out to the right and into 
rougher ground following a very vague sheep 
trod and dropping straight onto the wall corner 
some 200 metres further down and along the 
stream. This new bit has provoked many a 
comment, most of which have been favourable. 
Lots say their race times have lengthened by 
30-40 seconds out to four minutes and more. 
Interestingly, five or six people have come to me 
to say that their wrist gizmos record significantly 
more than the 1700 “official” feet of ascent; from 
1810 ft up to 1950 ft. I use Anquet and come out 

with between 1840 ft and 1880 ft. I will canvass 
further opinion but will proably re-register the 
race as having 1850ft of ascent.

Back to race and a real battle for first lady 
with local, Claire Parker, winning by just three 
seconds from Lynne Clough. Barry Blythe had a 
very strong run as first V60 coming 25th overall 
and, as always, a pleasing turnout from Pennine 
and Dark Peak, with Clowne also providing a 
good number of runners. Lots stayed behind for 
refreshments – all the cakes and biccies went – a 
tidy up and job done!

We do have a lot of races hereabouts and 
everyone mucks in to help the various organisers 
– a huge thank you, therefore, to all my helpers. 
Proceeds to Hayfield Scouts.

Mark Boulton
1. J. Boyle DkPk 46.21 
2. S. Tosh Ross 47.46 
3. M. Stenton O/40 DkPk 47.52 
4. C. Leigh Traff 48.30 
5. J. Minshull O/40 Gloss 48.38 
6. E. Gamble O/40 CheshHR 48.41 
7. G. Briggs O/40 Penn 48.51 
8. D. Ward Borr 49.02 
9. N. Curtis FatB 49.04 
10. J. Robinson GoytV 49.07
VETERANS O/50 
1. (20) R. Fawcett DkPk 52.21 
2. (26) A. Fox  Gloss 53.15 
3. (30) R. Scottney Penn 54.41
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25) b. Blyth Macc 53.02 
2. (33) T. Hesketh Horw 55.07 
3. (69) R. Hopkinson DkPk 61.17
VETERANS O/70 
1. (130) B. Thackery DkPk 86.39
LADIES 
1. (37) C. Parker Penn 55.28 
2. (38) L. Clough Chorl 55.31 
3. (47) K. Harvey O/40 Penn 56.47 
4. (58) S. Winter  Unatt 59.38 
5. (60) J. Crowson O/40 DkPk 60.09
134 finishers

ISLE OF JURA 
Isle of Jura 

AL/16m/7500ft   24.05.08
I’ve lost count of the calls and emails thanking 
us for putting on this year’s race. It was certainly 
a great day on the hills and we’re sure everyone, 
as usual, enjoyed the race, the banter, and the 
post race celebrations (and the wonderful 
weather) that make this race one of the best in 
the calendar. It was great to see all you usual 
suspects, and lots of new faces.

While Mandy and myself organise the race 
we couldn’t do it without the fantastic team 
who support us. Donald Ewen Darroch pulls 
together an experienced team of local marshalls 
and somehow gets them  into position, with the 
Raynet operators , at all 8 checkpoints whatever 
the weather. Willie Hill and the Strathclyde 
mountain rescue team volunteer every year to 
provide the essential back up between the Paps. 
Communications and race monitoring are the 
forte of the Glasgow Raynet crew. Doctor Grigor 
stitches us up when the course bites us and sorts 
the ever more popular junior races. Jill Darroch 
and her team work tirelessly providing the race 
refreshments (it must take weeks to bake all those 
cakes!). Camping, showers, etc are provided by 
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Fiona and Steve at the Jura Hotel. A willing team 
of Tod Harriers, Achille Ratties and volunteers from 
at least four other clubs sort the registration, kit 
checks and results.  And we get fantastic support 
and sponsorship by Willie Cochrane and his team 
at the Jura Distillery who provide the T shirts, 
certificates, prizes and much more.           Thank 
you - we couldn’t do it without you.

It’s hard to judge how many entries and 
reserves to take when the race fills up within a 
couple of weeks of opening but we obviously 
got it right this year with 179 starters against our 
target of 180. That’s 10 more than the previous 
record. And with only 6 retirements and no time-
outs we saw 173 finishers – another record.  And 
what a race. Bingley’s Rob Jebb had a storming 
run to finish only 50 seconds outside Mark 
Rigby’s 1993 record with Ian Holmes and Jethro 
Lennox battling for second right up to the line. 
An awesome performance by Carnethy’s Angela 
Mudge saw her knock nearly 5 minutes off her 
own record set in 2003. And, with 26 runners 
getting the coveted under 4 hours glass this was 
a race to remember. Amazingly the weather was 
kind for the second year in a row – we could get 
used to it but with all this good visibility people 
will be getting to know some of the lounge 
committee’s jealously guarded secret trods!

As usual any surplus generated by the race will 
be donated to a good cause(s) on the Isle of Jura. 
We’ll post on the website when the donation is 
made.

Next year, the 29th race, will hopefully see 
the first recipient of the newly inaugurated 
“George Broderick Plaque” for completing 21 
races. We hope to see lots more recipients in 
subsequent years. Not that you need much 
encouragement to keep coming back to Jura. 
The locals’ friendliness and hospitality continue 
to be renowned amongst fell runners and the 
race retains its own indomitable aura  – we look 
forward to seeing you all back on this magical 
island in 2009.

Slainte
Mandy & Phil
1. R. Jebb Bing 3.07.49 
2. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 3.15.23 
3. J. Lennox Shettle 3.15.27 
4. B. Bolland O/40 Horw 3.31.36 
5. A. Keith O/40 HBT 3.34.49 
6. A. Schofield O/40 Borrw 3.39.46 
7. A. Mudge Lady Carn 3.40.33 
8. C. near Eryri 3.40.57 
9. I. Ridgway Eryri 3.42.25 
10. A. Ward O/40 Carn 3.42.48
VETERANS O/50 
1. (21) D. Scott Ochil 3.55.28 
2. (25) J. Holt Clay 3.59.15 
3. (37) K. Carr Clay 4.12.57
VETERANS O/60 
1. (37) K. Carr Clay 4.12.57 
2. (92) J. Nuttall Clay 4.55.49 
3. (93) G. Arthur Ilk 4.57.50
LADIES 
1. (7) A. Mudge Carn 3.40.33 
2. (34) S. Taylor Bing 4.04.22 
3. (40) D. Scott Lochab 4.13.57 
4. (52) K. Jenkins Carn 4.22.21 
5. (57) H. Robinson Amble 4.27.09 
6. (67) J. Leonard O/50 Tod 4.37.41 
(83) C. Preston Tod 4.48.15 
(96) C. Kenny O/40 CaldV 5.00.17

RAS CADER IDRIS 
Gwynedd 

AM/10.5m/3000ft   24.05.08
A sunny and blustery day with an easterly wind 
greeted the S4C camera crew and the 192 
runners for the main race sponsored by the Royal 
Ship Hotel. The town square was packed with 
spectators for the start of the main race, and 
the Barmouth Batala Samba drum band were 
rocking!

For the second year running Richard Roberts 
won the main race in 1.25.19, getting closer 
each time to Colin Donnelly’s 12 year old course 
record. In second, third and fourth were the 
Mercia trio of Andi Davies, Tim Davies, who was 
racing on the mountain for the first time since 
winning the Wil Ramsbotham trophy as an under 
18, and Roland Stafford. First Junior man U/20 
was Dafydd Ywain in 1.42.50, first man O/40 
was Steve Gilliland of Bro Dysynni in 1.35.43, 
first O/50 was Iwan Edgar of Eryri in 1.42.50 and 
first O/60 was Colin Williamson of Shropshire 
Shufflers in 1.57.17.

In the womans race a superb run by Janet 
McIver of Dark Peak not only saw her win the 
ladies challenge but also finish 5th overall in 
the main race in 1.35.39, just over a minute 
and a half outside of British International Mary 
Wlikinsons 1996 course record and a £100 
bonus prize! Second lady was Claire Parker of 
Pennine in 1.52.25 and third was Lousie Barker 
of Aberystwyth AC in 1.52.46. First lady O/40 was 
Celia Mills of Calder Valley in 2.13.27, first O/50 
was Ann Styles of Merionnydd in 2.48.05 and first 
O/60 was Eryri’s Maggie Oliver in 2.25.02.

This years random goody bags seemed to go 
down very well and the free food in Registration 
was greatly appreciated post race.

A total of 85 children took part in the 
morning’s junior races.

Graeme Stringer
1. R. Roberts Eryri 1.25.19 
2. A. Davies Mercia 1.26.04 
3. T. Davies Merci 1.28.05 
4. R. Stafford Mercia 1.30.49 
5. J. McIver Lady DkPk 1.35.29 
6. S. Gilliland O/40 BroDys 1.35.43 
7. R. Lamb O/40 Mercia 1.36.40 
8. M. Roberts  Eryri 1.38.52 
9. C. Jones WFRA 1.38.58 
10. N. Kirk O/40 Unatt 1.39.32
VETERANS O/50 
1. (17) I. Edgar Eryri 1.42.50 
2. (20) G. McAra CheshHR 1.44.52 
3. (25) A. Duncaqn Bowland 1.46.44
VETERANS O/60 
1. (63) C. Williamson ShropShuff 1.57.17 
2. (67) J. Morris Buckley 1.57.48 
3. (86) W. Helliwell FRA 2.00.59
LADIES 
1. (5) J. McIver DkPk 1.35.39 
2. (40) C. Parker Penn 1.52.25 
3. (46) L. Barker Aberyst 1.52.46 
4. (66) P. Webster Aberyst 1.57.44
117 finishers

DONARD-COMMEDAGH 
Northern Ireland 

AM/6.5m/3300ft   24.05.08
Des Woods and Fiona Maxwell of Mourne 
Runners were convincing winners of the Donard 
- Commedagh race at Newcastle.  The 6 mile 

event involved 3,300 feet of climb and was the 
third race of six in the NI Mountain Running 
Championship.

Woods, Deon McNeilly, Neil Carty and Stephen 
Cunning led the field up through Donard forest 
and reached the quarry in nine minutes. Woods 
and McNeilly had pulled ahead as they headed 
into the mist half way up the big Donard climb. 
Strong running on the steep upper slopes saw 
Woods reach N I’s highest peak in just over 
35 minutes with a half minute lead over N I 
Champion, McNeilly.

Not far behind, Maxwell was in sparkling 
form following her excellent 4th place in the 
British Championship race in Wales the previous 
week.  The NI and All Ireland Champion had a 
tremendous climb to reach the summit in 39 
minutes with only six men ahead of her.

Woods was in flying form over Commedagh 
and came hurtling down out of the mist to the 
finish in Donard Park to clock an impressive 
63.07.  McNeilly was a clear second two minutes 
behind with Cunningham coming through on 
the descent for third. Carty was fourth with 
Edward Hanna and Gary Bailey making it four in 
the top six for the Mourne Runners. Maxwell was 
a superb eighth overall in 72.46 with Alwynne 
Shannon runner up in 80.28, three minutes 
ahead of clubmate, Anne Sandford.

Brian Ervine
1. D Woods O/40 Mourne 1.03.07 
2. D. McNeilly O/40 N’castle 1.05.09 
3. S. Cunningham Mourne 1.05.36 
4. N. Carty NBelf 1.06.43 
5. E. Hanna Mourne 1.08.42 
6. G. Bailey Mourne 1.10.31 
7. B. Ervine O/40 Mourne 1.10.51 
8. F. Maxwell Lady O/45 Mourne 1.12.46 
9. W. Marks Mourne 1.12.47 
10. R. Ferguson NBelf 1.13.41
VETERANS O/50 
1. (29) B. McKay Albert 1.21.21 
2. (38) H. Teggarty Mourne 1.25.53 
3. (40) W. Kettyle Mourne 1.30.43
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25)j. Patterson Mourne 1.19.27
LADIES 
1. (8) F. Maxwell O/45 Mourne 1.12.46 
2. (27) A. Shannon O/45 N’castle 1.20.28 
3. (34) A. Sandford O/40 N’castle 1.23.59 
(49) B. Brown O/50 BARF 1.44.12
56 finishers

CROWDEN HORSESHOE 
Derbyshire 

BM/8m/1700ft    25.05.08
High winds awaited the runners in this year’s 
event over Black Hill athough this did not stop 
Andrew Ward dominating proceedings with a 
one minute advantage over 2nd placed Colin 
Bishop. First veteran to arrive back was the rising 
local athlete, Julian Minshull getting the better 
of Geoff Briggs.

Jackie Lee also dominated the ladies’ race with 
a five minute advantage over Helen Whittaker.

Mike Egner just got the better of Euro MP. 
Chris Davis, in the Over 50s. In the Over 70s, Roy 
Lee leapfrogged Barry Thackery on the descent 
back to Crowden.

Thanks got to United Utilities, John Bland, 
Peak Park, Sweatshop and Ron Hill Sports.

Des Gibbons
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1. A. Ward Clowne 61.20 
2. C. Bishop Sadd 62.29 
3. C. Birchall Leeds 65.44 
4. D. Roome Bowland 66.45 
5. J. Ingram Sadd 67.04 
6. S. Roebuck P’stone 67.38 
7. B. Stewart Holmf 68.29 
8. J. Minshull O/40 Gloss 69.12 
9. G. Briggs O/40 Penn 69.15 
10. M. Webster DkPk 69.17
VETERANS O/50 
1. (18) M. Egner DkPk 70.22 
2. (23) C. Davis Sadd 71.33 
3. (32) K. Midgley Hfx 75.33
VETERANS O/60 
1. (56) D. Spendlove CaldV 82.40 
2.(81) J. Young Radc 89.14 
3. (87) J. Cox Middle 90.43
VETERANS O/70 
1. (139) R. Lee Middle 125.14 
2. (140) B. Thackery DkPk 131.56
LADIES 
1. (26) J. Lee Eryri 72.20 
2. (41) H. Whitacker O/40 Hgte 77.28 
3. (59) E. McGuire O/40 Stockp 83.10 
4. (70) M. Drew O/40 Ross 86.05 
5. (71) C. Fryer O/40 Hfx 86.07 
(84) B. Hinchliffe O/50 Holmf 90.03 
(118) B. Haigh O/60 P’stone 98.45
140 finishers

AUSTWICK AMBLE FELL RACE 
North Yorkshire 

BM/8m/1200ft    26.05.08
Lesson. Watch out for the Appleby Horse fair 
Travellers if you are coming from Skipton 
direction. I believe many runners may not have 
made it to this year’s race. Always leave early to 
avoid disappointment. 
A good day for running if you like to get your 
head down into a gale force wind but the sun 
shone and I hope we managed to keep the 
donkeys out of the way at the finish. 
No vets in the top three with good runs from Lee 
Athersmith, Ted Mason, a former winner, and Ian 
Nixon. Lisa Lacon came home first lady in 11th 
position comfortably ahead of Jess Trowbridge 
and followed closely by Elizabeth Tomes, who 
also won the LV50.
Junior winners were Angus Verhagen and 
Phoebe Hammond in the U12 and Rosie 
Hellawell and Alec Christie in the U14.
Thanks to everyone who ran and I hope you had 
a good day at Austwick Street Market.
Alec Rigby
1. L. Athersmith Bing 51.02 
2. T. Mason Wharf 52.32 
3. I. Nixon P&B 53.47 
4. G. Jackson Ross 53.52 
5. A. Evans O/45 Lond 55.42 
6. K. Horrigan O/45 Unatt 55.46 

7. D. Cranston O/40 Amble 56.07 
8. M. McGoldrick Wharf 56.30 
9. A. Normandale O/50 York 57.07 
10. N. Holding WPenn 57.17
VETERANS O/50 
1. (9) A. Normandale York 57.07 
2. (23) J. Pickup Clay 61.26 
3. (32) R. Wilson FRA 63.41
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25) D. Tait DkPk 61.55 
2. (37) D. Waywell Unatt 64.31 
3. (50) G. Breeze Skyrac 68.00
LADIES 
1. (11) L. Lacon Holmf 58.06 
2. (31) J. Trowbridge Gates 63.15 
3. (35) E. Tomes O/50 Kghly 64.21 
4. (38) C. Evans O/45 Lond 64.35 
5. (43) K. Hardiman Settle 66.15 
(71) M. Dewhirst O/40 Chrol 79.27
U12 
1. A. Verhagen Benth 11.41 
2. A. Campion Settle 11.50
U14 
1. R. Hellawell Kghly 23.17 
2. A. Christie Unatt 26.26
80 finishers

SHUTLINGSLOE FELL RACE 
Cheshire 

AS/2m/900ft    26.05.08
After last year’s deluge, gale-force winds and 
leaden skies were a welcome change, if not a 
significant improvement!  This year we were 
privileged to host a round of the English Junior 
Championships with 154 junior runners coming 
from as far afield as Cornwall and the North 
Lakes.  The U8 and U10 races followed a course 
through the fields facing Shutlingsloe, Cheshire’s 
Matterhorn (even if it is almost 4,000 metres 
shorter). The other junior courses followed 
elements of the field course before joining the 
testing Open course through the stream and 
up onto Shutlingsloe through the steep and 
slippery bluebell wood.  In all of the races strong 
fields and good racing led to many tight finishes, 
despite the long uphill finish.  It was clear to 
see that the future of the sport is in good hands 
given the enthusiasm and dedication shown by 
the juniors.

Watched by a large crowd of spectators 
attending the Wildboarclough Rose Queen fete, 
Simon Bailey led the Open race from the start 
and, with Lloyd Taggart unable to challenge 
Simon this year because of injury, Simon was 
never in any danger.  Simon’s finishing time 
of 15:15 was only 4 seconds outside his own 
record from 2004, helped by the dry underfoot 
conditions and some brave high-hurdling of the 
mountain wall! 

Jackie Lee was the first lady home in an 
impressive 18:57 beating the previous ladies’ 
record by over one minute.  Jon Chapman was 
first Vet in 17:50, despite having completed a 
successful Bob Graham Round only three weeks 
before. The team trophy was won by Congleton 
Harriers (Simon Harding, James Pearce and Pete 
Newham).
My personal thanks go to all those who helped 
with marshalling as well as those who ran.  We 
hope to see you all back again next year!
Jon Mayne
1. S. Bailey Mercia 15.15 
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2. S. Harding Congle 16.56 
3. N. Curtis FatBoys 17.45 
4. J. Chapman O/40 Macc 17.50 
5. J. Pearce Congle 17.54 
6. G. Briggs O/40 Penn 17.56 
7. C. Fray O/40 Chesh 18.01 
8. J. Minshull O/40 Glossop 18.10 
9. S. Bell O/40 DkPk 18.30 
10. J. Nuttall Chesh 18.40
VETERANS O/50 
1. (34). P Stubbington Buxt 21.47 
2. (50) F. Clayton Unat 23.44 
3. (54) D. Willis Unatt 24.05
VETERANS O/60 
1. (47) W. Helliwell FRA 23.08 
2. (73) C. Ardron Maccle 25.55
LADIES 
1. (13) J. Lee Eryi 18.57 
2. (30) A. Johnson CaldV 21.04 
3. (31) C. Parker Penn 21.15 
4. (42) H. Page H’fax 22.25 
5. (43) C. Farquhar Holmf 22.27
BOYS U8 
1.C. Smith Ilk 2.42 
2. R. Johnstone Wharf 2.55
GIRLS U8 
1. H. Stone Unatt 3.04 
2. G. Johnson CaldV 3.16 
BOYS U10 
1. G. Moss Unatt 5.44 
2. A. Bunyan Maccle 5.46
GIRLS U10 
1. B. Toman Unatt 6.43 
2. E. Newham Congle 6.45
BOYS U12 
1. G. Tighe Mat 9.35 
2. B. Johnstone Wharf 10.18
GIRLS U12 
1. M. Stuart HelmH 11.23 
2. S. Searson Bl’burn 11.23
BOYS U14 
1. J. Knox HelmH 9.07 
2. R. Addison HelmH 9.17
GIRLS U14 
1. H. Bethwaite Ellenb 10.06 
2. S. Johnson Leigh 10.31
BOYS U16 
1. A. Kay Ross 11.06 
2. J. Crompton Horw 11.34
GIRLS U16 
1. L. Riches Leigh 12.42 
2. A. Stevenson Horw 13.13
BOYS U18 
1. J. Moody Mat 11.01 
2. J. Gratton Hallam 11.03
GIRLS U18 
1. H. Bateston LancsM 12.31 
2. E. Flanagan Ross 13.04

SURREY HILLS 
26.05.08

At the Surrey Hills Race we do not provide 
marshals or markers: we expect runners to 
navigate, and we encourage them to recce the 
route beforehand. Despite our making this clear 
on all the publicity for the race, the number of 
competitors on the 30 km/ 18 mile course who 
retire or who record very long times, shows that 
some do not heed this advice! 

For the third successive year we had poor 
weather. In 2006 we had brilliant sunshine 
interspersed with hailstorms; last year it was very 

cold (4oC on the hill tops) and wet (horizontal 
rain!). This year it was just wet and windy - 
indeed overnight storms had resulted in the 
access roads to the further control sites being 
blocked by fallen trees.

Running conditions were in fact quite 
pleasant, but the organisers were very glad 
to have been able to book The Priory School 
this year as race HQ. As a result far more 
runners than in previous years stayed for the 
prizegiving. 

This was the first year in which we took 
entries on line, and the increase in the number 
of pre-entries shows this to be a popular option 
(though we had a very high number of ‘no-
shows’, probably because of the poor weather 
forecast: 88 runners, 25 no-shows - 113 in total).

As ever, thanks go to all the helpers, the 
landowners, the staff of The Priory School and to 
the competitors for taking part. I do encourage 
you to join us again next year!
Ginny Catmur (SLOW and Elmbridge Road Runners)
RACE A: BL/18m/2535ft 
1. N. Barrable SYO 2.09.42 
2. J. Pyrah LOK 2.16.43 
3. T. Britton BOK 2.17.43 
4. J. Green O/40 CHIG 2.21.02
5. A. Henderson O/40 LOK 2.21.03 
6. S. Bush O/40 Dork&Mole 2.26.37 
7. M. Asp Tabok 2.28.44 
8. T. Frost O/40 Liss 2.29.53 
9. M. Gumbrell Unatt 2.31.33 
10. A. Doyle O/50 Go 2.33.57
VETERANS O/50 
1. (10) A. Doyle Go 2.33.57 
2. (15) S. Allen Barn 2.52.52 
3. (16) J. Wilde Go 2..55.27
VETERANS O/60 
1. (23) D. Wylie Epsom 4.15.49
LADIES 
1. (11) C. Court DorkMole 2.43.13 
2. (22) A. Davidson O/40 DorkMole 4.15.47 
3. (24) J. Luxton O/50 SthLond 4.16.11 
4. (26) E. Henson GadeV 4.33.37
26 finishers
RACE B: 10m/1268ft 
1. M. Wilkins Sax 1.05.55 
2. P.Couldridge Farnham 1.08.45 
3. D. Abrams Go 1.11.09 
4. K. Masson O/40 MV 1.14.17 
5. R. Barrett BAOC 1.14.19 
6. J. Emmines Lok 1.15.44 
7. P. Nicholls O/50 Go 1.15.53 
8. N. Green O/40 MV 1.17.15 
9. K. Tonkins O/40 Go 1.20.17 
10. C. Bromley-Gardner O/40 BAOC 
1.20.31
VETERANS O/50 
1. (7) P. Nicholls Go 1.15.53 
2. (12) D. Fisher MV 1.21.55 
3. (13) N. Bush MV 1.22.05
VETERANS O/60 
1. (25) J. Pratt Lok 1.32.32
LADIES 
1. (15) S. Gaffney Slow 1.25.03 
2. (17) J. Nolan O/40 DkPk 1.27.30 
3. (21) S. Hughes Sax 1.30.32 
4. (23) L. Pearson Horsham 1.32.10 
5. (34) J. Holford So 1.47.29
41 finishers
RACE C: 6m/730ft 
1. G. Newton O/60 MV 53.45 

2. R. Jones Slow 54.25 
3. Z. Hackett Unatt 59.32 
4. P. Gristwood O/50 MV 68.37 
5. S. Howes O/40 Sax 69.00 
VETERANS O/50 
1. (4) P. Gristwood MV 68.37 
2. (7) V. Catmur Elmb 75.39 
VETERANS O/60 
1. (1) G. Newton MV 53.45 
2. (10) D. Clark Slow 82.37
LADIES 
1. (5) S. Howes O/40 Sax 69.00 
2. (7) V. Catmur O/50 Elm 75.39 
3. (9) F. Hunter-Choat O/40 Unatt 
81.31
15 finishers

STANHILL 
Lancashire 

BS/5m/800ft    20.05.08
A good turnout despite a last minute change of 
date. A close race was on the cards with three 
Blackburn runners, Matt Nuttall, Lee Passco 
(organiser) and Paul Guinan pulling away at 
the front.  Matt and Lee pulled clear of Paul on 
the descent but it wasn’t until the final descent 
that Lee sprinted clear to win how own race in 
a new record time. Matt and Paul also broke the 
previous record.

Also, in the ladies’ race, Deborah Wright set a 
new record beating the previous best by nearly a 
minute and a half.

Blackburn took the men’s team and Clayton 
the ladies’ team.

Lee Passco
1. L. Passco B’burn 30.09 
2. M. Nuttall B’burn 30.16 
3. P. Guinan B’burn 30.45 
4. B. Elsworth Wharfe 30.57 
5. B. Taylor Ross 31.01 
6. G. Jackson Ross 32.23 
7. B. Fogarty B’burn 32.50 
8. A. Life O/40 Clay 33.32 
9. G. Pearse O/40 B’burn 33.34 
10. P. Targett O/40 Clay 34.29
VETERANS O/50 
1. (24) D. O’Duffy Bowland 39.17 
2. (26) C. Waterworth Horw 39.44 
3. (31) S. Fish Acc 41.03
VETERANS O/60 
1. (34) I. Wilcock Acc 43.20 
2. (42) D. Dickson Ross 54.05
LADIES 
1. (14) D. Wright Wigan 35.42 
2. (28) J. Shaw O/40 Darwen 40.07 
3. (33) S. Sherratt Wesham 43.02 
4. (35) S. Clark O/40 Clay 44.19 
5. (36) C. Life O/40 Clay 44.37 
(46) D. Shorrocks O/50 WPenn 60.06
46 finishers
JUNIORS 
Under 16s 
1. B. Johnstone Boy 11 Wharfe 10.42 
2. G. Ellison Boy 13 Unatt 12.24 
3. J. Pearaw Boy 12 B’burn 12.32 
4. H. Shaw Girl 11 Darwen 15.00 
Under 10s 
1. P. Pearse Girl 9 B’burn 5.18 
2. R. Johnstone Boy 7  Wharfe 5.34 
3. L. Garratty Boy 9 Hyndb 5.49 
4. K. Clark Girl 8 Hyndb 6.00 
5. T. Sumner Boy 8 Ross 6.02
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HARROCK HILL SERIES – RACE 1 
Lancashire 

BS/5.2m/900ft    28.05.08
We had a first this year – cloud on the tops – and 
at 515 ft, that’s worth a comment!
Hope everyone enjoyed the race, and especially 
the absence of bullocks on the course!
Andy Quickfall
1. A. Buttery  Ross 32.35 
2. S. Bolland Bowland 33.03 
3. P. Muller O/50 Horw 33.07 
4. S. Wilkinson S’portW 33.14 
5. C. Pass Wesham 33.26 
6. J. Sutton Chorley 34.29 
7. G. Pendlebury O/50 Wesham 34.30 
8. R. Hart WiganP 33.15 
9. S. Morran O/50 NthnV 36.00 
10. P. Neild Bowland 36.09
VETERANS O/40 
1. (11) R. Bowker S’portW 36.42 
2. (13) S. Molloy  Ross 36.51 
3. (16) P. Boardman Horw 37.28
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) M. Crook Horw 38.40 
2. (26) T. Hesketh Horw 39.09 
3. (36) D. Waywell Wesham 40.49
VETERANS O/70
1. (96) T. Bolland Bowland 55.33
LADIES 
1. (29) L. Farhall Spect 39.54 
2. (30) J. Goorney Wesham 40.13 
3. (31) L. Squires Horw 40.16 
(33) L. Fisher O/45 Burnd 40.27 
(46) C. Sullivan O/40 Wesham 42.10 
(76) C. Cutner S’portW 48.33 
(88) A. Fowler U/18 Chor 51.37
102 finishers

CARNEDDAU RACE 
Gwynedd 

AM/9.2m/4200ft  31.05.08
Most of the road section at the start and all 
of the road at the end was taken out this year 
making a shorter course, but with the same 
amount of climb. All the feedback on this change 
has been very positive. The weather was hot and 
sunny and the summits were clear. The runners 
suffered in the heat but the conditions were well 
appreciated by the marshals. 

Stan Charles was first to the summit of 
Carnedd Dafydd and maintained his lead to 
Yr Elen. However, he twisted his ankle on the 
descent and was passed by Iain Ridgway, who 
went on to win by a margin of nearly 5 minutes.

Thanks to the following:
Race Sponsor – Sinclair Steel, Team Dolly and 

everyone who provided assistance on the day.
Ross Powell

1. I. Ridgway Eryri 1.41.45 
2. S. Charles Clwyd 1.46.28 
3. J. McQueen Eryri 1.48.41 
4. P. Jenkinson O/40 Eryri 1.50.46 
5. N. Kirk O/40 Unatt 1.52.06 
6. A. Lewis O/40 Eryri 1.52.16 
7. S. Butterworth Eryi 1.52.43 
8. J. McIlveen Aberg 1.53.18 
9. A. Fox O/50 Glossop 1.57.23 
10. A. Roberts Eryri 1.57.47
VETERANS O/50 
1. (9) A. Fox Glossop 1.57.23 
2. (11) I. Edgar Eryri 2.00.16 
3. (12) S. Jones Eryri 2.04.00

VETERANS O/60 
1. (47) E. Davies Eryri 2.43.07 
2. (48) A. Oliver Eryri 2.43.17 
3. (53) J. Williamson Eryri 2.55.48
LADIES 
1. (10) A. Roberts Eryri 1.57.47 
2. (23) H. Toberman Eryri 2.14.02 
3. (37) A. Williams O/40 Eryri 2.27.29 
4. (51) E. Salisbury O/40 Eryri 2.50.00 
5. (54) M. Oliver O/60 Eryri 2.57.08
55 finishers

GLAS TULAICHEAN UPHILL RACE 
Glenshee 

AS/4.5m/2200ft   31.05.08
A splendid day for the 12th running of this race. 
The going was dry and warm in the sunshine but 
there was cool breeze and marvellous views on 
top.

No age group records were threatened and 
even the clear winner, Prasad Prasad, who was 24 
seconds faster than when he finished 5th in his 
inaugural race in 2003, was a second slower than 
his second place in 2006. Martin Laing did well to 
finsh 5th overall in winning the M50 class.

I have no doubt that those who took part 
enjoyed the race and an informal bite and a 
chat in the warm sunshine afterwards. They all 
said they would like to return next year. I enjoy 
the event myself but it has to be said that the 
smallest ever field raises doubts about whether 
the expense and physical effort involved is 
justified by the entry.

Thanks once more to Simon Winton for 
permission and facilities. Simon usually runs 
himself but is nearing to completing a rapid 
Munro round and raising well over £20,000 for 
charity. Thanks to Richard for driving gear to the 
top and to all who helped with course marking 
and clearing, registration, timekeeping and 
feeding.

Martin Hyman
1. P Prasad Clyedes 37.49 
2. C. Mitchell Lochab 41.21 
3. R van Gompel N’lands 42.09 
4. D. Crowe O/40 Dundee 44.03 
5. M. Laing O/50 Fife 44.25 
6. G. Laurie Portob 45.50 
7. C. Love Dundee 46.15 
8. J. Blair-Fish O/50 Carn 48.12 
9. E. Mooney Lady Lothian 49.08 
10. D. Calder O/40 W’lands 51.12
VETERANS O/60 
1. (11) J. Knox Teviot 51.13 
2. (17) H. McLean Lothian 54.46
LADIES 
1. (9) E. Mooney Lothian 49.08 
2. (13) S Laing Portob 53.44 
3. (22) J. Wilson O/40 Carn 60.12
24 finishers

LAYCOCK GALA 
West Yorkshire 

BS/4.5m/900ft    08.06.08
1. D. Roome Bowland 19.56 
2. P. Crabtree O/40 Kghly 21.18 
3. P. Hindle O/40 Kghly 21.52 
4. T. Clegg O/40 Kghly 22.52 
5. P. Smithson O/40 Kghly 23.02 
6. C. Marshall O/50 Kghly 23.41 
7. D. Tait O/60 DkPk 24.06 
8. V. proctor O/60 DkPk 24.27 

9. M. Ford O/50 Bing 24.59 
10. H. Gardner  Lady Hfx 25.37 
11. F. Hardie O/40 Kghly 26.04 
12. L. thornton Junior Kghly 26.33 
13. P. Metcalfe O/50 Wharfe 26.39 
14. A. Marsden O/50 Kghly 26.46 
15. G. Byrne O/40 Kghly 26.55 
16. T. Hart O/40 St Bedes 27.03 
17. P. Jones O/50 FellP 27.10 
18. P. Cooke Unatt 27.20 
19. T. Whitehead Kghly 28.42 
20. A. Marsden Lady O/50 Kghly 
30.16

YETHOLM 
Berwickshire 

AM/8m/2500ft    01.06.08
Not a great day for marshals, weather best 
described as “gie driech” by the marshal on the 
Curr. This, combined with a reversal of the route, 
almost proved too much for many of the sixty-
six competitors with half the field going wrong 
between Latchly and the Curr.

However, with the help of a quick thinking 
marshal (cheers Shep, I owe you a beer) 
everyone arrived at the finish smiling if a little 
puzzled......never seen so many people studying 
maps after a race much to the amusment of 
the Border Search & Rescue team who were in 
attendance.

Will Horsley, despite taking the 
aforementioned detour, was a comfortable 
winner, with Jill Mykura first in the ladies’ race.

Les Turnbull
1. W. Horsley NFR 73.58 
2. A. Fletcher )/40 Berwick 76.17 
3. P. Buchanan O/40 Portobello 76.21 
4. K Murphy O/40 Teviot 76.23 
5. K. Short O/40 Teviot 76.38 
6. W. Hynd O/40 Moorf 76.39 
7. R. Hendry Unatt 76.54 
8. J. Mykura Lady Carn 77.05 
9. T. McCall O/40 Norham 77.19 
10. S. Bennet O/40 Carnegie 77.19
VETERANS O/50 
1. (14) L. Turnbull Norham 82.29 
2. (22) S. Symington Dunbar 89.06 
3. (31) A. Paul Unatt 93.35
VETERANS O/60 
1. (24) T. Bowie Fife 90.21 
2. (54) G. Armstrong HELP 104.26 
3. (62) P. Whewell NYM 116.08
LADIES 
1. (8) J. Mykura Carn 77.05 
2. (19) V. Houston O/40 W’land 84.06 
3. (25) C. Bagness O/40 Wooler 91.24 
4. (26) J. Connor Moorf 92.03 
(41) C. Menhennet O/50 W’lands 96.36
66 finishers

106th KRUNCE 
BS/3.5m/500ft    03.06.08

With thanks to Janet Rennie for officiating, to 
Forest Enterprise for access and to those who 
cleared the course. It was drizzling throughout 
and wet and muddy underfoot.
Ewen Rennie
1. O. Chepelin 22.39 
2. J. Williamson 24.22 
3. T. Griffin O/40 24.38 
4. R. Brookes 24.46 
5. K. Harper 25.05 
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6. B. Ingram 25.28 
7. D. McDonald O/40 25.58 
8. A. Smith O/40 26.12 
9. R. Coles O/50 26.37 
10. C. Jessiman 26.47
VETERANS O/50 
1. (9) r. Coles 26.37 
2. (21) D. Duncan 28.58 
3. (31) B. Henderson 31.29
LADIES 
1. (18) c. McLeod O/40 28.07 
2. (26) L. Noble O/40 30.18 
3. (30) A. Hamilton O/50 31.10 
4. (34) J. Boyd 32.44
48 finishers

PADDY’S POLE 
Lancashire 

AS/4.5m/1100ft     03.06.08
An excellent evening for the 20th running of this 
popular race on the Bowland Fells. 

203 runners started thanks to the clubs who 
had it as a championship race and everyone 
finished. A group of five Bowland runners 
contested the lead from the start with Sean 
Bolland the eventual winner. Bowland also won 
the men’s and ladies team prizes. Many then 
returned to the Village Hall for pie ‘n’ pies and 
bean stew supper a popular feature of this race. 

Many thanks to everyone who helped on the 
evening and to Pete Marquis Skips who kindly 
supplied the portaloos. 

Next year is the 21st running and we hope to 
put up some special prizes, see you all there.

Michael McLoughlin.
1. S. Bolland Bowland 31.39 
2. M. Chippendale Bowland 32.04 
3. M. Johnson O/40 Bowland 32.15 
4. R. Mellon Bowland 32.30 
5. D. Roome Bowland 32.50 
6. D. Roby Chorley 32.53 
7. M. Wallis O/50 Clay 33.12 
8. J. Sutton Chorley 33.12 
9. D. Nuttall O/40 Clay 33.28 
10. I. Greenwood O/40 Clay 33.40
VETERANS O/60 
1. (87) G. Breeze Skyrac 39.46
VETERANS O/70 
1. (191) H. Johnson Newburg 53.36
LADIES 
1. (90) C. Wolfenden Wharfe 40.00 
2. (96) R. Browne O/40 Bowland 40.25 
3. (109) J. Shaw O/40 Darwen 41.45 
4. (110) D. Cowans O/40 Acc 41.47 
5. (129) N. Fellows O/40 Chorley 43.06 
(150) L. Lord O/60 Clay 45.33
203 finishers

CHEVIN 
West Yorkshire 

AS/3.5m/900ft    04.06.08
Can there be a more glorious emotion than 
to gaze from the Chevin’s Surprise View on a 
warm June evening overlooking the panorama 
below: Otley, the River Wharfe, Almscliffe Crag, 
Arthington Viaduct, Simon’s Seat, Beamsley 
Beacon? Perhaps only victory in Skyrac’s Otley 
Chevin fell race can match the feeling and last 
week 131 runners turned up to savour the climb, 
the view and the plummeting descent in the 
29th running of this event.

For years, the race was associated with poor 
weather but since Neil & Sue Clayton, who 

organised the race for 20 odd years, emigrated 
to sunny France and Andy Brear took over as 
Race Director, the race has been blessed with 
sunshine. Weather forecasters are already calling 
this the “Andy Brear Effect.”

The list of race winners over the last 29 years 
includes some of the great names of fell running 
including past English Champions like Ian 
Holmes, Sarah Rowell, Carol Greenwood and 
Gary Devine.

Two new names were added to that illustrious 
list last week when Andy Peace, the four times 
winner of the Three Peaks Race, and Jo Waites 
were the race winners. Jo, who finished in 20.19, 
destroyed the previous ladies’ record of 21.08 
held by Pauline Munro since 2001, when Ian 
Holmes also set the current men’s record of 
17.04. 

When stars like Andy turn up the race is really 
about who will be second and at Surprise View, 
previous winner, Gary Devine was 14 seconds 
behind Andy (who had cycled to the race!) but 
on the downhill section of the race he lost his 
2nd place to club mate, Richard Pattinson.

One of the pleasing aspects of the race is 
that past winners still turn up even though they 
know they are unlikely to win again and this 
time these included Greg Hull (a 6 times winner), 
Shane Green, Angela Scrivastava, Gary Devine 
and Emma Barclay.

The Otley Chevin Fell Race is a bit of an 
oddity as fell races go. Starting a fellrace in a 
town centre is peculiar for a start but after 29 
years, if 131 runners are still happy to turn out 
on lovely sunny June evenings, then Skyrac AC, 
who organise the race on a non-profit basis by 
returning most of the entry fees as cash prizes, 
will continue to provide what runners like. And 
why not?

Graham Breeze
1 A. Peace Bingley 18.10 
2 R. Pattinson O/40 P&B 18.25 
3 G. Devine O/40 P&B 18.33 
4 G. Hull O/40 Leeds City 18.35 
5 M. Lockyes P&B 18.39 
6 M. Peace Bing 18.44 
7. N. Armitage P&B 18.48 

8. J. Hutchinson Ilk 18.49 
9. R. Greaves P&B 18.54 
10. P. Stevenson O/40 P&B 19.04
VETERANS O/50 
1. (29) R. Hamilton) Ilk 21.25 
2. (41) R. Hawksby  Otley 22.53 
3. (43) M. Baldwin Ilk 23.02
VETERANS /60 
1. (37) D. Tait DkPk 22.26 
2. (45) N. Bush Ilk 23.09 
3. (72) B. Duncan Bing 24.41
LADIES 
1. (21) J. Waites Cald V 20.19 
2. (28) E. Clee Unatt 21.14 
3. (40) L. Martin )/40 Otley 22.50 
4. (47) E. Barclay O/40 Ilk 23.18 
5. (51) M. Green O/50 Bing 23.28 
6. (53) T. Hird Wharfe 23.30
131 finishers

BLENCATHRA 
Cumbria 

AM/8m/2700ft   04.06.08
“The best Blencathra yet! – well that’s the 
feedback I was getting form many of the 
competitors – and I agree!

Yet again we had warm, dry conditions, 
to enhance the beautiful setting, the race 
starting from the fellgate at the picturesque 
Mungrisedale village.

Luckily, the EdenRunners volunteer team of 
marshals had been beefed-up this year, as a 
record 147 runners arrived to tackle the 8 mile 
course, with 2700ft of climbing traversing 3 
summits including the formidable Blencathra.

It was the best event yet (in my time), with 
Philippa Jackson & Natalie White both BREAKING 
THE LADIES COURSE RECORD that has stood 
unchallenged for 14 years, with Natalie setting 
the new standard at 71mins 16secs.

Overall victory went to Danny Hope in an 
impressive time of 63.32

Local teams were out in great numbers, with 
Keswick emerging the fastest team. Eden had 
some fine performances also, despite the majority 
of club members being involved in marshalling 
duties on the summits & at the start/finish.

Philippa Jackson of Keswick 
AC climbing at the head of the 
field on her record breaking 
Blencathra run
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Competitors came from as far away 
as Yorkshire & Northumberland, and all 
encompassed all ages including super-fit over-
70s veterans.

A friendly atmosphere pervaded the 
event, with the summit marshals in particular 
commenting on the amount of positive 
comments and thanks given them by the 
runners as they ran by – you are all a credit to 
your clubs!

The low-key nature of the event allows 
runners to quickly retire to the Mill inn for post-
race refreshments, where more barrels of ale 
were consumed in one hour than is usual in an 
entire night!

Thanks for the fantastic teamwork of the Eden 
Runners’ volunteers who gave up their time and 
a chance to run, and many thanks also to the 
very kind runners who returned the FRA race 
radios to Pete Bland’s at Kendal for me on the 
night.

Tell all your friends about Blencathra! – see 
you next year.

Anthony Labram
1. D. Hope P&B 63.32 
2. J. Bulman NYM 64.12 
3. J. Bland Borr 64.16 
4. S. Hebblethwaite Kesw 65.12 
5. A. Robertshaw Otley 65.45 
6. R. Maddams Horw 66.05 
7. P. Love NYM 66.24 
8. G. Thorpe Amble 67.54 
9. K. Hodgson FRA 67.57 
10. K. Livesey Wharfe 68.30
VETERANS O/40 
1. (13) A. Labram Eden 69.33 
2. (16) K. Hagley SWRR 71.01 
3. (17) d. Troman Kesw 71.12
VETERANS O/50 
1. (27) D. Loan Kesw 73.54 
2. (28) P. Clark Kend 74.23 
3. (29) L. Warburton Bowland 74.27
VETERANS O/60 
1. (112) P Gilchrist Kesw 92.02
VETERANS O/70 
1. (146) J. Rutter Kesw 113.50
LADIES 
1. (19) N. White Bing 71.16 
2. (21) P. Jackson Kesw 72.25 
3. (42) J. Reedy Amble 77.32 
(69) L. Thompson Kesw 82.03
147 finishers

RAINOW FIVE 
Cheshire 

BS/5m/750ft    04.06.08
Again, the Rainow 5 was blsssed with ideal 
conditions. Simon Bailey led from start to finish. 
However, he was not in record breaking mood 
so Mark Kinch’s 16-year old record remains 
unbroken.
There were many fine runs notably by 
Christopher Leigh’s improving form placing him 
second and just over a minute behind Simon, 
and Barry Blyth’s 19th place as first Vet 60.
The ladies were a little thin on the ground. 
However, the racing was still keen with Claire 
Parker holding off a stiff challenge from Rachel 
Lawrence.
Colin Fray
1. S. Bailey Mercia 32.06 
2. C. Leigh Traff 33.24 

3. S. Harding Congle 34.08 
4. T. Taylor O/40 Macc 34.12 
5. R. Houghton O/40 Bux 34.22 
6. M. Richards O/40 GoytV 34.33 
7. D. Murray Junior Macc 34.43 
8. A. Pead O/40 GoytV 34.43 
9. D. Byres O/40 Penn 34.59 
10. J. Chapman O/40 Macc 35.10
VETERANS O/50 
1. (16) L. Best Stockp 37.22 
2. (20) G. McAra CheshHR 37.46 
3. (27) R. Eagle CheshHR 38.22
VETERANS O/60 
1. (19) B. Blyth Macc 37.42
LADIES 
1. (38) C. Parker Penn 39.22 
2. (40) R. Lawrence Macc 39.53 
3. (52) J. Hatton O/40 Macc 41.05 
(99) B. Murray O/60 Macc  46.29 
(159) J. Dolan O/60 Unatt 57.51
165 finishers

TANSLEY HILL RACE 
Derbyshire 

CS/4.3m.600ft    05.06.08
We seem to have a special arrangement with 
the weather as we had yet another fine evening. 
Seventy runners started; just a few down on last 
year. It was good to see so many familiar faces 
returning year after year. 

Rob Stafford-Keal and Mick Stenton seem to 
have claimed the race for themselves as they 
were yet again first and second. First lady was 
Jenny Reed, again a repeat of last year’s result.

It was good to see so many promising juniors 
with Flinn Watson and Fiona Gilbert finishing 8th 
and 20th respectively. It was also good to see 
twenty local runners, all residents of our village 
of Tansley.

Matlock won the team prize and had by far 
the largestr number of entrants.

My thanks go to all the helpers who 
marshalled, worked on registration and results 
and generally made themselves useful. Thanks 
to Ian Spencer who printed our posters and 
registration forms among other things. Special 
thanks go to Ruth Cooper, my co-orgnaiser, 
without whom the event wouldn’t happen.

Barry Mosley
1. R. Stafford-Keal Redhill 27.07 

2. M. Stenton O/40 DkPk 28.00 
3. R. Bradbury Matlock 29.08 
4. J. Birch O/40 Matlock 29.25 
5. R. Hyde O/40 Erewash 30.04 
6. M. Moorhouse O/50 Matlock 30.37 
7. M. Wareham O/40 Ripley 30.41 
8. F. Watson Junior Matlock 30.52 
9. K. Mahadevan O/40 Belper 30.54 
10. R. Mitton Ashb 31.12
VETERANS O/60 
1. (29) B. Boule Sinfin 35.55 
2. (30) D. Keegan SheltStr 36.11 
3. (44) J. Bush Sinfin 37.54
LADIES 
1. (16) J. Reed Matlock 33.15 
2. (20) F. Gilbert Jun Matlock 33.52 
3. (23) H. Cameron Jun Matlock 35.06 
4. (33) D. Greer Jun Unatt 36.39 
5. (40) S. Mead O/40 Matlock 37.12 
(47) J.Forrester O/50 Matlock 38.28
68 finishers

KELBROOK 
North Yorkshire 

BS/3.4M.700FT    07.06.08
The conditions were near perfect for the race 
and Blackburn runner Paul Guinan made the 
most of them by winning by nearly half a 
minute.

Andy Stubbs was second home and also the 
first veteran as Pendle and Burnley Grand Prix 
leader was third.

Blackburn’s Peter Mathews was fourth and 
also the first under 20 t finish.

Welsh runner Kate Baie. won the ladies’ race 
in a close tussle with local lady Debbie Wilson of 
Clayton.

Ian Ramsay
1. P. Guinan B’burn 21.58 
2. A. Stubbs O/40 Clay 22.26. 
3. M. Hatley Prest 22.36 
4. P. Mathews  B’burn 22.55 
5. G. Wilkinson O/40 Clay 23.40 
6. L. Passco B’burn 23.13 
7. G. Schofield O/50 Horw 23.27 
8. A. Payne Clay 23.29 
9. S. Clare O/40 Clay 23.44 
10. A. Orr Clay 23.53
VETERANS O/50 
1. (7) G. Schofield Horw 23.27 
2. 16) J. Holt Clay 24.30 
3. (17) P. Harlowe Wharfe 24.41
VETERANS O/60 
1. (55) R. Wilkinson Trawden 29.35 
2. (65) P. Walsh Bowland 31.44 
3. (76) J. Edmundson Trawden 37.31
VETERANS O/70 
1. 75) R. Jaques Clay 35.40 
2. (80) B. Leathley Clay 44.44
80 finishers
LADIES 
1. K. Baiey Merianydd 26.40 
2. D. Wilson Clay 26.45 
3. T. Mitchell Clay 27.09 
4. S. Burns O/50 Clay 27.49 
5. M. Ralphson Trawden 28.22 
6. M. Brolly U/20 Clay 29.18 
(23) M. Wilkinson O/60 Clay 38.19
26 finishers

WHARFEDALE OFF-ROAD 
MARATHON & HALF MARATHON 

North Yorkshire 
07.06.08

Record numbers once again attended the 
6th Wharfedale Off Road Marathon and Half 
Marathon.  In near perfect conditions over 
230 athletes toed the line in this increasingly 
popular multi-terrain event set in the heart of 
the spectacular Yorkshire Dales. All proceeds 
for the event go to Wharfedale Rugby Club and 
St Gemma’s Hospice in Leeds, the races have 
once again been very kindly sponsored by The 
Complete Runner in Ilkley.

On this occasion, it was the half marathon 
that stole the limelight with new records in 
both the men’s and ladies’ races.  Richard 
Pattinson pushed the pace from the start 
managing to hold off previous record holder 
Andy Robertshaw.. Ben Mounsey and the ever 
youthful Mark Aspinall had fine runs in 3rd & 
4th places. The first four ladies home had an 
excellent battle throughout, all beating the 
course record with Sally Milir beating the record 
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by four minutes.  Local lady, Karen Chown, came 
in second place running five minutes faster than 
she had previously achieved.  Diane Haggar and 
Mary Green closely followed in third and fourth 
position.

In the marathon, Andrew Cottier just held 
off Shaun Wilkinson and Chris Stubbs to win 
in a time of 03.06.08. All three running very 
respectable times, Andrew achieving the second 
fastest time on the course, although some way 
short of the outstanding record set by Paul Hart, 
Dumfries, 2007, 02.58.00. On this occasion Paul 
ran the half marathon as he had just represented 
Scotland in the Home Countries International 
100K Championships, he felt that his legs would 
not stand up to the marathon.  However, his 
team mate, Les Hill, who also participated in the 
International, ran exceptionally well as a vet 50, 
returning home fourth overall.  

In the ladies’ race Cath Worth, Vet 50 had 
her best run to date, winning for the third time 
in 3.40.57, finishing not far off the record and 
coming home 12th overall.  

Once again thank you to all the volunteers and 
marshals who give their help and time to such 
events, helping this race to go from strength to 
strength.

Mick Hawkins
MARATHON 
BL/26m/2600ft
1. A. Cottier DewsRR 3.06.08 
2. S. Wilkinson O/40 Kghly 3.06.28 
3. C. Stubbs O/40 Idle 3.07.24 
4. L. Hill O/50 Dumfries 3.12.58 
5. M. Terry O/40 Clay 3.13.57 
6. P. HindleO/40 Kghly 3.21.32 
7. N. Ridsdale O/50 Driffield 3.21.34 
8. J. Hopkinson Kghly 3.26.01 
9. D. Burton O/40 Stroud 3.33.29 
10. P. Smithson O/40 Kghly 3.34.45
VETERANS O/60 
1. (53) I. Greenhalgh Mildcarians 4.13.08 
2. (55) D. Harrison Kesw 4.14.27 
3. (64) G. Webster VallStr 4.25.57
LADIES 
1. (12) C. Worth o/50 NYM 3.40.57 
2. (26) K. Best  Otley 3.52.42 
3. (27) D. Raidy O/40 Ross 3.53.13 
4. (35) A. Dean O/40 Whull 4.01.14 
5. (36) B. Weight O/50 Bing 4.01.14 
6. (40) C. Clarke O/50 Shepshed 4.06.58 
(74) E. Robinson O/60 Ripley 4.39.21
96 finishers
HALF MARATHON 
BL/13m/2300ft
1. R. Pattinson O/40 P&B 1.28.11 
2. A. Robertshaw Otley 1.28.34 
3. B. Mounsey CaldV 1.30.20 
4. M. Aspinall O/40 Clay 1.32.28 
5. N. Hart  P&B 1.35.01 
6. S. Webb O/40 VallStr 1.36.08 
7. P. Hart Dumfries 1.36.37 
8. J. Sinclair O/40 Ilk 1.40.56 
9. M. Wrench O/40 VallStr 1.41.15 
10. E. Melbourne Unatt 1.41.59
VETERANS O/50 
1. (23) J. Dalby Hgte 1.51.18 
2. (24) S. White Clay 1.51.47 
3. (32) J. Pickup Clay 1.56.24
VETERANS O/60 
1. (31) G. Breeze Skyrac 1.56.12 
2. (53) T. Haygarth VallStr 2.08.54 

3. (77) W. Van HagueRR 2.21.05 

LADIES 
1. (16) S. Mailir O/40 Ilk 1.48.20 
2. )18) K. Chown O/40 Skip 1.49.39 
3. (19) D. Haggar O/40 Ilk 1.49.52 
4. (22) R. Akers Unatt 1.50.56 
5. (25) M. Green O/50 Bing 1.52.14
136 finishers

PEN Y GHENT 
North Yorkshire 

AS/5.9m/1650ft    07.06.08
1. I. Holmes O/40 Bing 46.26 

2. A Peace Bing 47.04 
3. C. Roberts O/40 Kend 47.25 
4. K. Gray CaldV 47.49 
5. G. Pearce P&B 47.56 
6. S. Godsman CaldV 48.05 
7. G. Devine O/40 P&B 49.05 
8. T. Mason Wharfe 49.38 
9. J. Wright Tod 50.17

10. B. Taylor Ross 50.24
VETERANS O/50 

1. (11) S. Oldfield BfdA 50.48 
2. (24) A. Pickles Settle 54.05 
3. (37) M. Walsh Kend 55.40

VETERANS O/60 
1. (50) D. Tait DkPk 57.36 
2. (79) G. Howard Ilk 61.25 
3. (85) W. Helliwell Unatt 61.55

VETERANS O/70 
1. (192) R. Bray B’pool 81.12

LADIES 
1. (15) V. Wilkinson Bing 52.12 
2. (22) J. Waites CaldV 53.03 
3. (30) C.Taylor Clay 54.46 
4. (53) L. Lacon Holmf 57.51 
5. (97 A. Eagle O/40 Ilk 63.06 
(100) K. Nash O/50 Prest 63.27 
(184) J. Atkins Chorl 78.17

202 finishers

HEBDEN BRIDGE FELL RACE 
West Yorkshire 

BS/5.9m/1150ft    08.06.08
This was the third year for the race, and for 
the third year running the weather was h-o-t. 
Moving the race from a Sat afternoon to Sunday 
morning slot attracted more runners, and also 
meant that everyone was safely back (and 
mostly in the garden of the White Swan) before 
the really hot part of the day.

James Logue stormed in in 43.37, knocking 
just over a minute off Chris Smale’s record from 
the previous year and incidentally improving on 
his own time in this race by over two minutes. 
He said afterwards that he’d been conscious of 
Chris’s time as he’d gone round and had kept 
the pace up during the run-in, even though the 
second runner David Roome was a good four 
minutes adrift.

Helen Allcock was running on her home 
territory and was the first lady back in 56.36, 
arriving at Stoodley Pike half way round just 
ahead of Kath Brierley and managing to keep her 
lead on the descent across Erringden Moor. 

Clayton had a good day, winning the men’s 
prize with Mark Brown (3rd place), Jack Holt 
(who took the V50 prize) in fifth place and Niel 
Hardiman in eighth place. Barbara Savage was 
also the third lady home, taking just over the 

hour. Calder Valley won the ladies’ team prize, 
however, with Liz White and Louise Marix Evans 
supporting Helen Allcock.

The Hebden Bridge fell race has a tradition 
of awarding prizes to the first male and female 
runners running their first fell race, and this year 
the prizes were gained by Mark Gill (Unattached) 
in a very commendable 56.00 and local Hebden 
Bridge runner Sara Davies (Unattached) in 
1.11.15. Another first-time runner, Ged Callan, 
(also Unattached) was unlucky to miss out, being 
just three seconds behind Mark Gill. Local clubs 
may want to note the names and try their luck at 
recruitment.

Some runners might have managed slightly 
better times if they hadn’t been so keen to follow 
a maverick (strongly rumoured to have been 
wearing the vest of organising club Todmorden) 
the wrong way up the bank on to Erringden 
Moor, a mistake which involved negotiating 
barbed wire at the top. Next year it may be 
worth following the route being pointed out by 
the marshal.

Thank you for the positive feedback and 
the compliments about the route. We’ve been 
increasing the numbers each year we’ve run the 
race, and feel that the race is now becoming 
embedded in the local racing calendar.

Andrew Bibby
1. J. Logue Horw 43.37 
2. D. Roome Bowland 47.43 
3. M. Brown O/40 Clay 49.07 
4. A. Rhodes-Dawson Tod 49.16 
5. J. Holt O/50 Clay 49.53 
6. H. Darwin O/40 Roth 51.20 
7. M. Barnes O/40 Unatt 51.36 
8. N. Hardiman O/40 Clay 51.53 
9. C. Standish CaldV 53.02 
10. P. Rawlinson Stain 53.05
VETERANS O/50 
1. (5) J. Holt Clay 49.53 
2. (12) J. Rusius Clay 53.30 
3. (3) H. Atkinson Bing 60.52
VETERANS O/60 
1. (35) B. Grant FRA 62.18 
2. (41) M. Coles Skyrac 68.28 
3. (49) M. Hennigan Tod 78.01
LADIES 
1. (22) H. Allcock O/40 CaldV 56.36 
2. (25) K. Brierley O/40 Tod 57.45 
3. (37) B. Savage O/40 Clay 63.42
57 finishers

BINGLEY ST IVES TRAIL RACE 
West Yorkshire 

CS/4m/450ft   10.06.08
115 runners set off on a beautiful evening, a 

100% increase over the starters in 2007. Twenty 
marshals ensure that no athletes went astray on 
the scenic undulating course, which proved to 
be enjoyable for both competitors and marshals 
alike.

All prize recipients stayed for the presentation 
at the front of St Ives Mansion. Over £500 was 
raised for charity, with additional funds raised on 
the popular BBQ and bar! 

We look forward to welcoming even more 
runners next year!

Mary Green
1. R. Lawrence Bing 34.25 

2. S. Carney Bing 35.22 
3. A. Fozzard HullC 35.30 
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Results and Race RepoRts
Please submit all race reports and results for inclusion in the Fellrunner to:  
Dave Weatherhead
16 Birchlands Grove, Wilsden, West Yorkshire BD15 0HD
Tel: 01535 273508   Email: resultsfra@aol.com

Please submit photographs for inclusion in the race reports and results section of the Fellrunner to:  
Britta Sendlhofer,  
The Cottage, Ghyll Head, Bowness-on-Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3LN
Email: britta@brittas-designs.co.uk

4. S. Fry O/40 Bing 36.25 
5. S. Webb O/40 VallStr 36.38 
6. I. Rowbottom O/40 Ilk 36.54 
7. A. Wright Bing 36.59 
8. P. Crabtree O/40 Kghly 37.11 
9. N. Penn Unatt 37.30 
10. M. Green O/40 Unatt 37.35
VETERANS O/50 
1. (13) C. Marshall Kghly 39.58 
2. (15) B. Hamilton Ilk 40.16 
3. (17) J. Patterson Holmf 40.42
VETERANS O/60 
1. (16) G. Breeze Skyrac 40.26 
2. (26) G. Arthur Ilk 41.51 
3. (35) S. Thompson Bing 42.44
LADIES 
1. (22) R. Whitehead Bing 41.16 
2. (34) J. Dybeck U/18 Ilk 42.34 
3. (37) S. Smith Bing 43.19 
4. (45) A. Srivastava 
                          O/40 Ilk 44.30 
5. (52) B. Weight Bing 44.44
116 finishers

HolcoMBe tWo toWeRs 
lancashire 

as/4m/1300ft     11.06.08
This is a gem of a fell race. I knew there was a 
category A short race somewhere on Holcombe 
Moor and this is it! Four miles of sustained 
enjoyment – if you like frequent changes in 
terrain and gradient as the route oscillates 
through steep woodland, open meadows, rocky 
paths and tussocky moorland. The runners 
enjoyed perfect, dry, cool conditions for the new 
course and Sean Bolland’s winning time suggests 
that someone out there might be able to break 
the half hour if we can set up a really competitive 
race. 

Junior runner, Mark Shakeshaft, made up 
ground in the middle of the race to move into 
second place but couldn’t hold off  Brendon 
Taylor. First lady home was Heather Corbishley. 
It was good to see Pete Bates take the Vet 
50 prize in a rare visit to the fells and the 
loudest applause at the presentation was for 
Rossendale’s Gerard Navan, first V65. Keep on 
running!

The new course meant more flagging and 
more marshals, so thanks to that reliable crew 
and of course to the stalwart staff who cope with 
the administration of registration and results. A 

great team effort! 
Seventy eight runners completed the race. 

That’s a few down on last year. If you didn’t come 
you missed a treat. Put it in your diary for next 
year!
David Archer
1. S. Bolland Bowland 31.46 
2. B. Taylor Ross 32.48 
3. M. Shakeshaft Junior Bury 32.53 
4. A. Buttery Ross 33.37 
5. D. Roome Bowland 34.03 
6. G. Jackson Ross 34.56 
7. B. Riddell Radc 35.20 
8. A. Life O/40 Clay 35.34 
9. J. Dugdale Junior Clay 35.41 
10. K. Horrigan O/40 Unatt 35.48
VERTERANS O/50 
1. (17) P. Bates Bury 37.31 
2. (31) A. Firth Clay 42.26 
3. (35) N. Harris Ross 43.20
VETERANS O/60 
1. (44) G. Large NthnV 44.46 
2. (45) J. Young Radc 44.57 
3. (54) B. Grant Unatt 46.41 
LADIES 
1. (33) H. Corbishley Ross 42.35 
2. (38) S. Budgett O/40 Horw 43.27 
3. (40) C. Kenny O/40  CaldV 43.57 
4. (41) S. Yeomans Junior Ross 44.04 
(61) L. Bostock O/50 Clay 47.50
78 finishers

BoaR’s Head 
derbyshire 

BM/8m/1322ft   11.06.08
A very good field of 170 runners turned up 
on an excellent evening for racing, cool with 
a bit of a breeze and very dry underfoot – in 
fact ideal for record-breaking. However, this 
did not happen, largely because the hugely 
experienced trio of Phil Winskill, Malcolm 
Fowler and Lloyd Taggart took the evening 
as a golden, not-to-be-missed opportunity to 
try out a hitherto unknown and experimental 
route and hence spent some time wandering 
uphill through the woodland communing with 
the deer, badgers and squirrels. It is proof of 
their considerable collective ability that they 
still managed to stay ahead of the rest of the 
field and take the first three places. Jackie Lee 
took a more conventional route and had a fine 
run to finish as first lady in 28th place overall, 

although not quite managing to lower her own 
impressive record set last year – congratulations 
to her and to Phil. 

A notable feature this year was the presence 
of no fewer than five V70 runners, led home 
in fine style by Bryan Gane with twenty-four 
people behind him – well done, gentlemen, 
there’s hope for us all yet !!

Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, 
including the marshalling/registration/
results team (many thanks to all of them) who 
managed to unravel such cunning tricks as 
Geoff Hodges of Cheshire Hill Racers trying to 
pass himself off as a lady on his registration 
form and 35-year old Jeff Capper of Wilmslow 
trying to worm his way into the prizes by 
ticking the “V50” box (it very nearly worked as 
well!) and the least said about Jeff Kettle’s debit 
card, the better !!*! 

Thanks for coming and we look forward to 
seeing you next year.

Dave Jones
1. P. Winskill DkPk 46.21 
2. M. Fowler O/40 CheshHR 46.34 
3. L. Taggart DkPk 47.20 
4. A. Pead O/40 GoytV 48.10 
5. T. Taylor O/40 Macc 48.22 
6. P. Deonne-Wright DkPk 48.37 
7. V. Booth O/40 CheshHR 49.23 
8. E. Gamble O/40 CheshHR 49.28 
9. M. Williams O/40 Penn 49.36 
10. S. Bond TommysFS 49.37
VETERANS O/50 
1. (20) L. Best Penn 51.44 
2. (33) M. Moorhouse Unatt 53.45 
3. (39) A. Butler Penn 54.44
VETERANS O/60 
1. (27) B. Blyth Macc 52.53 
2. (66) W. Helliwell Unatt 57.60 
3. (70) P. Roberts Buckley 58.00
VETERANS O/70 
1. (143) B. Gane Sale 70.38 
2. (152) A. Gregory Macc 73.36 
3. (158) M. Schofield Altr 75.42
LADIES 
1. (28) J. Lee Eryri 52.59 
2. (56) J. Hatton O/40 Unatt 56.46 
3. (58) L. Farhall Spectrum 56.58 
4. (60) R. Chatwin Penn 57.03 
5. (61) T. Greenway O/40 Bux 57.05 
(124) A. Dinsmoor O/50 Penn 65.22
167 finishers
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 MUDCLAW 330 - £65 
(UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
Extremely durable and aggressively outsoled 
fell/mountain/orienteering shoe. Synthetic 

upper has dual layer 
mesh for comfort and 
protection. Outsole uses 
Inov-8 sticky rubber 
compound.
WEIGHT: 330 GRAMS

 MUDCLAW 270 - £65 
(UK 4-12 INC ½ SIZES)
Extreme mountain/fell and cross country 
running shoe combining a radical new 

design upper and 
aggressive sticky 
rubber outsole 
offering massive 
levels of grip. 
WEIGHT: 270 GRAMS

 HOT PEAK 42

(SIZES MEDIUM & LARGE)

Off road running cap featuring 
breathable mesh, fast wicking, 
quick drying microfi bre, 
anatomical fi t and a short peak 
for steep ascending.

FREE WITH X-TALON 212 
PROMOTION

ORDER ONLINE NOW OR PLACE YOUR ORDER BY PHONE
P ET E BL AND S P ORT S 34A K I RKL AND, K ENDA L,  C UMBR I A L A9 5AD

Tel: (01539) 731012  www.peteblandsports.co.uk

£3 Standard delivery 
£5 Next Day Delivery

10% 

DISCOUNT 
TO FRA 
MEMBERS

 ROCLITE 315 - £65 
(UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
Trail running shoe with high levels of comfort, 
upper support and grip. Medium profi le 

cushioned midsole 
provides comfort while 
the fascia-band aids 
propulsion effi ciency of 
the running cycle. 
WEIGHT: 315 GRAMS

BEST OF THE REST

HOT PEAK 42

(SIZES MEDIUM & LARGE)

Off road running cap featuring 
breathable mesh, fast wicking, 
quick drying microfi bre, 
anatomical fi t and a short peak 
for steep ascending.

FREE WITH X-TALON 212 
PROMOTION

X MARKS THE SPOT

 AVAILABLE 2ND WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2008

 PRE-ORDER ONLINE NOW AT www.peteblandsports.co.uk 
OR CALL THE SHOP ON (01539) 731012

 FREE INOV-8 HOT PEAK 42 CAP WITH THE FIRST 100 PAIRS ORDERED

 X-TALON 212 - £70 
(UK 4-12 INC ½ SIZES)
Super lightweight off road running shoe 
with low profi le midsole. High levels of 
comfort, stability and performance with 
an aggressive sticky 
rubber outsole make 
this shoe ideal for fell 
racing/running and 
cross country.

WEIGHT: 
212 GRAMS

 ROCLITE 295 - £65   (UK 4-13 INC ½ SIZES)
A trail running and walking shoe with 
high levels of comfort, breathability and 
performance. Good underfoot cushioning 
makes the shoe ideal for hard surface tracks 
and trails. 
WEIGHT: 295 GRAMS

 FLYROC 310 - £65   (UK 3½ -13 INC ½ SIZES)
The ultimate lightweight trail and adventure 
racing shoe with high levels of comfort, 
breathability and performance. Ideal for off-
road and mixed terrain use with excellent grip 
in grass and muddy conditions. 
WEIGHT: 310 GRAMS
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5 LONDON ROAD 
ALDERLEY EDGE 

CHESHIRE SK9 7JT 
Tel: 01625 582130 

Fax: 01625 583878 
All major credit cards accepted 
P & P shoes £2.50 clothing £1.00 

FRA member discounts 
Except on Running Bear own label 

Clothing and special offers 

All products can be ordered online at: 
www.runningbear.co.uk 
e-mail: info@runningbear.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
 

Pertex Jacket  

 

VERY lightweight 
(ideal race kit for 
your bum bag) 
Club kit orders 
available 
Only £35.00 

Nike Air 
Pegasus 
Trail  well 
cushioned off 
road shoe   
£70.00

¾ length tights, mens with inner brief for added support 
(ladies photo below) only £15.00.  Aer Tee Shirt – 

latest design, super high wicking fabric £15.00, Square 
Cut Shorts, with rear zip pocket (as shown in running 

photo) £12.59, Racing Cut Shorts £10.95 
 (all in s,m,l,xl).   

Julbo Eye 
Protection 
lightweight 

running 
sunglasses 

£35.00 

Running 
Bear Aer 

Shirt £15.00. 
 

SPECIAL 
OFFER! 

 

Asics system 
tights  

mOnly 
£25.00 

Timex Stop watch,  
50 lap memory 

£29.00 
(was £40.00) 

Nike Zoom Explosion lightweight trainer racer mens 
and ladies colours (250 grams) Only £45.00

Gladiator  

Fell Shoes, 
Get a Grip at 
only  
 

£55.00 

Asics 

 performance 
top, 

lightweight, 
high wicking 

polyester 
 
 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

 

 £20.00 

 

 (was £28.00) 

Saucony 
Grid Jazz  
Trail shoe  
 

Only £60.00 

Timex Stop watch,  
30 lap memory 
£29.00 
(was £40.00) 

 Sportiva 
Crosslite 
sticky rubber 
sole, ideal for 
long days out on 
the hills 
£70.00 T
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